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 Introduction: Threat Construction, 1.
Bureaucracies and Irregular Immigration 

The pressure of illegal migration on the Member States of the Euro-

pean Union situated in the Mediterranean and Atlantic region in the 

last two years has reached an unprecedented high, requiring imme-

diate and decisive action at both national and European levels, in 

order to safeguard the Schengen system and prevent further tragedy 

among illegal migrants who die in large numbers in attempting to 

reach the shores of the European Union (European Commission, 

COM(2006)733, p. 3). 
 

State bureaucracies and their representatives are great producers of 

“social problems” (Bourdieu 1994, 2). 

 

 

Threat Construction and Bureaucracies without a Clear 

Interest in Threat Expansion 

The main subject of this dissertation is how our view of what constitutes a 

security threat is formed, and it makes its theoretical contribution to the liter-

ature on securitization and threat construction. It argues that this literature 

has hitherto overlooked how influential bureaucracies that have little to gain 

from widened threat perceptions, in contrast to the police and the military, 

may still contribute to threat construction. The aim of this dissertation is 

therefore to analyze the contribution to threat construction by a bureaucracy 

whose interests and dispositions are not to expand the number of threats. 

Using the case of the Commission and irregular immigration, the dissertation 

analyzes the extent to which the Commission frames irregular immigration 

as a threat, as well as how this framing of irregular immigration is made 

possible by the inner bureaucratic logic of the Commission. Analyzing these 

issues contributes to the study of threat construction and securitization by 

providing insights, not only on how threat construction may emerge and 

change in the absence of clear bureaucratic security dispositions, but also 
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concerning what role that the internal bureaucratic logic plays for the contri-

bution to threat construction. 

The point of departure for the study is that it is impossible to 

determine objectively whether a certain political issue constitutes a threat on 

some kind of essential level. The shared view of something as a threat is 

instead socially constructed. Different issues can be recognized as threats by 

different actors in different contexts at different points in time. What a cer-

tain group of people considers a threat, for example a bomb, another group 

can recognize as something welcome, such as a tool for liberation (Eriksson 

2001, 10). At the same time, when an issue in a certain society is indeed 

considered a security threat, this means that it is deemed as in need of being 

fundamentally controlled or eliminated from that society (see e.g. Buzan, 

Wæver & de Wilde 1998; van Munster 2009, 10). There are many examples 

of political issues and objects that are interpreted differently, depending on 

who is asked about their essence and at what point in time. Take, for in-

stance, the extreme but illuminating example of how the social construction 

of Jews in Germany under Hitler in the late 1930s completely differs from 

the social construction of Jews in Israel in the 2000s. One and the same per-

ceived group of people can hence be constructed as a severe threat in one 

society, and as normal human beings in another. In one setting the profound 

elimination of Jews was advocated, while such a strategy is completely un-

thinkable in the other. Another example of how the same political issue can 

be interpreted differently is irregular immigration, which is the empirical 

issue that this dissertation studies in-depth. For many immigrants, the irregu-

lar road to another country is considered the only possible road to safety.  

However, some people in  the country to which they migrate may,  quite to 

the contrary, consider irregular immigration as boosting human smuggling 

and organized crime, and thus as a threat to law and order. The latter group 

often promotes intense surveillance of some of the sites where irregular im-

migrants may be found. This surveillance then affects the lives of irregular 

immigrants in different and very hands-on ways. The social construction of a 

threat is hence no trivial issue, and this makes it immensely important to 

understand how threat construction works.  

Threat Construction in Political Science and International  Rela-

tions 

In the Political Science and the International Relations (IR) literature, the 

study of the social construction of security threats started to gain considera-

ble attention in the mid-1990s. It was then that Wæver and his colleagues of 

the so-called Copenhagen school launched what came to be a very influential 

framework for the analysis of threat construction by introducing the concept 
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of securitization. Securitization is defined as the process that moves an issue 

into a security logic (cf. Huysmans 1995, 54), specified as when the issue in 

speech or writing officially starts being portrayed “as an existential threat, 

requiring emergency measures and justifying action outside the normal 

bounds of political procedure” (Buzan, Wæver & de Wilde 1998, 24; Wæver 

1995; 1997; Buzan & Wæver 2003). Being based on Austin’s speech act 

theory, the idea is that the very act of naming something an existential threat 

turns it intersubjectively into a security threat (Wæver 1995, 55).2 Issues 

consequently “become” threats if certain people speak of them as threats. 

Language thus bears very powerful capacities in the original understanding 

of securitization.  

The securitization framework has been highly influential and 

has spurred a multitude of scholarly interventions that in different ways re-

late to it. It has, often with more or less significant modifications, been em-

pirically applied to a number of policy issues; for instance immigration is-

sues (see e.g. Doty 1998; Abiri 2000; Huysmans 2000; 2006b; Aradau 2001; 

Bigo 2002; Ceyhan & Tsoukala 2002; Buonfino 2004; Ibrahim 2005; Diez & 

Squire 2008; van Munster 2009), environmental issues (Floyd 2010; Trom-

betta 2011); health issues like HIV/AIDS (Sjöstedt 2008); organized crime 

(Emmers 2003; Stritzel 2012); and cyber security (Hansen & Nissenbaum 

2009). The securitization framework has also been used to study a number of 

specific events in international relations, such as the Danish Muhammad 

cartoon crisis (Hansen 2011), and the invasion of Iraq in 2003 (Roe 2008). 

Many scholars have moreover engaged in a normative debate on whether 

securitization is essentially negative, as Buzan, Wæver & de Wilde them-

selves argue (1998, 29), or may sometimes be morally justified (Floyd 2011; 

Roe 2012). What entails its opposite has also been discussed, that is to say, a 

desecuritization (Aradau 2004; Behnke 2006). Given all the attention, it is 

perhaps not surprising that some significant theoretical critique has been 

leveled against the securitization framework. Examples of topics raised are, 

for instance, how the securitization framework might miss gender aspects of 

security (Hansen 2000), how it pays too little attention to audiences’ percep-

tions (Balzacq 2005; 2011; Jensen 2013), that it is an unfinished perspective 

unless adding a “violization” step after a security speech act, a step that 

shows that actual hands-on violence is being used (Neumann 1998). Some 

have argued that the perspective has a European bias that takes for granted 

that European understandings of state and society are universal (Wilkinson 

2007, but see  Bilgin 2011, who argues that the theory seems to spread to 

places, such as Turkey, where one would perhaps not have so expected). 

Another important theoretical critique, and one of immediate relevance to 

this dissertation, is that the securitization framework focuses too much atten-

tion to language, while forgetting about the importance of contextual factors 

                                                      
2 For more on the intellectual foundations of securitization theory, see Williams (2003).  
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for the construction of a security threat (Bigo 2000; Balzacq 2005; 2011, 19; 

Huysmans 2006b; Stritzel 2007; 2012; MacDonald 2008; Villumsen Berling 

2011; Sjöstedt 2010). Several critics have pointed out that an analysis of how 

threat construction works must involve a much broader understanding of 

power. If one, similar to the Copenhagen school, only studies the power of 

language, other forces of power are neglected. There is, for instance, a need 

to embed the study of text and language in a study of the speaker’s authority 

(Bigo 2000, 195; Balzacq 2005; 2011; Stritzel 2007; 2012; Williams & 

Neumann 2007, 65-67). Not everyone has the same power to “speak securi-

ty” successfully and hence to construct issues as security threats. In short, 

linguistic use cannot be studied in isolation, but must be accompanied by a 

contextual power analysis.  

Key Actors in the Security Policy Field: The Unclear Role of 

Bureaucracies 

One scholar who has written extensively on the importance of power analy-

sis to understand securitization is Bigo, whose research has been highly in-

fluential among scholars studying securitization and threat construction.3 He 

has, following Bourdieu, applied the concept of field, which enables him to 

nail down the importance of both context and power for threat construction. 

He argues that within a certain policy field, in this case the security policy 

field, those actors should be considered powerful that hold an abundance of 

the type of symbolic and material capital that is valued in this particular 

field. Those actors are the ones that have the power to transform a certain 

issue into a threat, i.e. to construct a threat. To understand the threat con-

struction process, one must therefore closely study these actors. Key actors 

within the security policy field that have been mentioned in the securitization 

literature are, for instance, politicians (Bigo 2001b, 125-126; Huysmans & 

Buonfino 2008; Buzan, Wæver & de Wilde 19984) and the media (Bigo 

                                                      
3 Many scholars use the concepts of threat construction and securitization basically inter-

changeably, as signifying the move of an issue into intersubjectively being a security threat 

(see e.g. Bigo 2002, 174; MacDonald 2008; van Munster 2009) There are, however, also 

those who prefer to delimit the concept of securitization to its original definition, where it 

should be understood as narrower than the concept of threat construction. One example is 

Boswell when she only studies whether political actors have increased their linking of immi-

gration to terrorism in the aftermath of 11 September 2001 (and reaches the conclusion that 

they have not) (Boswell, 2007). I have in this dissertation favored the concept of threat con-

struction, which I use in a broader sense than the original concept of securitization (i.e. the 

naming of something as an existential threat). I do this to avoid misunderstandings. Neverthe-

less, it should be stated that my contribution is, of course, made in relation to the literature on 

securitization as well. 
4 Buzan, Wæver & de Wilde find politicians to be securitizing actors at least in some of their 

security sectors. 
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2001b, 125-126; Tsoukala 2005, 180; Innes 2010).5 Some have also dis-

cussed the possible role of experts and scholars in securitization (see e.g. 

Behnke 2000; Eriksson 1999; Huysmans 2002; Wæver 1999; Villumsen 

Berling 2011). Bigo, however, stresses bureaucracies as particularly im-

portant. Since bureaucracies are the ones working closely with political is-

sues on a daily basis in a routinized manner, and are holders of both forms of 

capital, they are very influential in shaping how an issue is understood and 

handled (Bigo 2000). The argument that bureaucracies are one of the key 

actors in the political machinery is also supported by the vast literature on 

bureaucracy in Political Science. This literature generally claims that public 

bureaucracy is incredibly important both for making policy and implement-

ing it (see e.g. Peters 2010, 15). The actors that are important in the threat 

construction process are hence quite similar to those that are considered key 

actors in the general literature on policy-making. As for definitions of bu-

reaucracy, these vary depending on the perspective of the author.6 In this 

dissertation, however, the term bureaucracy is applied rather loosely and 

simply refers to the public administration of the state or the EU (see Gold-

mann, Pedersen & Østerud 1997, 30).  

In his empirical studies of bureaucratic actors, Bigo focuses 

mainly on the police and the military, which he calls the “professionals of 

security” (Bigo 2000; 2001a; 2002). According to Bigo, these hold a special 

position in the security policy field, since the issues that they choose to focus 

on tend to become constructed as threats. Since they are concerned with 

security on a daily basis they are inclined to look at issues from a security 

perspective; they have security dispositions. Bigo paraphrases Wendt: “Se-

curity is what the professionals of unease management make of it” (Bigo 

2002, 85). His research has moreover demonstrated how it has been of inter-

est to the police and the military to expand the types of threats on their radar 

after the end of the Cold War. This threat expansion, he argues, has namely 

resulted in an increased (or at least continued) need for security providing 

from the police and the military (Bigo 2002). While Bigo’s research is in-

formative and interesting, as a case of how the bureaucracy constructs 

threats, it is nevertheless problematic since it focuses almost exclusively on 

the security professionals. While the police and the military do hold a key 

position in the security field, they are far from the only bureaucracies that 

are involved in policy-making and thus in defining important policies and 

what public finances should be spent on. Boswell has pointed out that other 

types of bureaucracies, she gives the example of immigration authorities, 

also are highly involved in formulating policy. Importantly, she argues that 

                                                      
5 Few of the researchers that have studied these actors have applied the concept of field, but 

their research is still useful to understand which the key actors in the security policy field are. 
6 For a survey of the research literature on bureaucracy, see e.g. Albrow (1970) or Beetham 

(1996). 
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even though it may be in the interest of the police and the military to expand 

the number of threats or broaden threat perceptions, it is far from certain that 

it is in the interest of other influential bureaucracies. She reaches the conclu-

sion that other bureaucracies can have very ambiguous organizational inter-

ests and that Bigo’s notion of security professionals as ”colonizing” other 

policy areas to accomplish their own interests therefore is highly problemat-

ic. The straightforward interests of the security professionals are not neces-

sarily in line with other bureaucracies’ more ambiguous interests, which are 

not only or automatically to expand their power, but also to avoid uncertain-

ty and to ensure support from members of the organization by adhering to 

routines within the bureaucracy (Boswell 2007). What Boswell’s contribu-

tion teaches us is that other bureaucracies do not have the same clear interest 

in threat expansion. Not all bureaucracies would gain from more threats, nor 

are their dispositions as clearly inclined toward security. Therefore, they 

cannot be expected to act equally ”linear” in the direction of threat construc-

tion, or as what one may call straightforward securitization actors. On the 

other hand, what her reasoning does not develop is that the lack of a clear 

interest in and dispositions towards threat expansion in and by itself does not 

necessarily prevent a bureaucracy from contributing to threat construction in 

another, more non-linear way. Ambiguous and conflicting interests and goals 

are no guarantee for threat construction not to appear in a bureaucracy, 

which Boswell seems to imply. Just because it has ambiguous goals does not 

mean that the bureaucracy does not act in accordance with a certain pattern, 

a certain logic, which in the end contributes to threat construction anyway. 

On the contrary, according to some theorists we can actually expect it to 

follow a certain logic (e.g. Bourdieu 1994).7 To what extent this logic con-

tributes to threat construction is an empirical question, but answering it 

would render important theoretical insights on what happens to threat con-

struction in a bureaucracy without a clear interest in threat expansion. There 

is hence great reason for a study that begins where Boswell’s ends.  

In short; many, perhaps even most, of the bureaucracies that are 

influential in policy-making, including those acting in the outskirts of the 

security policy field, do not unequivocally stand to gain from a threat expan-

sion and are not necessarily accustomed to seeing issues primarily from a 

security perspective. Thus, the aim of this dissertation is to analyze the con-

tribution to threat construction by a bureaucracy whose interests and dispo-

sitions are not to expand the number of threats (in contrast to the police and 

the military). This aim is fulfilled by studying two things: firstly by investi-

gating a bureaucracy’s constructions of reality, and to what extent these con-

tribute to threat construction, which we cannot take for granted that the bu-

reaucracy does. Secondly, it also involves studying how these constructions 

                                                      
7 Also Boswell would most likely agree with the assertion that bureaucracies follow a certain 

logic, only she does not see that logic as possibly resulting in threat construction. 
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of reality are made possible at the expense of others by the inner logic of the 

bureaucracy. 

Since a bureaucracy without a clear interest in threat expansion, 

unlike the police and the military, cannot pre-empirically be assumed to con-

tribute to threat construction, the preferred method of inquiry is induction, to 

be as open and bottom-up as possible in finding the answers to what extent 

the bureaucracy contributes to threat construction, as well as how that extent 

has been made possible. 

How to Analyze the Contribution to Threat Construc-

tion in a Bureaucracy without an Interest in Threat Ex-

pansion 

The Extent of Contribution to Threat Construction: Problem Def-

initions and Policy Solutions 

To achieve the aim of the dissertation, the first question that begs an answer 

is to what extent a bureaucracy without a clear interest in threat expansion 

actually contributes to threat construction. In order to assess this, a useful 

focus is on how the construction of reality is deeply implicated in the poli-

cies that the bureaucracy has a crucial part in producing.  

First of all, the social construction of reality is inherent in policy 

making, since this involves assigning specific understandings of political 

issues (Barnett & Finnemore 1999, 699; Fischer 2003, 216). To capture 

these social constructions, the theoretical concept of framing is here applied. 

Studying framing means to examine how actors speak of and simplify ob-

jects, phenomena and events, thus providing a specific understanding of 

them (see e.g. Goffman 1974; Rein & Schön 1991; Rhinard 2010). Framing 

is hence about meaning construction (Benford & Snow 2000, 614). Although 

there are different ways to apply the concept of frames in policy research 

(further elaborated in the theoretical chapter), in this dissertation it is consid-

ered as the manifestation of actors’ systems of beliefs (Laws & Rein 2003, 

174), rather than mainly the result of strategic action (see e.g. Rhinard 2010). 

The bureaucracy’s framing of an issue is therefore a clear indication of what 

it considers the truth. When studying framing, it is moreover useful to divide 

it into different types of framing. One type is diagnostic framing, which 

means that the actor identifies and defines a problem. A second type is prog-

nostic framing, which means that the actor advocates certain policy solutions 

(Benford & Snow 2000, 615). Both the problem definitions, i.e. the diagnos-
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tic framing, and the policy solutions, i.e. the prognostic framing, are consid-

ered important for this study, since both are key policy outputs of bureaucra-

cies. How they are linked to each other is however far from clear, as evi-

denced by the literature on threat construction. 

In the literature on threat construction and securitization, most 

scholars would probably agree that threat construction has, loosely speaking, 

to do with choosing policies that recognize an issue as threatening (to these I 

count e.g. Buzan, Wæver & de Wilde 1998; Bigo 2000; Huysmans 2006b; 

Boswell 2007; van Munster 2009; Balzacq 2011). There are, however, dis-

crepancies between scholars when it comes to specifics.  Even though two of 

the most prominent components of a policy are a problem definition and a 

policy solution, the relation between the two is problematic and under-

theorized in the literature on threat construction. While the Copenhagen 

school does not explicitly discuss this relation, it implicitly assumes that 

exceptional policy solutions are preceded by a threat definition (the portrayal 

of an issue as an existential threat) (Buzan, Wæver & de Wilde 1998; Eriks-

son 2001, 10). In other words, to them the threat definition is the central 

feature of threat construction since it may lead to exceptional measures. This 

view is, however, problematic since it takes for granted that policy solutions 

logically succeed similar problem definitions, which is not necessarily the 

case. First of all, what policy-makers say is not automatically what they then 

actually do (Bigo 2000, 194). Moreover, several different possible policy 

solutions may appear even before there is a problem definition (Cohen, 

March & Olsen 1972; Kingdon 2003; see also Léonard & Kaunert 2011, 66-

72). Policy solutions that single out threats could hence come about without 

problem definitions that portray the issue as a threat. Boswell, for instance, 

has noted that policy solutions on data utilization have come about without 

being preceded by official discourse (Boswell 2007, 606). It is therefore a 

mistake to only focus on problem definitions. Avoiding the Copenhagen 

school’s over-emphasis on threat definitions at the expense of policy solu-

tions, Sjöstedt instead uses an approach in which actors have to put forth 

both a problem definition and a policy solution that recognize an issue as a 

national threat, in order to be categorized as threat construction by the re-

searcher (Sjöstedt 2013, 146).8 This, however, again neglects that there may 

be policy solutions to counter threats even though no such problem defini-

tions really exist, which means that one should not lump them together as 

one. Another reason to study both problem definitions and policy solutions 

separately is that they seem to be targeted towards partly different audiences, 

and thus further down the road they may affect the supposedly threatening 

issue in different ways. As some scholars have pointed out, problem defini-

                                                      
8 In fact, she does not use the term threat construction in the exact same way as I do, but 

favors the concept of ”securitizing move” which she sees as initiating a threat construction 

(Sjöstedt, 2013: 146). At core, however, we refer to the same thing. 
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tions tend to be targeted more towards the general public, whereas suggested 

policy solutions are targeted only towards policy-makers (Balzacq 2005, 

184-185; Roe 2008, 622). This means that problem definitions likely have a 

tendency to affect the supposedly threatening issue mainly indirectly by af-

fecting public sentiments towards the issue, whereas policy solutions, if im-

plemented, affect the threatening issue very directly (for further elaboration, 

see the theoretical chapter). They are hence both important, but in different 

ways. Consequently, there appears to be good reason to empirically separate 

the study of problem definitions and policy solutions, and in line with the 

inductive research approach, not pre-empirically take for granted that they 

correspond intuitively and logically to each other. Instead, the empirical 

analysis will show to what extent each of the two contributes to threat con-

struction. They may or may not point in the same direction. Moreover, since 

the relation between problem definition and policy solution is so problematic 

and under-theorized in the literature on threat construction, a thorough em-

pirical study of them both also provides a better theoretical understanding of 

how both operate and how each may contribute to threat construction, which 

is a secondary aim of the dissertation. 

Thus far I have argued that social construction is inherent in 

policy-making, and that policy-making involves two equally important, but 

different, key outputs from the bureaucracy: the problem definitions (the 

diagnostic framing) and suggested policy solutions (the prognostic framing). 

What is now needed is pinning down how to determine if a policy issue is 

framed as being a threat or framed as being something else. In the IR litera-

ture, the social construction of a security threat involves bringing an issue 

into a security logic. Among scholars writing on threat construction and se-

curitization, this process is in general described in either of two different 

ways: the politics of exception or the politics of unease (Huysmans & 

Buonfino 2008). In the politics of exception, which is similar to the Copen-

hagen school's definition of securitization, actors claim an issue to be an 

existential threat. If the issue is described as an existential threat, it can be 

said to be constructed as a security threat (Buzan, Wæver & de Wilde 1998). 

Critics of this definition have, however, pointed out that it misses how issues 

can be treated as a security threat even though they are not portrayed as exis-

tential threats per se (Bigo 2002; Bigo & Tsoukala 2008, 5; Sjöstedt 2008, 

10). Instead, several scholars have described the process rather as a politics 

of unease, where an issue in a number of ways is described as highly risky 

and thus come to be associated with a thorough feeling of unease (Bigo 

2002; van Munster 2009, 42; Huysmans & Buonfino 2008). In line with the 

inductive approach in this dissertation, I have chosen to leave it open to the 

empirics to see which of the two, if any, is present in the empirical material. 

To accomplish this, I use a broader definition of threat. According to this 

definition, a threat is a possible scenario that has negative consequences 

(Furustig & Sjöstedt 2000, 27). Hence, if the data studied indicates that an 
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issue is supposed to cause negative consequences, or that the policy solu-

tions that are advocated imply that the issue has negative consequences, ei-

ther in the form of existential threats or as being highly risky, it should be 

categorized as contributing to threat construction. It should, however, be 

stated that I do not take for granted that the issue is framed as a threat; it may 

just as well be something else entirely. The questions that result from the 

reasoning in this section are the following: How has the bureaucracy diag-

nostically and prognostically framed a certain issue? Do the frames corre-

spond to each other? Do the frames contribute to threat construction? (All 

research questions are listed in detail below in the section on “Aim, research 

questions and contributions of the dissertation”).  

While frame analysis provides a necessary and central part of 

the answer regarding the contribution to threat construction by a bureaucracy 

whose interests and dispositions are not to expand the number of threats, it is 

not sufficient for a complete answer to it. It is a necessary part, because 

without knowing what frames the Commission has applied, there is no way 

of knowing to what extent it contributes to threat construction. Therefore, 

frame analysis should be given ample space to be analyzed in depth. Frame 

analysis is nonetheless not sufficient to fulfill the aim of the dissertation, 

since it does not provide an answer to how that contribution’s very extent is 

made possible by the inner logic of the bureaucracy, a question to which it is 

now time to turn. 

How Certain Frames are authorized by the Inner Logic of the 

Bureaucracy 

This question is concerned with how the bureaucracy’s framing is made 

possible. How is it that the bureaucracy applies certain problem definitions 

over others, and how does it select which policy solutions it prefers, at the 

expense of others? In the general policy literature, studies of the bureaucra-

cies’ role in policy-making are commonplace. Unsurprisingly, there are also 

a variety of approaches to study it, which is further elaborated in the theoret-

ical chapter. Suffice it here to state that the approach chosen for this disserta-

tion is one that focuses on the importance of the inner logic of the bureau-

cracy, rather than merely focusing on external events or competition between 

rational bureaucratic departments (“bureaucratic politics”). The question of 

how the inner logic of the bureaucracy authorizes certain problem definitions 

and policy solutions over others is addressed by studying what is normal 

conduct in the bureaucracy, since this is what makes it understand and treat a 

policy issue in one way rather than another. Important here are the normal 

habits of thought and action (Laws & Rein 2003, 179). This means that the 

researcher should study such things as socialization within the bureaucracy, 
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how the bureaucracy is organized, what is valued there, how it normally acts 

and which actors are powerful. Regarding power, it is important to bear in 

mind that power (symbolic and material) holds a key place for the produc-

tion of policy and hence the construction of reality. As already pointed out, 

some actors are more privileged to construct reality than others, and thus the 

analysis should direct special attention to what it is that makes certain actors 

powerful. This is done by analyzing what constitutes power in the bureau-

cracy, how power is distributed and how struggles for power have shaped 

how the bureaucracy understands and wishes to address certain issues. 

Moreover, since research on bureaucracies has often noted that people work-

ing in them tend to be clustered around shared areas of expertise (Peters 

2010, 199), attention should also be given to the relations between these 

groupings within the bureaucracy and how they affect what frames that are 

most commonly used.  

Even though it is vital to analyze power and power relations 

within the bureaucracy in order to understand how certain frames are author-

ized over others, one should not take for granted that power equals intent. 

Although some actors play a greater role than others for how a certain issue 

is understood and handled, this is not necessarily the result of active intent, 

though it can be. It may, however, be just as likely that a specific construc-

tion of social reality is largely an unintended consequence, as Burr has not-

ed.9 Often, people do not act out of purposeful intent, but in accordance with 

routines and what seems natural in a specific situation or setting. Also this 

kind of conduct may result in threat construction (cf. Burr 1995, 84). Better 

than pre-empirically assuming that there is intent or not is leaving open the 

question of whether actors contribute to threat expansion intentionally or 

unintentionally (if they in fact contribute to it at all) (cf. Ekengren 2002, 21). 

This also brings again to the fore the importance of analyzing aspects of 

                                                      
9 The concept of unintended consequences, or unanticipated consequences, was first coined 

by Merton in 1936. He argues that purposive social actions often have unanticipated conse-

quences, i.e. effects that were not foreseen when the decision to act was made. These unin-

tended consequences are not necessarily negative (Merton, 1936). The concept of unintended 

consequences is useful for this dissertation in so far as it shows that the contribution to threat 

construction is not necessarily a rational outcome that actors had an interest in accomplishing. 

The difference between how the concept of unintended consequences is used in this disserta-

tion and how Merton used it is that he, not surprisingly given that the text was produced al-

ready in the 1930s, did not mention the social construction of an issue as an unintended con-

sequence. One may however argue that he was not that far from it when arguing that unin-

tended consequences may affect persons by having an effect on social structure, culture or 

civilization (Merton, 1936: 895). Another difference is that Merton stresses unintended con-

sequences as the outcome of purposive action, which he specifies as “action which involves 

motives and consequently a choice between various alternatives” (Merton, 1936: 895). 

Though Merton stresses that actors’ purposes are often not very clear, and often quite habitual 

(Merton, 1936: 896), which I would agree with, the social construction of reality can still 

never be reduced to being merely a result from actors’ active choices between firm and clear 

alternatives.  
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behavior in the bureaucracy where intent is not necessarily at the center of 

attention, but where tacit legitimacy is provided by the inner logic of the 

bureaucracy. Such aspects include the role played by standard operating 

procedures, habits, and shared dispositions within the bureaucratic organiza-

tion.  

To be able to capture the inner logic of the bureaucracy, with all 

its patterns of socialization, values, dispositions, standard operating proce-

dures and power relations, I argue that the Bourdieusian concepts of field, 

capital and habitus are highly suitable. The notion of field highlights that the 

bureaucracy is a world of its own (though partly included in e.g. the larger 

security field), with its own particular issues at stake, its own power hierar-

chies among participants, and that the bureaucracy has been shaped through 

historical struggles between these participants. The concept of capital shows 

that power not only equals economic capital, but also symbolic capital, and 

indicates the importance of studying which actors are considered legitimate 

framing actors and on what grounds. Last but not least, the concept of habi-

tus captures the participants’ shared dispositions, which tend to make them 

act in a quite regular pattern and thus lead to certain framings over others 

(for further elaboration, see theoretical chapter). The main question that 

needs to be posed is thus: How are certain frames authorized by the inner 

logic of the bureaucracy? More specifically, this entails asking: How has the 

bureaucracy developed as a field? What is at stake in the bureaucracy? 

Which are the participants? How have power struggles shaped the bureau-

cracy? How is symbolic and material capital distributed in the bureaucracy? 

What habitus do we find in the bureaucracy, both shared across the bureau-

cracy and shared within certain groupings within it? 

The Case of the European Commission and Irregular 

Immigration 

The Commission: A Bureaucracy without a Clear Interest in 

Threat Expansion 

As a case of a bureaucracy without security dispositions and no clear interest 

in threat expansion, the empirical analysis studies the European Commission 

(hereinafter “the Commission”) and its framing of the issue of irregular im-

migration. 

The decision to study the Commission is based on it matching 

very well the characterization of a bureaucracy without a clear interest in the 

expansion of threats. For one, it is made up of many separate departments, 
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Directorates-General (DGs), with very different ideological agendas and 

often conflicting views on how to do things (Abélès, Bellier & Mcdonald 

1993; Cram 1994; Cini 1996, 129-131; Nugent 2001; Kassim 2003, 159; 

Smith 2004, 4; Boswell 2008; Christiansen 2006; Rhinard & Boin 2009; 

Stevens & Stevens 2001, 196-205). The DGs cannot be assumed to act in 

concert on such a thing as the promotion of threats, since they likely often 

disagree on problem definitions and on preferred policy solutions to specific 

issues. This means that the Commission as a whole cannot easily be pre-

sumed to have a clear direction towards threat expansion. Instead, it high-

lights the need to study relations within the Commission, for instance, to 

analyse how DGs differ from each other on this matter, and which DGs  are 

influential in shaping the Commission’s stance on specific issues (in this 

dissertation the issue of irregular immigration). Moreover, it cannot be taken 

for granted that the Commission as a whole would gain in the same way 

from a threat expansion as the police and the military, since its mission is not 

tied to providing security, which also means that it does not have any “inher-

ent” security dispositions. More threats do not necessarily lead to more 

Commission or more EU. For instance, the fear of increased immigration 

that surfaced in France and Denmark during the Arab spring of 2011, did not 

lead to these countries calling for more EU, but on the contrary for less in so 

far as they opposed established Schengen rules and enhanced their border 

controls, much to the aggravation of the Commission. Hence, the Commis-

sion does not have a clear interest in constructing more threats, and even if 

the Commission would gain more power from a threat expansion (for in-

stance by successfully claiming that to counter the threats more common 

European measures are required), there are, as Boswell noted, other conflict-

ing goals in a bureaucracy than the expansion of power. Bureaucracies also 

seek to avoid uncertainty and adhere to routines, and there is no reason to 

believe that these goals are any lower in the Commission than elsewhere.  

In addition to this selection based on theoretical arguments, the 

Commission is also one of the most influential bureaucracies in the EU, as is 

so aptly captured by its nickname “the engine of Europe” (Hooghe 2005, 

863-864) or the “engine of integration” (Nugent 1995, 609-610; Pollack 

2003). Its position is right “at the very heart of the EU’s system of govern-

ance”, where it exercises a considerable influence over policy, even on poli-

cy matters where the treaties do not so stipulate (Nugent 2001, 2, 10, 15). 

Though very present at every step of policy-making in the EU (Nugent 2001, 

10), due to its role as policy initiator it is importantly the main actor during 

the stage that precedes the legal decisions taken by the European Parliament 

and the Council. As Christiansen & Larsson formulate it, this provides the 

Commission with the power to somewhat “pre-decide” an issue (Christian-

sen & Larsson 2007, 4). Research has also acknowledged that the Commis-

sion in general enjoys relatively more influence over policy compared to 

politicians than do regular bureaucracies in nation states (Radaelli 1999) and 
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Robert has shown that it is not a neutral public administration although it 

may so pretend, but is on the contrary very active in “doing politics” (Robert 

2004). Taken together, there can be no doubt that the Commission is very 

prominent in policy-making, and thus is particularly suitable for a study 

where the bureaucracy’s problem definitions and policy solutions are a core 

interest. In addition, it is known for being influential in spreading bureau-

cratic policy agendas across its member states (Peters 2010, 199), which 

means that its ideas are often spread over Europe. Moreover, it is relatively 

little exposed to either public opinion or media scrutiny (Boswell 2008, 494) 

and therefore should be able to act more on its own terms, not least through 

demands from its own internal organization. The Commission is hence not 

only an influential bureaucracy which gives it significant power to construct 

reality, but also one that relies to a large extent on its own internal organisa-

tion to formulate that reality, which makes it an especially fruitful case for 

this study. Selecting the Commission as a case for this study also contributes 

to Barnett & Finnemore’s longstanding call for more attention to be directed 

to international bureaucracies and their internal workings and effects on the 

social world (Barnett & Finnemore 1999, 726). 

Despite all these reasons for studying the Commission, the lit-

erature on threat construction and/or the framing of immigration has so far 

not given it sufficient attention. Although some clues have been provided in 

studies of developments at the EU level, they have tended to be piecemeal, 

in the margins and not focusing on the Commission per se (see e.g. Favell 

2000; Guiraudon 2000; Geddes 2008; van Munster 2009). It has moreover 

been claimed that the Commission is in opposition to the Council’s zero 

immigration approach (Monar 2002, 201; see also COM(2000)757), which 

should be further explored. Hence, this study fills an important void. 

Irregular Immigration: A Prioritized Policy Issue in the EU 

The issue of irregular immigration has been selected for this case study on 

the basis that it is a policy issue that, while not being a traditional security 

threat (as wars, terrorism, etc.), it is still fairly likely to be considered a 

threat. Irregular immigration is such an issue since it is the most likely part 

of the overall immigration issue to be constructed as a threat, and there are 

several scholars that have highlighted that a range of Western societies today 

have a tendency to view immigration through a security lens, by claiming 

immigration to be some kind of threat (see e.g. Guiraudon 2003; Huysmans 

2000; 2006b; Mitsilegas, Monar & Rees 2003; Tsoukala 2005; Van Munster 

2009).10 An early example is Wæver et al. who in 1993 published a book 

                                                      
10 All categories of immigrants, e.g. labor immigrants, refugees/asylum-seekers, and irregular 

immigrants, are however often very intertwined in EU policy (Hansen, 2008: 17). For in-

stance, when there are policy changes towards one of them, there often are changes also in the 
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discussing how some actors perceive of immigration as a threat to their 

common identity, and thus a threat to what the authors call societal security 

(Wæver et al. 1993; Heisler & Leyton-Henry 1993; see also Buzan, Wæver 

& de Wilde 1998). The observation that immigration is often felt to be a 

threat to a common identity is supported by a number of scholars. Buonfino, 

for example, argues that the reason that the security discourse on migration 

is influential in European states is because it gives the impression of a stable 

and legitimate identity among citizens against the perceived “Others” 

(Buonfino 2004, 48). Aradau sees in France a similar pattern of security 

discourse on migration, as well as an institutionalisation of this discourse 

(Aradau 2001). Immigration is, however, not only seen as a threat to a com-

mon identity. In much research, it is also acknowledged that immigration is 

often perceived of as linked to, for instance, terrorism, crime, unemploy-

ment, and religious extremism. It is much rarer that it is seen as something 

positive (Bigo 2002, 64; see also Tsoukala 2005). Huysmans has also shown 

how migrants have been portrayed as threatening national identity and the 

welfare state, and how this is related to how immigration has been viewed as 

a European internal security problem in the EU integration process (Huys-

mans 2000; 2006b). Abiri has argued that refugees and asylum applicants 

were seen as potentially threatening to national and international security in 

Swedish official discourse in the 1990s (Abiri 2000). Some of the reasons 

suggested for why this trend of seeing immigration as a threat has emerged 

have been ethnocentrism and structural racism (Ibrahim 2005, 163), a will-

ingness to create a scapegoat for socio-economic decline in Europe (Tsouka-

la 2005, 166-167), a way to produce a common European identity by isolat-

ing a common threat (Tsoukala 2005) and a need to find a new or enhanced 

raison d’etre for security professionals such as actors within law and order 

and the military (Bigo 2000; Guiraudon 2000). Many scholars have also 

argued that states tend to rely on policy measures based on restriction and 

law enforcement (Kostakopoulou 2000) as well as repression and control 

(Bigo 2000).11 Moreover, the tendency to consider immigration as a threat is 

not limited to Europe, but seems to be a rather general trend across Western 

societies, as evidenced by research also on e.g. USA (Doty 1998), Canada 

(Ibrahim 2005) and Australia (Tazreiter 2002).  

At the same time, there are exceptions to the trend. One case in 

point being Sweden, where politicians have actually recently increased the 

social rights of asylum-seekers and irregular immigrants. As should be not-

ed, however, Sweden has simultaneously actively tried to make it more diffi-

cult for asylum-seekers to reach the state’s territory (Andersson & Nilsson 

                                                                                                                             
other. Despite this intertwining, I have chosen to highlight the policy specifically on irregular 

immigration, since this category still is most likely to be constructed as a threat, and therefore 

is the most suitable for a study of threat construction.  
11 This finding has led some commentators to use the epithet of “fortress Europe” (for a dis-

cussion, see e.g. Peers, 1998; and Geddes, 2008: 28-31). 
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2011). Sweden hence seems to both follow the trend and go against it, which 

indicates that immigration is actually quite a contested issue. Supporting this 

impression is Lavenex’s research, which has shown how EU asylum policy 

displays a tension between a human rights approach and an internal security 

approach (Lavenex 2001). In light of all the mentioned research on immigra-

tion, it is probably quite safe to infer that immigration often tends to be seen 

as a threat in the West. However, as the example of Sweden and the research 

of Lavenex suggest, the tendency is not absolute or without exceptions and 

contradictions. Therefore, I argue that it is a policy issue that is quite likely 

to be constructed as a threat, but at the same time a contested issue where we 

cannot know pre-empirically how and to what extent threat construction is 

present. I think this is especially the case for the issue of irregular immigra-

tion, which within the broader issue of immigration is the most likely part to 

be constructed as a threat, while at the same time being greatly contested as 

to what it essentially entails (threat or something else?) and how it should be 

handled (repressive measures or social rights?). A further sign of this tension 

is a recent Eurobarometer survey, in which  those  respondents who consid-

ered such issues as climate change, natural disasters and nuclear disasters 

important security challenges were fewer than those who considered irregu-

lar immigration an important security challenge. The issue of irregular im-

migration thus seems to resonate with some kind of fear, at least to parts of 

the EU population. Even so, the percentage of the respondents that believed 

irregular immigration to be an important security challenge were only 16%, 

which shows that they still represent a clear minority.12 This supports the 

claim that irregular immigration is a contested question, which again makes 

it suitable for a study of threat construction. Hence, it should be clear that the 

issue of irregular immigration is useful for the theoretical aim of this disser-

tation.  

In addition to the theoretical advantages of using irregular im-

migration for this case study, the dissertation also makes an important empir-

ical contribution. The EU policy on irregular immigration, in contrast to EU 

policy on other forms of immigration, is namely today quite overlooked in 

Political Science and IR. This is so despite the fact that irregular immigration 

in recent years has become a top priority in many countries of the West, 

                                                      
12The Eurobarometer survey asked what respondents thought were the most important chal-

lenges to the security of EU citizens at the moment. It showed e.g. that war and civil war were 

considered an important challenge to EU citizens’ security by 7% of respondents (and even 

fewer, 4%, when the question was if war or civil war was a challenge to the security of their 

own country’s citizens). In contrast, irregular immigration was considered an important chal-

lenge to the security of EU citizens by 16% of respondents (and by 13% when asked to the 

security of their own country’s citizens). This ranked it number 5 out of 15 possible. The 

threats that were perceived as more acute were economic and financial crises, terrorism, 

organized crime and poverty (European Commission (2011) MEMO/11/829, “Eurobarometer 

survey on internal security: the economic crisis and terrorism top the agenda”, Brussels, 25 

November 2011). 
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including the EU (see e.g. Triandafyllidou & Ilies 2010, 26; see also e.g. 

COM(2002)703, p. 4), and that the number of EU policies introduced to-

wards irregular immigration is constantly growing. Though there is, of 

course, some research on irregular immigration, it often consists of edited 

volumes that cover policies and politics from a number of countries at the 

same time, which makes it focus less on EU policies per se (see e.g. Düvell 

2006; Berggren et al. 2007; Triandafyllidou 2010). The ones that do study 

EU policies specifically are few (e.g. Cholewinski 2000; Samers 2004; Tri-

andafyllidou & Ilies 2010), and none of them have focused on how EU poli-

cies emerge in the Commission. Even though the Commission’s competence 

is far-reaching in the area of irregular immigration, and has so been at least 

since the issue’s transfer to the first, supranational, EU pillar in 1999, there 

is no thorough analysis of the Commission’s role in shaping the EU policy 

towards irregular immigration. This is an important neglect, not least since 

the EU policy on irregular immigration affects a large number of irregular 

immigrants, i.e. foreign persons that enter or reside in an EU state without 

formal permission from that state’s authorities. The number of real and po-

tential irregular immigrants is obviously impossible to establish, but recent 

estimates suggest that there may be between 1.9 and 3.8 million irregular 

immigrants residing in the EU (Vogel 2009, 4). To understand how the poli-

cies towards them are shaped, is hence no doubt important. This dissertation 

takes important steps to do exactly that when studying the Commission’s 

framing of irregular immigration, and how its internal logic affects this fram-

ing. 

As a search in the archives of the EU website reveals, the first 

time that irregular immigration (or any of its synonyms) was mentioned in 

any of the Commission’s main documents, the so-called Commission com-

munications, was in 1974. The analysis of the Commission’s framing of 

irregular immigration therefore starts with that date. It ends at the end of 

2009, the last year of the Nice Treaty.  

Aim, Research Questions and Contributions of the Dis-

sertation 

Summing up the introductory chapter, it should by now be clear that many of 

the bureaucracies that are influential in policy-making do not plainly stand to 

gain from a threat expansion and do not have the same strong security dispo-

sition as the police and the military do. Therefore, the aim of this dissertation 

is to analyze the contribution to threat construction by a bureaucracy whose 

interests and dispositions are not to expand the number of threats (in con-

trast to the police and the military). It does so by studying the case of the 

Commission and the issue of irregular immigration. In a first stage, this in-
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volves an analysis of which constructions of irregular immigration that the 

Commission is generating and to what extent these contribute to threat con-

struction, which we cannot take for granted that the Commission does. This 

is done by using frame analysis. In a second step, it also comprises an analy-

sis of how certain constructions of irregular immigration are authorized at 

the expense of others by the inner logic of the Commission. This is done by 

using a Bourdieusian framework for analysis. Analyzing these issues con-

tributes to the study of threat construction and securitization by providing 

insights, not only on how threat construction may emerge and change in the 

absence of clear bureaucratic security dispositions, but also what role that 

the internal bureaucratic logic plays for the contribution to threat construc-

tion. 

In addition, I present in this dissertation a novel way to analyze 

threat construction. It considers threat construction along two dimensions of 

policy frames: firstly, diagnostic frames (problem definitions) and secondly, 

prognostic frames (policy solutions). Parting threat construction into these 

two dimensions furthers the study of threat construction and securitization 

by providing scholars with the ability to systematically examine the charac-

ter and extent of threat construction and whether the two dimensions possi-

bly differ from each other, as well as to study if the two dimensions follow 

different bureaucratic logics. This makes us wiser regarding how threat con-

struction actually works on a more detailed level.  

 
The research questions that guide the empirical analysis are:  

 

1) How has the Commission framed the issue of irregular immigration 

1974-2009? This answers to what extent the Commission contrib-

utes to threat construction, by assessing it along two dimensions of 

frames. 

a. What diagnostic frames (problem definitions) have been 

used? Do they contribute to threat construction? 

b. What prognostic frames (policy solutions) have been used? 

Do they contribute to threat construction? 

c. Do the diagnostic and prognostic frames correspond to each 

other? 

 

2) How are certain frames authorized by the inner logic of the Com-

mission? 

a. How has the Commission developed as a field in relation to 

the issue of irregular immigration? 

i. What is at stake in the Commission? 
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ii. Which are the participants on the issue of irregular 

immigration? 

iii. How have power struggles shaped the Commission 

and its framing of irregular immigration? 

b. How is symbolic and material capital distributed in the 

Commission? 

c. What habitus do we find in the Commission, both shared 

across the Commission and shared within DGs? 

Question one, which deals with the Commission’s framing of irregular im-

migration since the 1970s, treats the Commission as a whole since this is 

how it produces its Commission communications – as one, together across 

DG lines. In question two, which concerns the Commission’s inner logic, the 

black box of the Commission is, however, unpacked in order to analyze how 

this has authorized certain frames over others. The process of making the 

communications is namely a process where the DGs, with their different 

cultures and standard operating procedures, tend to have differences of opin-

ion and follow different modes of conduct, which need to be closely ana-

lyzed. The possible threat construction may thus be visualized: 

 

 

Threat Construction in a bureaucracy without an interest in threat expansion 

Extent of contribution to threat  

construction 

How frames are authorized by the inner 

logic of the bureaucracy 

Assessed along two dimensions of  

policy: 

- Diagnostic frames (problem defini-

tions) 

- Prognostic frames (policy solutions) 

The inner logic of the bureaucracy: 

- Field developments (Participants, Issue 

at stake; Historical struggles for power) 

- Distribution of Capital (Power relations) 

- Habitus (Shared dispositions) 

 

 

In addition to the theoretical contribution to the literature on threat construc-

tion, which has hitherto importantly overlooked the role of bureaucracies 

without an interest in threat expansion, the study also makes an empirical 

contribution. In spite of the Commission’s extensive competence in the area 

of irregular immigration, there is to date no studies on its role in shaping the 

EU policy on irregular immigration, which the analysis of the framing and 

the internal logic significantly contributes to. Given that irregular immi-

grants according to estimates consist of a few million of the EU’s inhabit-

ants, and that EU policies towards irregular immigration are importantly 

increasing in number, this needs to be remedied. 
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Due to the comparatively little pre-understanding that I am try-

ing to bring with me to the study, an inductive research method is applied.13 

Hence, no pre-empirical expectations are formulated as regards the presence 

of threat frames in comparison to other kinds of frames, or if diagnostic and 

prognostic frames correspond to each other, if there is intention or unintend-

ed consequences, and, if present, whether threat frames express a politics of 

exception or a politics of unease. Moreover, I do not pre-empirically formu-

late expectations of who may be a powerful framing actor in the Commis-

sion and on what grounds. Instead, the empirical analysis gives me the an-

swers. 

Outline of Dissertation 

The next chapter, chapter two, discusses the theoretical background and pre-

sents in more depth the theoretical concepts that are used for analysis. Chap-

ter three describes the methods and data employed in the empirical analysis, 

whereas chapter four provides empirical background knowledge on irregular 

immigration and the Commission’s formal standing in relation to the Coun-

cil and European Parliament. The latter is provided so as to equip the reader 

with some familiarity with the empirical subject of the dissertation, which 

may facilitate the reading of the subsequent empirical investigation. Chapter 

five thus is the first empirical chapter, and it analyzes how the Commission 

has diagnostically framed irregular immigration during 1974-2009. In the 

following chapter, chapter six, the question of how it has prognostically 

framed it between the same years is answered. Having determined the fram-

ing of irregular immigration, the dissertation, in chapter seven, moves to 

analyze how some frames are authorized at the expense of others, by the 

inner logic of the Commission. It ends, in chapter eight, by discussing the 

conclusions that are drawn based on the empirical findings. 

                                                      
13This obviously does not mean that I go out in the world completely without pre-knowledge 

or expectations. My pre-knowledge is, for instance, where to look (the bureaucracy), what 

concepts to pay special attention to, etc. I do not, however, formulate expectations on how 

they will play out. 
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 Theoretical Background and Concepts for 2.
Analysis  

This chapter presents the theoretical points of departure for the dissertation 

as well as the theoretical concepts that guide the empirical analysis. As such, 

it theoretically discusses, firstly, the concept of threats, threat construction 

and securitization. It secondly theorizes how one should study the extent of 

threat construction by using frame analysis. Thirdly, it argues that a useful 

way to study how certain frames are authorized by the inner logic of the 

bureaucracy is to apply the Bourdieusian concepts of capital, field and habi-

tus.  

The Concept of Threat 

The concept of security threat is a key notion, not only in this dissertation, 

but also in the study of IR at large and in its sub-group of security studies. 

Nevertheless, what constitutes a security threat and how it should be studied, 

varies significantly among scholars dedicated to the subject. If one asks 

scholars that can be characterized as being part of the realist or neo-realist 

school of IR, the ultimate security threat is war, which is seen as endanger-

ing the territorial integrity and survival of a state. The severity of a threat can 

be objectively assessed by, for instance, measuring the weapons arsenals of 

rival states (see e.g. Morgenthau 1967; Waltz 1979; Walt 1987; Mearsheim-

er 2001). While realism and neo-realism were basically paradigmatic among 

IR scholars during the Cold War, by now there are plenty of books and arti-

cles having both described and argued in favor of a broadened perspective to 

security studies (see e.g. Buzan 1991; Krause & Williams 1996; Krause & 

Williams 1997; Buzan, Waever & de Wilde 1998; Wyn Jones 1999). These 

authors have all discussed the move away from the focus on war as the num-

ber one security threat to a widened perspective including several possible 

threats. The move can arguably best be described as having had two main 

directions. The first one holds that threats (and security) are not merely a 

question of military strength and hence should not be reserved for research 

on the military sector, but should also be sought in other policy sectors, for 

instance the societal and economic sectors. Buzan’s classic “People, States 

and Fear” from 1991 represents a key work in this research direction. The 
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broadened security agenda, however, only discarded the state-centred ontol-

ogy of the realist approaches but kept the objectivist epistemology, which 

claimed that threats could be objectively determined. Thus, even though it 

moved away from the narrow focus on military threats, this direction of 

thinking held on to the same objectivist foundations as the realist schools. In 

contrast, the second research direction, which has emerged ever stronger 

(especially in Europe) after the Cold War, not only seeks to trace the politics 

of threats and security in policy sectors other than the military, but has also 

left behind the objectivist epistemology in favor of a more intersubjectivist 

one. This is the constructivist approach, which holds that security threats as 

such are socially constructed.  

The Social Construction of Threats 

Constructivism 

In contrast to the objectivist approaches to security studies, social construc-

tivism stresses intersubjectivity in the shaping of a social reality. This means 

that the concept of threat cannot be objectively defined. Issues that were not 

previously regarded as being threats to society can move into a security logic 

through a threat construction process (Huysmans 2006b; Buzan, Wæver & 

de Wilde 1998; Eriksson 2001). Though constructivist security scholars dif-

fer quite significantly among each other in terms of how they “apply” their 

constructivism, they share an anti-essentialist understanding of the world, 

and more specifically they highlight the social construction of knowledge 

and the construction of social reality (Adler 2002, 95).14 What this means is 

that constructivists reject immediate objective knowledge about the world 

and instead claim that the world around us can only be understood through 

the categories we use to interpret it. “Objects of our knowledge are therefore 

not independent of our interpretations and our language”, as Adler puts it 

(Adler 2002, 95). Researchers should therefore take a critical position to-

wards taken-for-granted knowledge (c.a.s.e. collective 2006, 476). If one 

takes the example of threats, from a constructivist horizon these simply can-

                                                      
14 While there are common traits to the constructivist branch of the IR/security literature, there 

are also substantial dividing lines. One important dividing line has to do with how far-

reaching one takes the claim that reality is socially constructed. Constructivism may be divid-

ed into “constructive realism” and “constructive idealism”. In the former “the agent has an 

epistemic but not ontological influence, that is, knowledge is constructive in nature, but the 

existence of the world does not depend on the existence of an agent”. In the latter view, the 

agent instead “has both an epistemic and an ontological influence on the known world” (Ben 

Ze’ev, 1995: 50). The difference is hence quite considerable. For further discussions on the 

various forms of constructivism, see e.g. Adler (2002); Christiansen, Jørgensen & Wiener 

(2001); and Smith (1999). 
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not be objectively determined. Just because a certain issue may be deemed 

an obvious threat at a certain time and in a certain society, for a constructiv-

ist there is essentially nothing obvious about it. Instead, the constructivist 

will highlight the cultural, political and/or historical processes that molded 

our view of that issue into being considered a threat. How we see the world 

and what we hold as true is namely constantly shaped through social interac-

tion. However, it should be stated that just because our view of reality is 

constructed does not mean that it is easy to change. On the contrary, it is 

quite durable. Therefore, at any point in time and at any place in space, some 

practices are seen as natural while others are unimaginable (Burr 2003, 2-5). 

This means that, as Winther Jørgensen and Phillips point out, “the social 

construction of knowledge and truth will have concrete social consequences” 

(Winther Jørgensen & Phillips 2000, 12). Thus, when something is seen as 

being the truth, this will have effects. For example, if an issue is understood 

as being a security threat, one social consequence will be that the issue is 

sought to be combated or intensely controlled (see e.g. Buzan, Wæver and de 

Wilde 1998; van Munster 2009, 10). In sum, threats do not exist inde-

pendently of our understanding of them as such.15 To understand how they 

come to be considered as threats is therefore very important, and to this we 

now turn.  

The Concept of Securitization and the Critique against It 

To understand how threat construction works, it is helpful to start out by 

presenting the notion of securitization. The Copenhagen school launched 

what was soon to become a highly influential framework for constructivist 

security analysis when it introduced the concept of securitization.16 Securiti-

zation signifies the process that brings an issue from normal politics into a 

security logic. More concretely, securitization is defined as when an issue in 

speech or writing officially starts being portrayed “as an existential threat, 

requiring emergency measures and justifying action outside the normal 

bounds of political procedure” (Buzan, Wæver & de Wilde 1998, 24; Wæver 

                                                      
15 That threats do not exist independently of our understanding of them is not to deny that they 

may have a material side. Bombs, for example, exist independently of our understanding of 

them. There is, however, nothing that says that they will be inherently viewed as a threat. 

They may instead be viewed as a tool for liberation.  
16 The label of the “Copenhagen school” was first used by McSweeney (1996) and refers to a 

loose group of security scholars, with Buzan and Wæver at its core, that take a special interest 

in securitization from a speech act perspective. In subsequent years, others have attached a 

“school” label also to other approaches that fall within the category of critical security studies: 

the Paris school, which revolves around Bigo, and tends to use a Bourdieu inspired sociologi-

cal framework for analysis, and the Welsh school/Aberystwyth school, which focuses on 

emancipation and with Booth and Wyn Jones as two key figures (Wæver, 2004; c.a.s.e. col-

lective, 2006; Van Munster, 2007; Floyd, 2007). 
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1995; 1997; Buzan & Wæver 2003). Being based on Austin’s speech act 

theory, the idea is that the very act of naming something a security threat 

turns it intersubjectively into that (Wæver 1995, 55). By invoking the term 

“security” or declaring an issue an existential threat, actors trigger a process 

where issues are handled outside normal politics.17 According to Eriksson, 

securitization implies “the power politics of a concept” (Eriksson 1999, 

315). In this perspective, language thus is very powerful. The most profound 

contribution of the Copenhagen school is arguably that the concept of secu-

ritization clearly depicts that issues become security threats through a social 

process. This aside, it has experienced much critique from a number of other 

constructivist scholars.18 A forceful and convincing critique argues that the 

Copenhagen school focuses too much attention to language at the expense of 

contextual factors (Bigo 2000; Balzacq 2005; 2011, 19; Huysmans 2006b; 

Stritzel 2007; 2012; MacDonald 2008; Villumsen Berling 2011; Sjöstedt 

2010). Contextual factors are necessary to study since they set the founda-

tion for how influential utterances can be, whether or not they will be power-

ful enough to turn an issue into being considered a security threat, i.e. to 

construct a threat. There are different ways for research to highlight the im-

portance of the context. One way is to emphasize the role of the audience 

(see Balzacq 2005; 2011; Léonard & Kaunert 2011). One part of this critique 

is linked to how the limited focus on language makes the Copenhagen school 

largely neglect power analysis. This neglect may be a result of its reliance on 

speech act theory. The criticism of speech act theory runs effectively from 

                                                      
17 Curiously, even though the Copenhagen school argues that threats are social constructs, it 

keeps an almost similar sectorial division of security sectors and referents, to that of the earli-

er objectivist broadened security agenda. It hence enumerates the following security sectors 

and their referents:  military sector – the state is the referent; political sector – sovereignty is 

the referent; economic sector – the national economy is often the referent; societal sector – 

collective identities are the referents; and in the environmental sector the referent object is, for 

instance, specific species or habitats (Buzan, Wæver & de Wilde, 1998: 22-23). According to 

the Copenhagen school researchers, the sector where immigration is most likely to be con-

structed as a security threat is in the societal sector, when members of a common identity 

perceive themselves threatened through dilution or corruption of their unique community 

(Buzan, Wæver & de Wilde, 1998; Wæver et al. 1993). One critique raised from other con-

structivist approaches against the Copenhagen school concerns its commitment to security 

sectors and the fact that linking a sector to one specific threat and referent inevitably reifies 

this link (Huysmans 2006a, 11-12). Krause & Williams have expressed concern about the 

connection the Copenhagen school has made between society and identity, and argued that 

through this link “identity” becomes the security concern of a “society”, which makes both 

fixed objects rather than changing ones (Krause & Williams 1996, 244). While this is a fair 

remark, it should at the same time be noted that all researchers, constructivists or not, study-

ing an issue from a security perspective, run the risk of reifying a link between the two objects 

of study. Nevertheless, to minimize the damage one should probably at least avoid drawing 

close to static links between a threat and a referent, such as the ones made in the sectorial 

divisions of the Copenhagen school. 
18 It has also experienced a considerable amount of critique from non-constructivist scholars, 

but that is of less interest for this study. 
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Bourdieu to Huysmans, Bigo, Aradau and others. Their shared line of rea-

soning is that not everyone can “speak security” effectively. Not everyone 

participates on an equal level in the threat construction game, which means 

that some have more power to construct threats and that not everyone can 

effectively challenge an existing threat construction. Instead, a successful 

securitization is dependent on the social conditions surrounding the state-

ment and the position of the person producing the statement (Bigo 2000, 

194-195; 2002, 73-74; Aradau 2001; Guzzini 2006, 11-12; Huysmans 

2006a). In all fairness, it should be pointed out that proponents of the Co-

penhagen school have actually briefly mentioned that some actors are in a 

better position to name issues security threats than others (Buzan, Waever & 

de Wilde 1998, 31-32). However, their critics are right in the sense that 

power analysis is not at the core of the securitization perspective as devel-

oped by the Copenhagen school, and because of this it misses that power 

relations are deeply embedded in the social construction of a threat.  There is 

hence a need to embed the study of what is uttered linguistically in an analy-

sis of the speaker’s authority.  

Adding Power and Bureaucracy to the Analysis 

Power is a concept that has been interpreted in a variety of ways (see e.g. 

Lukes 1974; Guzzini 2005). Without going into that debate, it seems as 

though a useful approach to power for this study is one that acknowledges 

the power of language, but at the same time, links it to the power of actors. 

Moreover, it is valuable if the understanding of power is one that recognizes 

different forms of power, not only material or formal power, but also non-

material and tacit and informal (for further elaboration, see section of Power 

as Capital). In addition, it should be able to highlight how that power is sup-

ported, or challenged, by features in its immediate surroundings. Using a 

Bourdieu- inspired theoretical framework captures all these aspects. One 

who has done so extensively is Bigo, who has applied Bourdieu’s theory of 

fields to study the security policy field. According to this approach, actors 

can be considered powerful if they hold a large amount of the kind of capital 

that is valued in the security policy field, be it material or symbolic. The 

actors that do so have the power to transform an issue into a security threat. 

Threat construction is the outcome of struggles between different actors in 

the field (be they small groups or large institutions) over what is to be con-

sidered the truth (Bigo 2002, 74). There are many actors that are part of the 

security policy field, and several have been studied in the security literature, 

not least politicians (see e.g. Huysmans & Bounfino 2008) and the media 

(Tsoukala 2005, 180). Bigo has, however, stressed the key position of the 

bureaucratic and administrative agencies in the field, and has thus highlight-

ed the importance of the routines of those handling security policies continu-
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ously on a day-to-day basis (Bigo 2002, 73). By arguing that “the security 

professionals”, such as actors within law and order and the military, possess 

the most symbolic capital in the security field and are used to look at issues 

from a security perspective, Bigo has chosen to empirically focus on these 

administrative agencies (Bigo 2000; 2001a). In doing so, he has, for exam-

ple, been able to show how it has been in the interest of the police and the 

military to expand the types of threats on its radar after the end of the Cold 

War. He has also argued that it has been in their interest to create or increase 

the links made between immigrants and insecurity, which would continue 

the need for protection delivered by themselves, which would in turn ensure 

their continued power (Bigo 2000; 2002, 64-65).  

Though in many ways insightful, Bigo’s studies of the military 

and police are problematic as a case of how the bureaucracy constructs 

threats. There are many powerful bureaucracies involved in policy-making 

in the security policy field, and though they are important, the military and 

the police are only two of them. Boswell has, for instance, pointed out that a 

bureaucracy like the immigration authorities, which possesses a significant 

amount of capital when it comes to immigration policy, cannot simply be 

assumed to have an interest in expanding the number of threats. While the 

broadening of threat perceptions may be in the interest of police and mili-

tary, she emphasizes that other bureaucracies normally have very ambiguous 

organizational interests, and that Bigo’s ideas about how police and military 

can just march into other policy areas, like immigration policy, are therefore 

highly questionable. In addition to the goal of expanding their power, bu-

reaucracies usually seek to avoid uncertainty and to ensure support from 

members of the organization by adhering to the routines of that bureaucracy. 

Thus, there is no reason to believe that these bureaucracies, with such am-

biguous goals, would simply buy the security professionals’ broadening of 

threats (Boswell 2007).19 Boswell’s argumentation is compelling. Bureaucra-

cies other than the police and the military cannot be expected to act just as 

predictably towards more threat construction. It cannot be taken for granted 

that they are “securitization actors”, i.e. that they construct more threats. 

That said, neither can it be taken for granted that they are not. Ambiguous 

interests and goals are no guarantee for threat construction not to appear, 

although the road there may not be as linear as is the case with the security 

professionals. Despite the ambiguous goals, the bureaucracy can still be ex-

pected to act in accordance with an identifiable pattern; a certain “logic” to 

speak with Bourdieu (1994), and this pattern may or may not contribute to 

threat construction. There is thus a need to analyze the contribution to threat 

construction by a bureaucracy whose interests and dispositions are not to 

                                                      
19 For her conclusion that bureaucracies have many different goals, she relies on new institu-

tional organization theory and the works of Scott (1995); DiMaggio and Powell (1991) and 

March and Olsen (1994).   
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expand the number of threats, which is the main aim of this dissertation. 

While this question should be studied first empirically, it can in a second 

step provide significant theoretical insights on how threat construction may 

work in a bureaucracy without a clear interest in threat expansion.  

Theorizing the Extent to which the Bureaucracy Con-

tributes to Threat Construction 

To analyze the contribution to threat construction in the said kind of bureau-

cracy, one needs first to know how to determine the character and extent of 

threat construction. In this section, I argue that such an assessment should be 

based on a study of which problem definitions (diagnostic frames) are em-

ployed, as well as which policy solutions (prognostic frames) are advocated 

by the bureaucracy. I also argue that an inductive research method is appro-

priate. 

Threat Construction as Problem Definitions and Policy Solutions 

Over the last few decades, policy studies have seen a growing line of work 

committed to interpretative analysis. Policy-making is, in this kind of re-

search, seen as something that produces meaning. As Fischer puts it: “(…) 

policy politics is itself about establishing definitions of and assigning mean-

ing to social problems” (Fischer 2003, 216). Defining problems and their 

solutions are therefore important elements of the social construction of polit-

ical issues and how they are understood. According to Bourdieu, state bu-

reaucracies are very significant such producers of what comes to be accepted 

as social problems (Bourdieu 1994, 2).  

A fundamental concept in this dissertation is threat construc-

tion, and the question of whether the bureaucracy constructs irregular immi-

gration as a threat. Threat construction is in broad terms present if the actor 

(here the bureaucracy) uses or advocates policies that represent an issue as 

threatening (see e.g. Buzan, Wæver & de Wilde 1998; Bigo 2000; Huysmans 

2006; Boswell 2007; van Munster 2009; Balzacq 2011). In the general poli-

cy literature, two key components of a policy are a problem definition and a 

policy solution (see e.g. Premfors 1989, 44; Cochran & Malone 1995).
20

 The 

relation between problem definition and policy solution is, however, prob-

                                                      
20 This is not always explicit, but implicitly public policy is usually considered as including 

these two components (though it may also entail much more, such as implementation, evalua-

tion, etc.). One example being the following quote from Cochran & Malone:”Public policy 

consists of political decisions for implementing programs to achieve societal goals” (as quot-

ed in Birkland (2005, 18). 
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lematic and under-theorized in the literature on threat construction, which 

has led to a variety of ways to study threat construction. While the Copenha-

gen school does not explicitly discuss the relation, it implicitly assumes that 

exceptional policy solutions are preceded by a threat definition (the portrayal 

of an issue as an existential threat) (Buzan, Waever & de Wilde 1998; see 

also Eriksson 2001, 10). In other words, to them the threat definition is the 

central feature of threat construction since it may lead to exceptional 

measures. This view is, however, problematic, since it takes for granted that 

policy solutions logically succeed similar problem definitions. Nevertheless, 

this is not necessarily the case, since solutions do not necessarily originate 

once there has been a policy definition, but may appear already before that 

(Kingdon 2003; see also Léonard & Kaunert 2011, 66-72).21 Hence, one 

should not limit attention only to problem definitions. Avoiding the Copen-

hagen school’s over-emphasis on threat definitions at the expense of policy 

solutions, Sjöstedt instead uses an approach in which both a problem defini-

tion and a policy solution have to recognize an issue as a threat, to be catego-

rized as threat construction by the researcher (Sjöstedt 2013, 146).
 
This ap-

proach, however, again neglects the possibility that the relation between 

problem definition and policy solution can be more complex than what may 

appear at first sight. Policy solutions that single out threats could come about 

without problem definitions that portray the issue as a threat. Indeed, Bigo 

has highlighted that what policy-makers say is not automatically what they 

actually do (Bigo 2000, 194). Similarly, Boswell has noted that some policy 

solutions in the area of data utilization have transpired without being preced-

ed by official discourse (Boswell 2007, 606). The rhetorical side of policy, to 

which definitions should be counted, and the more action oriented, to which 

solutions should be counted, are not necessarily consistent with each other. 

There hence appears to be good reason not to pre-empirically take for grant-

ed that problem definitions correspond intuitively and logically to favored 

policy solutions.
 
They may or may not point in the same direction. A further 

reason to decouple them and study both separately is that they may actually 

attract partly different audiences.  

When it comes to audiences, Balzacq makes a distinction be-

tween audiences that are needed for moral support and audiences that are 

needed for formal support. Moral support can come from both the general 

public and decision-making institutions, whereas formal support above all is 

needed from the latter, since they are the only ones that have the ability to 

formally adopt actual policy solutions (Balzacq 2005, 184-185). Roe devel-

ops Balzacq’s claim and argues that moral support comes when the audience 

agrees with the problem definition of the issue as a threat, whereas formal 

support comes when the audience agrees with the policy solutions suggested 

                                                      
21 Kingdon applies his theory in the general policy literature, and does not discuss threat 

construction. 
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to handle the issue (Roe 2008, 622). This means that problem definitions are 

more targeted to the moral support of the general public and decision-

making institutions, whereas suggested policy solutions are more targeted to 

the formal support only of decision-making institutions. I would argue that if 

one takes this line of reasoning one step further, it also means that problem 

definitions have a greater ability to affect public sentiments towards the issue 

at hand, although they do not necessarily mean that similar policy solutions 

are instituted, which means that the supposed threat is only indirectly affect-

ed. Policy solutions, on the other hand, are more narrowly intended for the 

eyes of decision-makers, and hence have a lesser ability to affect the public. 

Nevertheless, if instituted, they affect the supposedly threatening issue at 

hand very directly. To give an example: if, for instance, the issue of irregular 

immigration would be defined as a security threat by key policy actors, and 

the general public would agree (i.e. the moral support), this could indirectly 

affect irregular immigrants through the negative public sentiments towards 

them.22 If the issue would instead be suggested to be handled through the use 

of security policy solutions, and decision-makers would agree with this (i.e. 

the formal support), then irregular immigrants would be very directly affect-

ed when these solutions were implemented. Problem definitions and policy 

solutions hence seem to have possibly different ways to affect the issue at 

hand, one more indirectly and one more directly. They are, however, not 

necessarily, but possibly, connected. The ideal way to study threat construc-

tion, and the approach chosen in this dissertation, is therefore to decouple 

problem definitions and policy solutions and study both. (This also enables 

an empirical analysis of how they both operate, which is the secondary aim 

of this dissertation.) 

Threats as Scenarios with Negative Consequences: Politics of 

Exception and Politics of Unease 

To determine the extent of contribution to threat construction, it is also im-

portant to know when an actor has put forth policies (problem definitions 

and/or policy solutions) that indeed represent an issue as threatening. There 

are in the threat construction literature two main ways to determine such a 

representation, one that follows a “politics of exception” and one that fol-

lows a “politics of unease” (Huysmans & Buonfino 2008).23 The politics of 

                                                      
22 Even though the Commission may not be an actor whose problem definitions tend to reach 

the wider public to the same extent as, for instance, national politicians', its definitions still 

have the potential to reach quite a wide range of audiences. It is also important that it, through 

its role as policy initiator, is one of the absolute key “problem definers” among the EU institu-

tions.  
23 Van Munster also considers two competing logics of security, which bear much resem-

blance to Huysmans & Buonfino’s categories. Van Munster’s are 1) A political realist per-
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exception follows largely from the original definition of the securitization 

concept, which means that an issue is portrayed as an existential threat justi-

fying action outside normal politics (Buzan, Waever & de Wilde 1998). Bigo 

has criticized this focus on existential threat framings by arguing that the 

process of threat construction has less to do with this kind of exceptionality 

and more to do with normality, and the everyday construction of security 

threats by singling out “risky” issues. Instead of searching for manifestations 

of existential threats, one should highlight such administrative activities as 

“population profiling, risk assessment, statistical calculation, category crea-

tion, [and] proactive preparation” (Bigo 2002, 65-66; 2005, 85). Consequent-

ly, threat construction is not about declaring existential threats, but about the 

everyday practice of influential actors of singling out risky, deviant, and 

threatening issues. These routine security practices provoke and foment a 

sense of unease and insecurity, hence the label “the politics of unease”.24 Van 

Munster agrees, and argues that bureaucracies contribute to threat construc-

tion more by administrating risks and governing exclusion, and less by an-

nouncing existential threats (Van Munster 2009, 42). Eriksson is on the same 

track when he prefers to study threat images as being about the production of 

fear and risk, which is broader than the politics of exception framework 

(Eriksson 2001, 3). A further critique against the politics of exception 

framework is that it probably almost exclusively can be used for military 

affairs since security policy actors most likely would only circumvent nor-

mal democratic procedures on these kinds of matters. Hence, it misses that 

other issues can be treated as threats, even though they are not portrayed as 

being existential threats per se, nor decided upon outside democratic institu-

tions (Sjöstedt 2008, 10). As forceful as the critics’ arguments may be, there 

is, on the other hand, no reason to rule out any possible existential threat 

representations before the actual empirical study. The important thing is not 

to overlook the possible presence of a politics of unease as well. To be able 

to capture both types of threat representation, this study instead favors a 

                                                                                                                             
spective, which (much akin to the politics of exception) sees the representation of threat as a 

binary dichotomy between friend and enemy. The strategy that follows from that dichotomy is 

to take exceptional measures to counteract the existential threat, with the objective hence 

being to eliminate the threat. The other logic is 2) A liberalist perspective, which (very similar 

to the politics of unease) sees the representation of a threat along a friend/enemy continuum, 

where the strategies to deal with those posing a risk are more “normal” or regular measures 

like surveillance, control and risk management. The objective is to ensure freedom and the 

continued flow of goods, persons and capital (Van Munster (2009, 10). 
24 The rise of insecurity simultaneously produces a need for society to be protected by the 

professionals of security from the perceived threat. Thus security and insecurity are in this 

sense not opposites; they go hand in hand. According to Bigo, securitization does not result in 

a feeling of safety but rather in more insecurity. Securitization is not the solution to insecurity 

(Bigo, 2000: 173-174; 2002: 65). He therefore often prefers to use the expressions 

“(in)securitization” to securitization and “(in)security” to security. This view is shared by 

Aradau, who argues that securitization turns into a spiral of insecurity (Aradau, 2001).  
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broader way to conceptualize threat construction, which is able to capture 

both the politics of exception and the politics of unease.  

In addition to being able to capture both the politics of excep-

tion and the politics of unease, it should be able to categorize different kinds 

of threat representations. Tsoukala, for instance, has identified three threat 

principles according to which immigration has been identified: “1) a socio-

economic principle, according to which immigration is primarily associated 

with the rise in unemployment, the development of the parallel economy, the 

Welfare State crisis and the urban environment deterioration; 2) a securitari-

an principle, according to which the rise in immigration is connected with 

many security problems, from petty to organised crime and from urban inse-

curity to fundamentalist terrorism; 3) an identity principle, according to 

which migratory movements are threatening the demographic balance and 

the identity of the EU societies” (Tsoukala 2005, 163-164).25 Tsoukala’s 

divisions are helpful above all, as they show that there may exist several 

kinds of threat representations in parallel, and that the definition of threat 

construction hence needs to be able to grasp this. The definition should 

therefore, again, be quite broad. According to Furustig and Sjöstedt (neither 

of which is actually a constructivist), a threat is a possible scenario with neg-

ative consequences (Furustig & Sjöstedt 2000, 27). Hence, if the data studied 

indicate that the issue of irregular immigration is supposed to cause negative 

consequences, or that the policy solutions   advocated imply that irregular 

immigration has negative consequences, either in the form of existential 

threats or as being “risky”, it should be categorized as contributing to threat 

construction. One may, of course, argue that the term “illegal” in and by 

itself is evidence enough that irregular immigration is seen as causing nega-

tive consequences. In this study, this wording is nevertheless not considered 

enough to be categorized as threat construction, as the Commission may in 

principle use the term ”illegal”  due to it being established in most govern-

mental discourse and still not perceive of irregular immigration as primarily 

a threat. However, since the term “illegal immigration” is certainly not neu-

tral, and has been said to contribute to a criminalized view of irregular im-

migrants (Bigo, Guild & Carrera 2009; Khosravi 2008), the first empirical 

chapter does analyze which word that the Commission tends to put before 

the kind of immigration studied: “illegal”, “irregular”, “clandestine” or “un-

documented”.  

As Boswell has pointed out, it would be problematic to limit the 

analytical focus merely on the possible threat construction, as there may be 

                                                      
25 Taking a closer look at Tsoukala’s division, one may object to it by arguing that the catego-

ries are not necessarily as separate as the division may suggest. To argue that immigrants 

threaten, for instance, the security of the EU, or the welfare of the EU, may actually be seen 

as part of, and not distinct from, the EU’s identity (see e.g. the line of reasoning in Khosravi 

2010, 115-116). This is, however, only a possible critique of Tsoukala’s division lines; it has 

no greater bearing for the argument that I make.  
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other ways to frame immigration that may be even more present (Boswell 

2007, 592). Therefore, the researcher should also search for alternative rep-

resentations that do not consider irregular immigration as having negative 

consequences. Expressed in theoretical terms, this implies to study other, 

more favorable, constructions of reality that can be linked to the concept of 

desecuritization. Desecuritization involves the opposite of securitization, and 

hence signifies the escape from the negative associations that are involved 

with threat construction (Eriksson & Noreen 2002, 11).26 It prevents and 

challenges the feeding of suspicion and decreases hostility. One way is to 

remove the issue from the security sector, which in the case of immigration 

is done for instance when immigrants are provided human rights. Another 

way is to start redefining the basis of community to be more inclusive and 

thus come to incorporate immigrants (Huysmans 1998, 576-577). Alterna-

tive constructions of reality encompass the framing of irregular immigration 

not as threats, but as more on an equal footing with EU citizens.  

Introducing the Concept of Frames 

To study how irregular immigration is constructed in the empirical material 

– as threats or otherwise - it is helpful to analytically apply the concept of 

frame. The concept has often been more or less loosely used in much of the 

literature on threat construction (see e.g. Eriksson & Noreen 2002, 11; 

Huysmans 2006b; Boswell 2007, 592; Huysmans & Buonfino 2008). It has 

been argued that due to its meaning, it is very suitable for the analysis of the 

social construction of security threats (Watson 2012). A formal definition of 

policy frame is that it is an “interpretative construction” that provides the 

understanding of an issue (Rhinard 2010, 37; see also Goffman 1974; Rein 

& Schön 1991). Studying framing means to examine how actors speak of 

and simplify objects, phenomena and events (in this dissertation irregular 

immigration). Frames are filters that not only lessen the complexity of the 

surrounding world, but also make us understand issues in one way rather 

than another (Jachtenfuchs 1996, 24).  Through framing, the world is filtered 

in such a way that some parts are sifted out, while others are highlighted 

(Eriksson 2001; Mörth 2000). Therefore, framing is about meaning construc-

tion (Benford & Snow 2000, 614). The presence of a certain policy frame 

rather than another is consequently a sign of it being seen as the truth. Ben-

ford & Snow have identified different aspects of policy framing. One aspect 

is the diagnostic framing, which means that an actor identifies a problem, 

and another is the prognostic framing, which means that an actor advocates 

                                                      
26 For a discussion on the concept of desecuritization, see also Aradau (2004); and Behnke 

(2006). 
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certain policy solutions (Benford & Snow 2000, 615).27 Diagnostic frames 

and prognostic frames are hence very similar to the two possible parts of 

threat construction that have already been defined, the problem definition 

and the policy solution, and for that reason can easily be used to study them. 

Since it is not limited merely to the construction of an issue as a threat, it is 

also very useful for this study, which wishes to keep open the possibility of 

other constructions of the issue of irregular immigration. While a threat 

frame may be present, the concept of frame is also able to capture other, 

alternative, types of frames. Another value of the concept of frame is that it 

is often linked to policy and how policy formulation is about the construc-

tion of meaning, which is a core interest of this dissertation, which is con-

cerned with the frames of a bureaucracy. There have, however, been differ-

ent ways to apply the theory of frames in policy analysis. One way has been 

to see framing as a strategic form of action, where an actor actively and ra-

tionally chooses to advocate a certain policy frame that suits its own interests 

(see e.g. Rhinard 2010, 37). For this dissertation, this is not all that appropri-

ate. While actors may have strategic reasons to put forth a certain policy 

frame, strategic assessments are still not likely at the centre of factors that 

enable certain policy frames to be prominent. Instead, the “reason” is more 

cultural or customary, which is further discussed in the next section, where a 

Bourdieusian conceptual framework to understand how certain frames are 

authorized at the expense of others is presented. Moreover, the concept of 

strategic framing is also problematic in so far as it largely is based on the 

thought that policy solutions logically and intuitively follow similar problem 

definitions, which I have already argued is not necessarily the case. In con-

trast, Laws & Rein do not analyze frames as a strategic tool rationally used 

by actors to reach influence, but consider frames as the manifestation of 

actors’ systems of beliefs, and connects this to their identity and customary 

social actions (Laws & Rein 2003, 174). Frames are in this perspective not 

tools, but more a constitutive result of how actors have become themselves 

in the specific setting, or field, where they exist (cf. Bourdieu & Wacquant 

2007[1992]). Who an actor is, what the actor is socialized into sensing as 

normal conduct, and the actor’s position in relation to other actors, are ac-

cordingly crucial to understand the appearance of certain frames. This is also 

the perspective that I am taking in this dissertation. 

Another benefit of the concept of frame is that frames are parts 

of bigger stories, or discourses if you will (cf. Laws & Rein 2003, 174). Dis-

course can be defined as “a distinct way to speak about and understand the 

world (or a segment of the world)” (Winther Jørgensen & Phillips 2000, 7, 

                                                      
27 They actually also identify a third aspect, the motivational framing, which ”moves people 

from the balcony to the barricades” (Benford & Snow, 2000: 615). This aspect is probably 

important for social movements, which are in high need of motivating its personnel, and is 

where Benford & Snow did their research. It is, however, not as directly linked to threat con-

struction as the diagnostic and prognostic framing, and is therefore left aside in this study. 
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emphasis in original).28 If the policy frame is an interpretative construction 

that provides the understanding of an issue, the discourse is that construction 

taken one step higher in abstraction. A discourse binds together different 

frames into one specific larger way to understand a certain issue. For exam-

ple, if irregular immigration is thought of as undermining the welfare state of 

the host country, then the diagnostic frame can be said to be a Socio-

Economic Threat frame. If irregular immigration is thought of as a criminal 

activity linked to organized crime, the diagnostic frame can be said to be a 

Securitarian Threat frame. These are hence two different types of diagnostic 

(threat) frames. At the higher level of discourse, both can be said to belong 

to the same discourse that sees irregular immigrants as a Threat to the EU. 

(For further elaboration, see chapter on Methods.) The concept of discourse 

is therefore useful to apply in order to move up an abstraction ladder, which 

allows the researcher to see larger trends over time more clearly. It should, 

however, be stated that, while I use the definition provided by Winter 

Jørgensen & Phillips, and that the (meta)theoretical foundations of the con-

cept of discourse is in line with this study,29 I still use the term discourse 

quite loosely. This means that I do not use the specific tools of discourse 

analysis (although some are not that different from what is done in this 

study), and limit the use of the concept of discourse to the kind of applica-

tion just stated (i.e. as a higher level of abstraction of frames). 

Since this dissertation stresses the need to distinguish between 

problem definitions (diagnostic frames) and policy solutions (prognostic 

                                                      
28 The quote is translated from Swedish, and in the original it reads as follows: ”(…) diskurs 

är ett bestämt sätt att tala om och förstå världen (eller ett utsnitt av världen)” (Winther Jør-

gensen & Phillips, 2000: 7). 
29 As Winther Jørgensen & Phillips emphasize, the concept of discourse cannot be used for all 

kinds of different theoretical frameworks, since discourse as theory and methodology relies on 

specific ontological and epistemological understandings of the role of language in the social 

construction of the world (Winther Jørgensen & Phillips 2000, 10). This argument does how-

ever not disqualify the use of discourse analysis in the way it is used in this study, since it 

relies on the same fundamental social constructivism basis as they argue that discourse analy-

sis relies on. Moreover, I agree with them that it can be very valuable if the researcher in-

cludes elements from perspectives other than mere discourse theoretical since this can bring 

different forms of insights to the table (Winther Jørgensen & Phillips 2000, 10). Not all dis-

course theorists would necessarily agree with this, however. Leander notes that omitting in-

depth analysis of material and relational power (social hierarchies) as part of a study of the 

production of meaning is what distinguishes many post-structuralists from a Bourdieusian 

approach. Whereas the former sticks to a discourse analysis that focus only, or at least mainly, 

on language, the latter goes beyond it when including analysis of different power relations and 

practices other than linguistic ones (Leander 2008, 14). Laclau & Mouffe (1987) for example, 

do not see any practices as taking place outside discourse, and hence would probably not 

agree that what I do in the third empirical chapter, which applies a Bourdieusian framework, 

is to study another form of social practice. Nevertheless, a critical discourse analyst like Fair-

clough would probably agree since he considers discursive and other social practice as dialec-

tically related (1992). In line with Balzacq et al., I argue that a focus on both discursive ele-

ments (the frames) and non-discursive ones (the field, capital and habitus) makes the ap-

proach particularly strong (Balzacq et al. 2010, 5).  
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frames); for the sake of clarity there is also a need to distinguish between the 

two at the highest level of abstraction. Hence, I have restricted the term dis-

course for the highest level above diagnostic frames. In line with the more 

action oriented prognostic frames, the highest level of abstraction is instead 

called grand strategy, but the principle of being a larger story is the same. In 

addition to analyzing what diagnostic and prognostic frames that the bureau-

cracy stresses, it is, of course, also interesting to study which kinds of frames 

that are the most prominent, to see whether one type is more popular than the 

others and to see how this may change over time, which is accordingly done 

in the empirical chapters.30 

In all, the concept of frame is used to capture the two parts of 

policy that exist in a bureaucracy’s construction of reality. The concept of 

diagnostic frame is used to analyze the problem definitions that the bureau-

cracy applies to the issue of irregular immigration. To analyze the bureau-

cracy’s preferred policy solutions, the concept of prognostic frame is ap-

plied. In addition to the questions on frames, the empirical analysis should 

also analyze if the diagnostic frames correspond to the prognostic ones, and 

what discourses and grand strategies they are part of, as well as if the frame 

usage changes over time. 

As seen above, frame analysis is very useful for an analysis 

concerning the extent of contribution to threat construction when the inter-

ests and dispositions of the bureaucracy are not to expand the number of 

threats. In the empirical chapters, the diagnostic and prognostic frames are 

thus analyzed in two separate chapters, so as to make each as clear as possi-

ble. At the same time, frame analysis does not answer how certain frames are 

authorized at the expense of others by the inner logic of the bureaucracy. 

After all, as Laws & Rein argue; “frames become institutionalized in habits 

of thought and action, in practices” (Laws & Rein 2003, 179, emphasis in 

original). This means that which frames are present is the result of the struc-

tures of thought and action that have come to be normality in a specific set-

ting. Therefore, in order to provide a full answer to the aim of this disserta-

tion, it is not enough to answer which frames the Commission puts forth, but 

one also needs to study how these frames are authorized by the particular 

ways of socialization within the Commission, how this bureaucracy is orga-

nized, how power is distributed there, and what is considered normal con-

duct. In order to determine how to study these inside features of the Com-

mission, we now turn to the literature on bureaucracy. 

                                                      
30 Another possibility would be to study if any frames were “hegemonic”, a concept that 

comes from Gramsci and is often applied in discourse analysis. According to Boréus, an idea 

is hegemonic if it is not questioned and no major actor in society expresses an alternative 

view (Boréus, 1994: 26). Since it is highly unlikely that a certain view of irregular immigra-

tion is completely hegemonic in the Commission, I have instead opted to examine which 

framing of irregular immigration that is most prominent, which is less far-reaching, but still a 

strong indication of threat construction. 
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Theorizing how Certain Frames are authorized by the 

Inner Logic of the Bureaucracy 

In this section, I discuss how best to study the inner logic of the bureaucracy 

and what in it that makes possible certain frames over others. I survey vari-

ous theories of the bureaucracy, and in the end argue that Bourdieusian con-

cepts are particularly useful. The Bourdieusian concepts of field, capital and 

habitus are able to capture the inner logic of the bureaucracy by studying 

how the bureaucracy is organized, how power is distributed between de-

partments and bureaucrats’ socialization, and thus how legitimacy is tacitly 

granted to some frames at the expense of others.  

Insights from Theories of the Bureaucracy 

What makes a bureaucracy define policy problems and advocate certain pol-

icy solutions in one way rather than another is at core the question that I here 

seek the answer to.  In order to answer this question, a useful start is to ex-

amine the insights provided by bureaucracy researchers at large. First of all, 

one should define the concept of bureaucracy. Albrow identifies no less than 

seven different understandings of the concept in the vast literature on bu-

reaucracy: 1) Bureaucracy as rational organization, 2) Bureaucracy as organ-

izational inefficiency, 3) Bureaucracy as rule by officials, 4) Bureaucracy as 

public administration, 5) Bureaucracy as administration by officials, 6) Bu-

reaucracy as the organization and 7) Bureaucracy as modern society (Albrow 

1970, 84-105). There is thus quite a range of ways to apply the concept. As 

stated in the introduction of this dissertation, however, the term “bureaucra-

cy” is here applied rather broadly and refers simply to the public administra-

tion of the state (or here rather the EU) (see Goldmann, Pedersen & Østerud 

1997, 30). This definition is simply meant to serve as help to empirically 

locate the object of study, not to encompass details on how bureaucracies 

behave and come to define policy problems and advocate certain policy solu-

tions. That being said, there are many scholars that have studied that exact 

question. 

Weber and the Neutral and Rational Bureaucracy 

The person who might be called the “founding father” of the study of bu-

reaucracy is, of course, Weber. To Weber, a key concept was “rational bu-

reaucracy” (Weber 1983 [1922]; Albrow 1970, 43).  Rational bureaucracy 

could be achieved only if a number of specified conditions in the bureaucra-

cy were fulfilled; such as “a clear hierarchy of offices”, “staff members are 

personally free, observing only the impersonal duties of their offices”, as 

well as “selected on the basis of a professional qualification” (Albrow 1970, 
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44; Weber 1983 [1922], 149-150). Weber thus stressed the importance of 

officials’ neutrality, that their employment be based on objective merits and 

a clear hierarchy in the organization. He moreover saw bureaucracy as a 

legal authority system, where officials administered laws and rules, and also 

were themselves bound by laws and rules in performing their tasks (Weber 

1983 [1922], 149-150; see also Albrow 1970, 44; Hill 2007, 204). If translat-

ing these criteria, which primarily identify what rational bureaucracy looks 

like, into how rational bureaucracies behave, the ideal type bureaucracy can 

be described as an entity that neutrally, and guided by the rule of law, im-

plements decisions taken by those it is intended to serve (i.e. parliaments). 

This view may be portrayed as being “top-down”, in so far as policies are 

seen as decided at the top by politicians in the parliament, and then imple-

mented at the lower level of the bureaucracy.31 Seeing bureaucracy as a neu-

tral implementer has been a very influential view. Indeed, it is probably safe 

to claim that in governmental and public discourse it is the most common 

characterization, and often bureaucracies’ performances are measured on this 

scale. It should however be noted that Weber’s characterization of bureau-

cracy is an ideal type, which means that he did acknowledge that it is not an 

exact empirical picture of real bureaucracies, other than perhaps in formal 

terms (cf. Albrow 1970, 66). Weber hence in a way opened up for a view 

where the bureaucracy was not necessarily as neutral as was stated in the 

ideal type and that informally the picture might be quite different.  

In Down’s seminal work “Inside Bureaucracy”, where he pre-

sented a theory of bureaucratic decision-making, he pointed out that the na-

ture of decision-making varied depending on, among other things, the com-

position of different types of officials. While he considered all officials at 

core rational, some tended to be more self-interested whereas other mixed 

their self-interest with a devotion to larger values (Downs 1964). Though he, 

in contrast to this dissertation, saw individuals as primarily rational, he thus 

recognized that the decision-making of bureaucracies was not necessarily 

neutral and top-down, but instead depended on the officials working there. 

The Non-Neutral Bureaucracy  

Subsequent scholars proceeded with this approach towards bureaucracy as 

non-neutral and made it a rule rather than a deficiency. They argued that 

bureaucracies cannot neutrally implement politicians’ desired outcomes 

since the way that the bureaucracy is organized inherently shapes what the 

policy outcome, and also the what policy itself will look like (Beetham 1996; 

Hill & Hupe 2002, 8; Hill 2007; Peters 2010, 209).32 This argument has seen 

                                                      
31 According to some interpreters, the criteria for rational bureaucracy were also a prerequisite 

for efficiency (Albrow, 1970: 65; Hill, 2007: 204-205). 
32 The distinction made between implementation of policy and formation of policy is com-

monplace in policy studies. However, this implies a rather rational take on policy-making and 
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a multitude of research avenues; one oft-researched question refers to effi-

ciency. Political economists argue that inefficiency lies at the heart of bu-

reaucracy, since it is not acting in a free competitive market and therefore 

has incentive to grow to get a larger part of governmental budgets, which 

results in a large, inefficient bureaucracy that tends to focus on organization-

al expansion rather than efficient implementation of policy (Beetham 1996, 

20-29). More sociological perspectives argue that the underlying assump-

tions about a lack of incentives for efficiency made by political economists 

are faulty, and that efficiency depends more on how all the components of a 

certain bureaucracy (rules, roles, interaction etc.) are structured and interre-

lated. They are hence concerned with how organizational culture and struc-

ture result in efficient or inefficient policy outcomes (Beetham 1996, 9-20). 

Other factors that have been claimed to affect efficient implementation are in 

the literature e.g. interest group influence and bureaucrats obfuscating and 

delaying implementation due to their overt or covert resistance to the policy 

(Peters 2010, 169-192, 208-209). It thus seems as if organization culture, 

interest group influence and bureaucrats’ attitudes towards the policy have a 

bearing on the policy output, which should be kept in mind for this study, 

even though this study is not focused on the question of efficiency.  

Not all scholars focus on the rather normative question of effi-

ciency, however; many are more interested in just explaining how the bu-

reaucracy influenced a certain policy or policy outcome to look the way it 

did.33 In general terms, bureaucrats are sometimes said to be influential poli-

cy shapers due to their role as expert advisors to politicians (Beetham 1996, 

43). Others de-emphasize this link to politicians, and see the bureaucracy as 

influential rather on its own terms, and not merely via politicians. One re-

search strand, often used for foreign policy analysis, but equally fit for other 

kinds of policy analysis, is known as “bureaucratic politics”. At the centre of 

attention for the bureaucratic politics perspective lies competition over dif-

ferent policy alternatives between the bureaucracy and other institutions, or 

among different departments within one and the same bureaucracy. Accord-

ing to this perspective, different policy preferences derive from the diverging 

interests of the competitors. Often the different interests of the departments 

are seen as coinciding with their respective wish to get as large a share of the 

budget as possible. The distribution of power between them determines 

which policy alternative that will be successful (Allison & Zelikow 1999; 

                                                                                                                             
not all scholars agree that such a distinction can be made, for a discussion, see e.g. Kingdon 

(2003). 
33 There are certainly more debates taking place in the academic literature on bureaucracy 

than the ones described here. One recurring question refers to the issue of democratic ac-

countability (Beetham 1996, 91-96; Peters 2010, 263-303; see also Scharpf 1999 for a discus-

sion on the broader theme), another is about the bureaucracy’s role in top-down versus bot-

tom-up policy-making (see e.g. Hill & Hupe 2002, 41-56). For the purpose of this disserta-

tion, these questions are not of immediate relevance and are therefore set aside.  
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Beetham 1996, 45; Halperin, Clapp & Kanter 2006; Radaelli 1999, 760-

761). One key issue for scholars of bureaucratic politics in empirical re-

search is therefore to determine the relative weight of the different bureau-

cratic departments (Beetham 1996, 45). The bureaucratic politics perspective 

originally came about as a critique of the rational actor model, in which a 

single actor calculates the best policy choice. The bureaucratic politics per-

spective instead shows how the internal competition between political insti-

tutions or among departments within a bureaucracy is highly influential in 

shaping policy, and thus teaches us that there is a need to study the internal 

rivalries within the bureaucracy to better understand how certain frames of 

irregular immigration are made possible at the expense of others. Neverthe-

less, at the same time, the perspective itself also largely relies on a rationalist 

foundation, since it focuses on a logic of consequences and is based on the 

assumption of self-interest as the major driving force, only it focuses on 

departments and not individuals as self-interested. This dissertation does not 

share such a foundation, and therefore now moves to survey the more socio-

logically oriented research on bureaucracy, which does not rely on assump-

tions about actors’ inherent and primary rationality. 

Sociological Takes on the Bureaucracy 

Theories that have focused more on how bureaucratic actors are not neces-

sarily mainly rational and self-interested are found in some organizational 

theories and sociological new institutionalism. In, for instance, their garbage 

can model of policy-making, Cohen, March & Olsen (1972) do not take for 

granted that organizations, including bureaucracies, are rational decision-

makers where actors try to find solutions to previously defined problems. 

Instead, the researchers recognize that actors within organizations may rather 

start out with solutions to which they try to find problems. They would 

hence support my earlier argument that problem definitions, or diagnostic 

frames, may not match or follow the same logic as the suggested policy solu-

tions, or prognostic frames. Their garbage can model thus shows how bu-

reaucratic actors are far from rational in every specific situation of decision-

making, which a study of how the bureaucracy frames irregular immigration 

should acknowledge. On the other hand, their model does not really high-

light the significance of power for which solutions and problem definitions 

that are the most common in the end. This is a serious shortcoming, since not 

every actor within the bureaucracy has the same power to put forth influen-

tial problem definitions and policy solutions, be they rational or not.  

Another theoretical approach that similarly criticizes the view 

of bureaucratic actors as primarily rational and self-interested is sociological 

new institutionalism. Such scholars consider rational actor perspectives as 

deeply flawed and argue that actors within organizations do not primarily act 

based on self-interested calculated value, i.e. in accordance to a logic of ex-

pected consequences. Instead, they consider actors as acting in line with a 
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logic of appropriateness, where actors think about what is appropriate action 

in that very organization. Before deciding how to act, actors ask themselves: 

“What kind of a situation is this? What kind of a person am I? What does a 

person such as I do in a situation such as this?” (March & Olsen 2004, 4). 

How the actors answer these questions depends on what kind of institution 

that dominates in that specific organization. Institutions are different types of 

rules, for instance shared norms and values, which stipulate appropriate con-

duct for actors in specific settings (Olsen 2007). Institutions thus constrain 

actors’ behavior (Peters 2005, 156-157). The focus on the logic of appropri-

ateness and on how various types of rules within an organization constrain 

and enable actors to make different policy choices is very related to how this 

dissertation considers the importance of the context, i.e. the bureaucracy 

itself, for how certain problem definitions and policy solutions are selected.34 

However, similar to the garbage can model, new institutional theory lacks a 

sophisticated analysis of power (Fligstein 2001, 111). This is a shortcoming 

because what is appropriate behavior is linked to power. What is considered 

appropriate behavior, and thus legitimate action, namely suits some actors 

better than others and consequently grants them power. Moreover, actors’ 

struggles for power shape what is considered appropriate behavior in the first 

place. This, in turn, can be expected to have a significant bearing on how 

issues are framed, and thus answer what authorizes some frames over others. 

Since power is that important, the theoretical approach that guides that em-

pirical research should be able to capture power thoroughly, while not lose 

sight of the other insights provided by the bureaucratic literature. Such a 

theoretical framework is provided by Bourdieu (see also Fligstein 2001, 

111).  

Bourdieusian Concepts to Study the Inner Logic of the Bureau-

cracy  

To study what authorizes certain frames at the expense of others, and link 

this to the (tacit) distribution of power within the bureaucracy, a Bourdieu 

inspired analytical framework is employed in this dissertation. Villumsen 

argues that Bourdieusian concepts are useful for studying why certain under-

standings of the social world are prominent. She herself studies the European 

field of security after the end of the Cold War (Villumsen 2008, 77). Laws & 

Rein agree and advise researchers to “make explicit the implicit organization 

                                                      
34 In addition to the new institutionalism that studies how institutions affect actors’ behavior, 

there is also much written under the banner of the new institutionalism of organizational 

studies, which is more concerned with the evolution of organizations (see e.g. DiMaggio & 

Powell, 1983). That is to say, how institutions come about, how they work and take their 

distinct form; i.e. the process of institutionalization (Peters, 2005: 107-108; Hill, 2007: 96). 
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that structures perception and action” (Laws & Rein 2003, 174, footnote). 

This means that a field’s (here the Commission’s) specific perceptions and 

actions, importantly including specific problem definitions and policy solu-

tions, are the “product” of that field’s implicit organization, and that re-

searchers should thus focus on this implicit organization. Focusing on the 

implicit organization means that researchers should analyze policy actors’ 

everyday routine practices, since those lie beneath the narratives and dis-

courses that define social problems (Hajer & Wagenaar 2003, 17, 20). Spe-

cific problem definitions and policy solutions are formed when humans col-

lectively act in a certain way. Therefore, specific habits and conventions that 

guide the collective human practices should be at the forefront of analysis 

(Hajer & Wagenaar 2003, 17). As actors may not consciously be aware of 

the habits, and there need not necessarily be any linguistical representation 

of the habits, discourse analysis cannot be relied upon to study them. Dis-

course analysis can be employed for analysis of the meaning per se, i.e. the 

definitions, representations, etc., but analysis of practice should be used for 

studying the underlying practical processes, structures and conditions that 

authorize those definitions. Using the Bourdieusian concepts of field, capital 

and habitus steers the attention exactly to aspects of implicit organization 

and tacit power.35 

Although my study differs from Bigo’s in the sense that I do not 

take for granted that the bureaucracy studied is a securitization actor, I still 

share with him the Bourdieusian approach to power. This way I have a theo-

ry that 1) acknowledges the power of language but also links it to actors’ 

power, 2) recognizes not only formal and material power but also informal 

and immaterial and 3) considers the setting important for understanding how 

power is upheld. In contrast to Bigo, the concepts of analysis are not primari-

ly applied to the security policy field as a whole, but are used to open up and 

study the inside of a bureaucracy assumed to be part of the security policy 

field. Hence, while in Bigo’s studies, the bureaucracy (police and military) is 

seen as possessing capital first and foremost externally and in comparison to 

other bureaucracies, in my study what is analyzed is instead the distribution 

of capital internally within the bureaucracy (i.e. the Commission). 

Field 

The first Bourdieusian theoretical concept that will help when analyzing the 

role played by the bureaucracy is field. Bourdieu describes field in the fol-

lowing way:  

 

                                                      
35 It should however be remembered that ”Such notions as habitus, field, and capital can be 

defined, but only within the theoretical system they constitute, not in isolation” (Bourdieu & 

Wacquant, 2007[1992], 96). This means that the theoretical concepts belong to the theoretical 

whole, and cannot be fully understood without it. 
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In analytical terms, a field may be defined as a network, or a configuration, of 

objective relations between positions. These positions are objectively defined, in 

their existence and in the determinations they impose upon their occupants, 

agents or institutions, by their present and potential situation (situs) in the struc-

ture of the distribution of species of power (or capital) whose possession com-

mands access to the specific profits that are at stake in the field, as well as by 

their objective relation to other positions (domination, subordination [---] [Fields 

are] relatively autonomous social microcosms, i.e., spaces of objective relations 

that are the site of a logic and a necessity that are specific and irreducible to 

those that regulate other fields (Bourdieu & Wacquant 2007 [1992], 97, empha-

sis in original).  

 

As accurate and detailed as this definition is, it may not necessarily be all 

that easy to understand at first sight. It may therefore help to see how a few 

other scholars have tried to define Bourdieu’s concept of field a little more 

accessibly. Adler-Nissen defines field as “a relatively autonomous social 

system consisting of a patterned set of practices and beliefs, which suggests 

competent action in conformity with rules and roles” (Adler-Nissen 2009, 

87). Another definition is provided by Broady: “a social field is a system of 

relations between positions held by specialized agents and institutions that 

compete over something they have in common” (Broady 1989, 3, my trans-

lation).36 Mérand defines a social field as “a hierarchical space of social rela-

tions centred on a specific stake, such as politics (for example, winning the 

election), business (dominating one's competitors), or culture (being in 

vouge)” (Mérand 2011, 177). What this all means is that in specific domains 

(fields), the participating actors share the same goals and relate to the same 

issues, habits and conventions. Just as Bourdieu refers to fields as relatively 

autonomous social microcosms, it may be helpful to think of a field in terms 

of the metaphor “a world of its own”. The field has its own particular issues 

at stake, as well as its own formal and informal, conscious and unconscious 

rules and habits – it is a world of its own. Different fields differ from one 

another. For instance, goals in the economic field vary quite drastically from 

goals in the cultural field of literature, where completely different modes of 

conduct apply and money is not necessarily what is connected to most power 

(Bourdieu & Wacquant 2007 [1992], 97-98). Another example is the differ-

ence between the defence field and the market field, and how it fundamental-

ly matters if a policy issue is situated in one rather than the other for how 

that issue is handled (Mörth 2003). Being so different from each other, fields 

are also relatively autonomous from one another (Broady 1989, 41). Using 

the concept of field helps the researcher to grasp how the specific character-

istics of a certain domain authorize and result in certain views of reality, in 

                                                      
36 Broady’s original definition is in Swedish: “med socialt fält avses ett system av relationer 

mellan positioner som intas av specialiserade agenter och institutioner vilka kämpar om något 

för dem gemensamt” (Broady, 1989: 3, emphasis in original). 
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the case of this dissertation the diagnostic and prognostic framing of irregu-

lar immigration.37 I argue that the bureaucracy, and more specifically the 

Commission, can be seen as a field.38 Though it interacts with politicians and 

others, it is also definitely a world of its own, with its own rules and patterns. 

Within the bureaucracy, bureaucrats have developed certain habits and fol-

low certain rules that make some practices and discourses seem normal and 

others impossible. Indeed, Bourdieu has on these grounds argued that state 

bureaucracy can beneficially be theorized as being a field (Bourdieu 1994).39 

Adler-Nissen argues in a similar vein when she analyses the Council as a 

demarcated field (Adler-Nissen 2009, 87-92). The metaphor of bureaucracy 

being a world of its own is helpful; not only for understanding that it follows 

its own logic and hence is an autonomous producer or meaning, but also for 

understanding that it is still part of a larger universe. It, and more specifically 

its bureaucrats, does interact with actors or institutions from other fields that 

it may influence or be influenced by. Though this dissertation empirically 

focuses on the internal logic of the Commission, it is valuable to realize that 

what bureaucrats do within the Commission is to some extent also shaped by 

its relations to other institutions such as the Council and the EP.40 

To understand the Commission’s framing of irregular immigra-

tion, one must furthermore clarify how the field specific characteristics of 

the Commission authorize certain frames over others. To do so, the research-

er has to examine what is at stake in the field, what the actors compete over. 

It is also imperative to analyze which actors that are part of the field, and the 

relations between these participants. The participants may in general be indi-

viduals, groups or institutions/departments. Analyzing their relations in-

volves uncovering the field’s hierarchical power relations, i.e. which partici-

pants are dominant and which are inferior, and to discern which resources 

and strategies that are at hand for each of these categories.41 In so doing, the 

                                                      
37 For empirical applications of the concept of field see e.g. Bourdieu (1993; 1994; 1998); 

Bigo (2000); Mörth, (2003); Mérand (2008; 2011); Villumsen (2008); Adler-Nissen (2008; 

2009) and Pouliot (2010).  
38 The Commission is hence a field within the larger security policy field.  
39 Though he often uses the term bureaucracy more freely than this dissertation, and often as a 

prolongation of or substitute for the term “state”, his argument is still applicable here.  
40 The Commission can be said to hold one of the important positions within the European 

field of power, i.e. the field where those who dominate other fields struggle with each other 

over power. Concerning a discussion on the European field of power, see Cohen (2011) and 

for a discussion on other fields of power, see e.g. Bourdieu (1994).  
41 It should be mentioned that Bourdieu often in his studies of fields focuses on how structures 

of domination affects both top and bottom, i.e. both those who dominate and those who are 

dominated. For example, when he studies the structure of patriarchy he not only focuses on 

how men dominate women, but also on how women come to accept this domination as natural 

(Bourdieu 2004b). Another example is when Bourdieu investigates how education is orga-

nized so as to in practice reproduce class structures, and thus becomes an instrument for how 

the upper and middle classes dominate the lower classes. As with patriarchy, this class domi-

nation is not openly exposed, but “disguised” in an educational system that encourages and 
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researcher has to investigate both subjective accounts made by the partici-

pants themselves, as well as more objectified structures. The actors that par-

ticipate in policymaking and how they do so namely authorize a certain con-

struction of social reality, here considered as the framing of irregular immi-

gration. While the field is an objective hierarchy (of relations between actors' 

positions) that shapes discourses and activities, it is at the same time itself 

shaped by ongoing power struggles between actors in the field (Webb, Schi-

rato & Danaher 2002, 21-22). It is thus important to study the evolution of 

the field, to understand how actors’ power struggles have shaped it to its 

present form (see e.g. Bourdieu & Waquant 2007 [1992]) and how the strug-

gles have made possible certain framings of irregular immigration. Another 

part of analyzing the field involves investigating formal rules, which also 

structure the relations in the field. This includes institutional set-ups, such as 

what participants that have the formal responsibility for a certain policy is-

sue, and how changes in the formal institutional set-up may change the rela-

tions between participants, which may subsequently alter what policies that 

are advocated. Apart from formal rules, one must also steer attention to in-

formal rules and unreflected practices that officials tend to perform, without 

necessarily reflecting upon them. (Regarding the unreflected practices, offi-

cials may in fact even be linguistically convinced that they are doing some-

thing else). 

To apply the concept of field (and the related notions of capital 

and habitus) is to dig into what appears as normal conduct to participants of 

the field. Participants in general do not reflect over the conventions and rou-

tines that they tend to follow, nor about how these conventions and routines 

can be linked to power relations in the domain where they operate. For the 

researcher, this is exactly what should be at the forefront of analysis, since it 

shapes the construction of social reality in distinct ways. If the researcher is 

able to analyze this, she is able to answer how certain constructs are made 

possible at the expense of others.42   

                                                                                                                             
rewards the upper and middle classes, and make the domination seem natural both to the ones 

that dominate and the ones that are dominated (Bourdieu 1998; 2001). To Bourdieu, this 

internalization of the structures of domination in both dominated and those who dominates is 

the key to reproduction. In my study, I do not follow his example. Had I wished to do so, I 

should have studied not only the bureaucracy, but also the irregular immigrants themselves to 

see how they responded to the domination. This would no doubt be an interesting study, but 

since it is not of immediate relevance for the aim of this dissertation it is left for the future. 

For the aim of this study, I limit focus to the bureaucracy, as I am interested only in the bu-

reaucracy’s possible contribution to threat construction. There are hence no groups of outright 

dominated in the Commission field, but there are what one may call dominant and inferiors. 

Dominant are those that have the most power to frame irregular immigration, inferiors those 

who have less power to do so. 
42 It should be stated that a field is a construct, or a thinking tool, of the researcher. Fields 

cannot be said to exist objectively “out there”. Though they are based on empirical observa-

tion, they are still constructed by the researcher analytically, to enable a certain type of analy-
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The Commission as a Field 

This dissertation theorizes the Commission as a field. This not commonplace 

among EU scholars, however. For liberal intergovernmentalists like Moravc-

sik, the Commission should, for example, probably not be at the centre of 

attention at all, since he argues that it is playing second fiddle to rational 

national governments that bargain based on their national interests (Moravc-

sik 1999, 270; 298). National governments should hence be in focus. 

Kaunert is one of many who have disputed the intergovernmental view. He 

has shown that the Commission has played the role of a supranational policy 

entrepreneur in the cases of the European Arrest Warrant and of the Com-

mon European Asylum System. In the former, it successfully reframed the 

issue from being a question of fight against crime, to one of the war on ter-

ror, and thus managed to get the member states aboard (Kaunert 2007). In 

the latter, the Commission managed to keep the asylum system within the 

remit of the Geneva Convention despite that counter-terrorism was then high 

on the agenda (Kaunert 2009). This shows that the Commission definitely 

plays a role in policy-making. It nevertheless does not put it in the perspec-

tive of the inner life and logic of the Commission, but sees the Commission 

as a unitary actor, acting with purposeful intent. Also Kostadinova has ar-

gued that the Commission has played the role of policy entrepreneur, in her 

case as concerns the furthering of the integration of internal borders, and has 

moreover argued that there were in that case few signs of internal discrepan-

cies among DGs (Kostadinova 2013, 3). One should, however, be careful not 

to take the view of the Commission as a unitary actor too far. There are 

many scholars who have shown that there are in fact important internal divi-

sions between the DGs in the Commission, and that struggles between them 

are recurring, as also the aforementioned research on bureaucracies have 

generally  underlined. The various DGs have their different organizational 

cultures, belief systems and ways to do policy (see e.g. Boswell 2008; Cini 

1996, 129-131; Cram 1994; Kassim 2003, 159; Nugent 2001; Rhinard & 

Boin 2009; Stevens & Stevens 2001, 196-205). Thus, in an anthropological 

study of the Commission in 1993, Abélès, Bellier & Mcdonald observed the 

differences between the DGs: “The behaviour and the strategies of staff are 

contextually tied to a sense of belonging to a particular DG” (Abélès, Bellier 

& Mcdonald 1993, 30) and the various DGs can be seen as “a training 

ground which reproduces a particular culture” (Abélès, Bellier & Mcdonald 

1993, 18). Hence, bureaucrats within the Commission tend to behave differ-

ently depending on which DG they work in. In Bourdieusian terms, each 

(group of) department(s) can be called a separate sub-field. This way it is 

highlighted that the Commission field consists of several sub-fields, where 

                                                                                                                             
sis (e.g. the analysis of what is seen as normal among certain actors with certain power rela-

tions) (Bourdieu & Wacquant 2007 [1992], 228; Leander 2008, 15; Mérand, 2011: 187). 
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bureaucrats are socialized into having shared modes of conduct and disposi-

tions.  

Each DG offers a specific culture into which the officials are 

trained, or, more accurately, socialized, not formally but in practice. The 

officials are hence deeply colored by the DG in which they work. At the 

same time, they are colored also by the fact that they belong to whole of the 

Commission. As Abélès, Bellier & Mcdonald put it: “Any official has at 

least two categories to which he or she belongs - the Commission and a giv-

en department. Thus, the individual sees himself as (a) an integral part of the 

all-embracing organization and (b) a member of a smaller group” (Abélès, 

Bellier & Mcdonald 1993, 31). Officials are socialized simultaneously into 

being part of a specific DG, and the larger Commission. Bureaucrats within 

the Commission are colored both by being part of the Commission and its 

separate DGs. This dissertation’s conceptualization of the Commission as a 

field, and the DGs as sub-fields, hence seems very appropriate. A study that 

at first sight seems to suggest otherwise is perhaps Hooghe’s study of Com-

mission top officials, from 2001. Her findings suggest that the preferences of 

these Commission officials are formed more by nationality, party affiliation 

and job background than by experiences gained in the Commission (Hooghe 

2001, 213). This hence seems to run counter to the perspective of the Com-

mission as being a field and the Commission DGs as sub-fields that shape 

how officials act and how their belief systems are formed. However, there is 

one major objection to be raised against this conclusion. Importantly, the 

questions where nationality, party affiliation and prior work formed prefer-

ences more than experiences in the Commission were major horizontal ques-

tions of EU governance (such as whether the EU should be more suprana-

tional or intergovernmental, and relations between market and state). This is 

a central aspect, since these kinds of questions are politically very sensitive 

and quite far from regular policy issues that are handled routinely on a day-

to-day basis, and the question of irregular immigration probably is much 

closer to the latter. Also Hooghe is aware of the difference between highly 

sensitive questions of EU governance and other types of less politically sen-

sitive issues, and finds that nationality, party affiliation and prior work mat-

ter much less in the latter (Hooghe 2001, 214).43 Hence, for the issue of ir-

regular immigration, there is reason to believe that the Commission and its 

various DGs do play an important role for socialization. This does not mean 

that, for example, nationality plays no role at all for a person’s socialization 

(or habitus as is discussed below), but as Abélès, Bellier and Mcdonald ar-

                                                      
43 One should perhaps also note that Hooghe’s study is a critique of those scholars who tend 

to see Commission officials only as self-interested utility-maximizers, and her argument is 

actually that persons are also socialized into having specific opinions. This means that her 

perspective is quite similar to the perspective of this dissertation. The main difference is that 

this dissertation considers not nationality, party affiliation and prior work as the main shaper 

of belief systems.  
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gue, officials have many identities simultaneously (Abélès, Bellier & 

Mcdonald 1993, 30). They are formed by several different contexts. When it 

comes to the issue of irregular immigration, I however do think that the ex-

perience of working in the Commission and its DGs (and the different career 

trajectories to get there) have a strong influence. During the interviews, I 

generally asked respondents from what country they came, but I was not able 

to distinguish any particular patterns based on the information I got. There 

were, however, patterns that could refer to different DGs. Hence, for this 

study it is important to study characteristics of the Commission field, and the 

separate DGs, as well as to analyze the power struggles between DGs. 

In my study, I refer to the Commission as a unitary actor in the 

first two empirical chapters (on diagnostic and prognostic frames) instead of 

referring to its many DGs. I consider it a unitary actor in its policy “output”, 

which is singular Commission communications that the whole Commission 

stands behind as one. However, in the third empirical chapter I open up the 

black box of the Commission field, and consequently consider it as consist-

ing of sub-fields (DGs) with different agendas and standard operating proce-

dures. The analysis of the characteristics of the Commission field and the 

sub-fields are hence dealt with specifically in the third empirical chapter.  

Power as Capital 

As the field characteristics are altered due to changes in the power relation of 

actors in the field, and that this is assumed to authorize certain framings of 

irregular immigration, it is important to nail down what power is. First of all, 

power in Bourdieu’s sense is relational, and one actor’s power depends on 

other actors’ apprehension. Power can therefore not be determined by meas-

uring a pre-empirically defined form of capital, such as military strength or 

economic assets. Instead power, or influence, appears when an actor is the 

holder of the kind of capital that is considered valuable in that specific field. 

When this is so, the actor is recognized as powerful by other actors in the 

field (Bourdieu 1996, 103-155; Guzzini 2006, 8; 2013, 80). Bourdieu men-

tions various forms of capital (see e.g. Bourdieu & Wacquant 2007 [1992], 

119), but the two of most importance for this study is economic and symbol-

ic capital. While economic capital exists in a material sense, symbolic capital 

only exists in the minds of actors. Symbolic capital is capital only because 

the other actors in the field believe that the quality at hand is valuable and 

worth striving for (Webb, Schirato & Danaher 2002, xv-xvi). For example, 

to have a good reputation is to have symbolic capital. Symbolic capital is 

linked to legitimacy, or more precisely the ability to be recognized as a legit-

imate intervener in what is at stake in the field (Bourdieu 1990, 118). There-

fore, the researcher should study which types of qualification that make ac-

tors legitimate (Leander 2008, 18). A fair way to uncover the symbolic capi-

tal in the Commission field is to ask who is legitimately participating in the 

field and the pattern of traits these actors uphold can be viewed as the sym-
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bolic capital. By showing how economic and symbolic capital is organized 

in the field it is possible to identify the distribution of power (Callaghan & 

Wistow 2006, 587). Those with capital can moreover be assumed to be key 

framing actors, since they are the ones with the ability to legitimately and 

effectively participate in formulating problem definitions and policy solu-

tions. The second important feature of power is, as I interpret it, that it is 

about being able to influence the structure of the field (see Bourdieu & 

Wacquant 2007 [1992], 98). This connects it to agency, which in Huysman’s 

terminology in the security field is about being able to “significantly inter-

vene in the political contestation of claims of protection” (Huysmans 2006a, 

2). The power relations are often asymmetrical in a field, i.e. the distribution 

of capital is uneven, which means not everyone has the same capacity to 

intervene in the policy debate and hence the production of meaning of pro-

tection, security and threats. The more capital you have, the more agency 

(and power) you can also be said to have. Since the power relations are 

asymmetrical, the same kinds of strategies are not available to all actors. The 

kinds of strategies that are successful should therefore also be studied 

(Huysmans 2006a, 7). Questions that should be analyzed hence revolve 

around what is considered capital in the Commission field, and how capital 

is distributed among participants in the field.  

Habitus 

A field is constantly under reproduction or change (Mörth 2003, 21). The 

key components of these processes are social actors with relational power. 

When actors behave in accordance to the social structures of the field, it is 

reproduced (Guzzini 2006, 7). When they start to act differently, it is 

changed. This change or reproduction of the field works through the “habi-

tus”. Habitus can at some length be defined as: 

 
[S]ystems of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures predis-

posed to function as structuring structures, that is, as principles which gener-

ate and organize practices and representations conscious aiming at ends or an 

express mastery of the operations necessary in order to attain them. Objec-

tively “regulated” and “regular” without being in any way the product of obe-

dience to rules, they can be collectively orchestrated without being the prod-

uct of the organizing action of a conductor (Bourdieu 1990, 53).  

 

As Bourdieu’s definition shows (although somewhat cumbersomely), habi-

tus is about acting in accordance to learnt dispositions, which are neither the 

result of simple rule following nor generating strategic acts of entirely free 

will. Instead, dispositions are shaped by the experiences of each actor, which 

are in turn highly linked to a certain setting (“culture”) and who the actor has 

been in that setting (see also Webb, Schirato & Danaher 2002, 36-37). Bour-

dieu uses the concept of habitus to signify the merger of objective structures 
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and subjective “will” into the individual. In habitus, structure meets agency, 

as the dispositions that allow people to act are colored by culture and history, 

but at the same time are not deterministic results of them, but leave room for 

contingency and unexpected acts and thus change. To clarify further the 

meaning of habitus, it may be helpful to present how other scholars have 

defined it. Two shorter definitions of habitus are that it is a “system of dispo-

sitions that allows people to act, think and orient themselves in the social 

world” (Broady 1989, 2, my translation),44 and, similarly, that habitus is 

“historically sedimented dispositions within a field to see, understand and 

act” (Guzzini 2006, 7). As these definitions confirm, habitus, as a system of 

dispositions, is what allows people to act in various situations without hav-

ing to think through all the steps involved in action. This connects the con-

cept of habitus to the notion of practice, which is not at the forefront of anal-

ysis in this dissertation, but still should be mentioned to explain how the 

habitus works. Habitus is namely enacted in practice, when the dispositions 

of an actor meet a specific situation, and the actor acts not at core rationally 

or irrationally, but unreflectedly, in accordance to his/her practical sense, or 

differently put, “feel for the game”. The game metaphor comes from Bour-

dieu to signify how actors act first and foremost in accordance with what 

feels suitable, and not by reflecting on all the steps in acting, akin to how a 

skilled football player performs well by having learnt to feel the rhythm of 

the game (Bourdieu 2004a, 131; Bourdieu & Wacquant 2007 [1992], 120-

121). Moreover, habitus is acquired in practice – by doing, existing in a field 

and thus getting to know it, not by reading instructions. Collective routines 

are central for understanding how the habitus plays out in practice, since 

actors tend to act habitually (see also Leander 2008, 17; Hopf 2010). In gen-

eral, actors thus do not reflect upon their habitus or their dispositions. In-

stead; “in order for a particular habitus to function smoothly and effectively, 

individuals must normally think that the possibilities from which they 

choose are in fact necessities, common sense, natural or inevitable” (Webb, 

Schirato & Danaher 2002, 38-39). That is, actors do not reflect upon the fact 

that they act in a certain way, they act in accordance to their dispositions in 

the moment, in line with their practical sense.45 Moreover, they do not reflect 

upon where they think and act “from”, that is, what history, culture and 

                                                      
44 Broady’s original definition is in Swedish: “system av dispositioner som tillåter människor 

att handla, tänka och orientera sig i den sociala världen” (Broady, 1989: 2, emphasis in origi-

nal). 
45 Actors are actually able to act strategically, but this is strategic only in a certain sense of the 

word. It means that actors can act strategically in line with the feel for the game and the struc-

tures of the field, not strategically of entirely free will as, for example, the Rational Actor 

Model has it. As Webb, Schirato & Danaher explain; “So though they may be conscious of 

making moves and acting strategically, they are unaware that their motives, goals and aspira-

tions are not spontaneous or natural, but are given to them through the habitus” (Webb, Schi-

rato & Danaher, 2002: 58). 
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power relations that have formed their dispositions.46 Habitus is thus a con-

cept that helps the researcher to show that actors act much in accordance 

with learnt ways, but at the same time are not “forced” to do so. It also 

points to analyzing what is taken for granted by field participants, since this 

is what makes up the dispositions (Leander 2008, 17). 

Even though how a person will act is never predetermined, 

some acts are more likely than others and these acts are of special interest to 

the researcher as they authorize and reinforce the field’s specific characteris-

tics, not least what is considered the reality there. Therefore, this study 

should analyze those habits or routines that the participants in the Commis-

sion field are used to perform, and what their dispositions are, as these shape 

actors’ habitus. Routines and dispositions are consequently thought to have a 

considerable influence on how the Commission frames irregular immigra-

tion. An actor’s habitus shape all his/her actions and beliefs, and thus the 

Commission officials’ habitus shape their framing of irregular immigration. 

In Bourdieu’s empirical research, he often studied how actors’ habitus are 

shaped by the context of the education system or the class system. In this 

study, the Commission and its DGs are the context. Although the Commis-

sion context obviously cannot replace all dispositions from class or educa-

tion, it does supplement them in important ways. It does add a Commission 

sense to those working there, as the section on the Commission field 

showed, and this is what is going to be closely studied in the empirical anal-

ysis of habitus. (For more detailed information on questions asked during the 

empirical analysis, see chapter 3 on Methods). 

The Commission’s Internal Logic Provides new Insights 

on the EU’s Immigration Policy 

One comment should be made about the emphasis on the internal logics of 

the Commission field. As the theoretical perspective shows, this dissertation 

primarily seeks the answer to how the Commission has framed irregular 

immigration in aspects inside the Commission itself. A possible critique of 

this perspective is accordingly that it runs the risk of missing the importance 

of external events and the like. Though it is true that external events also 

play a role in how irregular immigration is framed, I would argue that they 

always have to be understood in relation to the logic of the field (i.e. what is 

at stake in the field, the distribution of capital, the collective habitus, etc.). 

External events cannot be entirely ignored, and are thus approached empiri-

cally in the account of the evolution of the field. At the same time, external 

                                                      
46 Bourdieu refers to this lack of reflection over the impact of history, culture and power 

relations as “the forgetting of history which history itself produces” (Bourdieu 1990, 56).  
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events should never be seen as an independent reason for a certain frame, as 

they do not cause predetermined consequences, but are always filtered 

through the structure of the field, the distribution of capital and the actors’ 

habitus. Hence, the logic of the field should be at the centre of attention. If 

one, for instance, looks at the development of the EU migration policy, a 

number of scholars have studied the driving forces of the EU immigration 

policy and singled out two external factors as especially important for a 

closer cooperation in the area of immigration at the EU level.  

The first one is spill-over effects from economic integration and 

the second is the increasing amount of asylum-seekers to Western Europe 

(Andersson 2008; den Boer & Wallace 2000; Monar 2001a; Turnbull & 

Sandholtz 2001). The importance of spill-over effects is stressed by these 

researchers based on how the completion of the single market and its aboli-

tion of border controls between member states raised the need for a common 

border approach. According to the literature, this need for a common border 

approach is the answer to why the EU has had such a focus on so-called 

compensatory measures, i.e. intensified external border controls, in its immi-

gration policy. With less border controls between the member states, there 

was a need for more external border controls, the argument goes.  

The second factor, the increased number of asylum-seekers and 

irregular immigrants after the end of the Cold War, is said to have been a 

reason for the creation of an EU immigration policy by pushing politicians to 

act. Especially Germany experienced what it considered a sizeable inflow of 

asylum-seekers and saw an EU immigration policy as a solution to its per-

ceived problem. Due to the abolition of the internal borders, it managed to 

convince the other EU member states of the benefit of common EU solu-

tions. These two factors can obviously not be completely ignored when dis-

cussing how certain framings of irregular immigration are made possible. 

Nevertheless, as stated above, factors like these cannot be seen as an inde-

pendent reason for a certain frame, as they do not cause predetermined con-

sequences, but are always filtered through the field’s distribution of capital 

and actors’ habitus. It may for instance at first seem obvious that the aboli-

tion of internal borders would result in promotion of intensified control of 

the external borders. However, as van Munster has showed, the severe en-

dorsement of compensatory measures was actually not a salient feature at all 

at the beginning of the Schengen cooperation. In the original 1985 Schengen 

accord, the majority of space was instead dedicated to questions of how to 

enable easier cross-border transport, and very little to talk about compensato-

ry measures. According to van Munster, the reason for the subsequent inten-

sified focus on compensatory measures relies more on the significant entry 

into the field of security professionals and the relative withdrawal of minis-

tries of transport, than an inevitable course of events determined by the 

Schengen cooperation (van Munster 2009, 18-21). Thus, the increased bor-

der control was not an inherent effect of the Schengen cooperation. For in-
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stance, it could just as well have spilled over into enhanced free movement 

and a more relaxed view of the external borders, and hence followed the 

same logic as the internal borders did. This shows that the factors that a 

number of other scholars have pointed out as key to the development of the 

EU immigration policy (i.e. spill-over from economic integration and in-

creased immigration to Western Europe) cannot provide a full understanding 

of the characteristics of the EU immigration policy, and certainly not the 

Commission’s frames. They are simply not self-evident determinants of ef-

fects, but are filtered through the bureaucracy in question. This does not 

mean that spill-over and external events are unimportant, but it does mean 

that to understand the characteristics of the development of the EU immigra-

tion policy,  the composition of the EU organization and its institutions must 

also be studied, which I in this dissertation go to some lengths to do. This 

study importantly adds to the research on the development of the EU immi-

gration policy by highlighting the role of the bureaucracy, and more specifi-

cally the Commission, by studying how this institution has framed the issue 

of irregular immigration and what role the internal logic has played in mak-

ing those frames possible.  

A Note on how Frames are linked to Field, Capital and 

Habitus 

As already stated in different ways, there is a link between the Commission’s 

framing of irregular immigration and the Commission field, capital and habi-

tus. It should, however, be stressed that this link should not be theorized as a 

causal mechanism between cause and effect, since this kind of reasoning 

relies on a positivist ontology and epistemology, assuming that objective 

mechanisms exist out there waiting to be discovered (Pouliot 2007, 373). 

Instead, in line with the dissertation’s constructivist perspective, the link 

should be understood as a constitutive relation, where the Commission’s 

specific framing of irregular immigration is made possible through the char-

acteristics of the Commission field, capital and habitus. Put differently, cer-

tain frames are authorized by the field (see also Guzzini 2006). The analysis 

is hence not one that studies causality, but a constitutive analysis of how 

social facts are made possible. Pouliot argues that there is in a sense no rea-

son for constructivist researchers to establish independent variables, i.e. to 

establish why social facts come about, because the independent variable is 

simply always that the relevant actors perceive the social facts as the truth. 

Instead, he says, for constructivists “[t]he interesting question is what inter-

subjective context makes such a social fact possible” (Pouliot 2007, 373). He 

illustrates the link between the social fact and the intersubjective context in 

the following way: something X counts as a social fact Y in context C 
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(Pouliot 2007, 373-374, see also Searle, 1995: 28). This illustration nicely 

demonstrates how this dissertation goes about its analysis: it firstly, through 

the analysis of frames, determines what irregular immigration (the X) counts 

as (the Y) in the context of the Commission (the C). It then analyzes the 

Commission field, capital and habitus (the C) to learn what made possible 

the framing of irregular immigration as Y. The relation between Y (the fram-

ing of irregular immigration) and the C (The Commission field, capital and 

habitus) is hence not primarily a causal one, but a constitutive one.47 

Summing up the Chapter 

What this chapter has shown is that there is a need to analyze the contribu-

tion to threat construction by a bureaucracy whose interests and dispositions 

are not to expand the number of threats. To be able to analytically determine 

to what extent it contributes to threat construction, there is a need to empiri-

cally investigate problem definitions and policy solutions. This chapter 

therefore introduced the concepts of diagnostic and prognostic frames, which 

are the manifestation of Commission officials’ belief systems. To analyze 

how certain frames are authorized by the inner logic of the Commission at 

the expense of others, and to link this to how power is embedded in reality 

construction, the three Bourdieusian concepts of field, capital and habitus 

were presented. The notion of field helps the researcher to highlight the im-

portance of understanding that the Commission is a world of its own, with its 

own particular issues at stake, and its own power hierarchies among partici-

pants, and that the field has been shaped through historical struggles between 

these participants. The concept of capital helps the researcher to steer atten-

tion to how different forms of power are distributed in the field, not only 

economic capital, but also symbolic, which entails to analyze which actors 

that are considered legitimate framing actors and on what grounds. Lastly, 

the concept of habitus steers the researcher’s attention towards participants’ 

dispositions and routinized behavior, and how these tend to make actors act 

in a quite regular pattern, which authorizes certain framings of irregular im-

migration.  

                                                      
47 To focus on how the context C makes possible the framing of irregular immigration as Y, I 

lean on Pouliot (2007). Pouliot’s focus on the context C as part of a constitutive study differs 

from that of Wendt. While Wendt sees constitutive theories as static (X counts as Y) (Wendt, 

1998: 105), Pouliot sees them as dynamic as he stresses the importance of studying how the 

context of C enables X to be counted as Y. To learn what in the context C that enables X to be 

counted as Y, the researches looks for what Pouliot calls constitutive mechanisms (Pouliot, 

2007). 
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 Methods and Data 3.

In this chapter, the methods and data used to study the Commission’s fram-

ing of irregular immigration, as well as the Commission field, capital and 

habitus is presented. It first discusses the underlying methodology of the 

dissertation, then how the theoretical concepts have been operationalized, 

and finally the empirical data that was analyzed. It also brings up methodo-

logical considerations, and discusses questions of generalizability.  

A “Sobjectivist” Methodology 

As seen in the theoretical chapter, the ontology and epistemology of this 

dissertation is a constructivist one, which stresses anti-essentialism. Since 

methodology can be seen as “applied epistemology” (Lupovici 2009, 196), 

the research method must be consistent with the constructivist theoretical 

foundations. The methodology selected for applying the constructivist theo-

retical framework in empirical analysis is therefore referred to as “sobjectiv-

ism”, as developed by Pouliot (2007). As the label “sobjectivism” signals, it 

involves both the actors’ own subjective knowledge as expressed in lan-

guage, as well as the researcher’s objectified interpretation of that 

knowledge.48 It thus includes both experience-near concepts as well as expe-

rience-distant ones (Pouliot 2007, 368; 2008, 284). To do this well, and thus 

be able to capture the actors’ subjective experience-near knowledge, it is 

necessary for the researcher to start out inductively (Pouliot 2007, 364). To 

be open to let the subject studied speak for itself. This is exactly what this 

study has done to a very large extent. For instance, the coding scheme for the 

study of frames was developed only after I had read quite a large amount of 

the studied documents, and thus knew what the recurring themes of the texts 

were, as opposed to having elaborated a coding scheme based solely on con-

                                                      
48 That I write “objectified” interpretation as opposed to “objective” is in accordance to the 

constructivist perspective of this dissertation, which stresses that the researcher is, of course, 

not an objective observer. The researcher is as much a part of various fields, not least the 

academic field, as the studied bureaucratic actors are part of the Commission field. Has this 

affected the study in any way? Most likely, yes; there is a logic of the academic field that the 

researcher does not stand outside, as, for instance, Bourdieu has shown in Homo Academicus 

(2001)[1990]. However, this is no more or no less the case for the researcher of this study 

than for researchers of other studies, including more traditional positivist studies. 
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cepts deduced from previous studies. For the inductive research strategy to 

work, it has also been imperative to have a large amount of empirics that 

provided first-hand subjective knowledge, which this dissertation has indeed 

had, both in the form of Commission documents as well as in the form of 

interviews with Commission officials. This study can thus be said to make 

use of empiricism, without relying on a positivist epistemology (cf. Neal 

2013). After the inductive study of subjective knowledge, the researcher 

subsequently objectifies the subjective meanings, by putting them in a larger 

intersubjective context. Instead of having several disconnected subjective 

meanings, the researcher interprets them into common patterns, what Pouliot 

calls “webs of meaning” (Pouliot 2007, 370-371). A sobjectivist methodolo-

gy is not necessarily very different from how studies relying on another on-

tology and epistemology, e.g. positivism, go about research in practice 

(Pouliot 2007, 379). The point I wish to make here is not to say that sobjec-

tivism is something new and utterly unique, but to show that it is a method-

ology that fits constructivism, and stresses the importance of an inductive 

bottom-up perspective that starts close to the documents studied and the 

persons interviewed.  

As is described in more detail below, this dissertation uses the 

sobjectivist research strategy in two different ways in the empirical chapters. 

In the first and second empirical chapters, which analyze how the Commis-

sion has diagnostically and prognostically framed irregular immigration (and 

thus are the manifestation of Commission officials’ belief systems), the sub-

jective knowledge comes in the form of the text-near articulations of Com-

mission documents. The objectified interpretation by the researcher comes in 

the form of weaving together those articulations into more abstract patterns; 

frames and discourses basically. In the third empirical chapter, which ana-

lyzes the inner logic of the Commission (to see how certain frames are au-

thorized over others) the subjective knowledge comes in the form of inter-

views with Commission officials, and the objectified interpretation in the 

form of how the researcher uses the officials’ stories to reconstruct the 

Commission field, capital and habitus. The move is thus always from text-

near, or experience-near, concepts (“subjectivism”) to more abstract con-

cepts (“objectified”). While the methods in this dissertation are empirically 

rigorous, they are part of an interpretative methodology, and in the end, it 

boils down to the researcher’s ability to make fair interpretations of the sub-

jects studied. It is then up to the recipient, i.e. the reader, to decide whether 

the interpretations are reasonable or not. I wish, however, to underline that I 

have invested a significant amount of time in getting to know both the insti-

tution of interest, i.e. the Commission (as well as the other EU institutions), 

and the policy area of interest, i.e. the policy on irregular immigration (as 

well as the whole of the immigration policy), which should facilitate the 

reasonability of the empirical interpretations. Moreover, the researcher is 

careful to display how analysis is made and to provide the reader with many, 
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often lengthy, quotes from the studied documents and interviews (to see how 

reliability is dealt with specifically in the content analysis, see appendix 1). 

A Case Study Approach 

Already in the introductory chapter, it was stated that this dissertation studies 

the Commission as a case of a bureaucracy without a clear interest in threat 

expansion. It is hence a case study. A case study is a qualitative research 

method that allows for in-depth analysis of one single case, as opposed to 

quantitative methods that study large-N correlations. There are, however, 

different kinds of case studies. One common type is a positivist case study 

that seeks to establish the causal mechanisms that make certain independent 

variables lead to specific outcomes on a dependent variable (see King, Keo-

hane & Verba 1994). The basic idea is then that the results should be gener-

alizable, i.e. to be true also for other similar cases. Not surprisingly, this kind 

of case study does not fit the constructivism of this dissertation. For one, 

constructivism does not believe in social laws “out there”, and hence there 

are no cases that one can simply generalize to without problems. So while 

the Commission is in this study a case of a bureaucracy without a clear inter-

est in threat expansion, one cannot take for granted that the empirical find-

ings necessarily apply to other such bureaucracies. Instead, constructivists 

often argue that what should be generalized is not so much social laws, as 

the theoretical concepts that are often the ultimate result of the analysis. 

Constructivists can have the ambition of generating analytical concepts that 

can be useful also to study other cases (Pouliot 2007, 379). This means that 

the theoretical conclusions of this dissertation (see concluding chapter) can 

be used to study other cases also. That said, one should, of course, not rule 

out the possibility that the empirical findings also apply to other bureaucra-

cies without a clear interest in threat expansion, but it is an empirical ques-

tion and not one that can be settled pre-empirically, as the search for univer-

sal social laws would make us believe. Rhinard & Vaccari argue that while 

the Commission is in a sense certainly unique, it does at the same time have 

some traits that are very similar to other bureaucracies and is therefore well 

suited for studies that seek to discuss certain issues at a more general level 

(Rhinard & Vaccari 2005, 393-394). This basically implies that what hap-

pens in the Commission might happen in other bureaucracies as well. Even 

though the theoretical assumptions of constructivism reject strict generaliza-

tion, one should at least not be surprised if several of the features in the 

Commission would also be present in other similar bureaucracies. Some 

scholars have also stressed important differences between the Commission 

and most national level bureaucracies. Nugent, for example, points out that 

the Commission has some tasks, notably that of policy initiator, that usually 
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are reserved for politicians in leadership and not for bureaucracies (Nugent 

2001, 10-18). 

Studying Frames through Qualitative Content Analysis 

The method applied for the first two empirical chapters of this dissertation is 

a qualitative content analysis. It is a method that is particularly suited for 

analysing large amounts of documents, and trying to discern possible pat-

terns and changes over time in those documents (Berg & Lune 2012, 375-

376; Bergström & Boréus 2005, 45). The reason to study a large amount of 

Commission documents, instead of only the few that could be seen as the 

main documents on irregular immigration, is that in order to pinpoint the 

Commission officials’ ongoing belief systems it was preferable to study their 

continuous views. It was, moreover, important not to miss those documents 

that were not necessarily the central ones on irregular immigration, but nev-

ertheless brought it up in connection to related issues, for instance on border 

control. Content analysis is therefore very useful for the analysis of the 

Commission’s framing of irregular immigration, in official documents dur-

ing the years 1974-2009. 

Content analysis is a method applied when a researcher seeks to 

measure how often a certain phenomenon, for instance a specific word, met-

aphor, theme or idea appears in a text (Berg & Lune 2012, 349; Bergström & 

Boréus 2005, 44; Neuendorf 2002). This focus on frequency analysis shows 

that content analysis has inherent quantitative features. The weight awarded 

to frequency analysis relies on the assumption that the more often a certain 

thing, in this study a certain frame, appears in the empirical material, the 

more important it is to the text producer (Hermann 2009, 156-157, see also 

Boréus 1994, for an empirical application). This enables the researcher to 

operationalize the presence of frames straightforwardly. If the Commission 

keeps referring to irregular immigrants in a certain way and keeps suggesting 

the same policy solutions, then these definitions and solutions are what is 

seen as the truth in the Commission. Further interpretation of what exactly 

this “truth” is, and how it should be understood, is discussed in the empirical 

chapters. If the framing suggests that irregular immigration causes negative 

consequences (in accordance either with politics of unease or a politics of 

exception), I consider it as contributing to threat construction. More specifi-

cally, this is the case when irregular immigrants are diagnostically framed as 

threats to the EU, or prognostically framed as mainly in need of being avert-

ed. The quantitative elements of content analysis can, moreover, usefully be 

coupled with more qualitative elements. This is the case when a researcher is 

interested in making more complicated interpretations of the text than, for 

example, mere word counting, and instead seeks to measure and analyze the 

presence of certain themes or ideas (Bergström & Boréus 2005, 45; Her-
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mann 2009, 155).  It can hence be combined with other types of document 

analyses, such as analysis of ideas and ideology or discourse analysis (see 

e.g. Boréus 1994; Berg & Lune 2012, 363-364). Balzacq argues that content 

analysis has much to offer studies of securitization, which to a large extent 

have been occupied with elements of discourse analysis. As an example, 

Balzacq mentions that content analysis may be used qualitatively for asking 

whether or not a securitizing frame is present (Balzacq 2011, 50-51).49 This 

is obviously very close to my research aim and hence it will come as no sur-

prise that I, for this part of my study, use exactly that. His advocacy of con-

tent analysis is based on the argument that the quantitative aspects of content 

analysis allows for some rigour and systematic research, which may some-

times lack in discourse analyses. At the same time, content analysis may run 

the risk of focusing too much on frequency of certain words (at least when 

using very little in the way of qualitative elements), and is therefore well 

advanced by the supplementation of also focusing on the more ideas-based 

side. Therefore, I am coupling the content analysis with just a pinch of dis-

course analysis, in order to see which larger discourses to which each frame 

is a part (see more below). Often, content analysis is used for studying how a 

certain issue is portrayed, and whether this portrayal is of a positive or nega-

tive nature (Bergström & Boréus 2005, 47). This is also the case in this dis-

sertation. 

To capture possible changes in the Commission’s view of im-

migration, it is helpful to analyse the information in the documents along 

three levels of abstraction, the highest being where discourses are located. 

Each level represents a move upwards an abstraction ladder that more easily 

lends itself to an analysis of whether irregular immigration is constructed 

mostly as a threat or something else. For the analysis of diagnostic framing, 

the levels are the following: situated at the most basic level is the problem 

definition, i.e. the description of irregular immigration that is found in the 

text. At the second level is the diagnostic frame that the description can be 

said to be part of, and at the third level we find the larger discourse that the 

frame is part of. Frames are hence parts of a bigger story or discourse (cf. 

Laws & Rein 2003, 174). To give an example: if irregular immigrants in a 

Commission document are described as being victims of ruthless traffickers, 

this is the description at the lowest level of abstraction and hence very close 

to the text. Since the Commission in this description expresses the view that 

irregular immigrants are victims, the diagnostic frame that the description 

can be said to be part of is furthermore a “Victim frame”. To understand 

                                                      
49In spite of Balzacq’s call for the increased use of content analysis in studies of securitiza-

tion, only two out of eight empirical chapters in the volume that he edits use it. They use it 

(combined with other research methods) to study why audiences sometimes do not accept a 

securitization move (Salter 2011) and how different audiences react when the media employ 

securitization frames (Vultee 2011). In other studies of securitization and security framing, it 

is even more unusual. 
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more easily if this frame is part of a larger understanding of immigrants as 

threats to the EU or not, the “Victim frame” is next made one step more ab-

stract when it is categorised as being part of a “Threat to immigrants dis-

course”, i.e. a discourse that understands irregular immigration as being first 

and foremost a threat to immigrants themselves.  

For the analysis of prognostic framing, which is more action 

oriented, the levels are instead as follows: the most basic level is the policy 

instrument, i.e. the actual instrument that the Commission wishes to use to 

handle irregular immigration. At the second level is the prognostic frame 

that this policy instrument can be said to be part of. The third level, the grand 

strategy, again tries to capture even more evidently the larger trend that the 

prognostic frame is part of. To exemplify; if the policy instrument that the 

Commission advocates is to create a European Border Guard, this is found at 

the lowest level of abstraction. One then moves upwards to the next level of 

abstraction and the prognostic frame that the European Border Guard can be 

said to be part of, is a “Border control” frame. At the highest level of ab-

straction, one can consider this to be part of a grand strategy that is focused 

on “Averting immigration”, which shows the general direction of the policy 

instrument advocated by the Commission (and hence whether the Commis-

sion is involved in constructing irregular immigration as a threat). The rea-

son for calling the most abstract level discourse as concerns the diagnostic 

framing, and the same level grand strategy when it is concerned with prog-

nostic framing, is that I wish to capture that the former is more engaged with 

descriptions and the latter is more action oriented, and since one deal with 

problem definitions and the other with policy solutions, which this disserta-

tion argues should be kept apart in analysis. The reason for having three 

levels of abstraction is that it provides information that is helpful in different 

ways to the analysis. The most basic level is helpful in that it is the most 

“text near” and hence is to be found in the actual texts. It is this level that the 

content analysis first observes in the Commission documents. The drawback 

is that it is too diverse in the sense that it is very hard to perceive of any gen-

eral understandings or changes if the main focus was to be these most basic 

descriptions of irregular immigration, or the most basic policy instruments. 

The second level, which concentrates on frames, allows for more general 

analysis of what the different descriptions and policy instruments actually 

signify in the sense of more general trends, while not losing sight of the 

more detailed descriptions and policy instruments that are its building stones. 

Therefore, it is at this mid-level that the analysis is focused when the find-

ings are discussed in the empirical chapters. Still there is a need to spell out 

as clearly as possible the larger ideas that the frames can be seen as being 

embedded in, especially as concerns whether or not these ideas involve see-

ing or treating irregular immigration as a threat to the EU, which is why the 

general discourse and grand strategies are also categorised and discussed. 
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Levels of abstraction: 

1) Detailed description  Diagnostic frame Discourse 

2) Policy instrument  Prognostic frameGrand strategy 

The move upwards from description to diagnostic frame and then to dis-

course, as well as from policy instrument to prognostic frame and then to 

grand strategy, is made based first and foremost on the Commission’s own 

argumentation of what irregular immigration is about and why a certain in-

strument should be used. Even so, it should be stated that frames, discourses 

and grand strategies do not exist “out there”, but are constructed for the sake 

of analysis by the researcher who sorts different descriptions and policy in-

struments into groups of a shared understanding, i.e. the frames, discourses 

and grand strategies. While descriptions and policy instruments are explicit 

in the texts, frames, discourses and grand strategies are only implied by the 

nature of these descriptions and instruments. (For the more detailed coding 

scheme and description of method, see appendix 1). 

At the centre for analysis in the empirical chapters are the diag-

nostic and prognostic frames (analyzed in one empirical chapter each).50 It is 

the relative frequency of the frames that is calculated, to see whether the 

importance of them has changed over time. Each frame is counted at most 

once per document (similar to Boréus 1994, 367). In the table below, the 

filled in boxes in the empirical chapters is presented. One should note that 

the 36 years that are studied are divided into four different time periods that 

are compared with respect to the relative frequency of the frames in each 

period. The time periods are 1) 1970s and 1980s, 2) 1990s, 3) 2000-2004, 

and 4) 2005-2009. It may at first appear that the time periods are inconsistent 

in the sense that they do not cover the same amount of years, since 1) covers 

two decades, 2) one decade and 3) and 4) half a decade each, but the division 

is based on demonstrating as clearly as possible the trends and shifts of the 

frame usage over time. The division was not made before coding the docu-

ments, but was instead the result of the inductive process that showed that it 

was the clearest way to demonstrate the trends.51 Had the frames instead 

                                                      
50 See also Binder (1993) on the issue of frames and content analysis. 
51 The division of the time periods into the four categories of a) 70s and 80s, b) 90s, c) 2000-

2004 and d) 2005-2009, made based on induction, also shows that change does not necessari-

ly happen in accordance to nice decade divisions. Alternative divisions could have been to 

divide the years in accordance to the Treaties of the Union (Maastricht, Amsterdam etc.) or 

big world events (end of Cold War, 9/11 etc.). I have, however, also deemed  these divisions 

limited in analytical power. The division based on treaties, for example, does not show very 

accurately the development of the frames, and moreover they do not coincide with world 

events that have a bearing on the frame development. On the other hand, to make divisions 

solely based on world events is not satisfactory either since these are not really the main key 

to what authorizes certain frames. Instead, I have let the “empirics talk to me” inductively. I 

started out by calculating the frames and only subsequently divided them into four time peri-

ods based on those periods being times of change. Only after that, I have tried to explain why 
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been compared decade-wise, the trends would have been blurred as by far 

the most documents were produced in the 2000s. The frequency is moreover 

presented in percentage form, which means that it matters little how many 

years are covered by each time period.52 

 

Table 3.1 How to Present Findings regarding Diagnostic Framing 

Diagnostic 

frame 

Discourse Examples (de-

tailed descrip-

tions) 

Frame frequency in documents 

1970s  

and 

1980s  

1990s   2000-

2004 

2005-

2009 

       

 

 

Table 3.2 How to Present Findings regarding Prognostic Framing 

Prognostic 

frame 

Grand 

strategy 

Examples 

(policy instru-

ments) 

Frame frequency in documents 

1970s  

and 

1980s  

1990s   2000-

2004 

2005-

2009 

       

 

In each empirical chapter, three things are in focus. First, how the Commis-

sion’s frame usage has changed over time, and secondly, what more specific 

examples (descriptions and policy instruments respectively) that each frame 

cover, as well as what more general discourse and grand strategy that the 

frame can be said to be part of. This provides the answer to the question of to 

what extent the Commission contributes to threat construction. Though the 

analysis is centered on the Commission’s frame usage, in the empirical chap-

ter on prognostic frames, I have chosen also to mention the formal decisions 

                                                                                                                             
they change, which is a mix of EU internal changes such as treaty changes and external world 

events such as the end of the Cold War. I have throughout kept eyes on how these changes 

have related to the internal organization of the Commission concerning the issue of irregular 

immigration, which is discussed in-depth in the third empirical chapter. 
52 This means that I am not primarily interested in how many documents that one specific 

frame is present in in absolute numbers, but in how large a share of documents that one frame 

is present in in any one time period. For instance, it would be incorrect to argue that the nine 

documents where the Commission portrays irregular immigration in a Socioeconomic threat 

frame during 2005-2009 signifies a trend towards the growing use of this frame, since it was 

only described in that frame in three documents during the 1970s and 1980s. A superior ar-

gument, and one that is made in this dissertation, is that the usage of the Socioeconomic threat 

frame has instead decreased, since the share of documents that used it in the 1970s and 1980s 

were 75% (3 out of 4 documents), and in 2005-2009 it was down to 26% (9 out of 35 docu-

ments).  
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made by the Council and the European Parliament, so that the reader is able 

to see the more formal effect of the Commission’s framing. A third thing 

that is discussed is which frame is most prominent. In addition to the frame 

analysis, I also examine what name that the Commission has favored for 

“irregular immigration” over time. Four alternative names are compared as 

regards their relative frequency: “illegal migration”, “irregular migration”, 

“clandestine migration” and “undocumented migration”. The findings are 

discussed in the first empirical chapter before the analysis of the diagnostic 

frames.  

As for the diagnostic frames, there are six different kinds that 

the detailed descriptions could be part of: 1) Irregular immigrants as victims, 

2) Socio-Economic Threat, 3) Threat to the EU Migration Policy, 4) Securi-

tarian Threat, 5) Normalising frame, and 6) Irregular Immigration as Eco-

nomic Benefit. Moreover, each description was also part of one of the fol-

lowing three discourses: 1) Threat to immigrants, 2) Threat to the EU, and 3) 

Non-threatening. Regarding the prognostic frames instead, there were no less 

than 12 different types that the policy instruments could be part of: 1) Border 

control, 2) Return Policy, 3) Surveillance, 4) Combat illegal employment, 5) 

Financial assistance to third countries, 6) Information exchange between EU 

member states, 7) Fight trafficking, 8) More legal ways into the EU, 9) Take 

care of victims, 10) Information campaigns, 11) Protection of rights, and 12) 

Visa Policy.53 In addition, each policy instrument was coded as being part of 

one of the following seven grand strategies: 1) Averting immigration, 2) 

Helping, 3) Provide rights to irregular immigrants, 4) A mix between avert-

ing and helping, 5) Open up to legal immigration, 6) A mix between averting 

and opening up, 7) Other. Each category came up inductively when reading 

the documents. The coding process is described in detail in Appendix1.  

Some Reflections Regarding Content Analysis 

There are a few things to notice about the method of content analysis. The 

first is that it often relies on a positivist epistemology, which argues that the 

researcher must be a neutral observer counting objective phenomena in a 

text, and ensure that the results are replicable. Indeed, Neuendorf even in-

corporates this aspect of content analysis into its very definition: “Content 

analysis may be briefly defined as the systematic, objective, quantitative 

analysis of message characteristics” (Neuendorf 2002, 1). Her demand for 

objectivity accordingly appears as quite strong. For someone using a con-

structivist approach, which views reality as socially constructed, this is, of 

course, problematic. From this horizon, the researcher cannot be an objec-

                                                      
53 Due to space limits, only prognostic frames supported in more than five documents are 

brought up in chapter 6. 
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tive, completely detached observer. It is impossible not to bring with her 

individual and social experiences into the empirical interpretations and thus 

be part of a construction of the meaning of that very text. That said, there is 

nevertheless no reason that content analysis should necessarily be tied only 

to the positivist epistemology, as long as one is clear about the premises 

under which research is conducted, meaning that the demand for objectivity 

be redefined to a demand for the researcher to simply  be as transparent as 

possible in her interpretations. Therefore, in order to enable the reader to 

judge whether the interpretations made by the researcher are reasonable, a 

quite extensive use of quotes from the Commission documents is provided in 

the empirical chapters. A very detailed description of the coding process is, 

as said, also provided in appendix 1, which should help the reader to decide 

whether the findings are fair.  

The second thing to notice is that the basic premise of content 

analysis is that it treats frequency as a sign of importance. This is somewhat 

flawed since what is important is not always codified (as, for instance, Bour-

dieu teaches us), and sometimes researchers should for that reason avoid 

content analysis. However, this depends on which entity one is seeking to 

study in the documents. When it comes to threat construction in the form of 

problem definitions and policy solutions, the likelihood of a complete silence 

from a policymaker like the Commission is extremely low. The Commission 

simply has to record which instruments it prefers since they otherwise will 

not be formalised, and in doing so it often also has to describe why it wants 

to confront the issue (though not always, which is why instruments are so 

much more present than descriptions in the documents studied). Content 

analysis is hence useful for the study of problem definitions and policy solu-

tions in Commission documents, though it does not work for all other kinds 

of studies. When it comes to the inner logic of the Commission that actually 

authorizes these problem definitions and policy solutions, this to a large ex-

tent remains silent in the same documents. Consequently, content analysis 

cannot be, and is not, used for trying to uncover that logic. Instead, the third 

empirical chapter uses methods other than content analysis. The findings in 

the chapters on diagnostic and prognostic frames are, moreover, continually 

discussed in the third empirical chapter, which employs another method than 

content analysis, so as to ensure the deep understanding of the findings. 

Commission Documents 

The empirical investigation of how the Commission has framed irregular 

immigration relies on the arguably most important documents that the 

Commission produces; so-called Commission communications. These are 

documents addressed to other EU institutions, most often the Council and 

the European Parliament, and they variously contain legal proposals, reports, 
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descriptions of certain angles of a policy issue, impact assessments, and 

green papers that aim at debating an issue with stakeholders outside of the 

EU organization. (In EU lingo, I more specifically use COM and SEC doc-

uments.) They vary greatly in number of pages, ranging from around 10 

pages to well over 200. I have omitted documents that solely consist of 

agreements between the EU and a third party, such as various states, since 

those are not well suited for a study of the Commission’s view of irregular 

immigration. Commission documents formally reflect the position of the 

whole of the Commission (whether this also applies informally is discussed 

in the third empirical chapter). The documents were obtained above all by 

using the search engines on the EU websites, such as Eurlex and Prelex, with 

search words of different synonyms to irregular immigration. I have also 

scanned EU websites, especially the involved DGs home pages, and asked 

interviewees in the Commission to recommend documents, to ensure as far 

as possible not to miss any documents that the search engines may have 

overlooked. In the end, there appeared 56 documents. The ambition is that 

the material consists of all the Commission’s documents produced from the 

year 1974 through the year 2009 that in one way or the other brings up the 

issue of irregular immigration.54 Though I cannot guarantee that there are no 

other Commission documents out there containing information on irregular 

immigration, it can to a very large extent be ruled out that there are many, 

and definitely not enough to alter the overall findings of the empirical analy-

sis. 

Although the empirical material analyzed is based strictly on 

Commission communications, the presentation of the results in the chapter 

on prognostic framing is complemented with other types of sources, such as 

other Commission documents, EU law, EU websites, EU budgets, external 

evaluations and various brochures. The reason is that I wish to provide the 

reader with a fuller picture of the instruments advocated by the Commission. 

For one, the Commission often does not explain what the different instru-

ments involve. To give an example: the Commission may in a document 

argue in favor of e.g. employer sanctions, without necessarily explain what 

employer sanctions are. For the pure content analysis of what policy solu-

tions the Commission has supported over the years, this information is satis-

factory. However, when presenting these findings in the thesis text, I have 

found it necessary to describe the policy instruments in more detail. Other-

wise, the reader might not understand what the advocacy of certain instru-

ments entails. In addition to describing what the different policy instruments 

                                                      
54The minimum amount of times that the document must mention irregular immigration (or 

any of its synonyms) to be included in the analysis was twice. The reason to have this kind of 

threshold was to avoid documents that only mentioned irregular immigration, without either 

describing it or state what kind of policy solution that ought to be used for it. If the issue is 

just mentioned in a document without any information of definition or policy instrument, it 

has not been of interest for this study. 
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involve, I have also often supplemented the analysis with information on 

whether the Commission’s advocated policy solutions have in fact become 

part of EU law and how much money is spent on them when implemented. 

With this information, which is not necessary for the content analysis per se, 

the reader is provided a fuller picture on what has happened in practice with 

the policy instruments advocated by the Commission. 

Studying Field, Habitus and Capital through Qualitative 

Interviews 

To analyze the Commission’s contribution to threat construction, it is not 

enough to determine how it has framed irregular immigration. It is also es-

sential to understand how certain frames of irregular immigration were au-

thorized at the expense of others. As described in the theoretical chapter, the 

researcher does this by directing attention to the inner logic of the Commis-

sion by using the analytical concepts of field, capital and habitus. To apply 

these concepts in empirical research implies a focus on Commission offi-

cials’ close reality, such as everyday routines, how they perceive of their 

work and colleagues, how history has shaped those things. This requires a 

study of the micro-level (see Villumsen 2008, 53-54). Appropriate empirical 

methods to apply the notions vary, but can include, for instance, the use of 

participant observation, qualitative interviews, statistics and texts (Bigo 

2011, 245; Hammerslev, Arnholtz Hansen & Willig 2009; Leander 2008, 24; 

Pouliot 2007, 369). As pointed out by Pouliot, a method that captures the 

subjective knowledge (and experience-near concepts) of the actors studied is 

particularly well suited for the purpose (Pouliot 2007, 369). The major re-

search method for analyzing the Commission field, the distribution of capital 

and officials’ habitus, is therefore qualitative interviews. They are, however, 

complemented with the use of other sources (see below). The interviews are 

focused on getting the researcher to know the actors and their close envi-

ronment in a very deep way in order to interpret their actions and realities. 

This cannot be done by standardized mass-surveys, at least not solely, where 

actors are forced to deliver short and formal answers to questions that may 

not have much to do with the logic of how they lead their everyday lives. 

Instead, the researcher should invest in getting to know what really matters 

in a taken-for-granted way in the daily lives of the actors studied. It is actual-

ly to a large extent about the researcher making sure to get “a feeling” for the 

field, to understand how it works at a deep level. An important way to obtain 

this feeling is to perform research in the field. Bigo advocates field research 

and specifically warns about restricting analysis to evidence that can com-

fortlessly be obtained in the office. In field research he finds a powerful tool 

to “distance ourselves from the academic (and philosophical) illusion of the 
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primacy of discourse, obliging us to reflect further on the technologies of 

power and resistance” (Bigo 2001a, 98). It  is hence very close to how this 

study has employed it; in order to understand the Commission’s framing 

(and discourses) of irregular immigration, the researcher has used qualitative 

interviews to closely scrutinize power relations in the Commission. The 

method most associated with Bourdieusian field research is probably partici-

pant observation. For empirical research in IR, participant observation is 

often impossible, since the actors studied are regularly working in places that 

are quite closed to those not working there, which has indeed been the case 

for this study. This does not mean that I have had no opportunity to observe 

how officials act in meetings, for instance. I had so during my stay at the 

think tank the European Policy Centre (EPC) in the fall of 2009, where I 

sometimes attended meetings between Commission officials, politicians, 

NGOs, think tanks, business companies, etc., organized by the think tank. 

This experience did not end up as substantial data to be analyzed in the em-

pirical chapter, but rather served as a building block in getting a feeling for 

the Commission field. Instead of participant observation, the study of field, 

capital and habitus relies heavily on qualitative interviews.  

Qualitative Interviews 

During qualitative interviews the researcher seeks to “understand how the 

respondent thinks and feels, what experiences s/he has, what the respond-

ent’s conception of reality is” (Trost 2009, 23, my translation).55 This helps 

me to reconstruct the field, capital and habitus. There are, according to 

Bueger, two types of respondents that are suitable for a study that wishes to 

interpret the kind of deep field knowledge that this study focuses on (he calls 

this praxiography since it deals with practice). These types may be referred 

to as 1) insiders and 2) outsiders. The insiders are those that have the first-

hand experiences the researcher wishes to study, and the outsiders are those 

who lack that first-hand experience, but have spent significant time watching 

it from the outside (Bueger 2013, 18). The key respondents for this disserta-

tion belong to the insiders group. They consist of Commission officials (and 

one former Commission official), and as such have first-hand experience of 

working within the Commission. They have the experience of the everyday 

routines within the Commission that is so important for this part of the dis-

sertation, and are (consciously or unconsciously) familiar with the struggles 

of the field, what actors that are seen as legitimate, etc. Of the total amount 

of 33 interviews performed to enable an analysis of field, capital and habitus, 

18 respondents belonged to this category. It is the answers from these re-

                                                      
55 The original quote is in Swedish and reads: “förstå hur den intervjuade tänker och känner, 

vilka erfarenheter den har, hur den intervjuades föreställningsvärld ser ut”.  
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spondents that form the main data for interpreting the Commission field. 

However, in addition to the insiders, I also performed 15 interviews with 

outsiders. These outsiders are not Commission officials, but have interacted 

with them in various ways in their capacities as representatives of the Coun-

cil secretariat, one member state’s national administration (Sweden’s gov-

ernment offices), EU agencies, NGOs, a think tank and a trade union.56 

Though the interviews with the Commission officials are the core data for 

analyzing field, capital and habitus, it has nonetheless been imperative to 

achieve the view from the outsiders as well. They have been able to provide 

their picture of the work carried out in the Commission, and their experienc-

es of interacting with Commission officials (as well as the work they them-

selves carry out in their respective capacities, although this did not directly 

make it into the dissertation), hence providing the researcher with an even 

deeper understanding of the Commission field. 

Respondents were selected based on their working in some way 

with the issue of irregular immigration (migration, borders, etc.) within the 

Commission or within relevant institutions that had experience from interact-

ing with the Commission on the issue. For a list of the respondents, see Ref-

erences. My focus is on the comparatively low-level Commission bureau-

crats, which is why I do not focus on Commissioners (who are also more 

politicians than bureaucrats). Some respondents were found on the EU’s and 

other institutions’ websites, and some were recommended by other respond-

ents (so-called “snowballing”). The interviews were performed during the 

period from 2007 to early 2010. The main bulk of interviews, 27, were con-

ducted face-to-face, while 6 were telephone interviews. Most interviews 

were recorded, and transcribed on a later occasion. If the respondent did not 

want recordings made, I took notes and typed out the full interview later the 

same day. The transcribed version of the interview57 was sent to the Com-

mission respondent to provide him/her the opportunity to comment or cor-

rect should s/he want to.  I only gave this opportunity to the Commission 

officials, as the interviews with them constitute the core data and they are 

often quoted at length in the empirical analysis. For the sake of ensuring 

candid answers from the respondents, as opposed to ones merely repeating 

formal political standard replies, they were granted confidentiality. There-

fore, their name and gender are not revealed in this study. I refer to their 

                                                      
56I also wanted to interview actors within the European Parliament, and Business interest 

representatives. However, though I did try, I was never able to acquire any willing respond-

ents. Unfortunate as that is, it is also a sign of the practicalities that research is always operat-

ing under. I have, however, tried to compensate for this deficiency by trying to get other 

interviewees to talk about the relation between the Commission and these institutions, as well 

as reading secondary sources that have helped shedding some light on the issue. 
57The transcribed version of the interview is not completely word-by-word, but almost. I 

omitted noises like “erhm” and alike, as well as parts where the interviewee wandered off to 

issues not connected to the questions of the interview. 
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workplace in quite generalized terms, for example “DG JHA”, “DG of the 

Relex family” or “DG Employment” rather than the unit they work in, which 

makes the exact identification of the respondent highly unlikely, but still 

allows for important patterns to be revealed and analyzed.58 The kind of in-

terviews performed were qualitative semi-structured interviews with open-

ended questions. In these, the researcher asks some pre-established ques-

tions, but makes room also for follow-up questions that arise in the moment 

in response to the answers given by the respondent. The interview guide that 

I composed and used during interviews revolved around the respondent’s 

daily experience with working on irregular immigration, and though at core 

similar, it differed somewhat due to questions having to be formulated so 

that they suited each respondent’s particular situation (affiliation, experi-

ence, etc.). The interviews started out with easy questions on the respond-

ent’s background and daily tasks to be carried out. These not only provided 

useful information for my analysis, but also made the respondents comforta-

ble in the interview situation, which is incredibly important for the rest of the 

interview to be fruitful (Trost 2009, 64). After these initial questions, the 

interview continued with questions that demanded a little more from the 

respondents by sandwiching more challenging questions on how they 

thought the EU should handle irregular immigration with easier questions on 

the work carried out in their workplace. The next kind of questions in the 

interview concerned the actors that they normally interacted with, and the 

quite provocative question of who they thought was influential in policy-

making on irregular immigration, not only formally but also informally. The 

last questions concerned simply asking for relevant documents and other 

persons that they thought would be helpful to interview. For a sample ver-

sion of the questions asked in the interviews, see Appendix 2. See also below 

in Table 3.3, for further information on how the interview questions were 

derived from the theoretical concepts of field, capital and habitus.  

As the interviews were carried out from 2007 until early 2010 

and the study of the Commission’s framing of irregular immigration con-

cerns the years 1974-2009, the interviews are obviously not able to cover all 

the years that this study is interested in. While the interviews have been in-

credibly helpful to understand the Commission field, capital and habitus in 

recent years, today’s legacy of historical struggles in the field, as well as 

have given hints about past events and struggles, they have had to be com-

plemented with other types of data, not to miss how the organization of the 

Commission field has authorized different frames in previous times. Howev-

er, due to the interviews being the core data (and the issue of irregular immi-

                                                      
58 One possible criticism is that the group of “DG Employment” only consists of two people, 

which may make it easier to identify them. However, since there are two, even if a reader 

should suspect who they are, which is not very likely, it is still impossible for the reader to 

uncover exactly who said what. 
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gration having become a big issue only in the 2000s), the empirical chapter 

is still mainly devoted to an analysis concerning recent years.  

Other Sources 

The empirical material that has helped me to study the internal life of the 

Commission already from the year 1974, for which the interviews were not 

enough, is made up of mainly of secondary sources, but also the EU website, 

the EU budget (regarding the funds handled by the Commission to deal with 

issues linked to irregular immigration), some newspaper articles, and a few 

position papers from actors external to the Commission field. The secondary 

sources consist of academic literature written by scholars studying the EU 

institutions, primarily the Commission, and/or the development of the EU 

immigration policy in one way or the other. Though they have not employed 

the concepts of field, capital and habitus, they have been of great importance 

for me to understand how the Commission field is structured. By highlight-

ing certain aspects of the information in the sources (see the analytical ques-

tions in Table 3.3 below), I have thus been able to discern the information 

needed to reconstruct the Commission field, capital and habitus. The sec-

ondary sources have been especially helpful for the analysis of field, where 

an important aspect is to dedicate some space to the “reconstruction of the 

field’s genesis and structure” (Larsen 2009, 40, my translation from Danish). 

This means that the researcher depicts how the field has been formed into its 

present shape through historical struggles between participants in the field. 

Since the secondary sources are not only dealing with the present situation, 

they have enabled me to do this. Moreover, the secondary sources have also 

helped me to understand what have been the significant events affecting 

policy-making on irregular immigration, and thus enabled reflection on how 

such events influence the Commission field and the capital and habitus of 

the Commission officials. The kind of questions that I posed to the empirical 

material we turn to now. 

How to Analyze Field, Capital and Habitus 

When it comes to analysing the empirical data, and in particular the inter-

views, the kind of information of relevance to establish the field, capital and 

habitus is often only indirectly obtainable, through interpretation (Bourdieu 

& Wacquant 2007 [1992], 230-231; Bueger 2013, 6). As important as the 

actors’ own subjective experiences are, it is necessary for the researcher to 

objectify this knowledge through interpretation, to make explicit that which 

is implicit (Pouliot 2007; Bourdieu, Chamboredon & Passeron 1991, 252). 

To be able to go from the subjective experiences of the Commission officials 

to the objectified level of the theoretical concepts of field, capital and habi-
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tus, I developed an analytical framework that operationalized the concepts 

into more tangible aspects, which were further translated into effective inter-

view questions. To give an example: the theoretical concept of symbolic 

capital was in a first step operationalized into a number of analytical ques-

tions, such as “who is a legitimate speaker and on what grounds?” As this 

kind of question is analytical, and largely concerns respondents’ tacit 

knowledge, it cannot be posed directly to a respondent during the interview. 

Instead, the analytical question was in a second step operationalized into 

questions that would work to ask in the interviews, which was in this case, 

”which actors do you consult or communicate with?” After the interviews 

were carried out and transcribed, I posed the analytical questions to the em-

pirical data, and was thus able to reconstruct the Commission field, capital 

and habitus. When the interviews were not enough, I complemented with 

other sources.  

In the table below, the two steps of operationalization of field, 

capital and habitus are presented, and simultaneously it is a picture (in re-

verse order) of how I move from subjective to objectified knowledge. It 

should, however, be stated that all three concepts are actually much inter-

twined, and are separated only with some difficulty. Thus, answers to one 

and the same interview question often provided insights into more than one 

analytical question, and answers to one and the same analytical question 

could help the reconstruction of more than one theoretical concept.  
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Table 3.3 Operationalization of Field, Capital and Habitus (AC) as well as 

Analytical Strategy for Moving from Subjective to Objectified Knowledge 

(CA) 

A)  

Theoreti-

cal  

concept 

B) 

Analytical questions posed to em-

pirical material 

C) 

Examples of interview ques-

tions 

 

Field 
 What is at stake in the field? 

 What are the core tasks in the 

Commission? 

 Who are the participants in the 

field? How has this changed over 

time?  

 What issues do the participants 

normally deal with? 

 How has the field grown and di-

vided its participants in different 

groups or sub-fields? 

 Have there been any struggles 

between the positions? 

 Who is formally in charge over the 

issue of irregular immigration?  

 What kind of contacts do the par-

ticipants have with each other? 

 How do the participants relate to 

each other?  

 With whom do you com-

municate or cooperate in-

side the main EU institu-

tions as regards illegal im-

migration issues? (Who? 

How? Why? On what spe-

cific issues?) 

 How do your DG’s policy 

preferences differ and con-

verge with that of other 

DGs?  

 Have you noticed any com-

petition over which DG that 

should deal with illegal 

immigration? 

 

 

(N.B. In addition to inter-

views, the analysis of field 

relies heavily on secondary 

sources.) 

 

Capital 
 What is considered capital in the 

field? What is a resource in the 

Commission? 

 Economic capital: 

o How many works on the issue 

in each DG? 

o What DGs are in charge over 

what EU funds? How has this 

changed over time? 

o What role does economic capi-

tal play for a participant’s sta-

tus? 

 Symbolic capital: 

o What kinds of symbolic capital 

are there in the Commission 

field?  

o Who is a legitimate speaker 

and on what grounds? 

o Who has personal or institu-

tional status? 

 How long have you worked 

here with these issues? 

 What did you do before?  

 How many people are 

working with the issue of 

illegal immigration in your 

DG/Unit? 

 When do you consult with 

other DGs? 

 With whom do you com-

municate or cooperate in-

side the main EU institu-

tions as regards illegal im-

migration issues? (Who? 

How? Why? On what spe-

cific issues?) 

 With whom do you com-

municate or cooperate on 

the EU member states’ na-

tional level? 
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o Who makes things happen? 

What is it about this agent that 

makes things happen?  

o Who gets invited to meetings? 

 How is capital distributed among 

the participants? Who has a lot of 

what capital? Who has little?  

 What strategies are available to 

those with a lot of capital? What 

are available to those with little? 

How can one act to make things 

happen? 

 How is the nature of capital linked 

to the framing of irregular immi-

gration?  

 With what outside actors do 

you cooperate or communi-

cate? 

 Do you ever set up expert 

groups or working groups? 

For what tasks? Who par-

ticipates? How are they 

formed? 

 Which actors do you be-

lieve are influential in shap-

ing the EU’s approach to il-

legal immigration? Not on-

ly formally but also infor-

mally. 

 Why are certain actors 

more influential than oth-

ers? Please give concrete  

examples. 

 

Habitus 
 What is a typical background 

among Commission bureaucrats 

and in the various DGs? 

 What did the Commission bureau-

crats do before entering the Com-

mission (work in similar sub-fields 

or other)? 

 Common dispositions? How does 

the Commission form the bureau-

crats in it?  

 What is typical behavior, standard 

operating procedures, in the 

Commission and its various DGs? 

 What are the ways of operating in 

the Commission? What is normal 

(and possibly unreflected) behav-

ior in the Commission? 

 What are their day-to-day rou-

tines? 

 What does a normal workday look 

like? 

 What different factors do the par-

ticipants have to take into consid-

eration when they work with the 

issue of irregular immigration? 

 What is important to the Commis-

sion bureaucrats? What is taken 

for granted? 

 What are the shared values in the 

Commission and its sub-fields? 

 How long have you worked 

here with these issues? 

 What did you do before?  

 Can you please walk me 

through the main tasks of 

your present work? What 

does a typical 

day/week/month look like? 

What tasks are to be carried 

out?  

 What would you say are the 

main challenges posed by 

illegal immigration? Why is 

there a need to have poli-

cies on it? 

 What are the goals of your 

work on the issue? What 

goals do you wish to 

achieve? 

 What are the obstacles to 

achieving those goals? 

 How do you think the EU 

should deal with the issue 

of illegal immigration?  

 Which do you consider the 

most important proposals 

presented by the Commis-

sion? Why? 

 What is missing today? 

What, if anything, is left for 
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o What do the field participants 

think about the Commission 

and the work performed there? 

o What do the field participants 

think about the Commission’s 

relations with other actors and 

institutions? 

o What do the field participants 

think about irregular immigra-

tion? 

o What is seen as realistic and 

what is seen as unrealistic? 

the EU to do to achieve a 

satisfactory policy on ille-

gal immigration? 

 

 

 

 

In the empirical chapters, I continuously discuss the findings in relation to 

the two previous chapters, thus trying to link the features of the Commission 

field, capital and habitus to how the usage of certain frames has been made 

possible. 

Methodological Considerations 

One important reflection on the methodology of sobjectivism is that it is in a 

sense a risky business when it comes to interviews. To move from the sub-

jective knowledge of the interviews to objectified knowledge involves an 

element of the researcher saying to the respondent “I know better what you 

do than you yourself”. This is inherently so when working with the Bour-

dieusian perspective, since it involves the researcher’s objectified illumina-

tion of the studied actors’ tacit knowledge. There is hence a kind of tension 

between the researcher’s story and the studied actors’ stories. Bourdieu re-

flects on this and argues that while his notions such as habitus and field were 

created to oppose both the positivism and structuralism where scientists 

claimed “to know the truth of people better than those people themselves”, it 

also actually involved a strong degree of the researchers’ objectified analysis 

of the actors’ own subjective experiences: 

 

Ideas like those of habitus, practice, and so on, were intended, among other 

things, to point out that there is a practical knowledge that has its own logic, 

which cannot be reduced to that of theoretical knowledge; that, in a sense, 

agents know the social world better than the theoreticians. And at the same 

time, I was also saying that, of course, they do not really know it and the sci-

entist’s work consist of making explicit this practical knowledge, in accord-

ance with its own articulations (Bourdieu, Chamboredon & Passeron 1991, 

252).  
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The actors studied thus know their everyday situation better than the re-

searcher and should thus never be overlooked, but at the same time actors 

still tend to miss the overall analysis, for which the researcher is needed. I 

wish to stress that I do take my respondents very seriously, what they say 

and claim is their daily reality that no one knows better than themselves. At 

the same time, they are in a sense standing too near their experiences to be 

able to get the full picture of them. The goal of their jobs at the Commission 

is not the same goal as mine as a researcher, which makes me focus on other 

things. As a researcher, I have some theoretical tools available to see another 

aspect of their experiences, and even a larger, overall picture of them. A 

question that arises is what happens if the respondents would not agree with 

my analysis of their experiences – would it mean that my analysis is mistak-

en or would it mean that they do not understand their own experiences? The 

perhaps unsatisfying answer is that there is no simple way to answer this 

question. Both options are possible. Not everyone would, for instance, agree 

with Bourdieu’s analysis of male domination (2004b), but that does not nec-

essarily mean that his analysis is mistaken. On the other hand, one cannot 

take for granted that actors do not understand their own experiences, and that 

the researcher is always right. The way to address this problem is probably 

to be very careful to provide the reader with correct quotes that in a fair way 

portrays the respondents’ experiences and views. The respondents should in 

principle be able to agree that those are the correct portrayals of their experi-

ences and views. When it comes to the researcher’s analysis of them, how-

ever, the same line of reasoning does not apply. It is simply up to the reader 

to determine whether the analysis made is reasonable or not. That is the con-

straint that a Bourdieusian constructivist perspective operates within, and 

probably the only way to address it. 

Empirical Delimitations 

Years Covered by the Empirical Analysis 

This study analyses the development during a time span of 36 years, stretch-

ing from 1974 to 2009. The year 1974 was selected as a starting point based 

simply on it being the year that irregular immigration first was mentioned in 

a Commission communication. In selecting the end year, I wanted the empir-

ical analysis to cover a sufficient amount of years for it to be able to illumi-

nate changes over time, and therefore chose a year many decades down the 

road, 2009, which also marks the last year before the Lisbon Treaty entered 
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into force.59 The time span 1974-2009 includes both important intra-EU de-

velopments such as the Schengen Agreement, the Single European Act, the 

Maastricht Treaty, and the Amsterdam Treaty, as well as major events exter-

nal to the EU organization, such as the end of the Cold War, the wars in the 

former Yugoslavia and the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001, which are 

considered possibly to be involved in the changes of the Commission field’s 

framing of irregular immigration. 

Irregular Immigration and its Relation to Other Types of Immi-

gration 

Though this dissertation deals specifically with irregular immigration, some-

times other types of immigration have been relevant too (legal immigration, 

labor immigration, asylum/refugee immigration). For instance, in the empiri-

cal analysis of the evolution of the Commission field, it was sometimes im-

possible to leave out other types of immigration policy, since they were so 

interlinked. When this has been the case, it is explicitly stated.  

Defining “the EU” 

This dissertation uses the term “the EU” to signify the whole of the organiza-

tion of the European Union in Brussels. The term thus does not refer to all its 

member states’ activities in their respective national settings. “The EU” in 

this dissertation is also used to signify all its predecessors before the Maas-

tricht treaty entered into force in 1993, although the European Union as a 

term was then not yet a term applied. In using such terms as “EU territory” 

the dissertation sometimes refers to the more limited Schengen area, but has 

chosen to use the term EU territory for reasons of simplicity. When speaking 

of the individual EU institutions, the dissertation instead uses the terms the 

Commission, the Council, the European Parliament, etc.  

Summing up the Chapter 

The method selected to study the extent of the Commission’s contribution to 

threat construction is content analysis. The content analysis is based on 

Commission documents from between 1974-2009. For the study of how 

certain frames are authorized at the expense of others by the inner logic of 

the Commission, the researcher instead relies on qualitative interviews with 

                                                      
59 To be precise, the Lisbon Treaty entered into force 1 December 2009, which means that it 

was actually “active” for one month during the time span of 1974-2009. However, this is not 

assumed to bear much importance for the empirical study. 
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a number of Commission officials, as well as persons external to the Com-

mission, but with experience of having interacted with officials. The inter-

views allow the researcher to reconstruct the Commission field, capital and 

habitus. 
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 The Empirical Context: The EU and 4.
Irregular Immigration 

This chapter gives the reader relevant background knowledge of the EU, the 

Commission and irregular immigration. In contrast to the subsequent chap-

ters, which provide a thorough empirical investigation and analysis of the 

Commission bureaucracy and its framing of irregular immigration, this chap-

ter only describes the formal decision-making procedures and existing laws. 

The reason is that the reader is probably helped by basic acquaintance with 

laws and decision-making procedures when reading the empirical analysis, 

not least to be able to see the differences between formal procedures and 

how the Commission’s day-to-day work is actually organized in practice on 

the ground. The second part of the chapter presents the phenomenon of ir-

regular immigration in more detail, so as to give the reader a basic under-

standing of what it is, and an awareness of irregular immigrants’ living con-

ditions. This is important, not only because this dissertation concerns the 

topic of irregular immigration and the reader thus should be familiar with 

how it is defined, but also since the living conditions of irregular immigrants 

are, at least in part, an effect of the policies towards them. 

The Formal Organization of the EU and the Commis-

sion 

The European Union refers, of course, to the transnational political and eco-

nomic union that binds together 28 European member states.60 The three 

main institutions involved in EU decision-making are the Council of the 

European Union, the European Parliament and the European Commission. 

Though the decision procedures have changed over the years, the main pro-

                                                      
60 The member states were in 2013 the following: Austria (1995), Belgium (1952), Bulgaria 

(2007), Croatia (2013), Cyprus (2004), Czech Republic (2004), Denmark (1973), Estonia 

(2004), Finland (1995), France (1952), Germany (1952), Greece (1981), Hungary (2004), 

Ireland (1973), Italy (1952), Latvia (2004), Lithuania (2004), Luxembourg (1952), Malta 

(2004), Netherlands (1952), Poland (2004), Portugal (1986), Romania (2007), Slovakia 

(2004), Slovenia (2004), Spain (1986), Sweden (1995) and the United Kingdom (1973). The 

number in parenthesis shows the year that the state joined the EU. The states that joined in 

1952 actually joined the EU’s earliest predecessor; the European Coal and Steel Community. 
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cedure applied by the EU on the issue of irregular immigration in the latter 

years of the time period studied and when the interviews were performed, 

was co-decision (for more information on when and how the decision proce-

dures have changed, see chapter 7 and the section on the evolution of the 

field). This implies, in somewhat simplistic terms, that the Commission 

draws up legal proposals, which the EP and the Council then decide upon.61 

The institutions moreover differ from one another, not least in terms of their 

official goals. While each member of the Council represents a specific mem-

ber state’s government, the members of the EP instead represent the EU 

citizens that have elected them. The Commission, on the other hand, is sup-

posed to promote the common interests of the whole of the EU. Thus, the 

formal relation between the EU decision-making institutions and the goals of 

each institution are quite well defined. This should be kept in mind when 

reading chapter 7 and the section on the habitus of Commission officials, 

which shows that in practice both the relation between the institutions and 

the goals of the persons working in the Commission (I have not studied the 

goals of the Council and the EP) are actually more complex. Furthermore, 

the more complex relations and goals are thought of as authorizing certain 

frames of irregular immigration, as is discussed in the same chapter. 

Since this study concentrates specifically on the Commission, 

there is also a need for the reader to learn a bit more about its formal organi-

zation. The Commission has more than 20.000 employees and is, in contrast 

to the Council, a supranational institution. Located mainly in Brussels, the 

Commission is made up of a number of departments, so-called Directorates-

General (DGs), the amount and names of which have often shifted through-

out EU history. Each DG is concerned with a certain policy area. The DGs 

that are of special interest to this study are, as seen in chapter 7, DG Em-

ployment, which works mainly with labor market issues, DG Justice and 

Home Affairs, which deals with issues such as justice, police and immigra-

tion, and the DGs of the Relex family, which includes DG Relex, DG De-

velopment and DG Aidco and are concerned with external relations and de-

velopment aid. The Commission DGs are led by a Commissioner. The num-

ber of Commissioners is the same as the number of EU member states. Each 

member state appoints one Commissioner, who sits at least one 5-year long 

term. The Commissioners are, in turn, led by the Commission president, who 

is appointed by the European Council. All Commissioners and the Commis-

                                                      
61 In more detail, the co-decision procedure is the following: when the Commission is about to 

draw up a legal proposal, it consults concerned parties, such as business, civil society repre-

sentatives, etc., to hear what they have to say about its content. It then adopts the proposal. 

The proposal is then handed to the Council and the EP, which separately may suggest chang-

es. If the Council and the EP are not in agreement, there is a second reading of the proposal, 

where the two institutions can again suggest changes. If they now agree, the law is adopted. If 

they still cannot agree, a conciliation committee is formed, and might result in an agreement. 

Both Council and EP however have the right to stop the proposal. 
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sion president must also be approved by the EP, which can fire them should 

there be strong reasons for it (see chapter 7 regarding the dismissal of the 

Santer Commission due to the Edith Cresson scandal). Since this dissertation 

is particularly interested in the Commission as a bureaucracy, as opposed to 

a site of politicians, it does not focus on the Commissioners and the Com-

mission president, since they are actually a political leadership. Instead, this 

dissertation is interested in the Commission’s permanent staff, i.e. the offi-

cials working there. These officials are responsible for the continuous opera-

tion of the Commission, and are deeply involved in the drafting of legal pro-

posals. In addition to initiating legal proposals, which is arguably its most 

important task, the Commission also draws up and manages the EU annual 

budget (which is then decided upon by the Council and EP), it oversees the 

national implementation and application of EU laws and represents the EU 

in international negotiations, e.g. with African countries in the case of the 

Cotonou agreement (for further information, see the section describing the 

Financial assistance to third countries in chapter 6). Though the Commission 

consists of different DGs, it is formally considered one whole and when it 

adopts a legal proposal, it does so as one. Again, this is a formal description 

of the work of the Commission, and it should be contrasted to the more in-

formal and unreflected logic of the Commission that is provided in chapter 7 

and shows that there is more to the Commission’s internal life than first 

meets the eye.  

In chapter 7, the evolution of the Commission bureaucracy in 

relation to irregular immigration is accounted for in detail. Therefore, there 

is no need here to go into that. However, it may be of help to the reader to 

have an easy accessible list of the most important agreements of the EU 

(such as treaties) and of the most important laws that have to do with irregu-

lar immigration. Both of these are thus available in Appendices 3 and 4.  

Irregular Immigration: Definitions and Living Condi-

tions 

Since this dissertation studies (the Commission’s framing of) irregular im-

migration, as a kind of “background information” it is essential to discuss 

and define this concept. In a broad sense, irregular immigration refers to the 

occurrence of irregular immigrants. Irregular immigrants are thus defined: 

“Non-nationals are generally considered to be in an irregular situation (i) 

when they have not complied with the required formalities, or have not ob-

tained the authorization required by law, for admission or stay or for their 

activity during such stay in a country; or (ii) when they cease to meet the 
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conditions to which their stay or activity is subject” (Ghosh 1998, 3-4).62 In 

other words, irregular immigrants are foreign persons that enter or reside in a 

state without the formal permission from that state’s authorities. Having said 

that, it should be stated that the pathways to (and from) an irregular status 

vary, and the term “irregular immigration” is therefore more mixed than it 

sometimes appears to be in political discourse. Khosravi categorizes the 

following types of irregularity: 

 

Table 4.1 Different Categories of Irregularity 

 Entry Stay Type 

A Illegal Illegal Personally financed and organized (human smuggling) 

B Illegal Illegal Slave like relation to smuggler or employer (human traf-

ficking) 

C Legal Illegal a) Visa overstayers 

b) Rejected asylum-seekers 

D Illegal Legal Collective/individual regularization; refugee status 

Source: Derived and translated from Khosravi (2006, 290). 

 

Irregular immigrants are hence all those persons that at the moment fall into 

the table’s category of “illegal”. As can be seen, irregularity can be the result 

of human smuggling, human trafficking, overstayed visas and rejected asy-

lum applications. Moreover, it shows that irregularity is not necessarily defi-

nite, but can and often does change rapidly, something confirmed also by 

other researchers (see e.g. Düvell 2006, 186). A person who entered the state 

illegally can become a legal immigrant if for various reasons s/he is regular-

ized, and a person who entered the state legally can become an irregular 

immigrant, for instance, if s/he overstays her/his visa. Since the EU member 

states do not have common migration laws, there exists no exact definition 

of who falls into the category of irregular immigrant, but this falls within the 

remit of each member state individually to decide. There exist in the EU 

only a general definition of irregular immigration, where “illegal stay” is 

defined as “the presence on the territory of a Member State, of a third-

country national who does not fulfil, or no longer fulfils the conditions of 

                                                      
62 I here quote Ghosh’s definition of irregular migration from the perspective of the country of 

destination. Ghosh, however, also mentions that irregular migration can be seen from the 

perspective of the country of origin, if that country had restrictions on who was allowed to 

leave the country, i.e. emigration (Ghosh, 1998: 2). Nevertheless, since my dissertation deals 

with irregular immigration (as opposed to emigration), I only refer to Ghosh’s definition of 

irregular migration from the perspective of the country of destination.  
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entry as set out in Article 5 of the Schengen Borders Code or other condi-

tions for entry, stay or residence in that Member State”.63 

Due to irregular immigration being irregular, it is obviously im-

possible to offer reliable figures on the number of irregular immigrants resid-

ing in the EU. This fact, coupled with the suggestion that the political weight 

given to the issue of irregular immigration seems to exceed its numerical 

weight (Koser 2009, 9), which makes numbers irrelevant, might lead one to 

steer free of offering any numbers at all. However, since the below described 

living conditions in large part can be attributed to the social construction of 

irregular immigrants, as well as individual states’ and the EU’s policies to-

wards irregular immigration, I still find it valuable to provide the reader with 

an idea of the amount of people that face the consequences of these policies. 

Recent estimates of irregular immigrants in the EU’s 27 member states, 

which vary as regards sophistication in calculation methods, include 4.5 

million (Council of Europe 2007, 8),  and between 1.9 million to 3.8 million 

persons (Vogel 2009, 4). 

The term “irregular immigration” is a contested concept insofar 

as concerns some of the connotations it might give rise to, and there exist 

several synonyms to describe the same phenomenon: illegal immigration, 

undocumented immigration, unauthorized immigration and clandestine im-

migration to mention the most widespread. The term most employed in polit-

ical discourse is arguably “illegal immigration”, which is also commonly 

used in national political discourse. However, since the term “illegal” is so 

linguistically connected to criminality, and the infliction of harm to another 

person, it may add to a criminalized view of the phenomenon. Therefore, 

several scholars and immigrants’ rights advocators alike advise against its 

use (see e.g. Bigo, Guild & Carrera 2009, 11; Geddie & LeVoy 2009,  8; 

MRCI 2007, 7). Using instead the wording “irregular” immigration, is seen 

as more neutral, though it admittedly still incorporates the meaning of diso-

beying administrative laws of a state. Nevertheless, it does not to the same 

extent as “illegal” immigration encompass the sense of breaking ethical and 

moral norms or the general sense of justice (Khosravi 2008, 81). Scholars 

using the term “irregular” include, for instance, Balzacq & Carrera (2006, 

13), Carens (2008), Cholewinski (2000), Ghosh (1998), Khosravi (2006; 

2008) and Koser (2009). Another synonym used frequently in academic 

research is “undocumented” immigration (see e.g. De Genova 2002, 420; 

Van Munster, 2005, 221). The term undocumented, however, originally re-

fers to the lack of identity documents (the French Sans Papiers), but this 

absence of proper identification does not necessarily mean that an immigrant 

has the status of “illegality” (Khosravi 2008, 82). S/he can, for instance, still 

                                                      
63 Article 3, Directive 2008/115/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 

16 December 2008 on common standards and procedures in Member States for returning 

illegally staying third-country nationals. 
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be an asylum-seeker. Therefore the term is problematic, and will not be used 

in this dissertation. A near synonym is “unauthorized” immigration, which is 

often specified as the narrower group of irregular immigrants that cross the 

borders unlawfully (Carling 2007a). As this excludes category C of table 4.1 

the term is ill-fitted for this study. One problem with all of the above (“ille-

gal”, “irregular”, “undocumented” and “unauthorized”) is that they are from 

the perspective of the receiving state and hence fail to portray the living con-

ditions of persons with irregular status. Rovelli argues that a more suitable 

term is the Italian word “clandestini”, which better captures the hidden form 

of life that irregular immigrants face in practice (Rovelli 2009, referred to in 

Zetterström 2010, 8). That may function in Italian, but the English counter-

part “clandestine” is nevertheless problematic. Andreas uses the term clan-

destine in his category of “clandestine transnational actors”, which groups 

together irregular immigrants with actors as diverse as drug traffickers, mi-

grant smugglers and terrorists (Andreas 2003, 78). Used in such a way, 

“clandestine” immigration risks adding to a perceived “security continuum” 

(Bigo 1994, 164) between all the enumerated clandestine activities, and is 

therefore not used. Moreover, as this dissertation deals with the Commis-

sion’s and thus the EU’s approach to irregular immigration, it may for this 

purpose not be as problematical to use a concept (irregular immigration) that 

takes the perspective of the receiving state as it might have been for other 

purposes. In light of this I find the term “irregular” being the least problem-

atic wording, but in line with Rovelli’s argument I also find it important to 

portray the situation of irregular immigrants. Not least since it is fair to as-

sume that policies on irregular immigration and the social construction of 

irregular immigrants work to produce and reproduce some of the more hos-

tile living conditions that face them.  After all, “illegal immigration” is not 

only produced (as a social construction in various societies) but is as a con-

sequence also lived as specific life experiences by human beings (Chavez 

2007; Willen 2007b). 

One word that captures the everyday life experiences of irregu-

lar immigrants inside the receiving country is deportability (De Genova 

2002). It is originally used to describe irregular immigrants’ experiences in 

the American context but is equally suited for the European. Even though 

most irregular immigrants will not actually be deported (since states lack the 

resources for that), the fact that some will, results in a life under the constant 

risk of deportation; “deportability”. Deportability should, according to De 

Genova, be understood as a disciplinary technique that turns irregular immi-

grants into a highly disposable and submissive commodity, most notably in 

the work force. The sense of deportability consequently leads to a vulnerable 

situation (De Genova 2002, 438-439). As Willen notes, the marginalized 

position of irregular immigrants leave them in “spaces that are structurally as 

well as geographically, socially, and politically peripheral” (Willen 2007a, 

2). A further way to characterize this situation of being in a country, but 
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outside its regular society, is as a shadow existence (MRCI 2007). It should 

be stated that as laws and policies differ between countries, the situation for 

irregular immigrants also differs from country to country, but through vari-

ous, mainly ethnographical studies in different regions, I would argue that 

there as a rule are two general prominent features of living under deportabil-

ity and in the shadow existence: the lack of regular everyday life and the 

lack of basic protection. As regards the first mentioned, to avoid being dis-

covered by authorities or others that might turn them in, irregular immigrants 

commonly lead very restricted lives: Khosravi mentions e.g. the habit of 

avoiding places with many people such as shopping malls, avoiding use of 

the subway other than to and from work, avoiding to go out at night other 

than to work, limiting social relations and avoiding to object to their often 

very low salaries (Khosravi 2006, 294-296). As regards the lack of basic 

protection, this is manifested trough the fact that irregular immigrants with 

health concerns often avoid seeing a doctor out of fear of being discovered, 

unless there is some major accident or emergency (MRCI 2007, 52). Another 

example is that the oft-times exploitative working conditions regularly go 

unpunished, since irregular immigrants fearing deportation do not dare to 

object to them. Moreover, as this is something the employer is aware of, the 

exploitation can continue (Khosravi 2006, 296-300; LeVoy, Verbruggen & 

Wets 2003). Jordan & Düvell argue that two significant elements make the 

life of irregular immigrants comparatively tough are firstly that they have to 

avoid the eyes of the authorities and secondly that they do not have access to 

services meant to support the most vulnerable of the population (Jordan & 

Düvell 2002, 112, referred to in MRCI 2007, 45). These accounts all de-

scribe the situation for irregular immigrants already inside the borders of the 

receiving country, but the policies on irregular immigration also has conse-

quences for potential immigrants before crossing the borders. Several schol-

ars have underlined that restrictive and repressive border policies do not stop 

or even seem to reduce irregular immigration. Instead they lead to a rise in 

the business of human smuggling, to redirected migration routes (Carling 

2007b; Pastore, Monzini & Sciortino 2006, 114-115; van Liempt & Doom-

ernik 2006) and to an increase of the stakes and risks of irregular immigrants 

when taking more perilous roads across the borders (Monzini 2007).  

This chapter has shown the formal organization of the EU and 

discussed the definition of irregular immigration as well as portrayed the 

living conditions of irregular immigrants. With those things in mind, the next 

chapter delves into how the Commission has actually framed the issue over 

the last decades.  
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 The Commission’s Diagnostic Framing of 5.
Irregular Immigration 

Introduction  

This chapter analyses the Commission’s diagnostic framing of irregular im-

migration, i.e. what the Commission has defined it to be all about since it 

first started to talk about the issue. I first present how many documents that 

bring up irregular immigration the Commission has produced in each decade 

so as to identify when the issue has been of greater or smaller importance.  

Then I examine what term that the Commission has used for the issue. Next 

comes an analysis of how the Commission has diagnostically framed irregu-

lar immigration over four time periods. After that follows an in-depth analy-

sis of each diagnostic frame, including what detailed definitions they cover 

and what larger discourses the frames are part of. Lastly I discuss the find-

ings and what frame that has been the most prominent. 

In terms of how important irregular immigration has been for 

the Commission, it is very obvious that it is an issue which was of secondary 

importance during the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s, before moving to front-row 

attention in the 2000s. One concrete way to illustrate this is to display the 

analysed number of documents discussing in one way or the other irregular 

immigration (but being mentioned at least twice, see chapter on method). As 

seen in the table below, documents referring to the issue were very few in 

the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s, whereas the number of documents virtually 

exploded in the 2000s. In several documents from the latter period, the issue 

is also explicitly claimed to be one of the main priorities of the EU (see e.g. 

COM(2002)703, p. 4).  
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Table 5.1 Number of Analyzed Commission Documents discussing Irregular Im-

migration 

Decade Number of documents  

1970s 3 

1980s 1 

1990s 5 

2000s (through 2009) 47 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

Favoring “Illegal” over “Irregular”, “Clandestine” and 

“Undocumented”: Concepts Applied by the Commis-

sion over the Years 

This section addresses which concept the Commission has chosen to use for 

the issue. In the analysed documents I have looked for four alternative con-

cepts; “illegal”, “irregular”, “clandestine” and “undocumented”, all of which 

express the same issue, but bear with them different connotations, as already 

mentioned in chapter 2. Whereas the term “illegal” is connected to criminali-

ty and the infliction of harm to another person and thus adds to a criminal-

ized view of the issue, the other terms can be seen as posing an alternative 

view of the issue or at least being less offensive, and their use are therefore 

encouraged by several NGOs and scholars. 

There can be no doubt that the concept most applied by the 

Commission is “illegal” immigration. As can be seen in the chart below, out 

of the 56 documents analyzed, the term illegal immigration is applied to a 

major extent in 52 documents, and to a minor extent in 4.64 The term is hence 

not only used in all of the documents, but in most of them it is used exten-

sively. It appears to be the normal way to name the issue. All the other con-

cepts are used more to a minor extent than a major. The second most com-

mon concept is “irregular” immigration, which is employed to a minor ex-

tent in 24 documents and to a major extent in 8. “Clandestine” immigration 

is used to a major extent in only one document, and to a minor extent in 12, 

and finally “undocumented” immigration is used 10 times to a minor extent 

and never to a major extent. 

  

                                                      
64 As seen in appendix 1, to be coded as being used to a major extent in a specific document, 

the term has to be used at least four times in it. 
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Chart 5.1 The Number of Commission Documents using Particular Concepts 

 

Source: Author’s own data based on 56 Commission documents 1974-2009 (see 

reference list). 

 

The conclusion is consequently that the preferred term in the Commission is 

clearly illegal immigration. It is by far the term most often used. (It should 

also be mentioned that the picture does not change even if one puts together 

irregular, undocumented and clandestine in the same group, as a single alter-

native to illegal. As a group, they are still only used to a major extent in 13 

documents, which is, of course, significantly lower than 52 documents.) 

Moreover, the Commission uses the term illegal immigration extensively 

throughout the period, which shows its predominance across time. One 

might therefore wonder why this is the case. In a document from 2002, the 

Commission provides its own explanation: “The term ‘illegal resident’ is 

used following the legal terminology of Article 63 (3) b) of the Treaty of the 

European Community. This term must not be perceived as qualifying the 

persons as being illegal, but as qualifying their status of not being in compli-

ance with the law on entry and/or residence” (COM(2002)564, p. 7). This is 

an interesting passage. On the one hand, the Commission clearly states that it 

does not perceive of persons per se as being illegal, but at the same time it 

uses exactly that word though the less controversial synonyms could have 

been applied just as well. It tries to explain this by referring to the wording 

of the Treaty. However, the document analysis shows that long before the 

issue was ever mentioned in the Treaty, the Commission still preferred to use 

the term illegal immigration. Moreover, as the Commission to some extent 

does use the synonyms, is must be considered quite apparent that these com-

peting concepts could have been used more extensively. The Treaty-

explanation provided by the Commission in 2002 is therefore rather weak 

and cannot be seen as the main reason for why the term “illegal” immigra-

tion is used. Instead, the term to me seems to be used mainly out of habit. It 

has simply become the normal terminology in the Commission field. In this 
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light, the Treaty-explanation can be seen as showing that the Commission 

has now become aware of the recent criticism of the term illegal immigra-

tion, and only after this criticism has begun to think actively about the alter-

natives as well as a justification for using the term illegal. 

Among the other three concepts, there on the contrary seems to 

have been some shifts over time. Whereas the term “clandestine” was rather 

commonplace in the 70s and 90s, its use has relatively speaking become less 

frequent in the 2000s. As for the word “irregular”, this was not used until the 

90s, and its use has increased in the 2000s. Following a resembling path is 

the term “undocumented”, which could not be found before the 2000s, but 

has then been used during the whole decade. Though the empirical material 

does not reveal the reasons for these trend shifts, it is probably fair to assume 

that the use of the two latter terms, irregular and undocumented, stems from 

a certain influence of NGOs’ and researchers’ criticism, as these terms are 

arguably the ones most often pushed for by advocators of change of termi-

nology (see e.g. Bigo, Guild & Carrera 2009, 11). However, although NGOs 

and researchers have probably made a small imprint, the trend shifts among 

the alternatives to illegal immigration does not significantly change the 

overall picture of what terms that are used by the Commission.  Since one 

can view the alternative terms as one group that has existed to a minor extent 

throughout the period 1974-2009, the internal shifts among themselves (from 

clandestine to mostly irregular and to some extent undocumented) does not 

challenge the predominant use of the term illegal immigration. They are in 

this sense only changes on the surface, while the expression illegal immigra-

tion, which is most associated with a criminalized view of migrants, is still 

the one that is by far the most used during the whole period. 

How Irregular Immigration is portrayed: Diagnostic 

Frames 1974-2009 

The rest of the chapter deals with how irregular immigration has been diag-

nostically framed, by the Commission between 1974 and 2009. It starts off 

by describing the chronological development by accounting for four differ-

ent time periods: a) 70s-80s, b) 90s, c) 00-04, d) 05-09. It then moves to 

analyse each of the discovered frames in more detail. Lastly it sums up and 

discusses the findings.  

In the following, the frame level is in focus, but also the more 

detailed descriptions are provided to give examples of how the frame is man-

ifested. In addition, the discourse level is mentioned so as to provide the 

reader with a sense of the general direction of the Commission framing of 

irregular immigration. 
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1970s and 1980s, the Early Years: Mainly a Labor Market Per-

spective 

Table 5.2 Diagnostic Frames, 1970s and 1980s (4 documents) 

Frame frequency rank 

in documents 

Diagnostic frame Discourse 

1 (100%) Irregular Immigrants as 

Victims  

Threat to Immigrants  

2 (75%) Socio-Economic Threat Threat to the EU 

3 (50%) Threat to the EU Migra-

tion Policy 

- Threat to the EU  

- Threat to Immigrants 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

The empirical material for the period 1970s-1980s consists of four docu-

ments. The first document dealing with irregular immigration written by the 

Commission was a communication on an “Action Programme in favour of 

migrant workers and their families” in 1974, which mainly concerned legal 

immigration, but also included a section on irregular immigration.  

Only one diagnostic frame is found in all of the documents from 

this time period, and that is the Irregular Immigrants as Victims frame. The 

second most common frame is the Irregular Immigration as a Socio-

Economic Threat frame, which is found in all but one document. What these 

two frames have in common during this time period is that both are dis-

cussed in the context of the labor market, and concern irregular immigrants 

as workers active in illegal employment. As workers in the labor market they 

are seen both as being in a vulnerable situation as victims of exploitation due 

to the constant threat of deportation (see e.g. COM(74)2250, p. 21), and the 

indirect cause of negative effects for the national workforces (see e.g. 

COM(85)48, p. 10). The notion of irregular immigration as being about ille-

gal employment runs through all these early documents. Though none of the 

two diagnostic frames is discussed at length in the documents, I would say 

that the Victims frame is more clearly described than the view of irregular 

immigration as a socio-economic threat, since the latter does not clearly spell 

out what kind of negative effects irregular immigration is supposed to have 

on the national workforce. Often, the Commission’s take in the documents is 

more about migrants’ problems than problems of migration. Apart from 

these two definitions, one more frame appears already in the 1970s, and that 

is the Threat to the Overall Migration Policy frame. This is found in two of 

the four documents and argues that irregular immigrants’ presence on EU 

territory will somehow render it more difficult to improve the situation for 

legal immigrants (see e.g.  COM(74)2250, p. 21). It is, however, not clearly 
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elaborated exactly how this is the case. These are the main frames found 

during these years, and one of them (the Socio-Economic Threat frame) is 

categorised as being part of a discourse that considers irregular immigration 

as chiefly a Threat to the EU, one (the Victims frame) is categorised as being 

part of a discourse that considers irregular immigration as mainly a Threat to 

the immigrants themselves and one (the Threat to the Overall Migration 

Policy frame) as a mix of both. In addition, one of the early documents in-

cludes a diagnostic frame that is very rare in the whole empirical material 

and that is the one that perceives of irregular immigration as being a health 

risk to themselves and others, which is said to be the result of irregular im-

migrants not being available for medical care in practice (see COM(74)2250, 

p. 21).  

1990s, an “In-between” Period: Slowly introducing new Defini-

tions 

 

Table 5.3 Diagnostic Frames, 1990s (5 documents) 

Frame frequency rank 

in document 

Diagnostic frame Discourse 

1 (60%) Irregular Immigrants as 

Victims  

Threat to Immigrants  

2 (40%) Socio-Economic Threat Threat to the EU 

2 (40%) Threat to the EU Migra-

tion Policy 

- Threat to the EU  

- Threat to Immigrants 

4 (20%) Securitarian threat Threat to the EU (and to 

some extent Threat to 

Immigrants) 

4 (20%) Normalising frame Non-threatening 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

Having analysed all the documents from the decade, in all five documents, it 

becomes clear that just as in the previous period, the diagnostic frame most 

often recurring in the documents from the 1990s is the Irregular Immigrants 

as Victims frame. Moreover, the Irregular Immigration as a Socio-Economic 

Threat frame is present, as is the Threat to the Overall Migration Policy 

frame. All three are, however, mentioned to a lesser extent than was the case 

in the former period. Moreover, two new frames, going in different direc-

tions, are now appearing for the first time. One is the Securitarian Threat 

frame, which in this time period comes in a very distinct form, namely with 
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the view that irregular immigration is linked to international organized crime 

for the purpose of trafficking in women for sexual exploitation 

(COM(96)567, p. 3). It does not claim that irregular immigrants are the ones 

running organized crime, but implies that there is a link between irregular 

immigration, trafficking in women and organized crime; with the former, 

you have the latter. The other new frame is the Normalising frame, which 

diminishes the discrepancy between EU citizens and irregular immigrants by 

either normalising irregular immigration or showing understanding for irreg-

ular migrants by implying that they only behave rationally. The two new 

frames are part of two opposing discourses. One (the Securitarian frame) 

sees irregular immigration as mainly a threat to the EU, though to some ex-

tent also to immigrants as these may become victims of organised crime, 

whereas the other one (the Normalising frame) sees it as non-threatening. 

Similar to the documents from the previous period, the descriptions of irreg-

ular immigration are quite short and vague, in so far as that they usually do 

not describe the problems or non-problems they see at any length. In all, it is 

probably fair to call the 1990s an “in-between” period if one takes together 

the following aspects that characterise the period: there is no longer a domi-

nant perspective as there were in the former period (the labor market per-

spective), all of the frames are mentioned to a lesser extent, and there are 

still only a few documents produced that are referring to irregular immigra-

tion in contrast to the subsequent two periods.  

2000-2004, the Big Boom in Definitions: Going in all Directions 

Table 5.4 Diagnostic Frames, 2000-2004 (12 documents) 

Frame frequency 

rank in docu-

ments 

Diagnostic frame Discourse 

1 (58%) Irregular Immigrants as Vic-

tims  

Threat to Immigrants  

2 (42%) Threat to the EU Migration 

Policy  

- Threat to the EU  

- Threat to Immigrants  

3 (33%) Socio-Economic Threat Threat to the EU 

3 (33%) Securitarian threat Threat to the EU (and to 

some extent Threat to 

Immigrants) 

5 (17%) Normalising frame Non-threatening 

5 (17%) Irregular Immigrants as Eco-

nomic Benefit 

Non-threatening 

Source: Author’s own data 
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These years mark a breaking-point. Prior to them, the Commission produced 

rather few documents that touched upon the issue of irregular immigration. 

During and after those years, it has, on the contrary, produced a very signifi-

cant amount. For the period 2000-2004, there are 12 documents analyzed. 

What can be said in general about this time period is that some kind of de-

scription of irregular immigration is found in almost all documents (though 

in a few, there are no descriptions, only policy instruments), and often the 

descriptions are quite varied and going in different directions. From irregular 

immigration being about victims to it being a security threat to the EU. All 

of them tend to reappear quite often in the time period’s documents. Akin to 

the previous time periods, during 2000-2004 the Irregular Immigrants as 

Victims is the most recurring diagnostic frame, and appears in 58% of the 

documents. The second most recurring diagnostic frame is the Threat to the 

EU Migration Policy frame, which is found in 42% of the documents. In 

third place there has been a shift compared to the 1990s. While the Socio-

Economic Threat frame is at number three and is observed in 33% of the 

documents, it shares this position with the Securitarian Threat frame, which 

has now grown significantly, and is often about organized crime. Appearing 

in 17% of the documents is in addition the Normalizing frame. A new frame, 

which first appears during this time period is moreover the Irregular Immi-

grants as an Economic Benefit, which states that irregular immigrants actual-

ly contribute to the economy (see e.g. COM(2000)757, p. 27). This frame is 

part of a discourse that sees irregular immigration as Non-threatening. An-

other new element that is found in this period is that the Commission starts 

to discuss irregular immigration (and immigration at large) from the perspec-

tive of third countries. It is often argued that legal immigration to the EU can 

help developing countries in the form of remittances, but that a brain drain 

from these countries must be avoided. A so-called comprehensive, or Global, 

approach comes up on the agenda to a large extent.65 In this, the Commission 

wants to incorporate the issue of immigration in the EU’s external policies, 

e.g. development policies, so as to address various angles of immigration not 

only on EU territory, but also externally (see e.g. COM(2002)703, p. 4-5). 

Though it is accurate that the documents from 2000-2004 do 

contain many portrayals, they are as a rule nevertheless even now rather 

short and vague. Still, the period can be characterized as a boom era, since 

this is the first period to involve all the different frames (belonging to differ-

ent discourses) found in the empirical material, as well as because it marks 

the beginning of the Commission’s great interest for the issue of irregular 

immigration. 

                                                      
65 Though mentioned for the first time already in 1974 (in COM(1974)2250, p. 12), it is not 

really emphasized, developed and put in the spotlight until the 2000s.  
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2005-2009, More Documents, Fewer Explanatory Definitions: 

Diagnostic Framing becoming Redundant? 

 

Table 5.5 Diagnostic Frames, 2005-2009 (35 documents) 

Frame frequency 

rank in documents 

Diagnostic frame Discourse 

1 (46%) Irregular Immigrants as Vic-

tims  

Threat to Immigrants  

2 (26%) Socio-Economic Threat  Threat to the EU  

 

3 (23%) Securitarian threat Threat to the EU (and to 

some extent Threat to 

Immigrants) 

4 (17%) Threat to the EU Migration 

Policy  

- Threat to the EU 

- Threat to Immigrants 

5 (11%) Normalising frame Non-threatening 

6 (3%) Irregular Immigrants as Eco-

nomic Benefit 

Non-threatening 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

Notable is that this time period has the most documents referring to irregular 

immigration, with no less than 35 documents. While the number of docu-

ments is quite plentiful, actual descriptions of irregular immigration are rela-

tively speaking fewer than in the previous time periods. This may indicate 

that the issue is now so deeply rooted on the agenda that definitions are in-

creasingly seen as being redundant and taken for granted. Instead of descrip-

tions of irregular immigration, the documents tend to focus more on how to 

handle the issue in with actual policy solutions, i.e. hands-on instruments 

and general strategies, which are further discussed and analyzed in the next 

chapter. 

Among the diagnostic frames that are indeed put forth, and 

these are the same frames as for the last time period, the internal order has 

shifted again. While the Irregular Immigrants as Victims frame is still the 

most frequently used (46%), the second most referred to is now the Socio-

Economic Threat frame, which appears in 26% of the documents. The third 

most commonly diagnostic frame is the Securitarian Threat frame (23%). 

Often it is about organized crime or some other kind of link between irregu-

lar immigration and criminality. After that comes the Threat to the EU Mi-

gration Policy frame (17%) and the Normalizing frame, which appears in 

11% of the documents. In one document, which is equivalent to only 3%, the 
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Commission also describes irregular immigration in terms than can be seen 

as being part of the Irregular Immigrants as an Economic Benefit frame. As 

in the last time period, third country perspectives continue to be discussed in 

this time period. Moreover, in the documents where definitions are indeed 

found, it is rarely the case that only one frame is provided. Instead, formula-

tions on irregular immigration often include more than one kind of diagnos-

tic frame.  

The Diagnostic Frames Analyzed in Detail 

The Irregular Immigrants as Victims Frame: Marginalized, Ex-

ploited and Victims of Human Tragedies 

 

Table 5.6 Presence of the Victims Frame in the Documents 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency 

per cent 

(quantity) 

100% (4/4) 60% (3/5) 58% (7/12) 46% (16/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

As the chronological survey above shows, the most common diagnostic 

frame throughout the years is the Irregular Immigrants as Victims frame. 

While its occurrences in the empirical documents does diminish relatively 

speaking over time (from 100% during the 1970s/1980s, to 60% in the 

1990s, to 58% in the period 2000-2004, and to 46% in 2005-2009), it is still 

the most prominent frame used by the Commission and remains the most 

common frame all through. The larger discourse that this frame can be said 

to be part of is the one that considers irregular immigration as being a Threat 

to the Immigrants Themselves, not as a threat to the EU. It hence has as its 

focus the threatened well-being of the irregular immigrant. 

In the Commission documents there are basically three broad 

types of descriptions that can be said to fall under the Irregular Immigrants 

as Victims frame, and these are the ones that describe irregular immigrants 

as being either victims of exploitation, marginalized in EU society or as be-

ing the victims of human tragedies on the journey to Europe (or a combina-

tion of these). Starting with the first, the empirical analysis shows that irreg-

ular immigrants are often represented as being victims of exploitation. In the 

early documents from the 1970s and 1980s, this view centers on exploitation 

in the workplace, while in the late 1990s the view of irregular immigrants as 
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being victims of human trafficking become more commonplace. In the 

2000s, also the view of irregular immigrants as being victims of ruthless 

smuggling recurs occasionally.66 Examples of quotes that describe the ex-

ploitation in the workplace are, for instance: “(…) illegal migrant workers 

who (…) are frequently the victims of unscrupulous individuals (…)” 

(COM(78)86, p. 4); and “Undeclared work, while difficult to measure, 

seems to be on the increase in many Member States. It tends to act as a pull 

factor for illegal migration and it can lead to exploitation and insecurity for 

the migrants involved, while undermining the financing and delivery of pub-

lic services and social protection” (COM(2003)323, p. 10). Interesting to 

note in the last example is that while irregular immigrants are portrayed as 

victims of exploitation, they are at the same time also seen as a socio-

economic threat to the EU in the form of deteriorated public services, which 

is further discussed under the next heading. Another example of when the 

Commission has portrayed irregular immigrants as being victims of abuse in 

the labor market is the following: “The fight against illegal migration starts 

with preventive measures and the suppression of its main incentives. Unde-

clared work in several countries or regions is a significant pull factor for 

illegal migration. Tackling the unregulated labour market is therefore a 

common objective which touches not only the area of immigration but also 

employment. Those who work in the hidden economy are often subject to 

exploitation, and denied the rights of other workers” (COM(2004)412, p. 

18). One last example that portrays irregular immigrants as easy targets for 

exploitation in the workplace is: “On the other hand, illegally employed 

third-country nationals are in an additionally vulnerable position because if 

apprehended they are likely to be returned to their country of origin” 

(COM(2007)249, p. 2).  

As for irregular immigrants being victims of trafficking, typical 

examples are, for instance: “Trafficking in women for the purpose of sexual 

exploitation is an increasing type of international organised crime generating 

high profits with relatively low forms of risk for traffickers” (COM(96)567, 

p. 3); “In cases where illegal immigrants are not able to pay the price [for the 

journey to Europe], they often become victims of traffickers, who employ 

exploitative means to gain ‘reimbursement’ for the cost of the journey” 

(COM(2001)672, p. 7); “Irregular migrants must be offered  a humane and 

dignified treatment particularly as they are often victims of traffickers’ net-

works and exploited by employers” (COM(2006)402, p. 3). And a last one: 

“Illegal immigrants are also susceptible to human trafficking, for the purpose 

                                                      
66 As described in chapter 4, there is in theory a difference between trafficking in human 

beings and smuggling of human beings. While both indicate that a person has crossed EU 

borders unauthorized, the former implies a slave like relation to the smuggler, whereas the 

latter does not (Khosravi, 2006: 290). In the Commission documents, this distinction is how-

ever sometimes blurred. 
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of sexual or labour exploitation, domestic servitude, begging, or forced mar-

riage. Human trafficking is a serious crime against persons. Moreover, high 

profits from labour and sexual exploitation are often subject to money laun-

dering and may enable traffickers to engage in other criminal activities 

which could lead to the achievement of economic, social or even political 

power” (SEC(2008)2026, p. 25-26). In many cases when human trafficking 

is mentioned, human smuggling is also brought up as a threat to irregular 

immigrants. Two such examples are: “This Directive is a response to a prob-

lem that is causing mounting concern: the increase in illegal immigration, 

particularly in its two most odious forms, namely the growth of networks of 

smugglers acting for non-humanitarian reasons and the exploitation of for-

eign nationals in the form of trafficking in human beings” (COM(2002)71, p. 

2). Another is “Migrant smuggling and human trafficking are linked by the 

fact that they are frequently organized by internationally operating criminal 

networks and part of organized crime, phenomena linked with the demand 

for cheap and illegal services” (COM(2005)514, p. 6).  In these quotes, ir-

regular immigrants are thus viewed as victims of exploitation by ruthless 

traffickers and smugglers. At the same time, however, they indirectly be-

come linked to a business that is explicitly or implicitly seen as being detri-

mental to Europe, namely organized crime, which is further discussed under 

the heading of “Securitarian Threat”.  

A further portrayal of irregular immigrants as victims is the one 

that expresses worry over the human tragedies that may arise on the journey 

to Europe. This way to portray irregular immigration is most common in the 

2000s. One example is:  

 
Tragic incidents, such as the one in Dover in July 2000 in which 58 Chi-

nese nationals trying to enter illegally into the United Kingdom lost their 

lives, which are taking place in almost all Member States, point not only 

to the importance of the fight against the trafficking of human beings, but 

also to the existence of a demand for clandestine manpower and of the 

exploitation of such undocumented migrants (COM(2000)757, p. 6).  

 

In the quote above, the Commission clearly states that it finds the loss of 

irregular immigrants’ lives a tragedy. Three other examples of this are: 

 
The pressure of illegal migration on the Member States of the European 

Union situated in the Mediterranean and Atlantic region in the last two 

years has reached an unprecedented high, requiring immediate and deci-

sive action at both national and European levels, in order to safeguard the 

Schengen system and prevent further tragedy among illegal migrants who 

die in large numbers in attempting to reach the shores of the European 

Union (COM(2006)733, p. 3, bold in original).  
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Besides these security issues, illegal immigration is often associated with 

humanitarian tragedies, linked to the conditions of entry into the EU terri-

tory, with the help of criminal networks. It is worth noting that a great 

number of detected illegal immigration by sea takes place through the use 

of small craft or dinghies which are not seaworthy and are therefore seri-

ously jeopardising the lives of their occupants” (SEC(2008)2026, p. 24).  

 

Many illegal immigrants and persons in need of international protection 

are travelling in conditions of extreme hardship and are taking great per-

sonal risks in their attempts to enter the EU illegally by hiding in vehi-

cles, on cargo vessels, etc. The recent practice of travelling on board of 

unseaworthy and overcrowded boats, has multiplied the number of unfor-

tunate migrants who continue to lose their lives by drowning in the At-

lantic Ocean between Africa and the Canary Islands and in the Mediter-

ranean Sea. The tragic death toll resulting from this kind of illegal immi-

gration is unacceptable and must therefore be significantly reduced 

(COM(2008)68, p. 4). 

 

Apart from the fact that the quotes depict irregular immigrants as victims of 

a perilous journey, it is also worthy of note who the Commission indicates as 

being the perpetrator. It seems as though a common practice is to view the 

tragedies as either caused by ruthless individuals, often criminal traffickers, 

or simply by not talking about any responsible actors or alike at all. What is 

largely left out is hence a discussion of the responsibility of the EU in caus-

ing these tragedies. In the material studied, I have not found any discussions 

of fortress Europe, for instance, or whether the increased border controls of 

the EU and its member states, which at large happen to coincide with the rise 

of the view of irregular immigrants as victims on the journey to Europe, 

have played a role in fuelling harm in so far as making it virtually impossible 

to enter the EU entirely safely for a large group of people. Admittedly, the 

Commission sometimes does argue that there have been too few legal roads 

into Europe (see Normalizing frame below). Nevertheless, that argument is 

only applied when the Commission discusses why there is such a thing as 

irregular immigration. I have not found any use of that argument in relation 

to the dangers that might face the irregular immigrants on the journey to 

Europe, which is here at issue. Another thing to note is that while immi-

grants are described as victims they are also occasionally indirectly por-

trayed as being a problem; for instance, the “pressure of illegal migration” 

causing the EU to quickly “safeguard the Schengen system”. This way of 

reasoning is also found when the Commission describes irregular immigrants 

as being marginalized in society, another example of the Victim frame that 

appears above all in the 2000s: ”At the same time illegal immigrants are 

excluded from full participation in society, both as contributors and as bene-

ficiaries, which contributes to their marginalization and fuels negative atti-

tudes to them from local people” (COM(2003)336, p. 26). This formulation 
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seems to indicate that while the Commission does feel sorry for the affected 

irregular immigrants, the immigrants also to some extent have themselves to 

blame for not being liked by other groups in EU society. Another example of 

when irregular immigrants are described as being marginalized in society is 

this phrasing: “Illegal employment prevents workers from benefiting from 

social welfare and creates an uneven playing field for employers” 

(COM(2006)402, p. 8). What the Commission here says is that irregular 

immigrants are shut out from social welfare since they are working in the 

black labor market. However, the Commission in the same sentence also 

points out that this causes an uneven playing field for employers, which indi-

rectly turns irregular immigrants into a socio-economic threat, something 

that is further discussed in the next section. 

There is however far from always a criticism of irregular immi-

grants implied with the Victim frame. On the contrary, there sometimes 

seems to be a kind of underlying call for change underneath the utterance: 

“Illegal immigrants may find it particularly difficult to obtain the health care 

they need due to their precarious position” (COM(2007)780, p. 10). And: “It 

needs also to be noted that migrants without residency status (asylum seekers 

and undocumented migrants) have no or limited access to services that are 

essential to guarantee fundamental human rights (e.g. effective access to 

education for children of illegal migrants, access to health care)” 

(SEC(2008)2026, p. 24, parentheses in original).67 Here the Commission 

seems to call for more access to health care and education for irregular im-

migrants, as a way of remedying their marginalized situation. 

The Socio-Economic Threat Frame: Distorting the Market and 

Undermining the Welfare Society 

 

Table 5.7 Presence of the Socio-Economic Threat Frame in the Documents 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency 

per cent 

(quantity) 

75% (3/4) 40% (2/5) 33% (4/12) 26% (9/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

                                                      
67 However, in this latter quote, the full definition provided in the document does contain a lot 

of problematization of irregular immigration (see lengthy quote under the heading of “A note 

on the Diagnostic Frames’ Vagueness”.) Still, it seems to me that the underlying message in 

the quote stated here does imply a call for change towards a more elaborated human rights 

perspective. 
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The second most common diagnostic frame in total, (appearing in 18 out of 

56 documents) is the Irregular Immigration as a Socio-Economic Threat 

frame. Parted into time periods, its importance decreases relatively speaking 

over time (from 75% during the 1970s/1980s, to 40% in the 1990s, to 33% 

in the period 2000-2004, and to 26% in 2005-2009), though its rank largely 

does not. It is the second most common in the 1970s/1980s, it shares that 

second place in the 1990s, then moves to a shared third place in 2000-2004, 

and ends up again in the second place in 2005-2009. The larger discourse 

that the Socio-Economic Threat frame can be said to be part of is one that 

considers irregular immigration as being a Threat to the EU, and this by 

causing a growth of the parallel economy and at the same time undermining 

the welfare state.  

The most widespread description that can be said to fall under 

the Socio-Economic Threat frame and that has very clearly crystallized itself  

in the empirical analysis of the Commission documents is the one that de-

picts irregular immigration as being about illegal employment. The illegal 

employment in turn is by the Commission often described as distorting the 

market by causing unfair competition between firms, and/or as causing high 

costs to the welfare society of the EU member states. One example of an 

early utterance that link irregular immigration to illegal employment is: 

“(…) the main aim of illegal immigration, that is, unlawful engagement in 

paid employment (…)” (COM(78)86, p. 2). With irregular immigration you 

cannot escape illegal employment seems here to by the underlying rationale.  

When the Commission discusses irregular immigration and ar-

gues that “(…) certain sectors where employers exploit low cost labour (low 

wages, no social security contributions, etc.), thus creating unfair competi-

tion” (SEC(91)1855, p. 12), this is also an example of how irregular immi-

gration is seen as being at least indirectly an socio-economic threat since 

their presence creates unfair competition. Another example of how irregular 

immigration is seen as negatively affecting European markets is the follow-

ing quote: “It is in the lower skilled sectors (e.g. agriculture and related in-

dustries, catering, cleaning) where the largest numbers of undocumented 

migrants tend to find employment, often receiving wages which undercut the 

local workforce and sometimes in conditions which may lead to exploitation 

and to social unrest” (COM(2000)757, p. 27). Here it is how irregular immi-

gration undercuts the local workforce that is the socio-economic threat. 

When it comes to the undermining of the European welfare society, an ex-

ample of how the Commission reasons is the following: “Undeclared work, 

while difficult to measure, seems to be on the increase in many Member 

States. It tends to act as a pull factor for illegal migration and it can lead to 

exploitation and insecurity for the migrants involved, while undermining the 

financing and delivery of public services and social protection” 

(COM(2003)323, p. 10). In the quote, the Commission equals the illegal 

employment of irregular immigrants to a decrease in the possibility of 
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providing public services. Furthermore, in many cases the Commission ex-

presses both the view of irregular immigration as distorting the market and 

the view of it as undermining the welfare state side by side, as the following 

three examples show: 

 
Moreover, illegal employment, in particular in small and medium-sized 

enterprises and in seasonal work, seriously undermines the credibility of 

legal migration channels and erodes Member States’ tax revenues. It can 

also lead to serious exploitation or even slaverylike conditions, which 

cannot be tolerated in the European Union. Such conditions are not lim-

ited to cases where organised crime is involved. Illegal employment pre-

vents workers from benefiting from social welfare and creates an uneven 

playing field for employers (COM(2006)402, p. 8).  
 
On the one hand, acting as a pull factor for illegal immigration, illegal 

employment, like undeclared work by EU citizens, leads to losses to pub-

lic finances, can depress wages and working conditions, may distort 

competition between businesses and means that the undeclared workers 

will not benefit from health insurance and pension rights that depend on 

contributions (COM(2007)249, p. 2).  

 

The prevalence of this phenomenon [i.e. irregular immigration], which 

does not take into account the reception capacities of the Member States, 

results in multiple and diverse social costs, including costs of assistance 

and health care (whilst varying across individual Members States) in the 

absence of legal livelihood; loss of tax revenue, social security systems, 

legal employment opportunities and unfair competition owing to illegal 

employment; and added costs of inspection and ultimately return proce-

dures. Amnesties/regularisations, even when a work contract is required, 

do not ensure that the migrants who benefit are those which are most 

needed by labour markets added to which their long-lasting occupational 

inclusion is often problematic (SEC(2008)2026, p. 24-25).  

 

As can be seen, all three examples openly argue that irregular immigration 

both undermines the European welfare state, and at the same time, harms the 

market by creating an uneven playing field among firms. That being said, it 

should also be stated that in the middle quote, from 2007, the Commission 

places illegal employment by irregular immigrants on an equal footing with 

illegal employment by EU citizens and both are seen as detrimental to the 

welfare state. Though a negative framing, in a sense irregular immigrants are 

here in a way “normalized”, since they to at least some extent are seen as no 

different from parts of the workforce that are made up of EU citizens. As 

concerns the third quote, which at some length reasons on how irregular 

immigration causes a variety of costs for the welfare state, not only through 

a loss of tax revenue but also through the costs of assistance and health care,  

this may come as some kind of surprise, since the Commission just a few 

lines above concludes that irregular immigrants “have no or limited access to 
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services that are essential to guarantee fundamental human rights (e.g. effec-

tive access to education for children of illegal migrants, access to health 

care)” (SEC(2008)2026, p. 24). Hence, in one and the same document, ir-

regular immigrants are declared as both being deprived of the human right of 

health care and at the same time as causing high costs for e.g. health care, 

which may seem contradictory, but just as above, the different frames are 

often intermingled in the document texts.  

One last example of when irregular immigration is seen as caus-

ing an uneven playing field is when the Commission discusses the issue and 

argues that “Illegal employment needs to be tackled as it creates situations of 

abuse and violation of fundamental rights and freedoms. It also undermines 

legal immigration and has negative implications with regard to cohesion and 

fair competition” (COM(2008)359, p. 3). While stressing that irregular im-

migration causes unfair competition, the Commission also mentions that it 

undermines legal immigration, which is a rather common frame and one to 

which it is now time to turn. 

The Threat to EU Migration Policy Frame: Threatening Legal 

Migration and Integration 

 

Table 5.8 Presence of the Threat to the EU Migration Policy Frame in the Docu-

ments 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency 

per cent 

(quantity) 

50% (2/4) 40% (2/5) 42% (5/12) 17% (6/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

The third most widespread diagnostic frame, (which turns up in a total of 15 

out of 56 documents) is the frame that considers irregular immigration as a 

Threat to the EU Migration Policy. Just like the two above-mentioned 

frames, its appearance in the documents tends to relatively decrease some-

what over time (from 50% during the 1970s/1980s, to 40% in the 1990s, to 

42% in the period 2000-2004, and to 17% in 2005-2009). Its popularity rank 

among the frames however shows little oscillation, and starts by being the 

third most important, then moves to being the second most important in two 

time periods, only to end up at number four in the last period. All in all, one 

should probably consider it a medium important diagnostic frame.  

The Threat to EU Migration Policy frame involves the reason-

ing that irregular immigration threatens the effect of other parts of the EU’s 

migration policy, not least concerning legal migration and integration. There 
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are different but related tracks within this frame, but whereas one is part of a 

discourse that considers irregular immigration as a Threat to the EU, another 

can be seen as rather being part of a discourse that sees irregular immigration 

as mainly a Threat to Immigrants Themselves (though not primarily to irreg-

ular immigrants, but to immigrants at large, i.e. including legal migrants). 

Starting with the discourse that considers irregular immigration a Threat to 

Immigrants Themselves, this includes formulations where the Commission 

claims that irregular immigration brings with it public resentment and xeno-

phobia not only against irregular migrants but also towards legal migrants 

and refugees. Examples of this are the following two quotes from different 

decades: “Public criticism primarily directed at illegal residents is also prej-

udicial to legal immigrants because of the inability to control migration 

flows” (SEC(1991)1855), p. 14) and “Effective action against illegal immi-

gration plays an essential part in contributing to public acceptance of admis-

sion for humanitarian grounds by preventing misuse of the asylum system” 

(COM(2001)672, p. 8). Hence, the Commission blames irregular immigra-

tion for the public’s alleged negative feelings about legal migration. With the 

former, you will get the latter the argument goes, and if only the EU was 

able to fight irregular immigration, then the public would be much more 

sympathetic towards legal migrants and refugees. 

A very related line of reasoning appears in the following cita-

tions, though the Commission’s focus is here not only on the effects of ir-

regular immigration on legal migrants but also the effects on the EUs select-

ed policy choice: ”If illegal immigration is allowed to go unchecked, there is 

a serious risk of failure in the efforts to improve the social situation of the 

rest of the immigrant population” (COM(74)2250, p. 21), “Illegal forms of 

migration undermine the effect of admission policies, are detrimental to pol-

icies aimed at the integration of legal immigrants and put the people con-

cerned in a vulnerable position” (COM(94)23, p. 27), “A credible policy on 

forced return helps to ensure public acceptance for more openness towards 

persons who are in real need of protection, and for new legal immigrants 

against the background of more open admission policies, particularly for 

labour-driven migration” (COM(2002)564, p. 8) and “The credibility of a 

positive and open common approach to immigration will also very much 

depend on the ability of the European Union to control illegal immigration” 

(COM(2004)401, p. 10). These citations show that the Commission portrays 

irregular immigration as rendering it more difficult to improve the social 

situation of legal migrants and introducing a more open migration policy, 

which not only can be considered as being part of a discourse that sees irreg-

ular immigration as a Threat to Immigrants, but also one that sees it as a 

Threat to the EU, in so far as it is understood as challenging the EU’s desired 

policy road. This since irregular immigration is said to harm the integration 

policy, damage the likelihood of introducing what the Commission calls an 

open migration policy and by decreasing the acceptance for and credibility 
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of the legal migration policy. Moreover, as the following quote show, the 

causal link is sometimes argued by the Commission to be the public. If there 

is irregular immigration, the public will not support the policy towards legal 

immigration the argument goes: “The prevention and reduction of illegal 

immigration in all its dimensions is critical for the credibility and public 

acceptance of the policies on legal immigration” (COM(2008)359, p. 11). 

In a lengthy quote, the Commission also argues that irregular 

immigration must be met with effective countermeasures as it threatens both 

the integrity of the EU policy and the rule of law:  

 
Illegal entry, transit and stay of third country nationals who are not in 

need of international protection, without effective countermeasures, un-

dermines the credibility of the common European and the Member 

States’ immigration policy. A coherent and credible asylum and migra-

tion policy shall not award those behaviours that constitute an infringe-

ment of rules laid down with regard to refugee protection and legal resi-

dence. Thus the integrity of such policy as well as the rule of law can on-

ly be ensured if they are accompanied with effective countermeasures 

against those infringements, including the ones that are facilitating ad-

ministrative cooperation of migration management services of the Mem-

ber States in the context of fighting against illegal immigration 

(SEC(2006)964, p. 9).  

 

This quote can, due to it seeing irregular immigration as a threat to the integ-

rity of the EU policy, be argued to also pose a threat to the self-

determination of the EU and thus clearly be categorized as being part of a 

discourse that sees irregular immigration as a Threat to the EU.68 

Just as with the previous frames, the descriptions of irregular 

immigration that fall under the Threat to EU Migration Policy frame are 

often unclear and brief, and mixed with the other frames. 

  

                                                      
68 As regards the discourse on irregular immigration as being a threat to immigrants them-

selves it might be considered quite remarkable that the link made by the Commission between 

irregular and legal immigration is one where irregular immigration is seen as causing such a 

lot of hardship to legal migrants: xenophobia, public resentment, flawed integration, as well 

as a decreased probability of more open legal channels to the EU, leading the Commission to 

argue in favor of a strong policy on forced return and other countermeasures. However, the 

Commission’s causal links are not always apparent, though in one instance the public was 

said to be it. Nevertheless, just as for the aforementioned two frames, crystal clear definitions 

are under this diagnostic frame quite unusual. For instance, one might question the link made 

between irregular and legal immigration. There seems to me to be no evidence provided for 

irregular immigration causing all that hardship to legal migrants. Also, there is no inherent 

logic in how having harsh policies towards irregular immigration would easen problems faced 

by legal migrants. Why would the tone against legal migrants necessarily become friendlier 

just because there were more severe policies against irregulars? At least just as likely is that 

the relation is the reverse, i.e. that a friendly and neighborly attitude towards one group in-

creases the likelihood of a friendly and neighborly attitude against the other. 
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The Securitarian Threat frame: Attracting Organized Crime and 

Criminal Networks 

 

Table 5.9 Presence of the Securitarian Threat Frame in the Documents 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency 

per cent 

(quantity) 

0% 20% (1/5) 33% (4/12) 23% (8/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

The Securitarian Threat frame differs somewhat from the three aforemen-

tioned frames in that it tends to become more important over time. In total it 

is the fourth most common diagnostic frame, (that turns up in 13 out of 56 

documents),but it has a somewhat upward-going trend as its use moves from 

0% during the 1970s/1980s, to 20% in the 1990s, up to 33% in the period 

2000-2004, and then to 23% in 2005-2009. It goes from being non-existent 

in the 1970s and 1980s and it first appears in the 1990s, then becoming more 

prominent in the 2000s, though never reaching higher than a third place 

rank. In the Commission documents analysed for this study, the most wide-

spread descriptions tie irregular immigration to either organised crime, crim-

inal networks or to a more loosely defined insecurity.  The larger discourse 

that the frame can said to be part of is the one that considers irregular immi-

gration as a Threat to the EU. However, alongside the portrayal of irregular 

immigration as being connected to organised crime, the Commission often 

simultaneously emphasizes that irregular immigrants are regularly victims of 

unscrupulous members of organized crime, as has already been described in 

the section “Irregular immigrants as Victims” above.  

As regards the Commission descriptions that link irregular im-

migration to organized crime and criminal networks, these are a few exam-

ples: “(…) facilitation of illegal immigration involves, in most cases, orga-

nized criminal networks (…)” (COM(2001)672, p. 5); “Combating human 

smuggling is a complementary element of a policy combating illegal immi-

gration as in many cases the illegal entry into a Member State would hardly 

be possible without the services of smugglers. Smuggling and trafficking are 

mainly controlled by criminal networks and dismantling them requires in-

formation” (COM(2003)323, p. 10), and “Migrant smuggling and human 

trafficking are linked by the fact that they are frequently organized by inter-

nationally operating criminal networks and part of organized crime phenom-

ena linked with the demand for cheap and illegal services”(COM(2005)514, 

p. 6). Another one is “The term ‘illegal immigration’ is used to describe a 

variety of phenomena. This includes third-country nationals who enter the 
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territory of a Member State illegally by land, sea and air, including airport 

transit zones. This is often done by using false or forged documents, or with 

the help of organized criminal networks of smugglers and traffickers” 

(COM(2006)402, p. 2). In all of these quotes, organized crime and criminal 

networks are seen as the ones that mainly perform the smuggling into EU 

territory of irregular immigrants. This does not mean that irregular immi-

grants are seen as heading organized crime, but the line of reasoning is rather 

that with irregular immigration you will almost necessarily have a consider-

able presence of organized crime (since otherwise there would hardly be any 

unauthorized immigrants passing through EU borders). Hence an indirect 

link between irregular immigration and organized crime is established by the 

Commission. 

Apart from the link made between irregular immigration and 

organized crime, which is a rather clear (if indirect) one, there are in the 

Commission documents also descriptions of irregular immigration that much 

more loosely links it to criminality and related forms of insecurity. One such 

example is the following: “The new draft Regulations – which will take into 

account the result of the discussions held on the 2003 proposals - will be 

strengthened on the ‘security side’ in order to prevent possible abuses of the 

local border traffic regime by illegal immigrants as well as by criminals” 

(SEC(2004)1349, p. 6). In the quote, a Commission proposal is said to be-

come strengthened on the security side, which will involve the prevention of 

irregular immigrants “abusing” the border regime. Though said in no out-

right fashion by the Commission, I understand this quote as implying that 

irregular immigration across EU borders is a security issue. Another rather 

similarly vague description is this one: “Managing immigration effectively 

means addressing also different issues linked to the security of our societies 

and of immigrants’ themselves. This requires fighting illegal immigration 

and criminal activities related to it, striking the right balance between indi-

vidual integrity and collective security concerns” (COM(2008)359, p. 3, 

bold in original). Here, the Commission argues that the fight against irregu-

lar immigration concerns collective security. It does not explicate exactly 

how this is the case, but does weigh it against the individual integrity of what 

I presume to be the irregular immigrant. This way it also portrays the collec-

tive security of the EU and the integrity of the irregular immigrant as being a 

zero-sum game, where you can’t fully have both. A much more explicit for-

mulation where the Commission sees a relationship between irregular immi-

gration and various insecurities is: “From a security perspective, illegal im-

migration may be linked with terrorism, trafficking in human beings, drug 

smuggling, smuggling of weapons, exploitation, slavery-like working condi-

tions and other serious crimes which therefore pose a major threat to Euro-

pean societies” (SEC(2008)2026, p. 24). Here, the Commission argues that 

irregular immigration is associated not only with criminal acts like human 

trafficking and exploitation as have already been noted in earlier quotes, but 
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also drug and weapons smuggling  and even terrorism. This quote constitute 

the most plainly security oriented example of the Securitarian Threat frame 

in the documents. It should, however, be stated that it is quite rare that such 

explicitly negative security formulations are found in the empirical material.  

The Normalizing Frame: Irregular Immigrants as no Different 

from anyone else 

 

Table 5.10 Presence of the Normalizing Frame in the Documents 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency 

per cent 

(quantity) 

0% 20% (1/5) 17% (2/12) 11% (4/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

The fifth most common frame (which is also the last but one) is the Normal-

izing frame. It appears in 7 out of 56 documents. Its importance is quite low 

throughout the years (0% during the 70s/80s, 20% in the 90s, 17% in the 

period 2000-2004, and 11% in 2005-2009). Its rank is close to the bottom in 

all time periods. What is interesting about the Normalizing frame is that it 

diverges quite a bit from the ones mentioned thus far, in that it does not por-

tray irregular immigration as a threat in any way, neither to immigrants 

themselves nor to the EU. Rather it describes it as a sort of “normal” behav-

ior, where the Commission expresses understanding for the acts of irregular 

immigrants, and implicitly seem to mean that these only behave rationally 

given their situation. Anyone would do the same thing. Irregular immigrants 

are normal and virtually no different from anybody else, nor better nor 

worse. The general discourse that the frame can be said to be part of is a 

discourse that sees irregular immigration as Non-Threatening.  

Commission formulations that have been categorized as being 

part of the Normalizing frame are the ones that deem irregular immigration 

normal or at least rational as well as a rather natural outcome of there being 

too few legal ways to enter the Union. An example of when the Commission 

sees irregular immigration as a normal feature of society is when it states 

that: “It must be recognised that some illegal migration will take place what-

ever legal channels are put in place since there will always be some pull or 

push factors which are not affected by them” (COM(2004)412, p. 12). The 

Commission thus argues that no matter what, there will always be such a 

thing as irregular immigration, it cannot be extinguished, and this I take to 

mean that irregular immigration in a way has become a normal feature of 

society. Various formulations by the Commission also depict irregular im-
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migrants as “normal” by way of portraying their reasons to leave their home 

countries as rational. Two such examples are the following: 

 
Usually there are a range of motives behind decisions to come to the 

EU; economic considerations are by no means the only factors. Decisions 

to migrate [irregularly] are based on an individual assessment of a num-

ber of push factors such as unemployment or permanent low-wage levels; 

natural disasters or ecological devastation and of pull factors such as in-

formal sector and employment with higher level of wages; political sta-

bility, maintenance of the rule of law and effective protection of human 

rights; different labour market conditions (COM(2004)412, p. 11, bold in 

original).  

 

A number of drivers are likely to further increase the magnitude of the 

phenomenon [of irregular immigration]: environmental degradation, pos-

sible natural disasters, increasing numbers of facilitators that organize the 

smuggling of human beings and continued conflicts. Moreover, the con-

tinuing high population growth in Europe’s neighbourhood, especially in 

Africa, combined with poor economic performance and political instabil-

ity, could act as a strong push factor (SEC(2008)2026, p. 24). 

 

In both of the quotes, the Commission discusses the motives for why irregu-

lar immigrants depart from their countries of origin, and my impression is 

that it reaches the conclusion that the reasons not only are manifold, but also 

that most of the reasons are very understandable and that anyone in the same 

situation might reach the same decision to leave. The reason to leave is ra-

tional. Another example of when irregular immigration, particularly the one 

engaged in the black labor market, is framed as being the outcome of ration-

al behavior is when the Commission states how well-matched irregular im-

migrants’ motives for leaving are with certain employers’ desire for cheap 

labor: “The employment of third-country nationals who are illegally staying 

(hereinafter ‘illegal employment’) is the result of migrants seeking a better a 

life and meeting the demand from employers willing to take advantage of 

workers who will undertake what are usually low-skilled, low-paid jobs” 

(COM(2007)249, p. 2). Irregular immigration is hence seen as the rational 

meet between individuals and the black labor market. 

Another much related line of reasoning appears in some of the 

Commission’s accounts that focus not on why irregular immigrants leave 

their home countries, but on why they end up with the irregular status. The 

Commission here argues that there are too few legal paths into the Union, 

which implies that irregular immigration is being merely a rational response 

to that. The five following quotes are examples of this kind of reasoning: 

”With migration pressures increasing and opportunities for legal migration 

being increasingly restricted, people wanting to enter the Union are likely to 

continue to turn to illegal immigration” (COM(94)23, p. 27); “In those cases 
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where comprehensive immigration policies are not yet in place - which is 

also for the EU - workers will find their (illegal) way to enter the globalised 

labour market” (COM(2002)703, p. 15, parenthesis in original); “(…) Mi-

grants enter irregularly to fill the gaps in the labour market because legal 

ways to do so are very limited and ineffective” (COM(2005)669, p. 28); 

“Since the legal gateways to Europe have been limited, illegal immigration 

grew in volume, reaching over 1% of the total European population accord-

ing to the OECD estimates” (SEC(2008)2026, p. 30); and finally “If legal 

migration routes are limited or non-existent, skilled migrants may take the 

risk of illegal migration, and may take up illegal employment below their 

level of competence. Such migrant community is quite unlikely to contribute 

to brain circulation” (SEC(2008)434, p. 14). Picturing the roads to Europe as 

too closed for legal entry, the Commission in these quotes normalizes irregu-

lar immigrants, and their irregular status does not make them a threat. More-

over, what the Commission also does when formulating itself this way is that 

it exercises some self-criticism. It is not all that common in the empirical 

documents surveyed that the Commission expresses criticism towards the 

EU’s migration policy and sees it as being the cause of some immigrants’ 

irregular status. That is, the migration is normal in itself, only the EU’s poli-

cy of closed roads makes it irregular. In addition, in the last of the above-

mentioned quotes, where irregular immigrants are portrayed as skilled mi-

grants taking up illegal employment below their own competence level, the 

Commission furthermore sees irregular immigrants as a potential, but not 

realized, benefit to European economies. This is close to the frame that sees 

irregular immigrants as benefits, which is discussed in the next section.  

Similar to the frames that have already been discussed, the 

Normalizing frame is not as straightforward in the empirical material as one 

might think based on the quotes provided here. Just as the other frames, in 

the actual Commission documents this one is blended with other frames, 

which make it exactly as vague and diffuse as the rest. 

The Irregular Immigrant as an Economic Benefit Frame 

 

Table 5.11 Presence of the Economic Benefit Frame in the Documents 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency 

per cent 

(quantity) 

0% 0% 17% (2/12) 3% (1/35) 

 

The least widespread frame in the empirical material is the Economic Bene-

fit frame, which is found in only three documents. It first appears in the peri-

od 2000-2004, where it is located in 17% of the documents. In the period 
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2005-2009 it emerges in 3% of the documents, and its rank is at the bottom 

of the list in both periods. It is hence not far-fetched to conclude that the 

significance of the Economic Benefit frame is very low. The Economic Ben-

efit frame depicts irregular immigrants as making a contribution to European 

economies. Similar to the Normalizing frame, it can be said to be part of a 

general discourse that pictures irregular immigration as Non-Threatening. 

Examples of when the Commission has described irregular im-

migration as providing a benefit to the economy are the two following ones:  

 
It is, of course, difficult to evaluate the impact of irregular migrants 

working in the EU since their number and whereabouts cannot be esti-

mated with any precision. Although they, and in many areas also low-

skilled legal migrants, undoubtedly make a contribution to the economy 

in the short-term, their presence may also hinder the implementation of 

structural changes which are necessary for long-term growth. (---) On the 

other hand, the regional and sectoral concentration of [irregular] migrants 

can mean that they represent an important force in the local economy 

(COM(2000)757, p. 27). 
 

 
Furthermore, it seems that the large waves of legal and illegal immigra-

tion into the US since the late 1980’s is the main reason why the ageing 

trajectory of the US has markedly improved by comparison to, and now 

differs substantially from, that of Europe (…). By contrast, it is increas-

ingly common to see the economic stagnation in Japan over the last dec-

ade as partly caused by the decline of the working-age population since 

the mid-1990’s, with severe restrictions on immigration which have kept 

the inflow of migrants far too small to allow it to alleviate the impact of 

rapid ageing on labour supply, employment and growth (…) 

(COM(2003)336, p. 10). 

 

What the quotes show is that the Commission sees irregular immigration as 

having benefited the economy. In the second quote the Commission argues 

that irregular (as well as legal) immigration to the USA has neutralized the 

effects of an ageing population and thereby helped the economy. This is 

contrasted to the demographic and economic situation in Japan and Europe, 

where immigration has been smaller. In the first quote the Commission 

moreover stresses that irregular immigration has been important especially 

in certain local economies and that it has contributed to economic growth in 

the short-term. However, in this formulation it also argues that in a long-

term perspective irregular immigration has been problematic as it has pre-

vented structural changes that the Commission deems necessary in the long 

run. The Economic Benefit frame is hence not fully straightforward. 

A further example of when the Commission frames irregular 

immigration in terms of economic contribution is when it discusses a possi-

ble introduction of a seasonal migration regime:  
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The aim is to provide the necessary manpower in the Member States 

while at the same time granting a secure legal status and a regular work 

prospective to the immigrants concerned [i.e. those who otherwise often 

become irregular immigrants], thereby protecting a particularly weak cat-

egory of workers and also contributing to the development of the coun-

tries of origin. Even in presence of high unemployment, this category of 

immigrant workers rarely conflict with EU workers as few EU citizens 

and residents are willing to engage in seasonal activities 

(COM(2005)669, p. 7).  

 

What the Commission argues here is that immigrants that usually are suscep-

tible to turn to irregular migration paths constitute a much more flexible 

workforce than do EU citizens, in that they are willing to take up seasonal 

jobs that even unemployed EU citizens turn down. This line of argument fit 

the Economic Benefit frame as it depicts (former) irregular immigrants as 

useful as a flexible workforce. In addition, the Commission also reasons that 

these migrants could contribute to their home countries’ development (when 

they spend their salaries upon return to the home country). The migrants are 

thus seen not only as potentially beneficial to European economy but also to 

the economy of their countries of origin. 

An interesting thing to note is that while both the Normalizing 

frame and the Economic Benefit frame belong to a discourse that sees ir-

regular immigration as Non-Threatening, they still differ from one another in 

a very particular way. Whereas the Normalizing frame portray irregular im-

migrants as basically no different from anybody else, the Economic Benefit 

frame seems to do the opposite. In most cases it seems to view irregular im-

migrants as being a benefit exactly because they differ from EU citizens: that 

they are willing to take up jobs that EU citizens do not want (quote three) 

and that they work under inferior conditions (implicit in quote one). 

A Note on the Diagnostic Frames’ Vagueness 

Based on the survey above, the different frames may appear as very clear 

and distinct from each other, but as has been stated on several occasions 

already, there is a constant element of vagueness in the Commission’s use of 

descriptions. Irregular immigration is most often described very briefly and 

without detailing neither exactly how the Commission views the issue nor 

how it reached the conclusion that irregular immigration is indeed about just 

that. For example, the Commission may in a document claim that irregular 

immigration limits the likelihood of success for efforts trying to advance the 

situation of legal migrants (see e.g. COM(74)2250, p. 21). However, it fails 

to explain how irregular immigration is supposed to limit this likelihood, and 

never states how it came to the conclusion that this limitation may arise. 
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Another factor that increases the vagueness of the frames is that one kind of 

description, i.e. falling under a certain frame, by the Commission is present-

ed alongside another kind of description that falls under a completely differ-

ent frame that maybe even belongs to a different discourse. This makes them 

much more diffused and intermingled than the division into frames might 

seem to suggest. The arguably best example in the whole empirical material 

of this is the following lengthy quote, which contains descriptions of irregu-

lar immigration that have previously in this chapter been presented inde-

pendently from each other: 

 
Illegal immigration is a serious concern from different points of view. 

From a security perspective, illegal immigration may be linked 

with terrorism, trafficking in human beings, drug smuggling, smuggling 

of weapons, exploitation, slavery-like working conditions and other seri-

ous crimes which therefore pose a major threat to European societies. 

Besides these security issues, illegal immigration is often associ-

ated with humanitarian tragedies, linked to the conditions of entry into 

the EU territory, with the help of criminal networks. It is worth noting 

that a great number of detected illegal immigration by sea takes place 

through the use of small craft or dinghies which are not seaworthy and 

are therefore seriously jeopardising the lives of their occupants. It needs 

also to be noted that migrants without residency status (asylum seekers 

and undocumented migrants) have no or limited access to services that 

are essential to guarantee fundamental human rights (e.g. effective access 

to education for children of illegal migrants, access to health care). 

Moreover, illegal entry, transit and stay of third-country nationals 

who are not in need of international protection, undermines the credibil-

ity of the common Europeans and the Member States’, immigration poli-

cy. Effective countermeasures against such infringements are therefore 

necessary, and any regularisation programme should take into account 

the risk of creating any pull factors. 

The prevalence of this phenomenon, which does not take into ac-

count the reception capacities of the Member States, results in multiple 

and diverse social costs, including costs of assistance and health care 

(whilst varying across individual Members States) in the absence of legal 

livelihood; loss of tax revenue, social security systems, legal employment 

opportunities and unfair competition owing to illegal employment; and 

added costs of inspection and ultimately return procedures. Amnes-

ties/regularisations, even when a work contract is required, do not ensure 

that the migrants who benefit are those which are most needed by labour 

markets added to which their long-lasting occupational inclusion is often 

problematic (SEC(2008)2026, p. 24-25). 

 

As the quote shows, different frames are often mixed (though the Com-

mission’s descriptions of irregular immigration are rarely as long and as 

elaborate as this one). This quote includes no less than four different 
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frames. It is in this sense hard to separate them from each other, and to 

weight their relative importance. 

Summing up and discussing the Chapter Findings 

The aim of this chapter was to analyse the Commission’s diagnostic framing 

of the issue of irregular immigration during 36 years. Having studied the 

documents from the 1974 until 2009, a few rather unmistakable trends have 

become clear. Firstly, the issue of irregular immigration was a minor issue 

not only in the 1970s, but also in the 1980s and 1990s. The big boom in dis-

cussing it came after 1999. Secondly, the Commission’s preferred term to 

use for the phenomenon throughout the years was “illegal” immigration, as 

opposed to “irregular”, “clandestine” or “undocumented”, even though “ille-

gal” is supposedly closely associated with a criminalised view of irregular 

immigrants. Thirdly, the way that the issue was framed has experienced both 

changes and continuities. The main continuity is that the top ranked frame in 

all time periods was the Irregular Immigrants as Victims frame, which por-

trayed irregular immigrants as easy targets for exploitation, as victims on the 

journey to Europe or as marginalised in society. The discourse that the Vic-

tims frame is part of considers irregular immigration primarily a threat to 

immigrants themselves, not to the EU. Other frames were the Socio-

Economic Threat frame, which was found in all four decades and the Securi-

tarian Threat frame, which became important in the 2000s. The discourse 

that the Socio-Economic Threat frame and the Securitarian Threat frame are 

part of is the Threat to the EU discourse. Another frame found in the empiri-

cal material was the Threat to the EU Migration Policy frame, which sees 

irregular immigration as a threat to both the EU and immigrants at large. 

This frame seems to be of medium importance. Two frames that have been 

of low weight, but that differ from the other ones in that they consider ir-

regular immigration as Non-Threatening are the Normalising frame and the 

Economic Benefit frame respectively. Apart from the Victims frame, which 

was the most common throughout the time period, the other frames went 

through some important variation in so far as that their rank changed over 

time. These results are summarized in the table below. 
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Table 5.12 The Commission’s Diagnostic Framing of Irregular Immigration, 

1974-2009 

Diagnostic 

frame 

Discourse Detailed  

descriptions 

Frame frequency in docu-

ments (rank in parenthesis) 

1970s  

and 

1980s  

1990s  2000-

2004 

2005-

2009 

Irregular 

Immigrants 

as Victims  

Threat to 

Immigrants  

Victims of 

exploitation 

Marginalised in 

EU society 

Victims on the 

journey to Eu-

rope 

100% 

(1) 

60% 

(1) 

 

58% 

(1) 

46% 

(1) 

 

Socio-

Economic 

Threat  

Threat to 

the EU 

Growth of 

parallel econo-

my 

Undermines 

welfare state 

75% 

(2) 

 

40% 

(2) 

33% 

(3) 

26% 

(2) 

Threat to the 

EU Migra-

tion Policy  

Threat to 

the EU  

Threat to 

Immigrants 

Threatens the 

integrity of the 

EU migration 

policy 

Threatens ac-

ceptance of 

legal migrants 

50% 

(3) 

40% 

(2) 

42% 

(2) 

17% 

(4) 

Securitarian 

Threat  

Threat to 

the EU 

Organized 

crime 

Various crimi-

nal insecurities 

0% 

(-) 

20% 

(4) 

33% 

(3) 

23% 

(3) 

Normalizing 

frame 

Non-

threatening 

Irregular immi-

gration as ra-

tional behav-

iour 

Too few legal 

ways to enter 

the EU 

0% 

(-) 

20% 

(4) 

17% 

(5) 

11% 

(5) 

Irregular 

Immigration 

as Economic 

Benefit 

Non-

threatening 

Contribution to 

European econ-

omies 

0% 

(-) 

0% 

(-) 

17% 

(5) 

3% 

(6) 

Source: Author’s own data 
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The most prominent diagnostic frame is accordingly the Irregular Immi-

grants as Victims frame, which holds the top rank throughout the years. One 

should, however, also ask how far ahead it is. The other frames are clearly 

not unimportant (except maybe for the Normalising and the Economic Bene-

fit frames), and are actually mentioned to quite a large extent. Moreover, in 

the empirical documents, the frames are often rather vague and intermingled 

with each other, which further complicates the prominence of the Victims 

frame. For instance, irregular immigrants are seen as victims of exploitation 

in the workplace, but at the same time causing an unlevel playing field by 

their presence. They are seen as victims of unscrupulous traffickers and 

smugglers, but at the same time the phenomenon of irregular immigration is 

seen as very tightly linked to both trafficking and smuggling in the form of 

organised crime, which is a threat to Europe. It may, therefore, not be entire-

ly acceptable to claim one frame’s dominance over the others when they are 

in fact so often blended together. Then again, one should not play down the 

primacy of the Victims frame too much either. After all, it is indisputably the 

Commission’s most common way to describe irregular immigration. In all 

therefore, I think it is fair to argue that the Commission mainly diagnostical-

ly frame irregular immigrants as victims. As regards the larger discourses, 

one can conclude that the most prominent one focuses on irregular immigra-

tion as a Threat to the Immigrants Themselves.69 Of less importance is the 

discourse that considers it a Threat to the EU. Of much lower importance is 

the discourse that considers irregular immigration as Non-Threatening. Giv-

en that the discourses, if thinking spontaneously, would give rise to different 

policy solution, it is now time to turn to the analysis of exactly that; the 

prognostic framing of the Commission.  

My findings regarding the Commission’s diagnostic framing 

can moreover not easily be analysed as simply part of the politics of excep-

tion and the politics of unease. The existential threat is hardly there at all, 

and while the logic of unease is there in the context of portraying irregular 

immigration as a Socio-economic threat, a threat to the EU Migration Policy 

and a Securitarian threat (which is the only one that may also be analysed as 

part of the logic of exceptionalism), it is there only to a lesser extent than the 

Victim frame, which is the most prominent.   

  

                                                      
69 Though not depicted in the table above, the number of documents that contains the dis-

course on irregular immigration as a Threat to the Immigrants Themselves is 32 (out of 56). 

This means that it is present in 57% of the studied document. The number of documents that 

contains the discourse on irregular immigration as a Threat to the EU is 27, meaning that it is 

present in 48% of the documents studied. Hence, also on the level of discourse, the main 

definition of irregular immigration is that it threatens immigrants the most, although the view 

of it threatening the EU is not far behind. 
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 The Commission’s prognostic framing of 6.
irregular immigration 

 

Introduction 

This chapter analyzes the Commission’s prognostic framing of irregular 

immigration, i.e. its preferred way to handle the issue of irregular immigra-

tion. It starts by examining the frame usage over the four time periods during 

the years 1974-2009. After that, each prognostic frame is analysed in-depth, 

including what specific instruments it covers and what grand strategy it can 

be said to be part of. At the end of the chapter, I discuss the findings and 

what prognostic frame that has been the most prominent, as well as compare 

this with the findings of the previous chapter on diagnostic frames. 

How to Handle Irregular Immigration: Prognostic 

Frames 1974-2009  

Overall, there is no doubt that the issue of irregular immigration has gained 

more and more attention from the Commission over the past ca 35 years also 

as regards what policy solutions that should be applied. In fact, the docu-

ments analyzed often tend to concentrate on the solutions, i.e. the prognostic 

frames, rather than seeking to define what kind of problem irregular immi-

gration constitute, i.e. the diagnostic frames. If one looks at the contents of 

the documents over time, it becomes clear that the Commission in the early 

documents from the 1970s tried to argue that there was a need for EU mem-

ber states to work together on this issue, whereas in the later documents, this 

is more taken for granted. Rather than arguing in favor of more EU coopera-

tion on irregular immigration, it then focuses on all the actual policy solu-

tions it wishes to apply and they are multiplying in the latter periods com-

pared to the earliest period.  
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1970s and 1980s, Using Labor Market Solutions:   Combating 

Illegal Employment and Providing Rights to Irregular Workers 

 

Table 6.1 Prognostic Frames, 1970s and 1980s (4 documents) 

Frame fre-

quency rank 

in documents 

Prognostic frame Grand strategy 

1 (100%) Combat illegal employment  Mainly Averting immigration 

2 (50%) Protection of rights Provide rights to irregular im-

migrants 

2 (50%) Information campaigns A mix between averting and 

helping  

4 (25%) Information exchange be-

tween member states 

Mainly averting immigration  

4 (25%) Return policy Averting immigration 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

In the four Commission documents available from this time period, there is 

one prognostic frame that stands out from the rest in terms of how frequently 

it is mentioned, and that is the frame of Combating Illegal Employment. It is 

mentioned in all of the documents. The second most frequent frame that the 

Commission argues in favor of is the Protection of Rights frame, which is 

found in half of the documents, and for instance includes that workers, irre-

spective of them having an irregular status or not, have the right to remuner-

ation for the work carried out (see e.g. COM(85)48, p 10). What these two 

frames have in common is that both wish to handle irregular immigration 

from a labor market perspective, though their grand strategies are going in 

different directions: one seeks to avert immigration, whereas the other one 

seeks to provide rights to irregular immigrants on EU territory. Equally 

common as the Protection of Rights frame, is the Information Campaigns 

frame. During this time period, it comes in two kinds. One that encourages 

information campaigns aimed at potential migrants, another aimed at the EU 

public, to raise awareness on the issue. Of least importance among the policy 

solutions recommended by the Commission in the earliest time period are 

the Information Exchange between EU member states and the Return Policy 

frames. Both of which are parts of the same grand strategy of seeking to 

avert immigration. The Information Exchange frame was first introduced in 

the 1980s, when the Commission argued in favor of member states sharing 

information on measures they intended to take in the area of migrant work-

ers, including irregular migrants (COM(85)48, p. 19). This may be seen as a 
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manifestation of how the Commission at the time tried to tie the member 

states closer together on the issue. 
  

1990s, Solutions Boom: Border Control and Return  Policy up, 

Labor Market Solutions down 

 

Table 6.2 Prognostic Frames, 1990s (5 documents) 

Frame fre-

quency rank in 

documents 

Prognostic frame Grand strategy 

1 (80%) Border control Averting immigration 

2 (40%) Return policy Averting immigration 

2 (40%) Information campaigns  A mix between averting and 

helping  

2 (40%) Financial assistance to third 

countries 

A mix between averting and 

helping 

2 (40%) Take care of victims - A mix between averting and 

helping 

- Provide rights to irregular 

immigrants 

6 (20%) Combat illegal employment  Mainly averting immigration  

6 (20%) Protection of rights Provide rights to irregular im-

migrants 

6 (20%) Fight trafficking  A mix between averting and 

helping 

6 (20%) Visa policy  Averting immigration 

6 (20%) Information exchange be-

tween member states 

Mainly averting immigration  

6 (20%) More legal ways into the EU  Open up to legal immigration 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

The difference between the Commission’s preferred solutions in the 1990s 

compared to the earlier time period is considerable. The most notable change 

is probably that there are suddenly many more solutions suggested; eleven 

compared to merely five in the previous period. Another change is that the 

labor market perspective is low in the 1990s, with a large decline both for 
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the Protection of Rights frame and the Combat Illegal Employment frame. In 

addition, the new frame of Border Control has been introduced and immedi-

ately climbed to the top of the frequency rank list. Moreover, the Return 

Policy frame, which was only mentioned to a limited extent in the previous 

period, is now mentioned in 40% of the documents and it is the second most 

common frame that the Commission argues in favor of (though shared with 

three others). Both the Border Control frame and the Return Policy frame 

can be said to fall under the same general strategy of averting irregular im-

migration. Other prognostic frames, equally common as the Return Policy 

frame, are the Information Campaigns frame, the Financial Assistance to 

Third Countries frame and the Take Care of Victims frame. All three of 

which can be described as having the general strategy of mixing helping 

immigrants with averting immigration. Just as in the previous time period, 

the Information Campaigns are meant to inform both the public and potential 

migrants on the risks of irregular immigration (see e.g. COM(94)23, p. 5; 

COM(96)567, p. 10). The two new frames of Financial Assistance to Third 

Countries and Take Care of Victims mix helping third countries and individ-

ual irregular immigrants with elements of effectively avoiding more immi-

gration. The rest of the Commission’s seven favored solutions are all present 

in 20% of the documents and they are part of grand strategies going in dif-

ferent directions. New compared to the previous period is the Visa Policy 

frame, which seeks to avert irregular immigration. New are also the solutions 

trying to Fight Trafficking, which is a mix of helping (certain) irregular im-

migrants and averting more immigration, and the More Legal Ways into the 

EU frame, which tries to stem irregular immigration not by stopping immi-

gration, but by enhancing the legal routes for immigration.  

In all, during the 1990s, many new types of strategies were sug-

gested by the Commission. Though they are pointing in different directions 

as concerns the overall grand strategy, a dimension many of them share 

seems to be that there is an external dimension on the rise. There are two 

major indications of this. The first one is that it seems as though EU member 

states are beginning to see themselves increasingly as one unit on this issue: 

they start to view their borders as truly common by arguing in favor of more 

external border control, a common Visa policy and a common return policy. 

The second is that the idea to involve third countries also slowly gained 

momentum within the Commission during the 1990s, as demonstrated by the 

emphasis on financial assistance to third countries for the first time.  
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2000-2004, A Strengthened Emphasis on Averting   Immigra-

tion: Introducing Surveillance 

Table 6.3 Prognostic Framing, 2000-2004 (12 documents) 

Frame fre-

quency rank in 

documents 

Prognostic frame Grand strategy 

1 (83%) Return policy Averting immigration  

2 (58%) Surveillance Averting immigration 

3 (50%) Information exchange between 

member states 

Mainly averting immigration  

4 (42%) Border control Averting immigration 

4 (42%) Fight trafficking A mix between averting and 

helping 

4 (42%) More legal ways into the EU Open up to legal immigration 

7 (33%) Financial assistance to third 

countries 

A mix between averting and 

helping 

7 (33%) Combat illegal employment Mainly averting immigration 

9 (25%) Visa policy Averting immigration 

9 (25%) Take care of victims - A mix between averting and 

helping 

- Provide rights to irregular 

immigrants 

9 (25%) Information campaigns A mix between averting and 

helping  

12 (8%) Protection of rights Provide rights to irregular im-

migrants  

Source: Author’s own data 

 

With the turn of the millennium, the Return Policy frame reached the top of 

the Commission’s favored policy solutions. Second in place was the Surveil-

lance frame, which during this period was introduced for the first time, and 

climbed to one of the top positions. It covers different modes of trying to 

watch and control irregular immigration, ranging from information systems 

to detention. It is probably fair to assume that the dramatic rise of the Sur-

veillance frame has to do with the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of 11 

September 2001, after which similar measures have risen in many countries 

in the Western world (for a further discussion see section on evolution of the 
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field, in chapter 7). Both the Return Policy frame and the Surveillance frame 

share the same grand strategy of trying to avert immigration. So is to a large 

extent the third most mentioned frame: the Information Exchange between 

Member States frame. The Border Control frame, which was the most pre-

ferred solution in the previous period, is still relatively significant, but it 

shares the fourth position with two other frames: Fight trafficking and More 

Legal Ways into EU. The last-mentioned, which was ranked at the bottom in 

the last period, has now climbed to being the fourth most frequently favored 

solution. At this point it focused considerably on the possibility of establish-

ing more temporary labor migration permits. In the lower half of the list 

there was at this time the Financial Assistance to Third Countries frame and 

the Combat Illegal Employment frame, as well as Visa policy, Information 

Campaigns and Take Care of Victims. The Protection of Rights frame has 

decreased heavily in popularity since the 1970s and 1980s, and is now the 

least common in the empirical material. 

In all, many of the prognostic frames during 2000-2004 signal 

an intensified cooperation between EU member states, which means they 

continued the road laid out in the previous period. Several of the policies 

suggest how much tighter EU members are becoming in the policy towards 

irregular immigration. Moreover, during this period the Commission’s pre-

ferred policy solutions become much more specified than in earlier time 

periods. The EU cooperation on irregular immigration seems to becoming 

more mature in that sense. In this mature state, policies seeking to avert im-

migration are the most prominent in the top of the table. 
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2005-2009, Keeping the Focus on Averting Immigration: Border 

Control, Surveillance and Return Policy 

 

Table 6.4 Prognostic Framing, 2005-2009 (35 documents) 

Frame fre-

quency rank 

in documents 

Prognostic frame Grand strategy 

1 (66%) 

 

Border control Averting immigration 

2 (63%) Surveillance  Averting immigration 

3 (51%) Return policy Averting immigration 

4 (43%) Combat illegal employment Mainly averting immigration  

5 (40%) Financial assistance to third 

countries 

A mix between averting and 

helping 

6 (31%) Fight trafficking  A mix between averting and 

helping 

7 (29%) Information exchange between 

member states  

Mainly averting immigration  

8 (26%) More legal ways into the EU Open up to legal immigration  

8 (26%) Take care of victims - A mix between averting and 

helping 

- Provide rights to irregular 

immigrants 

10 (9%) Information campaigns  A mix between averting and 

helping  

10 (9%) Protection of rights Provide rights to irregular im-

migrants 

12 (6%) Visa policy Averting immigration 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

Between 2005 and 2009, the prognostic frames of Border Control, Sur-

veillance and Return Policy sustained their top rank as being among the most 

frequently recommended by the Commission, though the internal order be-

tween them changed. The Border Control frame is now the most preferred 

(66%), the Surveillance frame is in second place (63%) and the Return Poli-

cy frame in third (51%). With the consolidation of the top positions for these 

three frames, the grand strategy of averting immigration was consequently 

further reinforced. The two frames next in line were the Combat Illegal Em-
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ployment frame and the Financial Assistance to Third Countries frame. As 

regards the latter, argued in favor of in 40% of the documents, its relatively 

influential position probably to a large extent is tied to the rise of the so-

called Global Approach to Migration and hence one of the external dimen-

sions of JHA, which was taken up in a number of Commission documents 

during this time period. Of medium importance during the period, are the 

Fight Trafficking and Information Exchange frames. Ending up at the lower 

half of the table, the More Legal Ways into the EU frame had lost some of 

the attention it received in the former period. Furthermore, the Take Care of 

Victims frame was of comparatively little importance. Of marginal and very 

marginal importance were the Information Campaigns frame, the Protection 

of Rights frame and the Visa Policy frame respectively, all three at the bot-

tom positions of the table for this period.  

 

The broad impression of the most preferred prognostic frames during this 

period is that they to a large extent seek to avert immigration. Of medium 

importance are the frames that mix helping immigrants with averting further 

immigration, whereas the frames falling under the grand strategies of open 

up to legal immigration and providing rights to irregular immigrants are to 

be found among the less advocated solutions.  

 

The Prognostic Frames Analyzed in Detail 

Border Control: Advocating Institutions and Funding for the 

Control of Borders 

 

Table 6.5 Presence of the Border Control Frame in the Documents 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency per 

cent (quantity) 

0% 80% (4/5) 42% (5/12) 66% (23/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

The prognostic frame most frequently mentioned in the empirical material 

from 1974-2009 is the Border Control frame. Out of 56 documents, the 

Commission argues in favor of it in 32, but its popularity has not been pre-

sent throughout the time periods. Whereas it was non-existent in the docu-

ments of the 1970s and 1980s, its ranking went sky-high when it was first 

introduced in the 1990s and was advocated in 80% of the document, which 

made it capture the first place of all the solutions recommended in that time 
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period. In 2000-2004, the Border Control frame dropped to a shared fourth 

place (42%) and then it went back again to the first place in 2005-2009 (at 

66%). It has thus been continuously popular in the Commission since the 

1990s, though not being able to keep the absolute top spot throughout. The 

grand strategy that the Border Control frame can be said to be part of is 

clearly the strategy of averting immigration. This since its main purpose as 

regards irregular immigration is to curtail its presence. In the words of the 

Commission: “High standard external border controls are an important con-

tribution in order to prevent illegal immigration” (COM(2001)672, p. 17). 

If one looks more closely at what kind of border control instru-

ments the Commission talked about in the different time periods, it seems as 

though a general trend of deepening and detailing measures has taken place. 

In the 1990s, the talk about the EU’s common external borders became im-

portant for the first time. It was argued that the EU should focus on member 

states with external borders and that robust controls of their borders should 

be secured (see e.g. SEC(1991)1855, p. 20; COM(93)684, p. 15; 

COM(94)23, p. 28). In 2000-2004, the idea that the EU needed more com-

mon external border control was concretized, through the Commission’s 

advocating of instruments such as a common border agency, a European 

border guard, joint border control teams, and for more joint financial 

measures. In 2005-2009, a further deepening took place when the Commis-

sion continued to give these measures plenty of attention, and now also in 

detail spell out what the instruments should look like in ever more concrete 

terms. The instruments were given names such as Frontex for the common 

border agency (inaugurated in 2005), RABIT for the border control teams 

and the European Borders Fund and the European Return Fund for the more 

specified joint financial measures. More new measures were also promoted: 

the expansion of border control to third countries and a capacity to manage 

mixed immigration flows (i.e. asylum seekers together with irregular and 

trafficked immigrants). The overall trend in the Commission should there-

fore be seen as one of progressively seeking to deepen border control.  

To see in more detail what measures the Commission prefers 

and how each measure has gone through a deepening process since the 

1990s, it is useful to focus on the 2000s. Whereas the common external bor-

der control first started to be strongly emphasized in the 1990s and some 

initial cooperation was launched, the 2000s was nevertheless the decade for 

concretizing desired details.  

One of the most important instruments that the Commission has 

argued in favor of is no doubt an agency for common external border con-

trol. In 2003, the Commission put forth a proposal to the Council with the 

content of establishing a “European Agency for the Management of Opera-

tional Co-operation at the External Borders” (COM(2003)687), what was 

later to be known as the Frontex agency. The Council adopted a regulation 

on the introduction of Frontex in late 2004. Up until then, measures taken in 
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the area of border control had according to the Commission been too much 

ad hoc, and the Commission assured that measures would become more ef-

fective with the introduction of the agency: “The Agency will ensure the 

operational coordination and effective control of the activities that are cur-

rently lacking” (SEC(2004)1349, p. 18-19). The same year as the launching 

of Frontex, the Commission claimed nothing less than that “The establish-

ment of the FRONTEX Agency has provided the EU with a necessary tool to 

make a decisive step towards strengthening operational cooperation” 

(COM(2005)621, p. 4, caps in original). There can hence be no doubt that 

the Commission saw the creation of Frontex as incredibly important in the 

fight against irregular immigration, and this position has not diminished over 

the years. Throughout the 2000s, the Commission kept referring to the agen-

cy with a great amount  of appreciation and arguments that it has helped to 

stem irregular immigration (see e.g. COM(2009)263, p. 6; SEC(2009)320, p. 

3), though the document analysis suggests that the support was kept in more 

general terms in the first half of the 2000s, while in the second half it be-

came more commonplace to argue in favor of further boosting the agency 

and its capacities (see e.g. SEC(2008)2026, p. 37-38; COM(2009)262, p. 

32). This development is not a great surprise given that Frontex was inaugu-

rated in 2005, and only after some time of being operational can it be seen as 

viable to come with concrete suggestions for improvement.  

Apart from Frontex, the border control measures most often ad-

vocated by the Commission in the first half of the 2000s were the creation of 

a European border guard and joint teams for border control. According to the 

Commission, a European border guard would be a “core element” of a strat-

egy for external border control (COM(2001)672, p. 17), by adding a Europe-

an dimension to the national border control of each member state (see e.g. 

COM(2004)401, p. 9). In the words of the Commission: “(…) the creation of 

a ‘European Corps of Border Guards’ (…) is necessary to support and com-

plement the actions of Member States’ bodies in the management of their 

external borders” (COM(2003)323, p. 19). It was, however, not until 2006 

that the Commission would actually put forth a proposal to the Council and 

the European Parliament to create Rapid Border Intervention Teams, so-

called RABITs (COM(2006)401), which was finally adopted a year later. 

The Commission saw RABIT as an instrument to address a situation where a 

member state faced “the mass influx of illegal immigrants” 

(COM(2006)733, p. 6). RABIT was put under the management of Frontex in 

2007. It consists of national experts on border management, such as border 

guards, police officers, immigration officers etc.70 The experts are assembled 

                                                      
70 Quick guide RABIT, from Frontex website, 

http://www.frontex.europa.eu/rabit_2010/background_information, 8 April 2011. 
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in a pool and are available to EU member states when needed.71 The Com-

mission has also argued that Frontex should work more together with Euro-

pol and member states to fight trafficking in human beings and that it could 

be used for coordinating operations between liaison networks in those third 

countries which migrants tend to depart from or transit through 

(COM(2005)514, p. 7; COM(2006)331, p. 7). Frontex should moreover, in 

the eyes of the Commission, become more effective in intercepting boats 

with irregular immigrants by determining a modus operandi for how inter-

ception should be carried out (COM(2006)733, p. 10). The Commission has 

also argued that Frontex’s operations should move from being so short term 

to become more permanent:  
Addressing at the first the outcomes with respect to operational co-

operation at the external borders, it should be noted that FRONTEX 

has faced high expectations from EU institutions, Member States 

and the public at large to take forward operational coordination to 

counter illegal immigration, in particular for the coordination of op-

erations at the southern maritime borders. During the years 2006 

and 2007 FRONTEX has conducted 33 joint operations and 10 pilot 

projects. However, this increase in FRONTEX powers is not suffi-

cient to meet the challenges posed. Because of their short term du-

ration, operations conducted in high risk areas in 2006 and 2007 

were not able to ensure effective border controls and surveillance 

which implies a permanent nature of the joint operations at specific 

high-risk areas (SEC(2008)2026, p. 37-38, caps in original, see also 

COM(2008)359, p. 12).  

 

As I understand this, Frontex should, according to the Commission, be con-

tinuously stationed in some border areas. To move capacities to Frontex 

seems to be another quite common suggestion. The same year, the Commis-

sion stated that Frontex should obtain and keep its own equipment for border 

control and surveillance as opposed to having only member states’ equip-

ment on loan, to be used by RABIT teams (COM(2008)67, p. 7). Another 

suggestion implicating that there should be “more Frontex” is the idea that 

Frontex should take over the management of the ICONet information system 

from the Commission (for an analysis of ICONet, see section on the Infor-

                                                      
71 RABIT has so far been deployed once. It was sent to Greece, to capture irregular immi-

grants along the Greek-Turkish border during 2 November 2010 to 2 March 2011. According 

to Frontex itself no less than 11809 irregular immigrants trying to cross the border were de-

tected during this period (“Archive of accomplished operations”, Frontex website, 

http://frontex.europa.eu/operations/archive-of-accomplished-operations/181, 12 June 2012; 

“RABIT Operation 2010 Ends, Replaced By JO Poseidon 2011”, Frontex website, 

http://frontex.europa.eu/news/rabit-operation-2010-ends-replaced-by-jo-poseidon-2011-

pWiZjT, 12 June 2012). For an analysis of the RABIT deployment in Greece, see also Borg 

(2012: 198-229 ). 
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mation Exchange frame), and take over the activities that were then ad-

dressed by the Council group CIREFI, such as analysis of trends in irregular 

immigration (COM(2008)67, p. 4-8). Several suggestions have also revolved 

around how Frontex could be used for more cooperation with third countries. 

The border agency would then assist in providing other countries, above all 

candidate countries and neighbors, with technical support (COM(2006)402, 

p. 5; COM(2007)247, p. 6). The Commission also wants regional agree-

ments to be signed with Mediterranean countries as well as North African 

Atlantic coast countries, in order to permit EU member states to carry out 

“surveillance and interception operations in the territorial waters of relevant 

countries of origin/transit” (SEC(2007)691, p. 7).72 This means that the 

Commission wants the EU to be able to carry out some of the external bor-

der control operations on third country territory, which seems to shift border 

control from the actual EU border to inside third countries, from actual ir-

regular immigrants to potential irregular immigrants, i.e. stop immigration 

before it even has become immigration. 

Frontex’s tasks today (2014) are the following: risk analysis to 

protect the border, coordinating member states in joint operations that aim at, 

for instance, curbing irregular immigration, setting up common training 

standards for border guards in the EU member states, managing the Europe-

an Border Guard Teams (formerly RABITs) and coordinate member states’ 

return of irregular immigrants.73 Its resources have increased quite dramati-

cally since its inception. The development of the Frontex budget looks as 

follows: in 2005 it was 6,2 million euro (Frontex website), in 2006 it was 

19,2 million euro, in 2007 it was 42,2 million euro, in 2008 it was 71,2 mil-

lion euro, and in 2009 it was 88,8 million euro.74 This means that the budget 

has been more or less doubled each year in Frontex’s initial years. 

In parallel with the Commission’s advocacy of Frontex and the 

other related instruments for border control, it also started to argue in favor 

of sharing the financial burden for measures concerning border control. Al-

ready in the late 1990s, there were two initial programmes for actions related 

to irregular immigration. In 1996, the EU introduced the Sherlock pro-

                                                      
72 Moreover; “In accordance with Article 14 of the Frontex Regulation, the Agency may 

cooperate with the competent authorities of third countries in the framework of working 

arrangements. In order to negotiate and conclude such arrangements, the Agency needs to be 

given a mandate by its Management Board. Currently such cooperation is formalised with the 

competent authorities of the Russian Federation, Ukraine, Croatia, the Republic of Moldova, 

Georgia, Albania, Serbia and the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia”(SEC(2009)320, 

p. 21). 
73 Frontex homepage, “Tasks”, http://www.frontex.europa.eu/origin_and_tasks/tasks/, 8 April 

2011; http://frontex.europa.eu/about-frontex/mission-and-tasks, 9 January 2014. 
74 See the Reports on the annual accounts of the European Agency for the Management of 

Operational Cooperation at the External Borders of the Member States for respective financial 

year in the Official journal of the European Union: OJ 2007/C 309/06; OJ 2008/C 311/06; OJ 

2009/C 304/08; OJ 2010/C 338/08. 
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gramme, which provided for community financing of member states’ train-

ing and exchange of officials, to combat forged identity documents.75 In 

1998, the Sherlock programme was incorporated into the Odysseus pro-

gramme which was then established. The Odysseus programme’s aim was 

expanded not only to focus on forged identity documents, but also to cover 

other aspects of asylum, immigration and external border control policy. 

Projects on irregular immigration that were eligible for funding concerned 

“illegal entry, residence and employment and the organization of the expul-

sion and repatriation of illegal immigrants, as well as combating trafficking 

in human beings and those responsible for organizing it”.76 Furthermore, 

projects that had to do with control of the external borders could be funded.77 

The Odysseus programme was to last from 1998 to 2002, but its budget was 

empty by 2001. In 2002, a new programme was introduced, the ARGO pro-

gramme, which lasted between 2002 and 2006. With respect to irregular 

immigration projects, it seems as though the content of ARGO was quite 

similar to the Odysseus programme and one of its purposes was to reduce 

irregular immigration (COM(2006)332, p. 16).78 In the document analysis, it 

becomes clear that in the first half of the 2000s, the Commission started to 

actively advocate a sharing of the financial burden for external border con-

trol measures between member states and the Union (see e.g. 

COM(2002)703, p. 43; COM(2003)323, p 16-17). It argued that: “The im-

plementation of these policies and the cooperation between Member States 

should be guided by a solidarity principle that must be materialised in mech-

anisms that can guarantee fair burden sharing” (SEC(2004)1349, p 20). In 

2007, the Council, on a proposal from the Commission regarding a General 

programme for the Solidarity and Management of Migration Flows, decided 

to establish four financial funds: 1) an External Borders Fund, 2) a European 

Return Fund, 3) a European Refugee Fund and 4) a European Fund for the 

Integration of Third-country nationals. The first-mentioned, the External 

Borders Fund, deals with issues concerning border control. (The second, the 

European Return Fund, deals with return policy and will be brought up in 

                                                      
75 96/637/JHA: Joint Action of 28 October 1996 adopted by the Council on the basis of Arti-

cle K.3 of the Treaty on European Union introducing a programme of training, exchanges and 

cooperation in the field of identity documents ('Sherlock') 
76 98/244/JHA: Joint Action of 19 March 1998 adopted by the Council on the basis of Article 

K.3 of the Treaty on European Union, introducing a programme of training, exchanges and 

cooperation in the field of asylum, immigration and crossing of external borders (Odysseus-

programme), article 8. 
77 98/244/JHA: Joint Action of 19 March 1998 adopted by the Council on the basis of Article 

K.3 of the Treaty on European Union, introducing a programme of training, exchanges and 

cooperation in the field of asylum, immigration and crossing of external borders (Odysseus-

programme), article 9. 
78 See also 2002/463/EC: Council Decision of 13 June 2002 adopting an action programme 

for administrative cooperation in the fields of external borders, visas, asylum and immigration 

(ARGO programme) 
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more detail under the heading of “Return Policy”, whereas the last two ones 

do not immediately have to do with irregular immigration). The General 

programme for the Solidarity and Management of Migration Flows with its 

four funds can be seen as a further move away from ad hoc funding of pro-

jects, to more and more specified and detailed funding schemes for measures 

in the area of migration and irregular immigration. If looking more closely at 

the budgets for the four funds it becomes clear that the EU has envisioned 

the External Borders Fund as being the most important in terms of money 

available for it (this holds for both the Commission proposal and the later 

Council decision, though the amounts of money change from proposal to 

decision). In the final decision, it is rewarded more than double the amount 

given to the second most important fund.79 The General programme for the 

Solidarity and Management of Migration Flows is projected to last 2007-

2013, and it is the Commission that is responsible for its management. To its 

content, the External Borders Fund must be seen as being very control ori-

ented as it focuses its funding on border crossing infrastructure, surveillance 

equipments, new technology e.g. for purposes of discovering those who  

irregularly cross a border and exchange of border control staff and immigra-

tion officers. Moreover, member states maintaining an external border 

should be prioritized for funding.80 The Commission has argued that the 

measures are both needed and necessary (see COM(2005)123; 

COM(2006)275, p. 40; COM(2008)68, p. 3) 

In sum, the Commission has with emphasis argued in favor of 

enhanced border control as being an extremely important solution in its 

framing of irregular immigration. The border control measures that it has 

advocated (and that have been implemented) have gradually become more 

and more concretized. 

                                                      
79 In the Council decisions, the External Borders Fund is provided with a budget of € 1820 

million, the Integration Fund € 825 million, the Return Fund € 676 million, and the Refugee 

Fund  € 628 million. In the original Commission proposal, the foreseen budget is as follows; 

the External Borders Fund € 2152 million, the Integration Fund € 1771 million, the Return 

Fund € 759 million and the Refugee Fund € 1184 million. (2007/435/EC: Council decision of 

25 June 2007 establishing the European Fund for the Integration of third-country nationals for 

the period 2007 to 2013 as part of the General programme ‘Solidarity and Management of 

Migration Flows’; Decision No573/2007/EC of the European Parliament and the of the Coun-

cil of 23 May 2007 establishing the European Refugee Fund for the period 2008 to 2013 as 

part of the General programme ‘Solidarity and Management of Migration Flows’; Decision 

No 575/2007/EC of  the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 May 2007 establishing 

the European Return Fund for the period 2008 to 2013 as part of the General Programme 

‘Solidarity and Management of Migration Flows; Decision No 574/2007/EC of the European 

Parliament and of the Council of 23 May 2007 establishing the External Borders Fund for the 

period 2007 to 2013 as part of the General programme ‘Solidarity and Management of Migra-

tion Flows’; COM(2005)123, p. 11). 
80 Decision No 574/2007/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 May 2007 

establishing the External Borders Fund for the period 2007 to 2013 as part of the General 

programme ‘Solidarity and Management of Migration Flows’, articles 5 and 13. 
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Return Policy Frame: Ensuring the Effective Return of Irregular 

Immigrants 

 

Table 6.6 Presence of the Return Policy Frame in the Documents 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency per 

cent (quantity) 

25% (1/4) 40% (2/5) 83% (10/12) 51% (18/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

The Return Policy frame is promoted in 31 of the 56 Commission docu-

ments. During the 1970s and 1980s, it was mentioned in 25% of the docu-

ments, which put it in the bottom among the solutions brought up during that 

time period. In the 1990s, however, it became increasingly popular and was 

mentioned in 40% of the Commission documents, which means that it be-

came the second most widespread prognostic frame that period (though it 

shared that position with three other frames). It reached its peak in the first 

half of the 2000s, when it was promoted in no less than 83% of the docu-

ments and with that climbed to the top position of all prognostic frames of 

that period. Between 2005-2009, the Return Policy frame was found in 51% 

of the documents, which made it the third most prevalent frame at that point. 

Rather akin to the Border Control frame, its popularity has thus been big as 

from the 1990s. From that decade on, its ranking position is placed no lower 

than at the top three of the list.  

As for grand strategy, the Return Policy frame can be said to be 

part of a strategy of averting immigration, since its main purpose is to push 

for and ensure the effective return of irregular immigrants. The Return Poli-

cy frame as observed in the Commission documents basically has two inte-

gral parts. One focuses on repatriation, i.e. ensuring that the irregular immi-

grant leave EU territory, and one on readmission, i.e. ensuring that another 

country will accept the immigrant back. The country in question most often 

is the country of origin, but in later years the focus has increasingly been on 

transit countries, which is further analyzed below. Apart from repatriation 

and readmission, the Return Policy frame also includes an element of how 

the EU member states can show more financial solidarity with each other in 

ensuring the return of irregular immigrants. The underlying argument behind 

all these measures is that return is essential (COM(2004)412, p. 19; 

COM(2005)123, p. 148). 

Starting with the repatriation part, this is found in the Commis-

sion documents in all four time periods, though it is most common in the 

1990s and early 2000s.  Concerning the Commission’s argument for why it 

focuses on repatriation, the following quote is telling: “A credible threat of 

forced return and its subsequent enforcement send a clear message to illegal 
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residents in the Member States and to potential illegal migrants outside the 

EU that illegal entry and residence do not lead to the stable form of resi-

dence they hope to achieve” (COM(2002)564, p. 8). In the eyes of the 

Commission, repatriation is hence both an instrument to send back captured 

irregular immigrants, as well as a tool to avert potential future irregular im-

migration before it has even occurred. The fact that repatriation is supposed 

to send a message, means that it goes beyond dealing with the people who 

are actually sent back, and is addressed also at those who consider migrating 

irregularly, as well as those irregular immigrants who have not been cap-

tured but run the risk of so being. Therefore, it can be seen as leading to 

what De Genova calls the state of “deportability” (see chapter 4, describing 

the situation of irregular immigration) since its effects not only hits the de-

ported immigrants, but also those who are deportable. As for how to imple-

ment the repatriation of irregular immigrants, the preferable way according 

to the Commission is voluntary return, but as seen in the quote above and in 

many more instances, forced return is a must if the irregular immigrant re-

fuses to return voluntarily (COM(94)23, p. 30; COM(2000)757, p. 12; 

COM(2002)175, p. 7-8; SEC(2008)2026, p. 25). As a way to encourage 

voluntary return, the Commission has moreover argued that there should be 

future restrictions for re-entry if the irregular immigrant is deported through 

forced return (COM(2002)564, p. 21).  

A further desired element of how to implement the repatriation 

strategy of the EU, is according to the analyzed material, that the EU should 

strive for more and more common return procedures. The Commission has, 

for instance, argued in favor of mutual recognition of removal decisions 

(COM(2002)564, p. 5, 17). Another recurring suggestion has been that the 

EU should execute joint return operations (COM(2002)564, p. 15), prefera-

bly organized by Frontex (COM(2008) 359, p. 14). This has also gradually 

become more used in practice, under the lead of Frontex.81 In addition, the 

Commission in the early 2000s argued that it would be suitable if forced 

return was subject to some kind of minimum standards (COM(2002)564, p. 

17; COM(2004)412, p. 19) and that EU member states had common rules on 

return (SEC(2004)1349). The result of this wish was the so-called Return 

Directive, which was proposed by the Commission in 2005 and adopted by 

the Council and the European Parliament in 2008.82 The following year, in 

2009, the Commission argued that “The Return Directive provided for effec-

tive and humane standards in the return of illegal immigrants” 

(COM(2009)263, p. 7). The directive does include wordings that may be 

interpreted as being humane in the sense of rights-based, for instance that it 

                                                      
81 For a list of some of the executed return operations, see 

http://www.frontex.europa.eu/examples_of_accomplished_operati, 26 April 2011. 
82 See COM(2005)391, and Directive 2008/115/EC of the European Parliament and of the 

Council of 16 December 2008 on common standards and procedures in Member States for 

returning illegally staying third-country nationals. 
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states that forced return must respect the fundamental rights and the integrity 

of the irregular immigrant. However, the Commission’s opinion that the 

Return directive was humane masks how controversial the directive has been 

on the whole. The most controversial part of the directive is that it allows for 

the incarceration of captured irregular immigrants not willing to voluntarily 

depart from EU territory (which is further discussed under the Surveillance 

frame). The Return directive, just as the rest of the Return policy frame, 

should therefore be seen as being primarily about averting immigration.  

Though the repatriation part of the Return Policy frame above 

all is about making irregular immigrants leave the EU and therefore tends to 

focus on immigrants on EU territory, the Commission also sometimes shift 

focus to when the repatriated immigrant actually is returned to the third 

country. This is the case when it comes to the issue of reintegration. Reinte-

gration has to do with assisting the returnee upon his/her return to the third 

country. It is most often discussed in connection to voluntarily returning 

legal migrants, but the Commission a few times has argued that it could be 

useful also in the case of returning irregular migrants:  

 
While schemes to assist the return of migrants will usually be focused on 

legal migrants, they should not necessarily be reserved to them. The ex-

perience of the French “aide à la reinsertion” scheme shows that such 

schemes sometimes offer an “honourable way out” to migrants whose 

migration project has failed, including some illegal migrants. (---) A first 

lesson is that financial support is not enough to make return a success. 

Advice and other forms of non-financial assistance, both before and after 

the migrant’s return, play an indispensable role, especially when the mi-

grant – who does not necessarily have directly relevant experience – in-

tends to start his/her own business in the country of origin 

(COM(2005)390, p. 27). 

 

It seems as though the Commission tends to bring up the issue of reintegra-

tion most clearly when it discusses the repatriation of typical victim groups, 

such as minors and victims of crimes (like trafficking): “Victims must be 

protected and helped by various measures: immunity from criminal prosecu-

tion, regularisation of their stay, development of compensation schemes, and 

assistance with reintegration into society in the country of origin if they re-

turn voluntarily and also in order to facilitate cooperation with investiga-

tions” (COM(2009)262, p. 20). And “Unaccompanied minors entering the 

EU territory illegally present another challenge that needs to be studied in 

depth. This will be followed by an action plan to underpin and supplement 

the relevant legislative and financial instruments and strengthen forms of 

cooperation with the countries of origin, including cooperation to facilitate 

minors’ return to their countries of origin” (COM(2009)262, p. 27). The 

Commission thus sees a need to assist returnees upon arrival in the country 

of origin. Though there is to the policy of reintegration noticeably still an 
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apparent element of getting rid of immigrants and preventing them from 

returning to the EU there is also an equally apparent streak of wanting to 

help the individual immigrant to resettle in the home country. Therefore, 

although the overall Return Policy frame must be seen as falling predomi-

nantly under the grand strategy of averting immigration, the reintegration 

part of it can rather be seen as a mix of averting and helping. 

Moving to the second part of the Return Policy frame, the re-

admission component, this is about trying to convince a third country to 

accept the return of irregular immigrants. One can here quite clearly see a 

trend of readmission becoming increasingly popular among the Commis-

sion’s favored solutions to irregular immigration (see e.g. SEC(1991)1855, 

p. 22; COM(94)23, p. 30). The major instrument to be used for ensuring 

effective and lasting readmission is, according to the Commission, readmis-

sion agreements with third countries. The Commission has, for instance, 

argued that “The most valuable instrument to facilitate returns is by means 

of readmission agreements” (COM(2000)757, p. 12). Readmission agree-

ments are agreements signed with third countries, where the third country 

approves to accept back an irregular immigrant that is being repatriated from 

the EU.83 The procedure is such that the Council adopts a decision to author-

ize the Commission to negotiate readmission agreements with the third 

country (COM(2002)703, p. 25). Thus far, the EU has signed readmission 

agreements with the following parties: Hong Kong (2002), Macao (2003), 

Sri Lanka (2004), Albania (2005), Russia (2006), Ukraine (2007), Bosnia 

and Herzegovina (2007), Montenegro (2007), Serbia (2007), Former Yugo-

slav Republic of Macedonia (2007), Moldova (2007), Pakistan (2009), 

Georgia (2010), Cape Verde (2013), Armenia (2013) and Turkey (2013) and 

others are being negotiated (SEC(2011)209, p. 2-3; MEMO/13/349; 

IP/13/1259). What the Commission noted already early on during the initial 

negotiations was, however, that it was not all that easy to convince the coun-

terpart to sign the readmission agreements as they were so clearly drawn up 

in the interest of the EU as opposed to the third country’s. The Commission 

therefore started to argue in favor of taking the counterpart’s interests into 

account as well (COM(2003)323, p. 14). In a quote from 2002, it reasons 

that third countries should be given something in return for signing readmis-

sion agreements, but the Commission was at that point still reluctant as to 

what it could actually offer in return:  

 

                                                      
83 The agreements are actually drawn up in a way that ensures that both the EU and the other 

signatory agree to accept back their own citizens that have been captured abroad irregularly. 

However, the relationship between the EU and the countries with which agreements have 

been reached are not of the kind that that both are experiencing equal amounts of irregular 

immigrants from the opposite part. Therefore, the agreements can be viewed as being first and 

foremost about third countries taking back their citizens, not about the EU doing the same. 
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As readmission agreements work mainly in the interest of the Communi-

ty, third-countries are naturally very reluctant to accept such agreements. 

Their successful conclusion, therefore, depends very much on the posi-

tive incentives (“leverage”) at the Commission’s disposal. In that context 

it is important to note that, in the field of JHA, there is little that can be 

offered in return. In particular visa concessions or the lifting of visa re-

quirements can be a realistic option in exceptional cases only (e.g. Hong 

Kong, Macao); in most cases it is not (COM(2002)564, p. 24, see also 

COM(2002)175, p. 23; COM(2002)703, p. 26). 

 

As shown in the quote, the Commission saw a need to take third countries’ 

interest into concern, but it did not see visa facilitation as a real possibility. 

Over time, however, this position has changed, and visa facilitation has not 

only become widely advocated by the Commission (see e.g. 

COM(2004)412, p. 14; (COM(2005)491, p. 7, 10; COM(2009)262, p. 19), 

but it has also been used in practice on several occasions to secure successful 

readmission negotiations. Out of the 16 countries with which the EU had in 

2013 hitherto signed readmission agreements, 11 had managed to accompa-

ny these with visa facilitation agreements (SEC(2011)209, p. 2-3; 
MEMO/13/349). Apart from visa facilitation, the Commission has also ar-

gued that mobility partnerships (circular migration) could be offered to cer-

tain third countries that agree to cooperate on return and readmission of ir-

regular immigrants (COM(2007)248, p. 13-14). These are further discussed 

in the section on “More legal ways into the EU”. 

In face of the problems that the Commission has had in making 

the counterparts sign readmission agreements, coupled with how high the 

Commission at the same time has valued the agreements, one may not be 

surprised to learn that it not only agreed to give something in return (such as 

visa facilitation and mobility partnerships). It has also found a way around 

signing specific readmission agreements, while still managing to make third 

countries agree to readmission. This has been achieved by mainstreaming 

readmission clauses into various kinds of EU external relations: “Further-

more, readmission clauses should be included in all future Community asso-

ciation and co-operation agreements” (COM(2001)672, p. 25). What the 

Commission here advocates is that readmission contracts should not only 

transpire through the use of readmission agreements with their often cum-

bersome negotiation processes. Instead, readmission clauses should be intro-

duced into a range of external relation agreements.  That way, the EU would 

get a powerful tool to convince third countries to agree accept back irregular 

immigrants. One example of how this has been used in practice, is that a 

readmission clause has been inserted into the development cooperation with 

African states (the Cotonou agreement). It can in brief be stated here that the 

clause enables the EU to make the developing country to readmit irregular 

immigrants. If the developing country wishes to benefit by the development 

cooperation in the Cotonou agreement, it must also agree to readmit its own 
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irregular citizens abroad. This way, the EU, according to the Commission, 

escapes the problem of having to offer visa facilitation or extra funding in 

return: “Since Article 13 of the Cotonou Agreement already provides for 

clear legal obligations for the Parties to that Agreement as regards the read-

mission of own nationals illegally present on the territory of another Party 

and as regards the conclusion of bilateral readmission agreements, the 

Commission considers that such supplementary financial incentives are not 

necessary and therefore shall not apply to those countries” (COM(2003)323, 

p. 14). In other words, since the developing countries have signed the Coto-

nou agreement, the EU can repatriate their citizens without having to pay 

further attention to their interests. 

As far as the content of readmission agreements goes, the 

Commission has argued that the third country should not merely be obliged 

to readmit its own citizens, but also citizens of other countries that used the 

third country as transit country, as well as stateless persons (see e.g. 

COM(2002)175, p. 24). One example of a quote that shows this is the fol-

lowing: “However, as one of the main problems with illegal residents is the 

lack of identification documents and the corresponding difficulty in estab-

lishing his/her nationality, it would often be appropriate to extend that obli-

gation [of the other signatory to readmit its own citizens] to cover also third 

country nationals” (COM(2002)703, p. 25, my square brackets). The Com-

mission has thus found a way to circumvent the problem of identifying indi-

vidual irregular immigrants, by not necessarily sending him/her back to the 

country of origin, but to another country that has signed a readmission 

agreement. This can be seen as somewhat controversial, as it may be inter-

preted as the EU is just dumping its own problems on other countries, as 

well as causing the immigrant difficulties as he/she may end up in a country 

where he/she has no contacts or any kind of relation to. If sent back to the 

border areas of transit countries, it is also hard to see what the prospects 

would be for the deported person, as these areas due to their over-

crowdedness of other immigrants tend to offer little chance of integration or 

means of earning a regular livelihood. This preferred solution of the Com-

mission is today to a large extent in use when signing readmission agree-

ments. 

When it comes to funding of measures falling under the Return 

Policy frame, the Commission has over the years advocated more solidarity 

and more common financial instruments. Similar to the Border Control 

frame, the financial measures for Return Policy were at the outset quite ad 

hoc. During the 1990s and early 2000s, return related matters could be fund-

ed through budget line B7-667, in addition to the joint actions of 1997 and 

1999, as well as through the original European Refugee Fund (i.e. not the 

one that was decided on in 2007) (COM(2002)564, p. 22). Nevertheless, in 

the first half of the 2000s, the Commission started to make a case for estab-

lishing a fund that concentrated only on return measures (see 
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COM(2002)175, p. 22; COM(2002)703, p. 38; COM(2004)412, p. 19). The 

result some years down the road was the European Return Fund, with the 

overarching aim of funding voluntary and forced return.84 This should be 

interpreted as a sign of the weight that the Commission has given the Return 

Policy frame, and how much it is directed towards averting immigration 

through repatriation. 

Surveillance frame: Detection and Detention of Irregular Immi-

grants 

 

Table 6.7 Presence of the Surveillance Frame in the Documents 

Year 1970s/80s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency per 

cent (quantity) 

0%  0% 58% (7/12) 63% (22/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

Overall, the third most advocated prognostic frame by the Commission is the 

Surveillance frame, which is supported in 29 out of the 56 documents ana-

lyzed. Its popularity is, however, not evenly distributed throughout the little 

more than 35 years that have been studied. On the contrary, the frame was 

not a solution that the Commission seemed to be thinking too much about in 

the documents of the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s as it was then not mentioned, 

but after the turn of the century it has risen to become the second most popu-

lar prognostic frame for the Commission from 2000 until 2009. As stated 

above, this can probably be linked to the general rise of surveillance 

measures after 11 September 2001.  

The grand strategy that the Surveillance frame can be said to be 

part of is the one that seeks to primarily avert immigration. This since the 

advocated surveillance, as seen below, is first and foremost about detecting 

irregular immigrants and irregular immigration patterns, so as to either pre-

vent potential irregular immigrants from ever arriving at EU territory, or to 

identify irregular immigrants already on EU territory in order to enable de-

portation.  

When it comes to the specific instruments that fall under the 

Surveillance frame, the Commission has during the 2000s argued in favor of 

several information systems for surveillance, for Immigration Liaison Offic-

                                                      
84 This is true both of the Commission proposal (COM(2005)123) and the final decision 

(Decision 575/2007/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council 23 May 2007 estab-

lishing the European Return Fund for the period 2008 to 2013 as part of the General Pro-

gramme ‘Solidarity and Management of Migration Flows’.  
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ers (ILOs) stationed abroad, for detention measures, and for different ways 

to supervise EU borders and international waters.  

Beginning with the latter, measures that the Commission advo-

cates in order to prevent potential irregular immigrants from entering EU 

territory mostly focus on supervising EU borders and territory beyond EU 

borders. The Commission has especially during the second half of the 2000s 

expressed a wish to see more rigid border surveillance measures (as also 

seen under the heading “Border Control frame” above), and has argued that 

large parts of EU external borders are not under surveillance and that this is 

a serious problem (SEC(2008)2026, p. 35-36). It has also called attention to 

maritime surveillance, which it means should be reinforced 

(COM(2006)275, p. 26). In terms of instruments, the Commission has, for 

instance, argued in favor of merging civil and military measures for surveil-

lance of the sea. As it puts it: “The convergence of civil and military tech-

nologies, in particular in surveillance of the sea, should also help reduce the 

duplication of capabilities” (COM(2006)275, p. 40). Accordingly, it sees 

today an overlap between civil and military capabilities, and therefore an 

amalgamation of the two is seen as desirable. However, one might ask what 

the consequences of such a move would be for irregular immigrants. The 

civil and military raisons d’etre are often quite different, which may be prob-

lematic in terms of which rules to apply and how to manage the information 

that is assembled through the surveillance efforts. Other desired instruments 

to be used for border surveillance are in the eyes of the Commission satel-

lites. As are Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) (a.k.a drones), which are 

both quite controversial and normally used for security operations. UAVs 

were originally used for military purposes, and critics have expressed worry 

that they may negatively affect migrants’ human rights, such as the right to 

apply for asylum.85 The UAVs are moreover supposed to not only be used at 

the EU borders, but also beyond them so as to make the prevention of irregu-

lar immigration even more forceful. That being said, as the Commission 

itself acknowledges, this hinges on the relation with the relevant third coun-

tries: “UAVs and satellites can track a vessel in European and international 

waters. However, currently UAVs are not allowed to fly in civil airspace for 

legal and technological reasons. Extending their operation to coastal areas of 

third countries of departure would require appropriate agreements with those 

third countries. In this respect, the overall context of our relations with the 

third countries concerned will have to be taken into account” COM(2008)68, 

p. 8). Hence, the Commission clearly sees added value in using UAVs to 

supervise third country waters, but also recognizes that the third country 

must be in on it. In terms of grand strategy, the strategy of averting immigra-

tion could not be more apparent, as the overall agenda involves not only the 

                                                      
85 Cronin, D: “Military Technology to Track Down Migrants?” 

http://ipsnews.net/news.asp?idnews=50459, 25 February 2010. 
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prevention of EU border crossings, but the prevention from even reaching 

the border and coming anywhere near having to deal with the immigrants on 

EU territory. The Commission moreover argued that one way to enable EU 

member states to carry out these surveillance and interception operations in 

the territorial waters of those countries in the Mediterranean and the North 

African Atlantic coast that function as countries of origin or transit for irreg-

ular migration, is to conclude regional agreements with these countries 

(SEC(2007)691, p. 7). Again, this underlines the weight the Commission’s 

has given to the surveillance of not only the borders of the EU, but surveil-

lance beyond EU borders.  

An aspect of surveillance that the Commission has advocated to 

a major extent is moreover the use of different information systems. These 

information systems enable users (often EU member states, the Commission 

and EU or national governmental agencies) to store and share certain infor-

mation with one stated aim being to reduce irregular immigration 

(COM(2006)332, p. 14), they are hence clearly an instrument under the 

grand strategy of averting immigration. Six information systems are used for 

this purpose and are of recurring importance in the empirical material: the 

Schengen Information System, the Visa Information System, Eurodac, an 

Entry-Exit System and the European Border Surveillance System (Eurosur). 

The first one, which the Commission argues in favor of several times, is the 

Schengen Information System (SIS) (see e.g. COM(2006)332, p. 14). It has 

been operational since 1995, and connects the Schengen member states. 

They use it as a means to keep track of and send alerts concerning third 

country citizens that are to be refused entry into the member states. While 

there can be different reasons to refuse a person entry and hence register him 

/her into the system, one important reason is that s/he has breached national 

immigration laws. Hence, information on persons that have been presented a 

decision on deportation, removal, expulsion or prohibition of entry, i.e. per-

sons that are now irregular immigrants, is entered into the SIS.86 Moreover, 

as a way of facilitating the entry into Schengen for the states that entered the 

Union in 2004 and to extend the kind of information allowed to be stored in 

the SIS, a second generation of it has been developed; the SIS II. This time 

also the right to register biometric data has been proposed (Commission 

2003, p. 6).  

The second information system that the Commission mentions 

is Eurodac, a database operational since 2003. It stores fingerprints from 

asylum-seekers, as well as irregular immigrants captured while crossing an 

                                                      
86 Article 96 of The Schengen acquis - Convention implementing the Schengen Agreement of 

14 June 1985 between the Governments of the States of the Benelux Economic Union, the 

Federal Republic of Germany and the French Republic on the gradual abolition of checks at 

their common borders, OJ L 239, 22.9.2000. 
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external border, as long as the persons in question are aged 14 and above.87 

Hence it facilitates the identification of irregular immigrants (and asylum-

seekers) (COM(2006)332, p. 34). While its main purpose is to support the 

Dublin Regulation88 by making it possible to determine what EU member 

state that is responsible for an asylum application, the Commission wishes to 

broaden its use to be also more of a tool to reduce irregular immigration. It 

argues: “Furthermore, the Commission will explore, on the basis of further 

analysis and full impact assessment, the possibility to extend the scope of 

EURODAC with a view to use its data for law enforcement purposes and as 

a means to contribute to the fight against illegal immigration” 

COM(2007)299, p. 11, caps in original). The idea is hence for Eurodac to 

become more important in the grand strategy of averting immigration.  

A third information system is the Visa Information System 

(VIS).89 Similar to the SIS, VIS connects the Schengen member states. 

Through the VIS, Schengen member states exchange data on visas issued or 

denied in any of the states. An important stated goal for this information 

exchange is to identify irregular immigrants, so as to be able to return them 

(SEC(2004)1349, p. 7).90 The Commission argues that  

 
(---) the VIS will be an important tool to curb illegal immigration by fa-

cilitating the exchange of data between Member States on visa applica-

tions and on the decisions relating thereto. With the use of biometrics, the 

VIS will allow more accurate checks at external border crossing points 

and within the territory of the Member States. Furthermore it will assist 

in the identification of any person who may not, or may no longer, fulfil 

the conditions for entry to and short stay on the territory of the Member 

States (SEC(2009)320, p. 9-10).  

 

As seen in the quote, the Commission hopes that the VIS will be a signifi-

cant instrument in its strategy to avert irregular immigration. Moreover, to be 

able to identify irregular immigrants, biometric data such as fingerprints and 

                                                      
87  Council Regulation (EC) No 2725/2000 of 11 December 2000 concerning the establish-

ment of ‘Eurodac’ for the comparison of fingerprints for the effective application of the Dub-

lin Convention 
88 The Dublin Regulation (Council Regulation (EC) No 343/2003) superseded the previous 

Dublin Convention. Both state that the first EU member state an asylum seeker enters is also 

the one responsible for considering his/her asylum application.  
89 I have coded the VIS as being an instrument of surveillance, rather than coding it as being 

part of the Visa Policy frame, due to how the Commission argues around it. The Commis-

sion’s support of the VIS is centered on how well it would work to supervise the moves of 

immigrants with a visa, rather than arguing that Visa Policy is itself a solution to irregular 

immigration, which the Visa Policy frame is about. 
90 Other goals are to reduce fraud, as well as to prevent so-called visa shopping (persons 

seeking asylum in more than one EU state) and facilitate the observance of the Dublin regula-

tion, but also to “contribute to the prevention of threats to internal security” (COM(2006)332, 

p. 19). 
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facial image from the visa applicant, is stored in the visa database, some-

thing the Commission deems imperative for efficiency reasons (see also 

COM(2003)323, p. 4; SEC(2004)1349, p. 8). The VIS first became opera-

tional in 2011.91  

An information system that became operational in late 2013 and 

that the Commission has suggested should become an important instrument 

in the fight against irregular immigration is EUROSUR. EUROSUR stands 

for a European Surveillance System for Borders, and was in 2011 estab-

lished on a pilot basis.92 One main objective is according to the Commission 

to “detect, identify and intercept” irregular immigration and thus reducing 

the number of irregular immigrants entering EU territory, and also to prevent 

such cross-border crimes as trafficking in human beings, and to improve the 

ability to rescue irregular immigrants in danger at sea, for instance 

(COM(2008)68, p. 3). EUROSUR concerns border surveillance and is sup-

posed to connect institutions such as Frontex, EU member states’ border 

guards, coast guards, police, customs, navy, but also neighboring countries. 

The information to be shared is direct border surveillance, such as satellite 

pictures and information collected through ships reporting systems.93 Hence, 

EUROSUR “(---) support(s) the Member States in reaching full situational 

awareness on the situation at their external borders” (COM(2008)68, p. 4). 

According to the Commission, EUROSUR is initially supposed to link exist-

ing land and maritime surveillance systems in the member states, but should 

at a later stage replace these systems with systems at the European level. Not 

least through the use of radar and satellite surveillance (COM(2006)733, p. 

8). EUROSUR is, therefore, far-reaching when it comes to being a European 

surveillance tool for reducing irregular immigration. Though its aim includes 

enabling the rescue of migrants in distress at sea, the objective of detecting 

and intercepting irregular immigrants before entering EU territory still 

makes EUROSUR mainly a tool to avert immigration, though with an ele-

ment of helping immigrants. When it comes to the last information system, 

the Entry/Exit system, this is not yet operational. Its purpose in the words of 

the Commission is to register automatically third country nationals when 

they enter or exit EU borders. This would to some extent enable the identifi-

cation of so-called overstayers, i.e. immigrants whose status has become 

irregular after having remained too long on EU territory. When a person has 

stayed on and thus become an irregular immigrant, the system would provide 

national authorities with an alert (COM(2008)69, p. 7-8). With its purpose to 

                                                      
91 Memo/11/682, “Frequently Asked Questions: The Visa Information System goes live”, 

Brussels, 11 October 2011 
92 IP/11/1528, “EUROSUR: ‘connecting the dots’ in border surveillance, Brussels 12 Decem-

ber 2011 
93 IP/11/1528, “EUROSUR: ‘connecting the dots’ in border surveillance, Brussels 12 Decem-

ber 2011 
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capture overstayers, the Entry/Exit system is one that can be categorized as 

being part of a grand strategy of averting immigration.  

In addition to having all these separate information systems, the 

Commission has expressed enthusiasm on increasing the interoperability 

between them. It has, for instance, argued that it would be advantageous with 

a technical integration of SIS II and VIS for economic reasons 

(COM(2003)323, p. 5). It has also claimed that internal security authorities 

should be able to obtain information from Eurodac, SIS II and VIS when 

seeking to prevent or investigate serious crimes, such as terrorism 

(COM(2005)597, p. 10). (Due to this development, one may raise the query 

of whether the same strict appliance will be able to continue or if the differ-

ent purposes of the systems will become blurred. Interoperability would 

enable wider information sharing, but it may possibly also lead to a com-

promised observance of the initial reason for each information system.) This 

demonstrates not only that the Commission’s backs the idea of using infor-

mation systems in the fight against irregular immigration, but also how it 

encourages an ongoing widening and deepening in the use of them. Infor-

mation systems are thus a major instrument under the tool of averting immi-

gration. 

A further instrument for surveillance is the use of Immigration 

Liaison Officers (ILO) stationed in third countries. The ILOs, which are EU 

member state representatives, are there meant to contribute to the fight 

against irregular immigration by liaising with appropriate third country au-

thorities, such as immigration authorities at airports and the border guard 

(COM(2002)564, p. 15; COM(2005)184, p. 10). There they gather infor-

mation on irregular immigration trends in the country where s/he is sta-

tioned. The ILO can also help determine the identity of irregular immigrants 

and return them to their country of origin.94 

If the surveillance measures above concentrate on trying to de-

tect irregular immigrants, either by supervising larger irregular immigration 

trends or on discovering individual irregular immigrants when crossing a 

border, another kind is the one that seeks to supervise irregular immigrants 

once they have been apprehended, i.e. detention measures. As described 

above under the Return policy frame, the EU Return directive includes a part 

that permits the detention of captured irregular immigrants not willing to 

depart voluntarily from EU territory. This is the case both in the original 

Commission proposal as well as in the final directive, though the length of 

custody changed between proposal and directive. In the original Commission 

proposal, the time of custody was proposed to last a maximum of six 

months, and in the final directive the length of six months was made possible 

to be extended by another twelve months (i.e. in sum 18 months at the very 

                                                      
94 Council Regulation (EC) No 377/2004 of 19 February 2004 on the creation of an immigra-

tion liaison officers network.  
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longest). Despite the fact that the directive allows for the detention of per-

sons that have not committed any crime, and are not suspected of having 

planned to either, the Commission has argued that the Return directive is 

humane in nature (COM(2002)564, p. 19-20; COM(2009)263, p. 7). The 

Commission has, however, been greatly challenged on this stance.  Due to 

the detention section of the directive, it actually caused outrage among lead-

ers in various Latin American countries on its release.95 According to the 

EUObserver, the president of Ecuador and at the time holder of the presi-

dency of the Andean Community of Nations, Rafael Correa, argued that the 

Return directive jeopardized EU-Latin American relations and called it a 

move that criminalises immigrants and violates human rights.96 Either way, it 

is clear that detention is favored by the Commission for the sake of being 

able to control and limit the movements of the apprehended irregular immi-

grant, and therefore should be seen as  part of the surveillance frame and of 

the grand strategy of averting immigration. 

 

Combat Illegal Employment: Deterring Employers from Hiring 

Irregular Immigrants 

 

Table 6.8 Presence of the Combat Illegal Employment Frame in the Documents 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency per 

cent (quantity) 

100% (4/4) 20% (1/5) 33% (4/12) 43% (15/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

To combat illegal employment is the Commission’s fourth most favored 

prognostic frame, encouraged in 24 of the 56 documents analyzed. It is one 

out of the relatively few frames that the Commission supports in all time 

periods, though its popularity varies across time. In contrast to the frames 

mentioned thus far, to combat illegal employment is most strongly advocated 

in the first time period, i.e. during the 1970s and 1980s. During these years, 

it is actually supported in all four documents that bring up the issue of irreg-

ular immigration. In the 1990s and in the first half of the 2000s its popularity 

dropped and left it among the least mentioned policy solutions. In the second 

half of the 2000s, however, it regained some of its former recognition and 

ended up being supported in 43% of the documents.  

                                                      
95 See e.g. http://www.euractiv.com/en/socialeurope/fighting-illegal-immigration-return-

directive/article-174876, 27 April 2011.  
96 http://euobserver.com/9/26374, 27 April 2011. 
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To combat illegal employment mainly falls under the grand 

strategy of averting immigration. The controls in the workplace and the em-

ployer sanctions advocated by the Commission are largely about stifling the 

irregular immigrants’ sources of income and thereby curbing the attractive-

ness of irregular immigration to Europe (see e.g. COM(94)23, p. 28-29; 

COM(2004)412, p. 18).  

When the Commission in the 1970s and 1980s first started to 

discuss irregular immigration and how to handle it, it leaned firmly on labor 

market solutions. One very important side of this was the idea of combating 

illegal employment (the other was to extend workers’ rights to irregular im-

migrants, which is discussed below under the “Protection of Rights” frame). 

To combat illegal employment primarily involves two means to reach this 

goal: firstly, controls in the workplace and, secondly, employer sanctions. 

Both are thought to deter employers from hiring irregular immigrants to their 

workforce, and hence in the long run to curb the pull factors for irregular 

immigration to Europe. In 1974, the Commission for instance made the case 

that those who employed irregular immigrants should be penalized, by argu-

ing in favor of: “(…) strong legal sanctions against exploiters of immigrant 

labour” (COM(74)2250, p. 21). This line of argument has remained with the 

Commission, though the weight given to it in the 1990s and early 2000s 

diminished (see e.g. COM(2003)323, p. 11). In the latter half of the 2000s, 

however, it gained new popularity (see e.g. COM(2008)359, p. 18; 

SEC(2008)2026, p. 29, 52). Moreover, in 2007, the Commission put forth a 

proposal on employer sanctions (COM(2007)249), and in 2009, a directive 

was agreed upon by the Council and the European Parliament.97 Employer 

sanctions require employers to check that the person they hire holds a proper 

visa and work permit. If the employers do not check this, or hire the irregular 

immigrant anyway, they will be imposed financial sanctions. In one commu-

nication from 1976, the Commission actually argued in favor of penalizing 

also the irregular immigrants for having taken up illegal employment 

(COM(76)331, p. 4), but that was the only time I found this line of reason-

ing. 

As for controls in the workplace, the Commission has over the 

years argued that it is necessary for member states to perform local inspec-

tions at job sites to uncover irregular immigrants in employment (see e.g. 

COM(76)331, p. 3; COM(2008)359 ). Already in the 1970s, the Commission 

said that “For the purposes of preventing and detecting illegal migration and 

illegal employment, Member States shall organise adequate controls espe-

cially of employers and persons and undertakings supplying manpower to 

third parties” (COM(78)86, annex p. 5). Thirty years later, in the directive on 

                                                      
97 Directive 2009/52/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 June 2009 

providing for minimum standards on sanctions and measures against employers of illegally 

staying third-country nationals 
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employer sanctions, there is indeed also an article that stipulates that EU 

member states shall carry out workplace inspections, especially in those job 

sectors that tend to hire irregular immigrants.98 The Commission has moreo-

ver argued that it would be very valuable to incorporate trade unions and 

employer associations in these activities to ensure the effectiveness of the 

policy (COM(2008)359, p. 13). This is especially the case when the irregular 

immigrant in illegal employment is also a person who has been trafficked for 

the purpose of putting them under particularly exploitative working condi-

tions: “Human trafficking for labour exploitation requires new types of spe-

cialisation and cooperation with partners, e.g. agencies responsible for the 

control of working conditions (---)” (COM(2005)514, p. 5). In this latter 

case, the grand strategy of the Combating illegal employment frame should 

not be seen as merely being about averting immigration, but to some extent 

also about helping irregular immigrants that are being exploited.  

Financial Assistance to Third Countries: Money to Fight Poverty 

and to Build Border Control 

 

Table 6.9 Presence of the Financial Assistance to Third Countries Frame in the 

Documents 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency per 

cent (quantity) 

0% 40% (2/5) 33% (4/12) 40% (14/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 
The next prognostic frame appears in 20 out of the 56 documents. To finan-

cially assist third countries as a means to address the issue of irregular immi-

gration first was mentioned by the Commission in the 1990s (see 

COM(94)23, p. 19; COM(97)364, p. 6-7). It was then the second most men-

tioned prognostic frame (though this position was shared with three other 

frames). From the 1990s to the end of the 2000s, the proportion of docu-

ments in which it was advocated remained rather stable: from 40% in the 

1990s, down somewhat to 33% in 2000-2004, and then back up again to 

40% in 2005-2009. (Its ranking, however, dropped to some extent in the 

2000-2004 to place seven, but then rose a little to number five). It has thus 

been of mid-importance from the 1990s onwards. I have categorized Finan-

cial assistance to third countries in the area of irregular immigration as being 

part of a grand strategy that mixes the goal of averting immigration with the 

                                                      
98 Directive 2009/52/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 June 2009 

providing for minimum standards on sanctions and measures against employers of illegally 

staying third-country nationals, Article 14. 
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aim of helping immigrants and poor third countries. It seeks to counter im-

migration by different incentives to third countries as well as by enhancing 

third countries’ border control capacities, which is mainly about averting 

immigration. At the same time, the Commission also argues in favor of ad-

dressing the root causes of irregular immigration, which means stressing the 

importance of development aid to fight poverty in sending countries. This, in 

contrast, should be seen mainly as being about helping (potential) irregular 

immigrants and third countries. 

As just mentioned, the Commission in the 1990s started to ex-

press enthusiasm about incorporating third countries into the EU’s strategy 

to prevent irregular immigration (see e.g. COM(94)23, p. 19). The Commis-

sion has continued to argue in favor of incorporating the issue of irregular 

immigration, as well as other aspects of migration, into development aid and 

external relations (see e.g. COM(2008)359). “Migration issues should be 

fully integrated into the Union’s development cooperation and other external 

policies. The EU should work in close tandem with partner countries on 

opportunities for legal mobility, capacities for migration management, iden-

tification of migratory push factors, protecting fundamental rights, fighting 

illegal flows and enhancing possibilities to let migration work in service of 

development” (COM(2008)359, p. 9-10). Third countries of interest to the 

Commission have been both countries of origin, as well as transit countries 

bordering on EU territory (sometimes they overlap, in the sense that EU 

neighbors can also be countries of origin). The development of programmes 

for financial assistance to third countries quite resembles the financial in-

struments for solidarity between EU member states (mentioned in the sec-

tions of “Border control” and “Return Policy”); it starts with some initial ad 

hoc programmes, which are succeeded by increasingly formal instruments, 

often with a growing amount of money to spend. In the ad hoc category falls 

the Odysseus programme from 1998. Although it mainly concerned EU 

states, EU applicant countries were also to some extent considered useful 

recipients for the funding of projects that sought to prevent irregular immi-

gration in various ways (COM(97)364, p. 6-7). After that, funding for third 

countries in the area of irregular immigration, came with the preparatory 

actions under the budget heading of “B7-667 – Cooperation with third coun-

tries in the field of Migration”, which lasted between the years 2001-2003. 

Under this budget heading, the prevention of irregular immigration was one 

of the stated main goals. According to the Commission, irregular immigra-

tion also in practice made up one of the major issues that the actual recipi-

ents had worked with (together with management of migratory flows, mi-

grants’ reintegration in country of origin, the connection between migration 

and development as well as international protection). In total, projects in all 

these areas were funded €42.5 million (COM(2006)26, p. 6). Succeeding the 

budget heading of B7-667, was the AENEAS programme, which was meant 

to last 2004-2008, but ended one year earlier. It had a budget of € 250 mil-
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lion (for four years), which clearly shows a big budget increase in the area 

(COM(2006)26, p. 5). Similar to its predecessor, the AENEAS programme 

covered migratory issues also other than irregular immigration. The focus of 

the projects financed in the area of irregular immigration sought to raise 

awareness about the consequences of irregular immigration, promote the 

establishment of third country policies to prevent irregular immigration and 

to encourage readmission and reintegration programmes (COM(2006)332, 

p.44-45). One can therefore argue that the intentions can be categorized both 

under the grand strategy of averting immigration and under the strategy of 

helping immigrants and third countries.99  When AENEAS was terminated 

followed instead the Thematic Programme on Migration and Asylum for the 

years 2007-2013 (COM(2005)491, p. 8; COM(2006)26, p. 5). Again, the 

Thematic programme covered the same issues as its forerunner AENEAS, 

but also grew to incorporate more100, not least to cover more money. For the 

years 2007-2013, the estimated budget was around € 380 million (for seven 

years).101 The Thematic Programme is directly part of development aid. It is 

one of five thematic programmes under the Instrument for Development 

Cooperation (DCI), which are all covered by the EU budget.102 When scan-

ning the budget of the DCI Thematic Programme on Migration and Asylum 

and its predecessors, it soon becomes clear that this is an area of growing 

importance for the EU in general, and by advocating it, also by the Commis-

sion: 

 

  

                                                      
99 As regards specific projects that were funded under the AENEAS programme, one can for 

instance mention that Greece was funded for a project that sought to enhance return and re-

admission conditions with Albania. Italy was funded for a project with the objective of “en-

hancing cooperation between Libya and Niger in border control and fight against illegal mi-

gration” (COM(2006)26, p. 15). Not only countries were recipients, but also different types of 

organizations. For example, IOM, an intergovernmental organization for migration, received 

funding for several migration projects. One of them being to “strengthen Libya’s capacities to 

address illegal transit immigration in a humane and orderly manner” (COM(2006)26, p. 16). 
100 See article 16 of the REGULATION (EC) No 1905/2006 OF THE EUROPEAN PAR-

LIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 18 December 2006 establishing a financing instru-

ment for development cooperation. 
101 European Commission (2007) “Migration and asylum: new actions to co-operate with third 

countries”, Brussel 25 June 2007, IP/07/872. 
102 The other four DCI programmes being ”Food Security”, ”Investing in People”, “Non-state 

actors and local authorities” and “The environment and natural resources”.  
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Table 6.10 Thematic Development Aid in the Area of Migration and Asylum 

Year  Programme Budget 

2001 B7-667 € 10 million 

2002 B7-667 € 12,5 million 

2003 B7-667 € 20 million 

2004 AENEAS € 30 million 

2005 AENEAS € 45 million 

2006 AENEAS € 45 million 

2007 DCI Thematic programme for Migration and Asylum Ca € 51 million* 

2008 DCI Thematic programme for Migration and Asylum Ca € 51 million* 

2009 DCI Thematic programme for Migration and Asylum Ca € 51 million* 

2010 DCI Thematic programme for Migration and Asylum Ca € 51 million* 

2011 DCI Thematic programme for Migration and Asylum Ca € 58 million* 

2012 DCI Thematic programme for Migration and Asylum Ca € 58 million* 

2013 DCI Thematic programme for Migration and Asylum Ca € 58 million* 

*) This sum is calculated by the author by dividing the total budget of € 205 million for the 

years 2007-2010 by four, and the total budget of € 175 for the years 2011-2013 by three. 

Sources: Author’s own calculation based on COM(2006)26, p 5-6; European Commission 

(2007) “Migration and asylum: new actions to co-operate with third countries”, Brussels 25 

June 2007, IP/07/872. 

 

The budget for this theme has progressively risen over the last ten years, 

which demonstrates the increasing weight given to the topic.103 As for the 

usage of the development aid provided by the DCI thematic programme on 

Migration and Asylum, it is stated by the Commission what countries that 

should be prioritized: “(…) the subject of the thematic programme is primar-

ily, although not exclusively, migration to the European Union (south/north 

and east/west). In this connection, the regions of emigration and transit to-

wards the European Union should be considered in the first place while ap-

propriate attention may also be given to emerging regional or interregional 

initiatives related to migration as well as to the most relevant south/south 

migratory flows” (COM(2006)26, p. 9). This idea is also stated in the regula-

                                                      
103 The € 205 million will be spent geographically and horizontally. Horizontally, it is spent as 

follows: Migration and Development - €10 million, Labor Migration - €8 million, Asylum 

and Refugee Protection - €4 million, Smuggling of and Trafficking in Human Beings - €3 

million and Illegal Immigration - €3 million European Commission (year uncertain): 33, 

available at   

http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/how/finance/documents/eidhr/strategy-paper2007-2010.pdf, 19 

Nov 2009. 
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tion that established the thematic programme later the same year.104 What the 

statement shows is that the countries prioritized to receive development aid 

in this area are those with large amounts of migration to the EU, not those 

who have migratory routes elsewhere or those who are themselves receiving 

countries in the poor part of the world (so-called south/south migration). An 

external evaluation, financed by the EU, has criticized this as being a short-

coming that should be altered.105 Due to this expressed will of the Commis-

sion and the wording in the regulation, it should come as no surprise that the 

lion’s share of development aid under DCI during 2007-2010, more specifi-

cally € 70 million, was budgeted to go to countries along the Southern mi-

gratory route, meaning basically Northern and Sub-Saharan Africa.106  How-

ever, the Commission also stresses the importance of working with migra-

tion issues from perspectives other than the prevention of irregular immigra-

tion. One such perspective sees the link between immigration and 

development as being one where immigration can spur development rather 

than allocating development aid to prevent immigration (COM(2006)26, p. 

9-10). This is probably an impact of the so-called Global Approach to Mi-

gration from 2005, where this link was stressed with some vigor. As for the 

importance of attending to other forms of migration compared to addressing 

irregular immigration, the Commission still maintains that “Preventing the 

unauthorised entry of migrants remains essential. Consequently, the control 

of migration remains a strategic priority in the medium-term” 

(COM(2006)26, p. 11). Thus the Commission still seems to consider irregu-

lar immigration and the need to control it, a main concern. As one might 

expect then, the projects funded thus far under the Thematic programme has 

somewhat prioritized those focusing on irregular immigration, which have 

received the largest share of the funding (31%). In the external evaluation, it 

was concluded that projects geared towards the prevention of irregular im-

migration were the largest recipients (though other kinds of migration were 

close behind), while a human rights focus should be enhanced in projects 

financed. 107 

                                                      
104 REGULATION (EC) No 1905/2006 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF 

THE COUNCIL of 18 December 2006 establishing a financing instrument for development 

cooperation, Art. 16 
105 IBF International Consulting (2010) Mid-term review Thematic Programme for Coopera-

tion with Third Countries in the area of Migration and Asylum, available at 

http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/what/migration-asylum/index_en.htm, 26 March 2012, p. 9. 
106 European Commission (year uncertain): 33, available at   

http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/how/finance/documents/eidhr/strategy-paper2007-2010.pdf, 19 

Nov 2009 
107 Projects on irregular immigration were 31%. Close behind came projects on Migration and 

Development on 28%, while projects on protection were significantly fewer. The evaluation 

also concluded that the third countries involved in the projects had been very cooperative, 

even though some found the overall EU policy on irregular immigration repressive: “While at 

the political and strategic level, Third Countries’ governments might not agree with European 

policies on irregular migration, which many judge to be too restrictive, their cooperation at 
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While the Thematic programme counts as development aid, its 

objective is different from traditional development aid. Indeed, as stated by 

the Commission, the Thematic Programme is not to be used for tackling 

poverty or similar reasons that may cause people to emigrate. “Per se, this 

programme will not finance operations designed directly to address the root 

causes of migration (conflicts, poverty, bad governance, etc.)” 

(COM(2006)26 p. 8). In this sense, it is rather different from what most peo-

ple intuitively probably think of when hearing the word “development aid”. 

This is moreover underlined when browsing the list of the United Nations’ 

Millennium Development Goals, where migration is not mentioned at all.108 

To have migration issues as such a significant part of development aid as the 

EU has and as the Commission has supported, is therefore quite noteworthy. 

This picture is again reinforced when examining what dimensions of irregu-

lar immigration that the Commission argues that the Thematic programme 

should finance (and that later found their way into the regulation):  

 
– Fight against smuggling of and trafficking in human beings; – Infor-

mation aiming at discouraging illegal immigration and at raising aware-

ness about the risks related to it; - Prevention and fight against illegal 

immigration (including through improving capacities in the areas of bor-

der; visa and passport management, including the security of documents 

and possibly the introduction of biometric data; and detection of forged 

documents); – Implementation of readmission agreements concluded 

with the Community, including social and professional reintegration of 

returnees with the aim of making their return sustainable; – Assisting 

third countries in the management of illegal immigration (assisting them 

in the negotiation and implementation of their own readmission agree-

ments or arrangements with other third counties, which may include en-

suring adequate humanitarian conditions in centres where illegal immi-

grants are accommodated before their repatriation, supporting their vol-

untary return and sustainable reintegration in their country of origin) 

(COM(2006)26, p. 11-12).
109

 

                                                                                                                             
the Thematic Programme implementation level has been positive” (p. 5). IBF International 

Consulting (2010) Mid-term review Thematic Programme for Cooperation with Third Coun-

tries in the area of Migration and Asylum, available at 

http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/what/migration-asylum/index_en.htm, 26 March 2012, (p. 8-9, 

21). 
108 The eight Millennium Development Goals agreed upon by members of the United Nations 

are: 1) End hunger and extreme poverty, 2) Universal education, 3) Gender equity, 4) Child 

health, 5) Maternal health, 6) Combat HIV/AIDS and other diseases, 7) Environmental sus-

tainability, and 8) Global partnership for development (available at http://www.un.org, 27 

March 2012).  
109 The wording in the regulation is: “(F)ighting illegal immigration and facilitating the read-

mission of illegal immigrants, including between third countries, and in particular, fighting 

the smuggling of and trafficking in human beings; discouraging illegal immigration and rais-

ing awareness of the risks related to it; improving capacities in the areas of border, visa and 

passport management, including the security of documents and the introduction of biometric 

data, and detection of forged documents; implementing effectively readmission agreements 
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As can be seen, the emphasis is on readmission and enhanced border man-

agement in the third country, which is not traditionally something that de-

velopment aid has focused on. All of these should probably be considered as 

being primarily to fulfill the interest of the EU.110 All in all, the way that the 

Commission envisions the aid and how it in practice is provided suggests 

that it in this area is more for the sake of the EU than in the receiving coun-

try’s interest. Consequently, this kind of development aid can be character-

ized as being an instrument in the EU’s fight against unwanted, primarily 

irregular, immigration. This means that it is not so much about preventing 

that a need to emigrate to the EU irregularly transpires, but more about pre-

venting that irregular immigrants reach EU territory or remain there. The 

grand strategy is thus far mostly about averting immigration, but to some 

extent also about helping. 
In addition to the development aid channeled through the The-

matic programme on Migration and Asylum, development aid in the area of 

regular and irregular immigration also reaches third countries through geo-

graphical programmes.111 These are, firstly, the European Development Fund 

(EDF), which is based on the Cotonou Agreement and provides assistance to 

African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries. Secondly, there is the De-

velopment Cooperation Instrument (DCI) for Latin America, Asia and South 

Africa and thirdly, there is the European Neighbourhood & Partnership In-

strument (ENPI) for countries in the European neighborhood.112  How devel-

opment aid should be spent is negotiated with each receiving country or re-

gion, and subsequently specified in strategy papers stating what topics mon-

                                                                                                                             
concluded with the Community and obligations arising out of international agreements; and 

assisting third countries in the management of illegal immigration and in the coordination of 

their policies” (REGULATION (EC) No 1905/2006 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT 

AND OF THE COUNCIL of 18 December 2006 establishing a financing instrument for 

development cooperation, Art. 16). 
110 On the other hand, one interview respondent explained that due to development support for 

border management being a comparatively recent approach, it had had some difficulties in 

getting ahead on the ground. Those officials in the delegations that were working with identi-

fying projects that should receive EU support, were often classical development aid experts, 

meaning that projects supported in the end still largely were of the traditional kind, namely 

fight against poverty, etc. This could suggest that the progress made towards the EU’s more 

restrictive policy practice against irregular immigration still is somewhat hampered on the 

ground. Then again, the same respondent also explicated that the Commission made efforts 

through seminars and workshops to educate delegations that there are indeed possibilities to 

fund non-traditional projects, such as those focusing on border control and law enforcement 

(Commission official 3 in DG of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-

21). 
111 ”Migration and Asylum”, website of the Commission DG Europeaid, available at 

http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/what/migration-asylum/index_en.htm, 27 March 2012. 
112 The countries of the European Neighbourhood are: Algeria, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, 

Egypt, Georgia, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Moldova, Morocco, Occupied Palestinian 

Territory, Russia, Syria, Tunisia and Ukraine. 
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ey should be spent on and financial means available. Irregular immigration 

seems to be an issue most notably in the EDF and the ENPI.113 The ENPI 

also had its predecessors in the form of the EU funding programmes of 

MEDA (in the Mediterranean) and TACIS (in Eastern Europe), but ENPI 

took over from 2006. The budget of TACIS and MEDA was during the years 

2000-2006 € 450 million. According to the Commission, this money was to 

be spent on migration issues, not least irregular immigration: 
 
If one refers to the geographical instruments such as TACIS and MEDA, 

approximately € 450 million were programmed for the period 2002-2006, 

with a view to financing actions directly related to migration, mainly in 

the Balkans, in the Mediterranean and in Eastern Europe. The main inter-

vention sectors concerned the strengthening of the institutional capaci-

ties, the improvement of border control, the fight against illegal immigra-

tion and trafficking in human beings, the return and reintegration of refu-

gees and displaced persons, the improvement of reception policies and 

facilities for asylum applicants and refugees (COM(2006)26, p. 6). 

 

The main focus of TACIS and MEDA seems to have been border manage-

ment, return of migrants, fighting irregular immigration, but also improving 

the asylum-seeking process. To be sure, a great deal of effort has been made 

in the area of irregular immigration and border management, for example 

through the training of police to fight irregular immigration, training of bor-

der guards, etc. The Commission has also suggested increased cooperation 

between ports to share information on suspect boats (COM(2002)703, p. 18-

19). Under the MEDA, Morocco was notably granted €67 million to prevent 

irregular immigration across its borders (SEC(2009)320, p. 22). Border 

management seems to be one of the core themes of EU development aid to 

third countries under the heading of migration, even though it is not the sole 

aim but is accompanied with some money to improve aspects such as mi-

grants’ rights, reception of migrants etc.  (see e.g. COM(2005)491, p. 6; for 

the ENP: COM(2006)735, p. 6). Indeed, the Commission expresses the view 

that border control is vital in the cooperation with third countries: “There-

fore, reinforced cooperation with neighbouring countries regarding the con-

trol of their borders and repatriation of the intercepted persons, with tech-

nical and financial assistance from the European Union and its Member 

States would be the most efficient way to combat this phenomenon [illegal 

immigration by sea]” (SEC(2007)691, p. 7, my square brackets). This clearly 

                                                      
113 The EDF is not covered by the EU budget, but it is implemented by the Commission. 

European Commission (2008) Introduction to the thematic instruments and programmes for 

2007 – 10. Brochure, Luxembourg: Office for Official Publications of the European Commu-

nities, ISBN: 978-92-79-07454-7, available at  

http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/who/partners/civil-society/documents/brochures_lignes_ 

thematiques_en .pdf, 12 Nov 2009. 
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shows the significance given to issues of migration and irregular immigra-

tion in financial assistance to third countries.  

A further way of linking development aid to irregular immigra-

tion, which is promoted by the Commission (COM(2001)672, p. 25), has 

been to incorporate readmission clauses into agreements that concern aid for 

poverty reduction purposes, which has been made in the Cotonou agreement 

(as already mentioned in the section on the “Return Policy” frame).  This 

way the state that has signed the agreement to benefit from development aid 

and economic and trade cooperation must also agree to readmit any of its 

citizens that is caught with an irregular status on EU territory. Hence, if the 

state signs up for development aid, it also agrees to do something in return in 

the area of irregular immigration. 

Even though the Thematic programme had as a specific instruc-

tion not to address the root causes of immigration, there are parts of the EU’s 

channeling of development aid that has. The Commission already in the 

1990s reasoned that there was a need to address what it called “the root 

causes” of immigration pressure, including irregular immigration, and that 

one way of doing this was to use development cooperation to achieve eco-

nomic growth in third world countries in the long run (as part of a compre-

hensive approach to migration) (COM(94)23, p. ii). Nevertheless, it was 

during the 2000s that the Commission really commenced to argue with more 

emphasis in favor of addressing root causes of immigration, or push factors 

as it sometimes also called it, through development aid (see e.g. 

SEC(2003)815, p. 4; COM(2005)390, p. 12; COM(2006)735, p. 5; 

SEC(2008)2026, p. 32). Thus, poverty reduction has been stressed 

(COM(2002)703, p. 21), as has to fulfill the other Millennium Development 

Goals of the UN (COM(2005)621, p. 4) and job creation in third world coun-

tries (COM(2006)735, p. 5). Four quotes from the years 2003-2006 that il-

lustrate the Commission’s endorsement of tackling root causes are the fol-

lowing: 

 
Closer relationships with countries of origin should inter alia ensure that the 

root causes of illegal immigration are addressed and that EU immigration 

policy is designed so as to support development objectives (---) 

(COM(2003)336, p. 34, italics in original).  

 

Illegal immigration is set to continue, confronting the EU with the need to 

elaborate a comprehensive approach. It must address not only issues such as 

admission and reception, but also the root causes of immigration and its im-

pact on countries of origin and transit (COM(2005)491, p. 4).  

 

An essential component of EU migration management is partnership with 

third countries with a view to ensuring coherence between internal and ex-

ternal action. In addition to cooperation with the immediate aim of reducing 

and preventing illegal immigration, this also encompasses measures to help 
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countries of origin address the root causes and push-factors of irregular mi-

gration flows. Illegal immigration is a complex phenomenon that must be 

tackled in all its dimensions (COM(2006)402, p. 3, bold in original). 

 

As a long-term perspective, push-factors for (illegal) immigration in coun-

tries of origin need to be remedied through development cooperation 

(SEC(2006)964, p. 12-13, parenthesis in original). 

 

In these quotes, the Commission argues that dealing with the root causes of 

immigration is a necessity to counter irregular immigration and that the EU’s 

policy on irregular immigration is not comprehensive without it. To measure 

how much money the EU spends on the root causes of migration is, howev-

er, impossible. Since development aid aimed at countering poverty and the 

like only to a very limited extent exists in order to counter the push factors of 

irregular immigration (or other forms of migration), one cannot calculate any 

amount that primarily is present for migration reasons. This may in turn lead 

to the conclusion that it is easy for the Commission to talk about the root 

causes since they do not have to do anything extra, since development policy 

is there anyway. I am nevertheless reluctant to make that conclusion. Since 

there is indeed development aid in place and money is spent on it, it should 

not be considered empty words. I would argue that the instrument of ad-

dressing root causes mainly falls under the grand strategy of helping third 

countries and would-be irregular immigrants, by providing the opportunity 

to build a life in the home country, which probably is what many immigrants 

would prefer anyway. One may on the other hand to a certain extent also 

argue that fighting root causes of migration indirectly carries with it a lim-

ited view of migration as somewhat unwelcome – otherwise why try stop-

ping it? This view seems to me, however, quite far-fetched, and root causes 

should above all be seen as being part of a grand strategy of helping.  

In all, providing financial assistance to third countries as a solu-

tion to irregular immigration should be seen as part of mixed grand strate-

gies. A significant amount is no doubt about preventing immigration, which 

is seen through the weight given to issues of border management and irregu-

lar immigration and the large amount of money invested in the area. From 

that perspective, development aid is a forceful tool to make third countries 

fulfill the EU’s policy on irregular immigration. However, since the Com-

mission is also stressing the fight against poverty, i.e. the root causes of mi-

gration, financial assistance to third countries should also be seen as being 

part of a grand strategy of trying to help poor countries and irregular immi-

grants (in the sense of providing them opportunities of development in their 

countries of origin). Both of the grand strategies demonstrate that develop-

ment policy has become increasingly close tied to immigration policy for the 

EU. 
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Information Exchange between EU Member States: Sharing Best 

Practices and Early Warnings 

 

Table 6.11 Presence of the Information Exchange between EU Member States 

Frame in the Documents 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency per 

cent (quantity) 

25% (1/4) 20% (1/5) 50% (6/12) 29% (10/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

Throughout the little more than 35 years that have been studied for this dis-

sertation, the Commission has pointed out that there is a need for the EU 

member states to exchange information on various dimensions of irregular 

immigration. In all, 32% of the documents (i.e. 18 documents) bring up this 

prognostic frame. During the 1970s and 1980s, it was mentioned in one doc-

ument, which equals 25% of the documents on irregular immigration for that 

time period. In the 1990s, the frame was supported roughly to the same ex-

tent, 20%, but in the first half of the 2000s, something happened and the 

frame became more popular and got supported in 50% of the documents. 

After that, between the years 2005-2009, the Commission argued in favor of 

information exchange somewhat less but still to a sizeable extent, in 29% of 

the documents. The grand strategy that the prognostic frame of Information 

exchange between EU member states is part of is one that primarily, but not 

exclusively, seeks to avert immigration. Though the nature of the infor-

mation exchange has somewhat changed over the years, most of them have 

as a goal to ensure that irregular immigrants are not entering or remaining on 

member states’ territory.  

Among the instruments of information exchange that is first and 

foremost about averting immigration, there are two kinds, one that expresses 

the will to exchange best practices and one that argues in favor of early 

warning mechanisms between EU member states. The exchange of best 

practices is stressed by the Commission in the 2000s. One example is the 

following: “The exchange of best practices is another important tool of oper-

ational co-operation. (---) A handbook of best practices on return and read-

mission should be developed, which contains guidelines for better perfor-

mance based on best practices in Member States. The first edition should 

focus on obtaining return travel documents” (COM(2002)564, p. 12). The 

argument is here thus that information exchange on best practices would 

facilitate successful repatriations of irregular immigrants. It has also been 

argued that best practices in the area of employment of irregular immigrants 

should be shared: “The fight against illegal immigration must be stepped up 

by supporting the practical cooperation identified in a 2007 Staff Working 
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Document and the exchange of best practices at EU level with regard to the 

illegal employment of third-country nationals” (SEC(2009)766, p. 23). As 

both of the quotes show, information exchange on best practices has the 

overall goal of sharing successful methods of averting irregular immigration. 

Further, as regards the circulation of early warnings among EU member 

states, the Commission in 1994, made the case that it is of great importance 

to be able to “forecast major migratory movements” if the member states are 

to be capable of deciding what actions that are the best (COM(94)23, p. 12). 

It moreover said that: “Combating illegal immigration requires preventive 

action before the people concerned reach the Union. Work is under way 

within the framework of the Council in regard to exchange of information on 

routes and traffickers, but needs to be made more systematic” (COM(94)23, 

p. 28). Information exchange and mechanisms for early warning were thus 

deemed of weight for the prevention of irregular immigration into the EU. 

This view of the Commission has remained intact over the years. The Com-

mission has argued in favor of the work carried out by the CIREFI group and 

claimed that the kind of cooperation and information exchange that take 

place there should be strengthened (COM(2001)672, p. 15).  

The CIREFI stands for Centre for Information, Discussion and 

Exchange on the Crossing of Frontiers and Immigration, and was a Council 

working group in which experts from the member states regularly met to 

exchange data on trends of irregular immigration in the countries (today its 

tasks have been transferred mainly to Frontex). The Commission has on 

various occasions claimed that the exchange taken place there is of a certain 

value, though it could be improved (SEC(2009)320, p. 24; COM(2004)412, 

p. 16). For instance, the use of up-to-date technology could support infor-

mation exchange and early warning, the Commission has argued 

(COM(2001)672, p. 3). A prominent such example is the ICONet, which 

links together EU member states (as well as Frontex and liaison officers 

abroad) and is a tool to send early warnings regarding irregular immigration 

trends. It does not contain personal data, but rather information on migration 

routes, unlawful entry and return of irregular migrants.114 The Commission 

often refers to it and wishes to further invest in  it. The ICONet is repeatedly 

mentioned as being or becoming a useful tool for delivering early warnings 

on migration flows around EU states and to increase cooperation on repatria-

tions (see e.g. (COM(2003)323, p. 11); SEC(2004)1349, p. 16; 

COM(2004)412, p. 16; COM(2006)402, p. 11; SEC(2006)964, p.16). The 

Commission has moreover concluded that the ICONet has indeed been a 

helpful tool in preventing irregular immigration and repatriation: “The web-

                                                      
114 IP/06/57, “Reinforcing the fight against illegal immigration – Secure web-based network 

for the coordination and exchange of information on irregular migration”, Brussels, 20 Janu-

ary 2006; Council decision of 16 March 2005 establishing a secure web-based Information 

and Coordination Network for Member States’ Migration Management Services 

(2005/267/EC).  
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based Information and Coordination Network for Member States’ Migration 

Management Services (ICONet), established in March 2005, has been used 

increasingly and is of proven value in particular in the field of return and in 

border-related issues” (SEC(2009)320, p 23). The use of CIREFI and 

ICONet are both about trying to make the EU member states updated on 

trends in irregular immigration so as to prevent their entering into EU territo-

ry, and hence about averting immigration. 

Equally much about data collection in the area of irregular im-

migration, and disseminating it among EU member states, is the idea of cre-

ating a European Migration Observatory, something the Commission has 

suggested a number of times (see e.g. COM(2001)672, p. 4). The Migration 

Observatory is supposed to be “(…) exchanging and following up infor-

mation relating to the political, economic, demographic and social dimen-

sions of migratory phenomena. The network will cooperate with the Europe-

an Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia” (COM(2002)703, p. 36). 

The idea underpinning the Observatory thus seems quite different from the 

logic of CIREFI and ICONet. Whereas the latter ones are supposed to share 

information to prevent immigration, the Migration Observatory that is linked 

to the European Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia (which has 

today grown into the Fundamental Rights Agency), does not have as a goal 

to prevent immigration, but rather to evaluate the results of the EU immigra-

tion policy and to understand the “migratory phenomena” (see 

COM(2002)703, p. 36). Sharing information on the political, economic, de-

mographic and social dimensions of immigration is also much wider than 

following primarily the trends on irregular immigration routes and captures. 

The grand strategy of the Migration Observatory is therefore not about avert-

ing immigration. It is more about knowledge building, without a predeter-

mined purpose, which makes it a little difficult to identify one clear grand 

strategy, apart from knowledge building. 

A further type of information exchange that the Commission 

would like to see more of is the circulation of information on member states’ 

national regularization programmes. This became an issue in the 2000s, par-

ticularly in the latter half. In a communication from 2004, the Commission 

reflects on possible advantages and drawbacks of regularization pro-

grammes. A benefit would be that people would not have to remain in the 

irregular situation endlessly, which according to the Commission is highly 

undesirable. On the other hand, it also argues that regularization programmes 

do not necessarily lessen irregular immigration in the long run since it may 

function as a pull factor for more immigrants. Moreover, it sees regulariza-

tion programmes as problematical since the measures taken in one member 

state also affect the other member states when there are no internal borders. 

The Commission finally reaches the conclusion that regularization programs 

should be avoided as far as possible, and only used in very special cases. In 

addition, it reasons that if one member state wishes to execute a regulariza-
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tion programme, prior to it, it should provide this information to the other 

member states along with information on what category of irregular immi-

grants that are covered and how many they are (COM(2004)412, p. 17). In 

another document, however, the Commission seems to be more clearly 

against regularization programmes: “Indiscriminate largescale mass regulari-

sations of immigrants in an illegal situation do not constitute a lasting and 

effective tool for migration management and should be prevented” 

(COM(2008)359, p. 11, italics in original) and “Indiscriminate large-scale 

regularisations of illegally staying persons should be avoided, while leaving 

open the possibility for individual regularisations based on fair and  trans-

parent criteria” (COM(2008)359, p. 14, bold in original). The Commission 

still maintains that member states should share information on regularization 

programmes, should they use them (COM(2008)359, p. 14). This wish reap-

pears in several documents throughout the 2000s (COM(2006)735, p. 8; 

COM(2006)331, p. 7; COM(2007)780, p. 11; COM(2009)262, p. 26-27). It 

may not be immediately obvious which grand strategy that information ex-

change on regularization programmes should be categorized as. The reason 

for sharing the information is, however, tied to the view of regularization 

programmes as being problematical and affecting other member states, and 

there otherwise would probably not be a need to advocate this information 

sharing. Only if the other member states can be assumed not to want the 

regularizing member state’s former irregular immigrants, is there a need to 

inform about these measures. Consequently, it is fair to claim the grand 

strategy as being first and foremost about averting immigration.  

Fight Human Trafficking  

 

Table 6.12 Presence of the Fight Human Trafficking Frame in the Documents 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency per 

cent (quantity) 

0% 20% (1/5) 42% (5/12) 31% (11/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

The need to fight trafficking in human beings as part of the policy towards 

irregular immigration is something that the Commission has stressed since 

the 1990s, when it was mentioned in 20% of the documents. In the first half 

of the 2000s, the issue of trafficking rose higher on the agenda and the prog-

nostic frame of fighting it ascended to being mentioned in 42% of the docu-

ments, after which it again dropped somewhat in the latter half of the 2000s, 

to 31%. In all, it is supported in 17 of the studied documents (i.e. 30%). The 

grand strategy that this prognostic frame can be categorized as, is a mix be-

tween averting immigration and helping immigrants. The former because 
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one of the underlining ideas of fighting trafficking is to prevent irregular 

immigrants from reaching EU territory, the latter because the fight against 

trafficking in human beings is also designed to avoid that irregular immi-

grants get brutally exploited by traffickers.  

As just stated, the fight against trafficking in human beings as a 

significant part of the policy on irregular immigration is something the 

Commission has described repeatedly over the years (COM(2000)757, p. 16; 

COM(2004)401, p. 10; SEC(2006)964, p. 3; COM(2006)733, p. 10; 

COM(2007)247, p. 14; COM(2008)359, 12-13). Oftentimes human traffick-

ing is discussed as being part also of the fight against organized crime, one 

example being when the Commission states that “Human trafficking is a 

serious crime against persons, which must be addressed as a form of organ-

ised crime linked to other serious offences and as a clear law enforcement 

priority” (COM(2005)514, p. 4). Frequently the Commission also links hu-

man trafficking to human smuggling, (which is different from trafficking in 

that the irregular immigrant is not necessarily an exploited victim), and ex-

presses the wish to target also smuggling (SEC(2004)1349, p. 13; 

COM(2005)184, p. 10; SEC(2008)2026, p. 29). Whereas the grand strategy 

behind the fight against human trafficking is a mix of averting immigration 

and helping immigrants, the fight against human smuggling is probably more 

clearly about averting immigration. The element of helping is there not pre-

sent to the same extent, since there is not necessarily any victims in the case 

of smuggling (though there can be, e.g. persons having suffered an exhaust-

ing and perilous boat journey to Europe from Africa). A quote that quite well 

at brief length sums up the Commission’s dedication to the fight against 

human trafficking is the following: “Combating migrant smuggling and traf-

ficking in human beings is a central part of the fight against illegal immigra-

tion and reinforces the protection of human rights” (SEC(2008)2026, 52). 

This shows that the Commission sees the fight against trafficking as central 

to the larger fight against irregular immigration, and that both need to be 

prevented. Furthermore, it also confirms that the fight against trafficking is 

not merely about preventing irregular immigration, but is equally about help-

ing victims and the protection of human rights, which are violated under 

trafficking. Hence, it quite clearly demonstrates that the underlying grand 

strategy is a mix between averting immigration and helping immigrants.  

When it comes to the more specific means to be utilized in the 

fight against human trafficking, the Commission supports a variety of 

measures. It advocates different forms of cooperation with third countries 

(COM(2006)26, p. 11; COM(2005)514, p. 4; COM(2007)780, p. 5; 

COM(2007)247, p. 10), for instance to train with third countries’ law en-

forcement officers (COM(96)567, p. 17). It has also seen a prominent place 

for European police Office (Europol) in the fight (SEC(2004)1349, p. 14). 

Other measures include to train consular staff to recognize trafficking 

(COM(2005)514, p. 7), to target false visas (COM(2009)262, p. 20), to ad-
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dress root causes of trafficking and to pursue the traffickers by establishing 

penalties on them across the EU (see COM(96)567, p. 14, 23-24). (A further 

means that has been mentioned is to offer a temporary residence permit for 

victims who witness against their traffickers, but this is instead discussed 

under the prognostic frame of “Take Care of Victims of exploitation”.) 

More Legal Ways into the EU 

 

Table 6.13 Presence of the More Legal Ways into the EU Frame in the documents 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency per 

cent (quantity) 

0% 20% (1/5) 42% (5/12) 26% (9/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

The prognostic frame of More Legal Ways into the EU is a frame that pro-

poses more legal immigration as an alternative to irregular immigration. 

During the 1970s and 1980s, the Commission did not bring up the issue of 

establishing more legal ways into the EU. In the 1990s, it was first men-

tioned, but only to a limited extent, (in 20% of the documents). The big 

break instead came in the first half of the 2000s, when the Commission start-

ed to recommend it as a desirable solution to irregular immigration. It was 

during 2000-2004 mentioned in 42% of the documents. However, in the 

latter half of the 2000s, the More Legal Ways into the EU frame declined 

some in popularity again, and was supported in 26% of the documents.  In 

all, the Commission argued in favor of more legal ways into the EU in 15 of 

the studied 56 documents. The grand strategy that it is in accordance with is 

one that primarily wishes to Open up to legal immigration, and thus render 

irregular immigration unnecessary. To a lesser extent it also contains some 

elements of averting irregular immigrants.  

There are three main components of the More Legal Ways 

frame. The first one argues that there should be more roads for legal immi-

gration, including permanent migration. The second one wishes to open up 

for more temporary immigration to the EU, whereas the third claims that the 

EU should offer more legal paths to the EU in return to countries that step up 

their own policies against irregular immigration. 

When it comes to the support of more possibilities for persons 

to legally migrate to the EU, the Commission has argued that it is a necessity 

if one does not want irregular immigration to grow: “(…) unless a more open 

approach is taken to legal immigration, the EU may be faced with increasing 

pressures, running the risk of increased illegal immigration” 

(COM(2003)336, p. 15). It has suggested that there are needs in the labor 

market that could be satisfied by allowing more legal immigration, not only 
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the temporary kind, but also permanent immigration (see e.g. 

COM(2003)323, p. 11; COM(2005)621, p. 7; COM(2006)402 , p. 3; 

COM(2007)780, p. 7). One way that the Commission has formulated this 

idea is this: “When properly managed, legal immigration can contribute to 

labour market needs and provide a real alternative to illegal immigration and 

the informal economy” (COM(2007)780, p. 11). The Commission here 

clearly states that labor immigration should be used as a way to handle the 

issue of irregular immigration.115 In addition to immigration for labor pur-

poses, the Commission has also called attention to another group that should 

not have to resolve to irregular immigration to enter the EU, namely refu-

gees. In 2001, it said: “Member States should, therefore, explore possibilities 

of offering rapid access to protection so that refugees do not need to resort to 

illegal immigration or people smugglers” (COM(2001)672, p. 8). What this 

means is that the Commission wants to have more ways for fast legal entries 

for refugees in need of protection, otherwise these persons will have to use 

the same irregular roads as other irregular immigrants. This is also one of the 

rare occasions when the Commission expresses understanding for the fact 

that some irregular immigrants are persons that could have the right to re-

main in the EU as refugees.  

In addition to this legal immigration, which is possibly of the 

more permanent kind, the Commission has moreover repeatedly put forth the 

idea of offering a temporary work permit, something later termed circular 

migration. To allow temporary labor immigration was brought up by the 

Commission in the 1990s for the first time (COM(94)23, p. 17). One reason 

the Commission sees temporary labor immigration as a solution to irregular 

immigration is that it would reduce the pull factors for an irregular stay but 

still allow interested immigrants to come to the EU to earn money (see e.g. 

COM(2002)703, p. 23; COM(2003)336, p. 34; COM(2005)669, p. 7; 

COM(2007)248, p. 8). Nevertheless, it wishes by definition, under this um-

brella, to avoid permanent immigration (COM(2007)248, p. 8).  

In the cases mentioned thus far, the basic idea is for legal ways 

into the EU, whether on permanent or temporary basis, to become more 

common and consequently make potential irregular immigrants choose the 

legal path instead. The grand strategy is hence about Opening up to legal 

immigration. In contrast to grand strategies of averting or helping irregular 

immigrants, the grand strategy of Opening up is not so much about address-

ing the presence of irregular immigrants per se, but rather about providing a 

preferable alternative. In that sense it is also quite different from the other 

grand strategies mentioned thus far.  

                                                      
115 There is in the EU since 2009 a “blue card” for high-skilled migrants, which facilitates the 

legal migration to the EU for this group of workers, see Council directive 2009/50/EC of 25 

May 2009 on the conditions of entry and residence of third-country nationals for the purposes 

of highly qualified employment.  
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A third component of the More Legal Ways into the EU frame 

is one where the Commission expresses a willingness to offer more legal 

paths into the EU to a third country’s citizens in exchange for that country’s 

strong engagement in the fight against irregular immigration.  For instance, 

if a certain country agrees to cooperate with the EU against irregular immi-

gration and to readmit irregular immigrants, then the EU could present that 

country’s citizens with better access to EU territory (COM(2006)735, p. 7; 

COM(2007)248, p. 2). Hence, the idea is to open up for legal immigration, 

but only to those persons that are citizens to a country of interest to the EU. 

Depending on what country that is in question, the effect for actual irregular 

immigrants varies. If the country is indeed a major country of origin for ir-

regular immigrants, then the effect may be of importance for potential irreg-

ular immigrants who could then migrate legally instead. If the country is 

more of a transit country the effect for irregular immigrants is not one where 

more legal channels are opened up, but instead one that means they will be 

fought harder (since the country agreed to step up policies against irregular 

immigration). A major example of this set-up is the so-called mobility part-

nerships. In its communications on mobility partnerships, the Commission 

stresses that some third countries could be given easier access to the EU for 

its citizens, for example through short term visas, visa facilitation and for 

seasonal labor (COM(2007)247, 8; COM(2007)248, p. 3, 7). In return, how-

ever, the partnership countries must agree to cooperate with the EU to fight 

irregular immigration in a number of ways; readmit their own and other 

countries’ citizens/transit migrants, reintegration of returning migrants, dis-

courage irregular immigration to the EU through information campaigns, 

improve border control, enhance security of travel documents, combat im-

migrant smuggling, etc. (COM(2007)248, p. 3-5). Thus, the legal immigra-

tion path to the EU is in this case strongly conditionalized. If one studies the 

actual mobility partnerships that have since been signed, the emphasis on 

fighting irregular immigration and aspects of migration management other 

than legal ways into the EU is reinforced.  Mobility partnerships have at 

present (2014) been concluded with Moldova (2008), Cape Verde (2008), 

Georgia (2009), Armenia (2011), Morocco (2013) and Azerbaijan (2013). 

The partnerships are signed between the third country and interested EU 

member states. Each partnership consists of a number of projects to be car-

ried out between the third country and the EU members in question. In the 

partnerships signed thus far, projects have included very little in the way of 

access to EU territory, and have instead almost exclusively focused on en-

hancing the third countries’ migration management capacities and on 

fighting irregular immigration. The grand strategy of this third component of 

the More Legal Ways into the EU frame is therefore a mix between Averting 

immigration and Opening up to legal migration.  
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Take Care of Victims: (Often Conditionalized) Aid to the Vul-

nerable 

 

Table 6.14 Presence of the Take care of victims frame in the documents 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency per 

cent (quantity) 

0% 40% (2/5) 25% (3/12) 26% (9/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

The prognostic frame of Taking care of victims appears for the first time in 

the 1990s, when policy instruments that can be categorized as being about 

assisting victims were mentioned in 40% of the documents. In the first and 

second half of the 2000s, the Taking care of victims frame remained on the 

Commission agenda, though less extensively, and was mentioned in 25% 

and 26% of the documents respectively. It hence seems as if the policy is not 

unimportant to the Commission (especially in the 1990s), but neither very 

central. In total, the frame appears in 14 of the 56 studied documents (i.e. 

25%). When it comes to the grand strategy that underpins this frame, it is 

mainly about helping, but also involves to quite a considerable extent an 

element of seeking to avert immigration, and to a limited extent also to pro-

vide rights to irregular immigrants. 

The first thing to be noted about the Take care of victims frame 

is that it is very often concerned with victims of trafficking, which in the 

majority of cases are considered to be women and often also children 

(COM(94)23, p. 22; COM(96)567, p. 14-19; COM(2001)672, p. 22; 

COM(2005)514, p. 8-10; COM(2006)402, p. 7; SEC(2008)2026, p. 29; 

COM(2008)359, p. 13). In a few instances the victims to take care of are also 

people in distress at sea (SEC(2007)691, p. 3-4) and victims of exploitation 

in the workplace (COM(2007)249, p. 10) as well as victims of people smug-

gling (which is different from trafficking) (COM(2003)323, p. 10). When it 

comes to the first-mentioned group, victims of trafficking, the Commission 

has proposed several different policy instruments to assist them. Some sug-

gestions are to enhance the police’ understanding of crimes against women 

(COM(96)567, p. 14-16), to establish reception and rehabilitation centres for 

trafficked women, social programmes for trafficked women (COM(96)567, 

p. 18-19116; SEC(2008)2026, p. 52-53); fund projects that address the links 

between trafficking and violence against vulnerable groups such as women 

and children (COM(2005)514, p. 8)117; and to establish minimum standards 

for dealing with victims of trafficking (COM(2005)514, p. 10). Other in-

                                                      
116 Within the EU Integra programme. 
117 Within the DAPHNE programme. 
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struments to assist victims of trafficking is to ensure that they are compen-

sated for their suffering, provided immunity from prosecution, and to smooth 

their reintegration into society, be it in the country of origin or in the host 

country (COM(2008)359, p. 13; COM(2009)262, p. 26). A quote that cap-

tures the Commission’s stance on aid to victims of trafficking is the follow-

ing, where it mentions both reintegration and the need to focus especially on 

women and children and states that the EU and the member states ought to 

“Protect and assist victims of human trafficking, in particular women and 

children by assessing and reviewing the existing common regime; continue 

developing legal and operational possibilities to facilitate victims’ recovery 

and reintegration in the host or home society, including by means of specifi-

cally targeted programmes” (COM(2008)359, p. 13). In 2008, the Commis-

sion furthermore expressed that assistance to rehabilitate victims of traffick-

ing should be given to all victims, “regardless of their interest in the criminal 

justice process” (SEC(2008)2026, p. 53).118 This is noteworthy since it 

means that the Commission does not expect any services in return, which is 

far from always the case.  

The one instrument recurring the most times as a means to take 

care of victims, from the 1990s to the late 2000s, is to provide victims with 

some kind of residence permit (COM(94)23, p. 22; COM(2002)71, p. 5; 

COM(2003)323, p. 10; COM(2009)262, p. 20). In the early 1990s, the 

Commission reflected over whether it would perhaps be appropriate to allow 

victims of trafficking admission to the EU based on humanitarian grounds, 

though on an individual case-by-case basis (COM(94)23, p. 22). In the 

2000s, the Commission instead started to talk about the possibility to offer a 

temporary residence permit on the condition that the victim of trafficking or 

smuggling would help EU authorities to capture the traffickers or smugglers 

(COM(2001)672, p. 22; COM(2002)71, p. 5; COM(2003)323, p. 10). Inter-

esting to note is that the residence permit is conditionalized on the victims’ 

dedication to assist in the EU authorities’ pursue of traffickers and smug-

glers. This means that the assistance that the Commission wishes to provide 

the victims with is not primarily based on human rights, but on the willing-

ness of the victims to support the EU’s interest in averting organized irregu-

lar immigration networks. In 2004, the Council adopted a directive with this 

content,119 which the Commission later claimed was successful in the sense 

                                                      
118 In 2011, the Council and the European Parliament adopted a directive which settled for 

instance a number of support measures to be provided to victims of trafficking, including 

accommodation, medical treatment, legal counseling during criminal proceedings, and com-

pensation for suffering a violent crime. The directive also set minimum rules for penalties of 

traffickers. (Directive 2011/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 

5 April 2011 on preventing and combating trafficking in human beings and protecting its 

victims, and replacing Council Framework Decision 2002/629/JHA).  
119 Council Directive 2004/81/EC of 29 April 2004 on the residence permit issued to third-

country nationals who are victims of trafficking in human beings or who have been the sub-
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that “More victims [are] testifying against suspected criminals” and that 

there is now a “Reduced organised crime participation in illegal migration 

and human trafficking” (COM(2006)332, p. 79). As for victims of exploita-

tion in the workplace, the Commission has suggested that the kind of tempo-

rary stay that is available to victims of trafficking should also apply to them. 

Their repatriation should moreover be delayed until they have been paid for 

the work they have carried out (COM(2007)249, p. 10).  

The Commission has furthermore argued that the EU member 

states’ search and rescue operations at sea must be improved, for instance the 

ability to detect small boats, so that the loss of irregular immigrants’ lives 

should be lowered (COM(2008)68, p. 4).  

When it comes to determining what grand strategy that the Take 

care of victims frame is part of, there is clearly a mix between helping and 

averting irregular immigration for the instrument of providing a temporary 

stay to victims of smuggling, trafficking or exploitation in the workplace. 

Because of the fact that the residence permit is conditionalized on the vic-

tims’ assistance to authorities in capturing the smugglers, traffickers or ex-

ploiters, the instrument cannot simply be categorized as being about helping 

the irregular immigrant, but also about averting further smuggling or traf-

ficking of irregular immigrants. This view is reinforced by the Commission’s 

own statement that “The purpose of the proposed Directive is to introduce a 

residence permit, with the aim of enhancing measures to combat illegal im-

migration” (COM(2002)71, p. 8).  Hence, the goal of the temporary stay 

seems not primarily to be about assisting victims of exploitation, though it 

definitely involves elements of that too, but about curbing irregular immigra-

tion. Therefore, the grand strategy for the temporary stay is a mix between 

helping and averting immigration. There are, however, other measures that 

should be seen more or less as being solely about helping. One such exam-

ple, and referred to above, is when the Commission suggested that each vic-

tim of trafficking should be offered rehabilitation, irrespective of whether 

they assist authorities or not in capturing their traffickers (SEC(2008)2026, 

p. 52-53). In this instance, when the Commission does not expect any service 

in return from the victim, the help is based more on basic human rights ra-

ther than any other principle.  Also minimum standards for the treatment of 

victims of trafficking, and measures aimed first and foremost to rehabilitate 

victims, such as different social programmes, and to rescue irregular immi-

grants at sea, should be regarded mainly as being about helping. To a limited 

extent, the Take care of victims frame can also be said to provide some 

rights to irregular immigrants. This is the case when it comes to the right to 

compensation for suffering, and immunity from criminal prosecution, both 

                                                                                                                             
ject of an action to facilitate illegal immigration, who cooperate with the competent authori-

ties. 
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of which acknowledge the victim as an individual with some kind of right to 

demand authorities for basic support.  

Information Campaigns: Educating Immigrants and the General 

Public 

 

Table 6.15 Presence of the Information Campaigns Frame in the Documents 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency per 

cent (quantity) 

50% (2/4) 40% (2/5) 25% (3/12) 9% (3/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

The prognostic frame of Information Campaigns was present to a relatively 

substantial extent already in the 1970s, when it was brought up in 50% of the 

documents on irregular immigration. It was almost as popular in the 1990s, 

mentioned in 40% of the documents, but from there on it has become gradu-

ally less frequent. In the first half of the 2000s, the Commission argued in 

favor of information campaigns in 25% of the documents, and in the second 

half of the 2000s in only 9% of the documents. Overall, it is mentioned in 

18% of the documents (in 10 of the 56 documents). The grand strategy that 

Information campaigns can be said to support is one that mixes helping ir-

regular immigrants with averting immigration.  

The Information campaigns frame seeks to address two differ-

ent recipients; firstly, the potential immigrants themselves and secondly, the 

general public. The information campaigns that the Commission proposes to 

launch and that are directed to potential irregular immigrants have the con-

tent of countering mis-information on immigration possibilities 

(COM(76)331, p. 3; COM(78)86, p. 3), to inform about the dangers that 

irregular immigration may present to the immigrants (COM(96)567, p. 10; 

COM(2001)672, p. 17; COM(2006)26, p. 11), to enlighten trafficked women 

on the assistance available to them (COM(96)567, p. 10), to inform about 

possible legal roads to the EU (COM(2000)757, p. 12; COM(2002)175, p. 

8). The Commission also talks about awareness-raising to specific groups 

that are more likely to become irregular immigrants and/or victims of traf-

ficking: unemployed, women and students (COM(2001)672, p. 17; 

COM(2009)262, p. 20). The grand strategy behind these information cam-

paigns involves an element of averting immigration, as also declared by the 

Commission itself (see e.g. COM(2001)672, p. 9), by seeking to convince 

potential immigrants not to embark on an irregular journey to the EU. Then 

again, it also includes aspects of helping immigrants, in the sense that the 
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information also is supposed to inform about the risks of an irregular stay in 

the EU or an irregular journey into the EU. 

As for the information campaigns that are directed more to the 

general public, these have the aim of enlightening them on the exploitation 

of irregular immigrants in illegal employment and on the violence against 

trafficked women (COM(78)86, p. 1, annex p. 5; COM(96)567, p. 18). In 

addition, it is also to more generally educate on the issue of irregular immi-

gration, since it was not a big issue before the turn of the millennium 

(COM(94)23, p. 5). The grand strategy in this case of informing the general 

public, I think, is probably mainly about helping irregular immigrants, by 

raising awareness of the situation of irregular immigrants. 

Protection of Rights: Ensuring Basic Rights and Workers’ Rights 

 

Table 6.16 Presence of the Protection of Rights Frame in the Documents 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency per 

cent (quantity) 

50% (2/4) 20% (1/5) 8% (1/12) 9% (3/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

The Protection of rights prognostic frame was one of the most popular 

frames in the earliest period studied, i.e. the 1970s and 1980s, when it was 

brought up in 50% of the documents. With that it reached the second place in 

the ranking list of the most-mentioned prognostic frames. It has, however, 

since then become increasingly marginal. In the 1990s, it was mentioned in 

20% of the documents, and in the first and latter half of the 2000s, it fell to 

8% and 9% respectively.120 Overall, it is advocated in 7 of the 56 documents 

studied (13%). The grand strategy that covers the Protection of rights frame 

is one that Provides rights to irregular immigrants, which is very unusual in 

the Commission documents.  

The Protection of rights frame comes in two kinds, one that fo-

cuses on the protection of irregular workers’ rights and one that highlights 

the need to provide irregular immigrants with fundamental rights in the form 

of basic health care and education. The first-mentioned has gotten the most 

attention from the Commission. In the 70s and 80s, when the Commission 

often viewed irregular immigration through the employment perspective, it 

stressed the importance of workers’ rights (COM(78)85, p. 5; COM(85)48, 

10). For example, it reasoned that there existed a real relation between the 

                                                      
120 Broad wordings, such as vaguely claiming that the EU must respect fundamental rights of 

irregular immigrants (without specifying how), I have chosen to leave out, since they do not 

provide any concrete instruments, but rather seem to be little more than a mere standard for-

mulation. For further information, see the Coding Instructions in the Appendix. 
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employer and employee based on the work carried out, despite the fact that it 

had not been settled by a legal contract, and that the relation therefore meant 

that there were obligations between the parts.  It was formulated in the fol-

lowing way: “Although contravening legislation governing the employment 

of foreign labor, the working relationship between the employer and his 

worker has existed and has created obligations and rights; in view of the 

illegal migrant worker’s vulnerable position, it is essential that the authori-

ties ensure that his rights are protected” (COM(78)86, p. 5). This means that 

the irregular immigrant had earned certain rights due to his or her position as 

workers. Above all, this right equaled the right to remuneration. Not only 

should the irregular worker be paid salary for work carried out, but should 

also be compensated for paid social security contributions and paid taxes 

(COM(78)85, p. 5). The idea that irregular immigrants enjoyed certain rights 

as workers was to some extent present also in the 1990s and 2000s. In addi-

tion to the right to receive a salary for the work carried out, the Commission 

also mentioned that irregular immigrant workers have the right to working 

conditions that meet appropriate health and safety standards 

(COM(2006)735, p. 8-9; COM(2007)249, p. 3-4, 9-10). Moreover, in a doc-

ument from 1994, the Commission stated that EU member states should sign 

and ratify the UN Convention on Migrant Workers and Members of their 

Families, which enumerates the human rights of all migrant workers, legal as 

well as irregular ones. As the Commission argued; “A measure which would 

give practical expression to this goal would be signature and ratification by 

Member States of the UN Convention on Migrant Workers and Members of 

their Families. This convention is unique, as it lays down the human rights of 

migrant workers, including those who are in an irregular situation. The Con-

vention makes it clear that human rights and fundamental freedoms are ap-

plicable, irrespective of the legal status of the migrant concerned” 

(COM(94)23, p. 29-30). The rights afforded to irregular immigrants here 

come primarily from their being workers or being a family member of a 

worker, but sometimes the Commission also mentions that irregular immi-

grants should enjoy some basic rights, such as the right to health care and 

education for children, not based on any other principle than being a human. 

This is the case in the following two examples, where the Commission 

points out that: “It should be remembered that illegal immigrants are protect-

ed by universal human rights standards and should enjoy some basic rights 

e.g. emergency healthcare and primary school education for their children” 

(COM(2003)336, p. 26), and that the EU must “Ensure that illegally residing 

third-country nationals have access to services that are essential to guarantee 

fundamental human rights (e.g. education of children, basic health care)” 

(COM(2008)359, p. 13). The idea is hence that irregular immigrants should 

have some rights based on human rights. Statements like these are, however, 
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very unusual in the studied material. And while irregular immigrants are in 

Directive 2009/52/EC121 ensured the right to remuneration for work carried 

out, the EU, or any of its member states, has never signed the UN Conven-

tion on Migrant Workers and Members of their Families. Moreover, if a 

member state wishes to present irregular immigrants with basic rights such 

as access to health care or education, it is still an issue for the national level.  

As for grand strategy, the Protection of rights frame is clearly 

part of the grand strategy that seeks to provide rights to irregular immigrants. 

With the rights proposed by the Commission, irregular immigrants would be 

empowered with the right to demand authorities for some public good. 

 

Visa Policy: Requiring Visas from Sending Countries 

Table 6.17 Presence of the Visa Policy Frame in the Documents 

Year 1970s/1980s 1990s 2000-2004 2005-2009 

Frequency per 

cent (quantity) 

0% 20% (1/5) 25% (3/12) 6% (2/35) 

Source: Author’s own data 

 

The Visa policy prognostic frame has never been one of the more important 

policy solutions advocated by the Commission. It was first mentioned in the 

1990s, in 20% of the documents. Its frequency then rose very slightly in the 

first half of the 2000s to 25%, but then fell quite steeply in the second half to 

be argued in favor of in merely 6% of the documents. In all, Visa policy was 

encouraged in 11% of the documents studied. The grand strategy that it is 

part of is one that seeks to avert immigration.  

From the 1990s and onwards, the Commission has linked Visa 

policy to the fight against irregular immigration by arguing that it is one way 

of preventing irregular immigration. The idea is to install a visa requirement 

to countries with citizens with a high likelihood of remaining on EU territory 

after the visa has expired, thereby preventing immigrants by never giving 

them the chance to set foot on EU territory (COM(94)23, p. 28; 

COM(2008)359, p. 11; SEC(2009)766, p. 32 ). Visa policy is thus supposed 

to stop them from the possibility of becoming so-called overstayers 

(COM(2004)412, p. 20). Visa requirements are therefore placed on coun-

tries, with a relatively high sending rate of irregular immigrants. Argued the 

Commission: “The Community visa policy, which was set up as one of the 

measures accompanying the removal of controls of persons at the internal 

borders, can significantly contribute to the prevention of illegal immigration. 

                                                      
121 Directive 2009/52/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 June 2009 

providing for minimum standards on sanctions and measures against employers of illegally 

staying third-country nationals. 
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Illegal immigration represents one of the basic criteria for the determination 

of those third countries whose nationals are subject to the visa requirement 

(…)” (COM(2003)323, p. 4). Whereas visa policy is an instrument that may 

prevent potential irregular immigration, the Commission also notes that it 

does not help to locate an irregular immigrant once that person has already 

settled in an EU state (COM(2001)672, p. 11). Visa requirement only works 

as a tool against irregular immigration before the persons in question have 

left their home country. Today (since the Amsterdam Treaty) the EU compe-

tence in the visa area is such that the community (UK and Ireland are ex-

cepted) decides what countries that are obliged to hold a visa to enter EU 

territory. The grand strategy that runs beneath this line of reasoning is clearly 

one that wishes to avert immigration, by preventing potential immigrants 

before they have even become emigrants. Also the fact that the Commission 

saw it as beneficial that visa requirements are prioritized for countries that 

are considered to generate large amounts of irregular immigrants, shows that 

the grand strategy is to avert immigration. 

Summing up and discussing the Chapter Findings  

The aim of this chapter was to analyse the Commission’s prognostic framing 

of irregular immigration during the years 1974-2009. The findings can be 

spelled out as follows. First of all, as seen already when analysing the diag-

nostic frames in the proceeding chapter, there are not that many documents 

dealing with irregular immigration before the 2000s. The prognostic frames 

were few, only 5, in the 1970s and 1980s. In the 1990s, there was almost an 

explosion in how many different prognostic frames that appeared in the stud-

ied material, no less than 11. The Commission hence already in the 1990s 

had quite a grip on what solutions that it saw as possible in the area of irreg-

ular immigration. Secondly, just as with the diagnostic frames, the prognos-

tic frames have experienced both changes and continuities, though the 

changes are a much more prominent feature here than it was for the diagnos-

tic frames. In contrast to the diagnostic frames, the number one prognostic 

frame has changed over the different time periods. In the 1970s and 1980s, 

the frame that sought to Combat Illegal Employment was the most popular, 

whereas in the 1990s, it was the Border Control frame. In the first half of the 

2000s, the most common frame was the Return Policy frame, and then in the 

second half of the 2000s, it was again the Border Control frame. Also  the 

rest of the analysed frames; Surveillance, Financial Assistance to Third 

Countries, Information Exchange between Member States, Fight Trafficking, 

More Legal Ways into the EU, Take Care of Victims, Information Cam-

paigns, Protection of Rights and Visa Policy, have generally gone through 

some ups and downs in their popularity (see table 6.18). There is no frame 

that maintains the absolute top position throughout the time periods. There-
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fore it is more difficult to talk about any prognostic frame as the one most 

prominent compared to the diagnostic frames, where one and the same frame 

(the Victims frame) was the most popular across time periods. Having said 

that, one should probably be reminded that the Commission puts forth no 

less than 12 policy solutions in total, and it may be too much to expect any 

of them to remain on the same position throughout. Therefore, it is perhaps 

more rewarding to study the level of grand strategies to be able to discern 

any patterns of prominence. When doing that, one significant continuity 

appears; the grand strategy that keeps the top position in all four time periods 

is Averting Immigration. Furthermore, if one looks at the three top positions 

a further pattern emerges, the grand strategy of Averting Immigration does 

not capture these from beginning to end, but it does so to an increasing ex-

tent over the years. In the first time period, only one of the three positions is 

seized by this grand strategy. Also in the following time period (the 1990s), 

the grand strategy of Averting Immigration shares the top positions with 

other grand strategies. In the third and fourth time period, it is found on the 

three top positions. This seems thus to suggest that prognostic frames falling 

under the grand strategy of Averting Immigration are becoming increasingly 

central to the Commission. The same does not apply to the grand strategies 

that are more aimed at assisting immigrants, in which I include the grand 

strategies of Open up to Legal Immigration, Helping Immigrants and Pro-

vide Rights to Irregular Immigrants. These three grand strategies are also, 

seen in terms of the number of total documents that they are brought up in, 

by and large among the least popular of all. Averting Immigration is in this 

perspective the most popular, and more or less in between them, of mid-

importance, come those grand strategies that are largely a mix between 

Helping and Averting Immigration.  
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Table 6.18 The Commission’s Prognostic Framing of Irregular Immigration, 

1974-2009 

Prognostic 

frame 

Grand 

strategy 

Policy instru-

ments 

Frame frequency in docu-

ments (rank in parenthesis) 

1970s  

and 

1980s 

1990s 2000-

2004 

2005-

2009 

Border con-

trol (32 doc) 

Averting 

immigration 

A Common 

Border Agency 

(Frontex) 

Rapid Border 

Intervention 

Teams 

(RABITs) 

Solidarity in 

funding control 

of borders 

0% 

(-) 

80% 

(1) 

 

42% 

 (4) 

66% 

 (1) 

 

Return policy  

(31 doc)  

Averting 

immigration 

Repatriation 

Readmission 

Solidarity in 

funding return 

of irregular 

immigrants 

25% 

(4) 

40% 

(2) 

83% 

(1) 

51% 

(3) 

Surveillance  

(29 doc) 

Averting 

immigration 

 

Supervise EU 

borders 

Supervise 

beyond EU 

borders 

Information 

systems 

Detention of 

irregular immi-

grants 

0% 

(-) 

0% 

(-) 

 58% 

 (2) 

 63% 

 (2) 

Combat ille-

gal employ-

ment  

(24 doc) 

Mainly 

averting 

immigration 

Employer sanc-

tions 

Controls in 

workplace 

100% 

(1) 

20% 

(6) 

33% 

(7) 

43% 

(4) 

Financial 

assistance to 

third coun-

tries 

(20 doc) 

A mix b/n 

averting and 

helping  

Development 

aid to fight 

irregular immi-

gration 

Financial in-

struments 

0% 

(-) 

40% 

(2) 

33% 

(7) 

40% 

(5) 
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Address root 

causes 

Information 

exchange 

between 

member 

states 

(18 doc) 

Mainly 

averting 

immigration 

Exchange best 

practices 

Info exchange 

on regulariza-

tions 

Early warnings 

25% 

(4) 

20% 

(6) 

50% 

(3) 

29% 

(7) 

Fight traf-

ficking  

(17 doc) 

A mix b/n 

averting and 

helping 

Pursue traf-

fickers 

0% 

(-) 

20% 

(6) 

42% 

(4) 

31% 

(6) 

More legal 

ways into the 

EU  

(15 doc) 

Open up to 

legal immi-

gration 

 

Temporary or 

permanent 

labor immigra-

tion 

Mobility part-

nerships 

0% 

(-) 

20% 

(6) 

42% 

(4) 

26% 

(8) 

Take care of 

victims 

(14 doc) 

Mainly help-

ing, but also 

averting 

immigration 

and provid-

ing rights to 

irregular 

immigrants 

Social help to 

victims of 

trafficking, etc. 

Temporary stay 

in exchange for 

help to pursue 

traffickers 

Right to com-

pensation 

0% 

(-) 

40% 

(2) 

25% 

(9) 

26% 

(8) 

Information 

campaigns  

(10 doc) 

A mix b/n 

averting and 

helping 

Info to poten-

tial irregular 

immigrants 

Info to public 

50% 

(2) 

40% 

(2) 

25% 

(9) 

9% 

(10) 

Protection of 

rights 

(7 doc) 

Provide 

rights to 

irregular 

immigrants 

Workers’ rights 

Basic rights to 

education, 

health care etc. 

50% 

(2) 

20% 

(6) 

8% 

(12) 

9% 

(10) 

Visa policy  

(6 doc) 

Averting 

immigration 

Visa require-

ment for per-

sons from ma-

jor sending 

countries 

0% 

(-) 

20% 

(6) 

25% 

(9) 

6% 

(12) 

Source: Author’s own data 
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Comparing with the Findings in the Chapter on Diag-

nostic Frames 

When comparing the findings of this chapter with the findings in the chapter 

on diagnostic frames, the main point to make is that the most popular prog-

nostic frames do not intuitively match the most popular diagnostic frame. 

Since the most widespread diagnostic frame was incontestably the Irregular 

Immigrants as Victims frame, one would not have expected that the Com-

mission’s preferred solutions to this problem would be to increase Border 

Control, Return Policy and Surveillance measures. If one would want to 

articulate a little tongue-in-cheek the Commission’s logic between diagnos-

tic and prognostic frames, it would be this: “in order to help irregular immi-

grants escape exploitation, the risk of death or injury on the irregular journey 

to Europe, or from a marginal position in European societies, the EU should 

according to the Commission invest in more border control measures122, send 

captured irregular immigrants back to a home or transit country as fast as 

possible, and make sure to supervise irregular immigrants movements as 

effectively as feasible”. Articulated this way, the mismatch between them 

appears quite clearly. One may, however, object that this conclusion sounds 

unfair since the Commission does also argue in favor of More Legal Ways 

into the EU, to Take Care of Victims and Protection of Rights, which all 

better match the by far most central diagnostic frame of irregular immigrants 

as victims. This is, of course, a valid point to raise, and the prognostic 

frames that seek to avert immigration do match the less prominent diagnostic 

frames that consider irregular immigration a threat to the EU. Still, if one 

looks primarily at the most popular frames, these are, as stated above, the 

prognostic frames of Border Control, Return Policy and Surveillance, both in 

total and in the later time periods and these do not easily match the most 

popular diagnostic frame of irregular immigrants as victims. In addition, if 

one looks at the level of discourse and grand strategies respectively this pic-

ture is reinforced. The most popular grand strategy of Averting Immigration 

does not intuitively match the discourse on Irregular immigration as a Threat 

to Immigrants themselves. It is true that the discourse of Irregular Immigra-

tion as a Threat to Immigrants themselves and the discourse on Irregular 

Immigration as a Threat to the EU were almost equally present, but this 

shared popularity is not reflected when it comes to grand strategies, where 

there is a vast discrepancy in popularity between the grand strategy of Avert-

ing Immigration and the grand strategies that seek to Open up to Legal Im-

migration, Provide Rights to Irregular Immigrants or mainly Helping, where 

                                                      
122 Border control measures that many researchers in fact argue make the journey to EU terri-

tory increasingly perilous. 
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the latter ones are decidedly less often expressed in the Commission docu-

ments.123  

The question that immediately arises after having observed this 

mismatch is what it means for this study. First of all, it means that the extent 

to which the Commission contributes to threat construction differs between 

diagnostic framing and prognostic framing. Whereas in the former it is much 

lesser, in the latter it is more extensive. To accurately answer to what extent 

the Commission contributes to threat construction it could therefore be help-

ful to think of threat construction in terms of having two components: diag-

nostic threat framing and prognostic threat framing. Doing so would capture 

the combined extent of threat construction, while at the same time demon-

strating the differences between diagnostic and prognostic framing. This is 

further elaborated in the concluding chapter. Secondly, having observed this 

mismatch between the Commission’s diagnostic and prognostic framing, it 

becomes evident that there is a need to analyze not only what authorizes 

certain frames at the expense of others in general terms, but also to discuss 

why they do not point in the same direction. Could it be that they follow 

different logics? This is addressed in the next chapter, which studies the 

inner logic of the Commission field.  

  

                                                      
123 Though not depicted in the table above, the number of documents that contain frames 

falling within the grand strategy of Averting Immigration is 51 (out of 56). This means that 

the grand strategy of Averting Immigration is present in 91% of the documents. Prognostic 

frames that fall within the grand strategy of Mixing Averting and Helping are present in 33 

documents, i.e. 59% of the documents studied. The grand strategies of Open up to legal mi-

gration are present in 15 documents (27%), Provide Rights to Irregular Immigrants in 8 doc-

uments (14%) and Helping in 16 documents (29%). If one adds together the three last-

mentioned (since neither of them single out irregular immigration as a threat), they are men-

tioned in 28 documents (50%). This means that, while the alternative grand strategies are not 

insignificant, they are definitely present to a much lesser extent than is the grand strategy of 

Averting Immigration. Both at the level of frames and at the level of discourse/grand strategy 

one can hence talk about a mismatch. 
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 Empirical Analysis of the Inner Logic of the 7.
Commission  

 

The task of this chapter is to analyse what internal logic of the Commission 

that authorizes certain frames over others. It does so by first reconstructing 

the Commission field, which is done by analysing what is at stake in the 

field, discussing who the participants are and how the field has gotten its 

present shape through struggles between participants in the field. The second 

section deals with what counts as capital, material and symbolic, in the 

Commission and analyses how it is distributed among key participants in the 

field. In the third section, the chapter reconstructs the habitus of Commission 

officials by discussing their shared dispositions.124 It then concludes with a 

final discussion of the findings. 

The Commission Field 

In this section about the Commission field, I discuss what is at stake in the 

Commission field, who the relevant participants of the field are, what their 

relations look like, and how the field has emerged and divided its partici-

pants into different groups.  

At Stake in the Commission Field: The Formulation of Sound 

Policies and getting them adopted by the EU 

Starting out with the main tasks of the Commission, its formal role has un-

derstandably changed somewhat over time since its inauguration in 1958125, 

which is shown further below in the account of the historical development of 

the Commission field. Generally speaking, however, its role has in research 

been described as guardian of the treaties and ensuring that the interests of 

                                                      
124 It should also be stated that the section on the evolution of the field is based mostly on 

secondary sources, whereas the sections on capital and habitus mostly is based on the inter-

views carried out between 2007-2010. 
125 The Commission had a forerunner already in 1952 with the High Authority that was the 

executive of the European Coal and Steel Community (Cini 1996, 36).  
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the EU as a whole are cared for. It initiates legislation, mediates negotiations 

between EU member states during the policy process as well as oversees 

implementation (Cini 1996, 14; Rhinard 2010, 19). It holds, therefore, a key 

role in EU policy-making. As seen in the theoretical chapter, in every field 

there is one central matter that is at stake, something that everyone in the 

field is concerned with. In the Commission field I would argue that the issue 

at stake is the formulation of sound policies (and to a lesser but still signifi-

cant extent also to ensure that these get adopted by the EU). This is what the 

whole Commission field gravitates towards. Everything that is done in the 

Commission at core revolves around it. Both when it has the sole right to 

initiate legal proposals and when it does not. To argue that the formulation 

of sound policies is the main thing at stake in the Commission field does not 

only mean that officials try to write and produce what they believe are sound 

policies, but it also means that they implicitly (and sometimes explicitly) 

struggle over what a sound policy more fundamentally entails. Just like par-

ticipants in the Artistic field inherently struggle over what should be seen as 

art, the subject of struggle in the Commission concerns what constitutes a 

sound policy. With respect to the issue of irregular immigration, the struggle 

is specifically about what a sound policy on irregular immigration is.  

Introducing the Main Participants: DG JHA, DG Employment 

and the Relex Family 

The main participants within the Commission in the struggle over the formu-

lation of sound policies on irregular immigration are the following: DG Jus-

tice and Home Affairs (DG JHA), DG Employment and Social Affairs (DG 

Employment) and the so-called Relex family, which consists of three differ-

ent DGs that are all concerned with the EU’s external relations.126 These are 

DG External Relations (DG Relex), DG Development and DG EuropeAid 

Cooperation Office (DG Aidco). DG JHA, DG Employment and the Relex 

family by and large have different perspectives and are organized in accord-

ance with dissimilar standard operating procedures, which I argue has been 

of relevance for the development of the framing of irregular immigration 

since 1974. They have evolved through different routes within the Commis-

sion field, and they could all be considered as different sub-fields, since they 

follow their own distinct logics, although they at the same time are parts of 

the same Commission field and are shaped by that as well. This is discussed 

                                                      
126 There are actually also other DGs that in one way or another may address the issue of 

irregular immigration to a marginal extent, but for this study they have been of secondary 

importance, and I have therefore chosen to leave them out of the main analysis. These are for 

instance DG Enlargement, DG Budget, DG Joint Research Centre, DG Transport, The Secre-

tariat-General, and the Legal Service. 
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below during the analysis of the evolution of the field, as well as under the 

analysis of habitus, but before that, a brief summary of the main participants’ 

formal responsibilities is helpful for the reader.  

Starting with DG JHA127, this is the DG formally in charge over 

the issue of irregular immigration. Its responsibility has since its establish-

ment at the turn of the millennium basically covered issues of immigration, 

asylum, borders, internal security affairs such as terrorism and organized 

crime, police cooperation, judicial cooperation and fundamental rights. As 

for DG Employment128, which has been part of the Commission from the 

very beginning (Cram 1994, 208) the issues that it mainly deals with are 

social inclusion (including migrant inclusion), social security, poverty and 

employment issues such as rights at work and labor law. In contrast to DG 

JHA, its competence is to a large extent to coordinate national policies, and 

only to a lesser extent to initiate laws. The three DGs of the Relex family are 

grouped together based on their common responsibility for external relations 

and because they often work together on overlapping issues. They are more-

over considered something of a unity by players in the field, as demonstrated 

by the many interviewed officials that repeatedly referred to them as “the 

Relex family”.129 DG Relex130 is responsible for the EU’s bilateral relations 

                                                      
127 Actually, the correct acronym for this DG is DG JAI (from the French Justice et Affaires 

Intérieures), but since most academic writings on it in English has referred to it as DG JHA, I 

have chosen to do the same. In 2005, the name of the DG was changed to DG Justice, Free-

dom and Security (DG JLS), and then subsequently in 2010 it changed again when the DG 

was split in two; DG Justice and DG Home Affairs respectively, and the issue of immigration 

ended up in the latter. I have however chosen to stick with one name for the sake of clarity, 

which is why I refer to the DG consistently as DG JHA. 
128 DG Employment has also changed names several times. Before the Prodi reorganizations 

in 1999/2000, it was called DG V - Employment, Industrial Relations and Social Affairs, but 

was renamed DG Employment and Social Affairs (Nugent, 2001: 136-137). Then in 2005, it 

changed to DG Employment, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities, and again in 2011 it 

changed to DG Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion. There were even more names 

before 1999, such as DG V - Social Affairs in 1968 (Coombes, 1970), but the ones just men-

tioned are the most recent. I have however chosen to stick with one name for the sake of 

clarity, which is why I refer to the DG consistently as DG Employment.  
129 In the area of irregular immigration, the DGs that are included in the Relex family are DG 

Relex, DG Development and DG Aidco. However, on other issues, referring to the Relex 

family may also incorporate the Humanitarian Aid office (DG ECHO), DG Trade, and DG 

Enlargement.  
130 DG Relex has also had different names and configurations. Before the Prodi reorganiza-

tions 1999/2000 it was divided in three DGs: DG I External Relations: Commercial Policy 

and Relations with North America, the Far East, Australia and New Zealand; DG IA External 

Relations: Europe and the New Independent States, Common Foreign and Security Policy and 

External Missions; and DG IB External Relations: Southern Mediterranean, Middle and Near 

East, Latin America, South and South-East Asia and North-South Cooperation. After the 

Prodi reorganizations its name became simply DG External Relations (DG Relex) (Nugent, 

2001:136-137). It has also had more names before 1999. In 2010/2011 DG Relex was merged 

into the newly established External Action Service under the High Representative for Foreign 

Affairs and Security Policy, Catherine Ashton. I use the term DG Relex, for the sake of clari-

ty.  
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with third countries and is in charge of the many delegations in the world. It 

also oversees Commission relations with IGOs such as the UN, and is re-

sponsible for the Commission side of the EU’s Common Foreign and Securi-

ty Policy (CFSP) (Sabathil, Joos & Keβler 2008, 192). DG Development131, 

which also has been around since 1958, handles the development aid policy 

of the Union towards poor countries in the third world. DG Aidco132, which 

was created in 2001, on the other hand is the main manager of foreign aid 

programmes. 

The fact that DG JHA is formally in charge of irregular immi-

gration gives it some obvious advantages over the framing as compared to 

the other participants. DG JHA did not, however, exist until the Prodi Com-

mission in 1999, whereas irregular immigration was mentioned in some 

Commission communications already during the 70s, 80s and 90s, as evi-

denced in the two previous chapters of this dissertation. The next section 

therefore at some length describes and discusses how the Commission field 

has grown and divided its participants in different groups, with a focus on 

the journey that the issue of irregular immigration has made in this field. As 

is shown, the settling over relevant DG is to a large extent arbitrary (but has 

significant consequences for making possible the Commission’s specific 

prognostic framing, as later sections seek to demonstrate).  

The Evolution of the Field: Settling the DG in Charge over Ir-

regular Immigration 

Since the focus of this study is the framing of irregular immigration, the 

development of the Commission field is only described in relation to that 

issue and when the growth is seen as having a bearing on the framing of 

irregular immigration.  

1970s-1980s: DG Employment in the Lead 

From the Treaty of Rome in 1957 until the creation of the internal market in 

the mid-1980s, immigration from third countries was strictly a national com-

petence, and therefore between those years a marginal issue of the Commis-

sion and the EU (Geddes 2008, 55; Hansen 2008, 34). As already evidenced 

by the very few communications produced in the 1970s and 1980s referring 

                                                      
131 DG Development changed name in 2006 to DG for Development and Relations with Afri-

can, Caribbean and Pacific States, and then again in 2011, when it was merged with DG 

Aidco under the new title DG EuropeAid Development and Cooperation (DG DEVCO) 

(http://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-390600.htm). In earlier years, it was also known as 

DG VIII (Dimier, 2004:83). For the sake of clarity, I consistently refer to it as DG Develop-

ment. 
132 DG Aidco has since 2011 been merged with DG Development into DG EuropeAid Devel-

opment Cooperation. 
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to the issue of irregular immigration, the Commission was largely passive in 

the area of immigration. The one issue linked to immigration that the Com-

mission played a more active role in, was in encouraging free movement of 

labor migrants between EU member states as well as developing social rights 

for those persons (Hansen 2008, 34). Having said that, the first mention of 

irregular immigration in a Commission communication still was produced in 

this time period, more specifically in 1974. The appearance on the Commis-

sion radar that year is probably not random. This was namely a time when 

several countries in the Northern and Western parts of Europe first began to 

introduce immigration laws to encourage the return of the immigrant labor 

workforce that before the oil crisis of 1973 had been seen as an economic 

benefit to the host countries (see e.g. Bigo 2005, 62; Triandafyllidou 2010, 

10). What is important to note is that the author of the communications to 

bring up the issue of irregular immigration in the 1970s and 1980s was DG 

Employment.133 Most likely it was given the responsibility due to its experi-

ence in the area of free movement of workers between member states, i.e. 

migration between member states. As revealed in the previous chapters, 

these communications concerned irregular immigration first and foremost 

from a labor market perspective, by diagnostically framing irregular immi-

grants as victims of exploitation in the workplace and simultaneously as a 

socio-economic threat, and a threat to the EU Migration Policy, and by 

prognostically framing it through frames that sought to combat illegal em-

ployment and protect workers’ rights. This obvious labor market perspective 

is probably not a coincidence, but rather a result of DG Employment being 

the primary author and hence framing actor. If one looks at the other issues 

normally on the desk of this DG, it is clear that it was concerned with issues 

related to the labor market as well as social affairs. Migration policies were 

at the time tightly linked to social policies, with the Commission (and more 

specifically mainly DG Employment and DG Internal Market) strongly ad-

vocating equally extensive social rights for migrant workers from the mem-

ber states as for domestic citizen workers, and the right of migrant workers’ 

families to migrate together (see Hansen 2008, 43-44). The standard operat-

ing routine to view migration, workers in the labor market and social policy 

as deeply connected most likely colored DG Employment in its approach 

also to irregular immigration. The DG basically seems to have addressed 

irregular immigration in more or less the same way that it normally ad-

dressed the usual questions of free movement and rights of workers on its 

table. Hence the salient labor market perspective in both the diagnostic and 

prognostic framing was enabled. 

                                                      
133 Since two of the communications from these years are authored by DG Employment ac-

cording to the EU website called Prelex (http://ec.europa.eu/prelex/apcnet.cfm?CL=en), there 

is strong reason to believe that DG Employment was also the main author of the two other 

communications from these decades that touched upon the issue of irregular immigration, 

though that information is unfortunately missing on Prelex. 
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Though the Commission, and more specifically DG Employ-

ment, tended to discuss irregular (and regular) immigration from the per-

spective of social policy and the labor market, its relation to the member 

states soon rocked this road. During the 1980s, the big issue in the EU was 

the creation of the internal market, and the Schengen Agreement and the 

Single European Act (SEA) were signed in 1985 and 1986 respectively. At 

about the same time, in the mid-1980s, the Commission tried to make EU 

immigration policies (not just irregular immigration) the competence of the 

European community, but was unsuccessful due to resistance from the mem-

ber states (Geddes 2008,71; van Munster 2009, 27). As a kind of response to 

the Commission’s failed initiative, the member states in 1986 instead estab-

lished the informal intergovernmental Ad Hoc Working Group on Immigra-

tion (AHWGI), composed of officials in e.g. the area of asylum and external 

borders.134  Its objective was to promote the realization of the SEA and free 

movement across borders. It also sought to ensure that the realization of the 

internal market would be complemented by so-called compensatory 

measures, which translated to enhanced external border controls and fighting 

irregular immigration (van Munster 2009, 27-29). Though the Commission 

was invited to participate in AHWGI as an observer, due to its failure to 

communitarize immigration policies,135 it turned out only a marginal player. 

Instead it concentrated simply on trying to ensure that texts agreed in the 

AHWGI (and within the Schengen cooperation) did not breach any Commu-

nity laws. Van Munster argues that this marginalization of the Commission 

made it buy the intergovernmental working groups’ (AHWGI’s and Trevi’s) 

strong focus on border control in immigration cooperation, which linked free 

movement to a heightened focus on border control (Van Munster 2009, 39). 

Hence, instead of continuing to handle irregular immigration according to 

the same logic as free movement and rights of workers (and fight against 

illegal employment) as DG Employment had previously done, irregular im-

migration now seemed to start to be reformulated into being the very oppo-

site to free movement also in the Commission. This reformulation was prob-

ably enhanced by the internal struggles within the Commission over who 

should be responsible for immigration issues, and hence irregular immigra-

tion issues, that arose in the 1990s.136 

                                                      
134 The AHWGI was established out of the previously existing intergovernmental Trevi group, 

which materialized in 1975 as an arena for internal security cooperation, with a number of 

ministers of interior as members (Groenleer 2009, 278). 
135 The Commission's attempt to communitarize EU immigration policies had to quite a large 

extent also been annulled by the European Court of Justice (ECJ).  
136 In the early years, it was Trevi, the AHWHI and the Coordinators’ Group that were infor-

mally the main actors that formulated the immigration agenda of Western Europe, while those 

that might have had another view were mostly kept outside, such as the Commission , the EP 

and the European Court of Justice (Van Munster 2009: 38). Van Munster hence focuses on 

the level of cooperation and meetings among ministers, rather than the work carried out in the 

Commission. Does this mean that the understanding of irregular immigration as an issue that 
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1990s: Rivalries between DG Employment and the new Task Force for 

Justice and Home Affairs 

The 1990s was an important decade for Europe, both in terms of larger polit-

ical events on the continent and as concerns the issue of borders and immi-

gration. Not only did it mark the beginning of the new era after the end of 

the Cold War, it also saw the devastating wars in the former Yugoslavia. 

Neither would leave the EU project unmoved and they thus form an im-

portant backdrop to internal events of the EU and the Commission. It is clear 

that some feared increased immigration from the Eastern European countries 

which had previously not allowed many people to leave, and that refugees 

leaving the former Yugoslavia to seek asylum in countries of the EU made 

an impression on policy-makers (Koslowski 1998, 737; Guiraudon 2003, 

268). It was also in the 1990s that the EU took a step that by many scholars 

have been described as one of the most decisive in its history, with the entry 

into force of the Maastricht Treaty in 1993, which created the European Un-

ion. Most importantly for this study, it created the pillar system that turned 

the informal cooperation on immigration into formal EU competence, 

through the establishment of the intergovernmental Justice and Home Affairs 

pillar (pillar III).  With the entering into force of the Maastricht Treaty, the 

Commission also for the first time gained the right to initiate legal proposals 

in much of the JHA area, as seen in the Article K.3 of the Maastricht Treaty, 

though it shared that right with the member states (Uçarer 2001, 4). As 

Monar notes, however, despite the world events in the 1990s and the estab-

lishment of the Maastricht Treaty, the Commission was on the whole still not 

very active in issues within the area of Justice and Home Affairs before 2000 

(Monar 2001b, 121). One reason may have been that the Commission, at 

least in the early 1990s, was reluctant to play out any major cards in the area 

of JHA due to a fear of pushing its luck with the member states, which were 

in general unenthusiastic about delegating any more power to the Commis-

sion. As a result, the Commission, instead of initiating legal proposals, chose 

to put forth a few more generic communications that addressed the challeng-

es that it anticipated in the years ahead (Uçarer 2001, 5-6). The limited 

amount of communications, five, produced by the Commission that brings 

up the issue of irregular immigration during the 1990s supports Monar’s 

assessment.  

                                                                                                                             
needed to be handled with policy solutions that more or less equaled irregular immigration to 

a threat was already sedimented when the Commission entered the front stage in policy mak-

ing towards irregular immigration in the late 1990s? To some extent maybe, but that is not the 

issue here alone. In the previous empirical chapters, we have seen that the Commission itself 

has changed its prognostic framing, whereas the diagnostic framing remains intact. This is not 

answered by van Munster’s insights, but have to be searched somewhere else. Moreover, van 

Munster misses the fact that the Commission does not only formulate its preferred policies in 

relation to the member states, but also in accordance to its own internal structures, which I 

here highlight. 
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Nevertheless, the issue of immigration, including irregular im-

migration, during this decade started to become an issue of tension inside the 

Commission, perhaps because of its relative rise in importance, which made 

it more central than in previous decades (even if it was still limited). As seen 

in previous chapters, there was during the 1990s a move away from the 

prominent labor market perspective to more of border control as concerns 

the prognostic framing (though the diagnostic framing did not change as 

much). Timewise, this coincided with a battle inside the Commission. What 

might best be characterized as an internal struggle for power to define what 

constituted sound policies on immigration, including irregular immigration, 

surfaced between DG Employment and DG Internal Market on one side and 

the newly introduced Task Force for Justice and Home Affairs on the other. 

Whereas the issue of immigration had previously been the responsibility of 

DG Employment and the Commissioner for social affairs and employment 

(which was Pádraig Flynn before 1995), this changed in 1995. That year, the 

Commission introduced the Task Force for Justice and Home Affairs in its 

Secretariat-General. It occupied around 20 officials, under the lead of the 

Swedish Commissioner Anita Gradin, (Lewis & Spence 2010, 106). 

(Though according to the newspaper European Voice, there had been a three 

person unit in the Secretariat-General of the Commission already in 1989 to 

address JHA issues (European voice, 11 October 2001)). Gradin did not have 

employment and social affairs on her table, which means that a decoupling 

between immigration and issues linked to the labor market was under way in 

the Commission. As Uçarer notes, DG Employment and DG Internal Market 

had until then handled issues of immigration, including irregular immigra-

tion, in accordance with their regular working procedures which focused on 

free movement (and the fight against illegal employment), but now the new-

ly established administration was competing for the competence in the area 

of free movement of third country nationals and external borders. The differ-

ent DGs experienced problems in coordination, as they had “overlapping 

competences” (Uçarer 2001, 5, 11). These problems are hardly surprising 

given that the establishment of a new administrative entity to handle the 

same issues as other DGs had before was more or less bound to be met by 

some resistance from the already present DGs. Nonetheless, I think the rival-

ries should be interpreted also as being a struggle over sound policies, as the 

officials in the DGs were operating under different logics of procedures.  

Whereas DG Employment and DG Internal Market had free 

movement and the disbandment of borders as their standard logic, the new 

TFJHA was at the initial stages more undecided as there were probably not 

yet any strong standard operating procedures for them to operate by. Despite 

this assumed lack of routines, there are some signs that the TFJHA already 

in its infancy started to lean less towards the free movement of persons-

approach and more on the internal security and border control approach in its 

organization (which means that they added a new look on how to handle 
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(prognostic framing of) irregular immigration). First of all, I think there is 

reason to believe that the leader of the TFJHA played a role in paving the 

way towards routines in the TFJHA. As there were most likely very few set 

routines in the beginning, this suggests that a leader was more likely to make 

a substantial mark compared to when there are already long-established rou-

tines to rely on (rather similar to the important and influential role played by 

specific “skilled social actors” when a new (sub)field emerges (see Fligstein 

2001, 115-116). The lack of routines is, for instance, hinted at by the director 

in the early 1990s, Adrian Fortescue, who argued that one important reason 

for the up until then absence of tangible results after the introduction of the 

Maastricht Treaty, was that officials (and ministers) were still very unaccus-

tomed to working with the new framework, in contrast to those officials in 

other departments that were experienced with working in first pillar issues 

(Fortescue 1995, 25). Due to this lack of routines, there is a need to find out 

who was in the lead in practice. Circumstances indicate that this person was 

not the Commissioner with formal responsibility for the Task Force. One 

reason for this is that Commissioner Gradin was not only responsible for 

JHA, but she was also in charge of Relations with the Ombudsman, Finan-

cial control and Fraud Prevention, which may have steered her attention 

away from JHA issues. Van Munster, for instance, notes that Gradin seems 

not to have been very active in issues relating to JHA (van Munster 2009, 

79-80). Another reason is that she was highly disputed as a leader and lacked 

support from the civil servants working for her (see Uçarer 2001, 7-8). In-

stead there are indications that the “real” leader in practice was the Con-

seiller hors Classe Adrian Fortescue. One source to the newspaper European 

Voice describes Fortescue as thinking along the lines that Justice and Home 

Affairs was all about law enforcement (European Voice, 11 October 2001). 

If this is an accurate description, there is reason to believe that this colored 

the initial working procedures of the TFJHA, and slowly started to turn the 

focus away from free movement and the labor market to law enforcement. 

This seems also be supported by the new and very strong prognostic frames 

of border control and a decreased focus on labor market frames.  

This focus on law enforcement also coincided with the progres-

sive establishment of the European police office (Europol). The Europol 

Convention was signed in 1995, though the Europol Drugs Unit started lim-

ited operational activities in 1994, and began its full undertakings in 1999 

(Groenleer 2009, 277-279). This may have contributed to the law enforce-

ment perspective of the TFJHA in the Commission. It is also likely that the 

new task force, (and probably also other parts of the Commission and other 

EU institutions), was influenced by a fear of increased immigration at the 

end of the Cold War, as well as the immigration flows that was spurred by 

the wars in former Yugoslavia. It is hence not only the internal structure of 

the Commission that is affecting the framing of irregular immigration, but it 

is an important factor and moreover is important for how the events of the 
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breakdown of the Soviet Union and the Yugoslavia were translated and un-

derstood within the Commission. This soil, with the TFJHA challenging DG 

Employment’s take on immigration, proved quite fertile for the growth of a 

perspective on immigration issues as being about (compensatory) measures 

such as enhanced external border control and the fight against irregular im-

migration. If one looks at the organizational arrangement from this time, 

there were three areas of cooperation within the TFJHA. These were: 1) 

Immigration, Asylum and External Borders, 2) Drugs and 3) Judicial Coop-

eration (Uçarer 2001, 6). The fact that immigration and asylum is paired 

with the issue of external borders again suggests that the idea of immigration 

being about compensatory measures and thus external borders rather than 

free movement, social policy and labor markets is reinforced. (That one of 

the other was drugs, may explain a rise in the interest in organized crime that 

rose during this decade and is demonstrated by the rise in frames referring to 

trafficking). There are then indications that the internal structure of the 

Commission during the 1990s was slowly moving the issue of irregular im-

migration away from a labor market orientation and more towards a perspec-

tive leaning on law enforcement and border controls.  

One should, however, remember that the issue of irregular im-

migration, as well as the rest of the JHA issues, was still rather marginal in 

the Commission in the mid-1990s. The major expansion, as several scholars 

have noted, came after 1999 at the turn of the millennium. The Commission 

has since then, with the Amsterdam Treaty and the Tampere programme, 

disbanded its pre-Amsterdam rather quiet role and taken an increasingly 

more active role and there has been a steady stream of initiatives in the 

whole area of JHA, and not least irregular immigration (Geddes 2008, 14; 

Hansen 2008, 31; Mitsilegas, Monar & Rees 2003, 161; Monar 2002, 200-

201). 

2000-2004, The new DG JHA takes Command at the Turn of the 

Millennium 

With the Tampere European Council meeting in 1999 and the Amsterdam 

Treaty, which entered into force the same year, a huge step was formally 

taken in the area of irregular immigration, as well as other forms of immigra-

tion and external border control.137 These issues were moved from the third, 

intergovernmental, pillar to the first, supranational, pillar. Although there 

was a transition rule, which allowed member states the shared right of initia-

tive during the first five years, the Commission after the transitional period  

held this right exclusively. As Uçarer observes, the new set up meant “(…) 

an overall empowerment of the Commission” (Uçarer 2001, 13). After the 

transitional five year period, the decision-making rules concerning irregular 

                                                      
137 The UK, Ireland and Denmark were however given exceptions to participating in JHA 

cooperation. 
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immigration were changed from the Council only having to consult the Eu-

ropean Parliament, to the procedure of co-decision between the two institu-

tions, which meant that the European Parliament’s powers were formally 

greatly enhanced to be equal to the Council’s (as from January 2005) 

(Acosta 2009, 21).  The Amsterdam Treaty moreover for the first time in-

corporated the Schengen Agreement into the formal EU framework, and 

furthermore declared that the Union should become an “Area of Freedom, 

Security and Justice”. The Tampere programme at the same time was a five-

year programme with the goal of establishing a common immigration policy 

for the EU.138  

Van Munster argues that the Amsterdam Treaty’s move of im-

migration issues from the third to the first pillar constituted a window of 

opportunity for a less securitized immigration frame, i.e. one focusing less 

on border control and the fight against irregular immigration, since free 

movement had historically been the main issue of that pillar. As he notes, 

this was not the result (van Munster 2009, 78). In his eyes, the reason for this 

was that the EU (or more specifically the Amsterdam Treaty and the Inter-

governmental Conference that led up to it) started to link the need to expand 

internal security to the feeling of insecurity among EU citizens. The argu-

ment was that deepened internal security cooperation was supposed to boost 

citizens’ trust in the EU (van Munster 2009, 66).139 The EU thus to some 

extent left the talk on compensatory measures behind and instead started to 

underline the need of internal security. Instead of becoming an Area of Free-

dom, Security and Justice, van Munster claims therefore that the EU’s coop-

eration on immigration and other JHA issues became an “Area of Security, 

Security and Security” (van Munster 2009, 66, 141). To understand what 

made possible the Commission’s specific framing of irregular immigration, 

there is a need to look more within this institution and in doing so, it be-

comes obvious that there were also struggles inside the Commission that 

were about to divide the field in more stable groups, and to resolve the dis-

putes from the previous period. Important to note is that one part of the 

struggle was in fact settled by rather arbitrary events.  

If the Amsterdam treaty was a window of opportunity for mov-

ing away from external border control and move back to working more in 

line with the labor market perspective of free movement and prognostic 

                                                      
138 The Tampere programme was the first of what has now become three multi-annual policy 

“roadmaps” for goals to be achieved within the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice (or 

Justice and Home Affairs). The roadmaps present political goals to be realized over a five-

year period and of these the Tampere programme was decided in 1999, the Hague programme 

in 2004 and the Stockholm programme in 2009. 
139 van Munster argues that this link is actually highly questionable, not least since securitiza-

tion is to a large extent in fact an insecuritization, where citizens’ fear may rise rather than 

sink, and that this instead creates demands from the government for protection that it will not 

be able to fulfill. 
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frames such as Protection of (workers’) rights, then the issue was settled 

through an unpredicted event. In the immediate aftermath of the Tampere 

Council and the entry into force of the Amsterdam Treaty, it was clear that 

the issue of immigration needed to be the subject of more attention and re-

sources within the Commission than had been the case with the TFJHA. The 

TFJHA had only limited resources in terms of personnel, just 46.5 full-time 

employees in 1998, and these were unable to cope with the heavy workload 

ahead (Uçarer 2001, 6-8; van Munster 2009, 79-80). One might therefore, 

similar to van Munster, argue that given these shortcomings the most ration-

al  step would have been for the Commission to refer the issue of immigra-

tion to the already experienced and much more resource strong DG Em-

ployment and DG Internal Market, which had at the time ca 467 and 275 

full-time employees respectively. Moreover, since the TFJHA was not an 

autonomous area, but merely one of the several tasks for one and the same 

Commissioner (the others, as stated above, being Relations with the Om-

budsman, Financial control and Fraud Prevention), and a new Commission 

was still some year into the future (in 2000), the most straightforward and 

rational move would have been to move immigration to the most equipped 

DGs, which were already dealing with the very related question of free 

movement, not the TFJHA (van Munster 2009, 79-80). Nevertheless, coinci-

dence was on the side of TFJHA. What no one could probably have foreseen 

was the corruption scandal that broke out in the Commission in 1999. With 

the accusation of fraud cast on Commissioner Edith Cresson, the whole 

Commission under President Jacques Santer resigned in 1999. What hap-

pened next was that the new Commission President, Romano Prodi, decided 

to without delay institute a new DG JHA out of the existing TFJHA. DG 

JHA was thus born in October 1999 (European Voice, 11 October 2001). 

The new DG was set up as a single area of responsibility for one Commis-

sioner and the first Commissioner appointed to head it was the Portuguese 

Antonio Vitorino, while Adrian Fortescue became the first director-general. 

Just as van Munster argues, instituting a new DG for JHA showed that these 

issues were now taken very seriously in the Commission. The number of 

staff of the DG rose quickly, and in a year’s time it was three times more 

than before, with some even brought in from the “rival” DG Internal Market 

(van Munster 2009, 79-80; Uçarer 2001, 12). It is clear, therefore, that the 

introduction of the new DG JHA, which timing was largely accidental, made 

DG Employment and DG Internal Market relatively weaker, while DG JHA 

constantly grew stronger. After the establishment of DG JHA, the likelihood 

of letting the “free movement DGs”, i.e. DG Employment and DG Internal 

Market, handle immigration issues declined incessantly. With the new DG 

JHA, the previous rivalry between DG Employment and the TFJHA/ DG 

JHA was moreover quite soon settled. There seems to have been a brief 

phase when there were discussions on which DG that was to handle issues of 

discrimination and immigration. As one of my respondents said when asked 
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if there were at the time of the interview (in 2007) any discussions over 

which DG that should take the lead in some immigration issues: “No, these 

questions were discussed when JLS [i.e. DG JHA], was created. Then there 

was a fight over the dossiers of discrimination and migration. Finally, a 

‘Solomon solution’ was found: we cut the baby in two. And [DG Employ-

ment] was given the questions of discrimination and [DG JHA] took those of 

migration. I over-simplify, but this is what happened in a few words”.140 DG 

Employment thus had to settle with only the issue of discrimination, while 

DG JHA got immigration. Once this division was determined, there was 

moreover no longer any doubt about who was in the lead for the issue of 

immigration, including irregular immigration, and that was DG JHA. From 

then on, DG Employment and the labor market perspective took the back-

bench. The Commission field had thus been rather greatly reconfigured as 

compared to the 1970s.  

As for the internal organization of DG JHA, there are indica-

tions that routines were now taking root, and they seem to have followed the 

same path that the TFJHA started to walk down, which was towards law 

enforcement (including prognostic frames that sought to Avert Immigration, 

such as border control, surveillance, return policy, fight against trafficking) 

more than anything else. A source to European Voice at the time argued that 

while Commissioner Vitorino thought of JHA as being first and foremost 

about justice and civil liberties, but when he tried going in that direction he 

could have a hard time with his bureaucracy, which was more disposed to-

wards law enforcement (European Voice, 11 October 2001). This thus sug-

gests that the bureaucracy had by now developed some kind of standard op-

erating procedures (since they went in the opposite direction of the Commis-

sioner in charge), and that these were in line with the law enforcement per-

spective. Another sign of DG JHA’s law enforcement perspective is that its 

director-general, Fortescue, received critique for the focus on security and 

lack of attention to issues of freedom (European Voice, 2 September 2004).  

One should moreover remember that only two years after the 

inauguration of DG JHA, the terrorist attacks against the World Trade Cen-

tre on the 11 September 2001 occurred. Hence one should not be too sur-

prised that DG JHA’s focus on security became more and more rooted, and 

that the prognostic frame of surveillance appeared for the first time during 

those years. It is probably also due to these events that the diagnostic fram-

ing of irregular immigration as a securitarian threat is never as high as during 

this time (although the framing of irregular immigrants as victims is still 

even more prominent). Nevertheless, it should be stated that the surveillance 

and border control frames could only take root this firmly because the soil 

was very fertile, meaning that DG JHA was already going in that direction, 

and that it would probably have been harder for the events of 11 September 

                                                      
140 Commission official 5 in DG Employment, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-24. 
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to have the same strong impact on the Commission’s framing exercises had 

DG Employment been in the lead.  

The mid-2000s and Onwards: Relations between DG JHA and the Relex 

Family 

Throughout the 2000s, DG JHA has continued to grow in importance. From 

the mid-2000s, its role has been strengthened through the mentioned move to 

the sole right of initiative as regards irregular immigration. From the same 

point in time, it has also been accompanied by a new agency for closer coop-

eration on the management of the EU’s external borders, Frontex, which 

may have contributed to the Commission’s continual significant prognostic 

frames of border control and surveillance during these years.  

In terms of the evolution of the field and how this shapes and is 

shaped by relations among participants in the field, the most important de-

velopment during this period is how immigration is given an external dimen-

sion. This has meant that DGs usually dealing with foreign policy have be-

come involved in the issue of immigration, including irregular immigration, 

and have developed relations with DG JHA. Since there is a difference be-

tween the main objectives of JHA and the main objectives of foreign policy, 

there is also a difference between how they generally approach the issue of 

immigration. Whereas the latter is often more concerned with the root causes 

of immigration, the former is more about managing immigration. The inclu-

sion of foreign policy actors, i.e. the DGs of the Relex family, may therefore 

be interpreted as constituting once again a window of opportunity for fewer 

policy solutions that emphasized to avert immigration. As van Munster 

notes, this was not exactly the result (van Munster 2009, 78-79).141 

The external dimension of immigration had actually been dis-

cussed well before the mid-2000s, though it was from the mid-2000s that the 

relations between DG JHA and the Relex family were finally beginning to 

smoothen up. Nevertheless, if one starts with the small initial steps taken, it 

was really already in the 1990s that the TFJHA started to discuss a possible 

expansion into the external dimension of JHA, i.e. to integrate the issue of 

immigration with the EU’s relations with third countries, and whether such 

an expansion would be valuable, as indicated also by the prognostic frames 

of Financial Assistance to Third Countries that started to be discussed at that 

time. After the Tampere Council called for such an expansion in 1999, the 

Commission DGs with a stake in immigration and foreign relations, howev-

er, reacted markedly differently (Boswell 2008). For DG JHA the external 

dimension was fitting like a glove. Given that DG JHA in the 2000s, as de-

scribed above, was in an expansive period and its tasks were quite open, it 

quickly instituted a new unit with the responsibility of external relations 

                                                      
141 Van Munster calls the EU approach securitized, but I prefer to point out that what is con-

cerned are policy solutions that emphasize to avert immigration. 
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relating to JHA. Not only was this a way to move into foreign relations, but 

it was also a move to show DG Employment, with whom it was then in 

competition, that immigration in all its dimensions was the competence of 

DG JHA. As Boswell states: “[DG JHA] was an organization oriented to-

wards expansion, and keen to acquire new competences and financing” 

(Boswell 2008, 500). In order to broaden the scope of its and the EU’s ap-

proach to immigration, DG JHA sought closer relationship with DG Relex 

and DG Development by consulting with them both formally and informally. 

If DG JHA was delighted with the external dimension of immigration policy, 

its counterparts were, however, less pleased. According to Boswell, officials 

of DG Relex142, which had close interaction notably with countries of Eastern 

Europe and the Maghreb, feared that integrating immigration into foreign 

relations would negatively influence their established relations with the third 

countries. In 2002, for example, several DG Relex officials in interviews 

with her raised the issue of inexperience of DG JHA officials in terms of 

foreign policy. They saw this as potentially problematic when JHA was ex-

panding into the external dimension (Boswell 2008, 501). A struggle over 

what was sound policies and who were to formulate them was hence emerg-

ing. Whereas DG JHA wanted to expand its competence, DG Relex was 

very reluctant to see external relations become a tool for immigration goals. 

According to Boswell, the result was paradoxical. While one may have ex-

pected that DG Relex would “soften” the focus on strategies that primarily 

sought to avert immigration, (such as border control, law enforcement, and 

return policy), and to steer attention to the needs of third countries, the oppo-

site was in fact initially the result. The reason was that DG Relex chose to 

agree with those parts of the external dimension of immigration policy that it 

felt would the least interfere with more traditional foreign policy so that it 

would be able to resist immigration policy from taking over external policies 

completely. As it were, these parts happened to include the fight against 

irregular immigration and trafficking, border control and readmission 

agreements, (Boswell 2008, 501; van Munster 2009, 82-83). The result was 

hence not a significant move towards root causes of immigration, but a con-

tinued road to restrictive policies (van Munster 2009, 83). This way, DG 

Relex could continue more or less like before, and leave immigration issues 

to DG JHA to handle (Boswell 2008, 501).  

Officials in DG Development were even more reluctant, since 

they were used not to pursue primarily the policy interests of the EU, but that 

of traditional development policy in their third world partner countries, such 

as the fight against poverty. To start to steer development assistance instead 

in accordance with the aim of immigration policy seemed inappropriate. In 

                                                      
142 DG Relex dealt with the EU’s foreign relations with third countries other than ACP coun-

tries. At the time this also included countries of Eastern Europe, which were before 2004 not 

yet EU members, but to a great extent sending and transit countries of migrants. 
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the beginning of the years of the external dimension, DG Development 

hence chose to commit itself as little as possible to the new agenda. It did 

apply a part-time official to horizontally coordinate the issue of immigration 

in the DG, but that was about it. The three DGs also together wrote a com-

munication on the integration of migration issues in the EU’s external rela-

tions. A few years later, however, DG Development had something of a 

change of heart. Boswell ascribes this redirection to the heightened public 

attention towards irregular immigration, (caused, for instance, by the inci-

dent in Ceuta and Melilla in 2005, when border guards killed several persons 

trying to reach the territory of these Spanish enclaves), and how this coincid-

ed with a new leadership in the Commission. The new Commission presi-

dent (since late 2004) José Manuel Barroso and his new Commissioners for 

DG JHA Franco Frattini and for DG Relex Benita Ferrero-Waldner were 

open to getting more involved with the issue of immigration, not least the 

external dimension. Whereas the new Commissioner for DG Development, 

Louis Michel, is described as a liberal who rather wanted to talk about mo-

bility than migration, he, as well as the officials in the DG, now seemed 

ready to incorporate immigration into development cooperation as long as it 

did not interfere with development goals, such as the Millennium Develop-

ment Goals. Importantly, DG Development officials also liked the new 

Global Approach to migration (first appearing in 2005), which they felt 

meant that the EU started to listen to the needs also of third countries. For 

instance, the Global approach did not only talk about readmission agree-

ments, irregular immigration and border control, but also the significance of 

circular immigration and immigrant remittances to home countries’ devel-

opment. For the first time, DG Development felt that concerns not only of 

the EU but of their third country partners were actually taken into account.  

In fact, this should be attributed to that very DG, without whom this ap-

proach would probably not have transpired (Boswell 2008, 498-509). In 

more recent interviews, respondents reinforce this interpretation, and claim 

that relations between DGs of the Relex family and DG JHA were initially 

very hesitant and somewhat frosty. One example is one official who de-

scribes the relations as having come a long way from how DG JHA was 

initially just trying to make use of African countries for EU interests, some-

thing that the DGs of the Relex family did not buy: “But again, JLS came a 

really long way here. What I referred to before, the debate in Seville about 

making development cooperation conditional on migration policies – you 

don’t hear that anymore from Mr. Frattini and his people. They have learned 

the lesson that you need development to be successful in migration poli-

cies”.143 In the end, it seems as though the external dimension has brought 

together the Relex family and DG JHA in so far as they are working together 

                                                      
143 Commission official 2 in DG of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-

21 
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on a daily basis. It is likely that the root causes approach has been deepened 

by this cooperation. However, it also seems as though the Relex family is not 

necessarily the counter-weight one could have expected.144 

The differences between the DGs, some of which have been 

reconciled to some extent, are apparent after this analysis of the Commission 

field’s growth and division. The analysis has also shown how the evolution 

of the field has been important for the Commission’s framing of irregular 

immigration. Next there is thus a need to move forward to review how offi-

cials work together within the Commission, as well as to analyze how the 

legacy of each DG’s past history is still present within officials’ relations 

with each other. 

Formal and Informal Contacts between DGs of the Commission 

During the Commission’s day-to-day work, including on the issue of irregu-

lar immigration, the officials working there have formal as well as informal 

contacts with each other. The formal process of internal contacts in the 

Commission is called inter-service consultation. The process entails that 

after a certain unit in the leading DG has drafted a proposal, the proposal has 

to be presented to the rest of the DGs (the “services”) so that they can pro-

vide input regarding how to possibly revise it. After the document has been 

through inter-service consultation, it is sent to the College of Commissioners 

(all the Commissioners of all DGs), where it is once again negotiated. Only 

after that is it formally adopted as a proposal/communication of the Com-

mission. From that point the whole of the Commission is supposed to stand 

firmly behind it. As a next step the document is sent to the Council and the 

European Parliament to be negotiated again between these actors (Rhinard & 

Boin 2009, 11; Rhinard 2010, 21).  

In addition to these formal contacts, the officials in the DGs 

have informal contacts. Since DG JHA is in the lead concerning the issue of 

irregular immigration, they are the node in those contacts. They commonly 

have informal meetings and contacts with all the DGs mentioned in the sec-

tion that described the evolution of the field; DG Employment as well as the 

Relex family, i.e. DG Aidco, DG Development and DG Relex. For example, 

                                                      
144 When van Munster argues that the ascending position/importance of the Relex family did 

not challenge the mainly security oriented framing of immigration, he is therefore only half-

right. First of all, one should remember that the diagnostic framing of irregular immigrants as 

victims is still the most prevalent, which means that the securitarian framing is never as dom-

inating as van Munster seems to argue (although he studies the EU as a whole, not only the 

Commission). Secondly, even if one only looks at the prognostic framing, which is very much 

categorized as being about averting immigration, the entrance of the Relex family has in the 

end probably still something to do with the focus on root causes and financial assistance to 

third countries, which is rather high during these years (although admittedly, they had been 

equally high already in the 1990s). 
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DG JHA had several meetings with DG Employment when drafting the Em-

ployer Sanctions directive proposal.145 One official of the Relex family 

moreover calls DG JHA together with the other DGs of the Relex family 

their main interlocutors in dealing with the external dimension of immigra-

tion146, which clearly shows that they are often in contact with each other. 

The same official also describes the input they provide DG JHA during in-

ter-service consultation as quite active: “We are rarely silent, we usually 

have something to say”.147 Several officials confirm the picture that the con-

tacts between DG JHA and the Relex family are becoming part of everyday 

work, and that contacts take place daily.148 It should also be stated that the 

different DGs consist of a number of organizational sub-units that are spe-

cialized on certain aspects of the overall issues that the DG is managing. In 

general, a DG consists of several directions, each of which consists in turn of 

several units. Cooperation does not therefore only take place between DGs, 

but also between units in one and the same DG.  

This shows that Commission officials from the different DGs 

have plenty of contacts with each other, both of the formal and the informal 

kind. Next follows how they view each other in those contacts.  

The Field’s Division from the Perspective of Commission Offi-

cials 

One of the results of the Commission field having evolved the way just por-

trayed is that officials from the different sub-fields relate to each other in a 

distinct way. Even though the interviews on which the analysis in this sec-

tion is based were performed only between the years 2007-2010, and the 

picture painted directly only concerns this period of time, but indirectly also 

previous periods since they are the result of earlier cooperation and clashes. 

This section serves to show how the Commission’s specific framing of ir-

regular immigration has been made possible by the fact that there are differ-

ent sub-fields of the overall Commission field.  

The picture that appears in the interviews is tremendously un-

ambiguous when it comes to the officials’ estimation of differences between 

the Commission sub-fields regarding the issue of immigration. Basically all 

of the respondents share the same assessment. They consider DG JHA as the 

                                                      
145 Commission official 5 in DG Employment, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-24. 
146 Commission official 9 of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-09-30. 
147 Commission official 9 of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-09-30. 
148 Commission official 10 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-10-09; Commis-

sion official 11 now in DG JHA, formerly in a DG of the Relex family, personal interview in 

Brussels, 2009-10-12; former Commission official 13 in a DG of the Relex family, personal 

interview in Brussels, 2009-10-16; Commission official 2 in DG of the Relex family, personal 

interview in Brussels, 2007-05-21). 
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most restrictive and acting based on perceived interests of the EU member 

states, the Relex family as incorporating interests of third countries, not least 

in the developing part of the world, and DG Employment as being the home 

of perspectives relating to the labor market and social affairs, including in-

terests of business and trade unions.  

A clear example in terms of nailing down that there are differ-

ences between DGs as regards the perspective towards irregular immigration 

(and immigration in general), is the following quote where an official work-

ing in DG JHA describes the position taken by DG JHA as well as its diver-

gence from other DGs:  “In the last years, we [i.e. DG JHA] have become 

more like home affairs – more security driven. We put security first, and this 

is a good thing, it is our task. There are more differences now between DGs. 

Sometimes we go in the same direction, and sometimes not. But this should 

not be considered a problem, we have different profiles so that is only natu-

ral.“149 According to this official the usual thinking of DG JHA is security 

oriented, which s/he indicates is usually not the case with the other DGs. 

Moreover, s/he describes that the different DGs sometimes share visions of 

where to go policy-wise, and sometimes not.  

Another example where an official of DG JHA describes the 

differences between the perspectives is this: “Other DGs look on the issue of 

illegal immigration from other angles, in the sense that they have other prior-

ities. For us in JLS [i.e. DG JHA] fighting illegal immigration is our number 

one priority, which it is not for DG Development, nor Relex. But we in JLS 

usually prevail since this is such a hot issue”.150 This clearly illustrates that 

the different DGs function according to different logics as concerns the issue 

of irregular immigration. The respondent moreover claims that DG JHA is 

the DG whose perspective in the end tends to win discussions and negotia-

tions, which indicates that the most common frames are to quite a large ex-

tent the product of DG JHAs dominance (at least since it was inaugurated at 

the turn of the millennium). This is in line with the description of the evolu-

tion of the field in the beginning of this chapter. Other respondents, also 

from other DGs, reinforce the estimation that DG JHA is the one that as a 

rule get their way: “No, the distribution of roles is quite clear. JLS will have 

the last word”.151 There also seems to be little competition over which DG 

that owns the issue and therefore holds the pen that draws up proposals on 

that issue, once the initial historical struggles have been settled. Hence, there 

appears to have been none in the way of arguing that DG Employment 

should be responsible for drafting the proposal for the Employer Sanctions 

Directive. As a response to my asking whether there had been any disagree-

                                                      
149 Commission official 6 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-24. 
150 Commission official 4 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-23. 
151 Commission officials 8 in DG of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-

09-30. 
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ments between the DGs as regards which DG should be responsible for 

drafting this proposal, officials from both DG JHA and DG Employment 

said no.152 One of them also added that this issue was settled already when 

DG JHA got the competence over the issue of immigration153, which, as the 

historical evolution showed, was already at the turn of the millennium. It 

was hence clear that DG JHA should be in the lead, something that many 

NGOs/Social partners had reservations about since they feared that it would 

mean that the proposal would lean more towards prognostic frames that 

sought to avert immigration, at the expense of labor market frames that pro-

tected the rights of immigrants (see e.g. ETUC, PICUM and Solidar 2007). 

(Moreover, had DG Employment been in the lead, this would have meant 

that social partners would have more to say on the proposal, which I return 

to when analyzing habitus). One conclusion to draw is thus that the decision 

to let DG JHA own the issue of immigration was a very important one, be-

cause subsequently they keep handling it, and there is no questioning that 

this makes them the most influential designer of the Commission’s approach 

to irregular immigration. 

Among the many examples of quotes demonstrating that Com-

mission officials continuously experience differences in perspective between 

DGs are the following passages from five different interviews: 

 
By our colleagues in DG Development and DG Relex, or the NGOs or civil 

society, we [i.e. DG JHA] are always seen as the bad guys when we want to 

put in place readmission policies or migration management policies.
154  

 

 
Researcher: How do DG JLS’s policy preferences differ and converge with 

those of other DGs? 

Respondent: Well, here you can go back to the old schoolbooks because the 

rule is that “where you stand depends on where you sit”. It is quite easy to 

guess what kind of comments each DG will have when you collect the opin-

ions. (---) [DG Development] looks at migration from a development perspec-

tive.
155

 

 

 
Respondent 8: It is even within the Commission, because DG JLS’s point of 

view is much more on internal security stuff, and they have much more pres-

sure coming from member states. (---) 

Researcher: How do you differ and converge between the different DGs? 

                                                      
152 Commission official 15 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-11-11; Commis-

sion official 5 in DG Employment, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-24. 
153 Commission official 5 in DG Employment, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-24 
154 Commission official 11 in DG JHA, formerly in a DG of the Relex family, personal inter-

view in Brussels, 2009-10-12. 
155 Commission official 10 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-10-09. 
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Respondent 9: There is a difference in perspective, as said. JLS is really serv-

ing the interest of the member states more or less. 

Respondent 8: Their main point of view is from internal policy. Our point of 

view is with development, with third country partners. 

Respondent 9: A theoretical example is this; there is X amount of money 

available to be used by the end of the year. JLS comes up with a proposal that 

more or less reflects current pressing issues from the member states’ perspec-

tive – they want to do something in X region because for them this is the most 

pressing issue. Irrespective perhaps of whether this makes sense from a devel-

opment point of view, from the third country’s point of view, and whether it is 

feasible to do it there. It is really about meeting EU level concerns. Sometimes 

this is not compatible with the other DGs’ perspectives. (---) But that you have 

in other organizations as well. It is not EU-specific.
156

 

 

 

Researcher: How does DG [of the Relex family]’s approach differ or con-

verge with that of other DGs? 

Respondent: It’s identical. There is no DG [of the Relex family] policy on il-

legal migration, there is only a Commission policy. 

Researcher: That’s true, but when you consult each other, do you get different 

views? 

Respondent: Yes, but that is always the case, it is not typical for the subject. 

There is always a tendency for services [i.e. DGs] to try to use each other as 

instruments for your own policies. So JLS obviously has this tendency to try to 

instrumentalise development cooperation, development money to implement 

their policies. And the other way around. So that is the natural bureaucratic 

process I would say.157 
 

 

Respondent: In addition, within the Commission different DG's may express 

different sensitivities. For instance, DG JLS is more sensitive on issues related 

to safety and on admission rules. DG Employment on the other side is more 

sensitive on the employment and social impact of migration [---]. 

Researcher: How does DG Employment’s approach differ and converge to 

that of other DGs? 

Respondent: In addition to what I mentioned before, our line has been to 

press DG JLS to combine the measures of fighting against illegal migration 

with measures for opening paths for legal/economic migration. Because if we 

go unilaterally towards defending our frontier and fighting against illegal im-

migration, then the markets sooner or later would beat the frontiers. So we 

were in favor of a comprehensive package instead of an emphasis on fighting 

against illegal immigration through sanctions.158  

 

                                                      
156 Commission officials 8 and 9 in DG of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 

2009-09-30. 
157 Commission official 2 in DG of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-

21. 
158 Commission official 5 in DG Employment, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-24 
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All the quotes show that officials recognize a diversity of perspectives that 

they attribute to the different purposes of the involved DGs. Hence, DG JHA 

is understood as working in the interest of internal security and member 

states (which importantly are implied to be more restrictive and security 

oriented when it comes to the issue of immigration), whereas DGs of the 

Relex family are repeatedly described as acting in the interest of develop-

ment and third countries. It is not far-fetched to assume then that the consid-

erable frequency of prognostic frames falling within the category of grand 

strategies seeking to Avert Immigration, which was reported in the previous 

chapter, should to quite some extent be attributed to the fact that DG JHA 

has been handling the issue (though not completely attributed to it). Prognos-

tic frames such as border control, surveillance and return policy seems to be 

what officials consider the normal policy agenda of DG JHA.  

An additional example is given by another DG JHA official 

when asked whether there are differences between the DGs of the Commis-

sion:  

 
Yes, you can see this. In some ways it is natural. DG Relex is always con-

cerned that the Commission and Europe should be seen positively by third 

countries. DG Employment is very interested in the European labor market. 

DG [inaudible, the respondent says either ECHO or Aidco] is always interested 

in the humanitarian crises and that assistance is provided in these cases. DG 

Development is very concerned about the impact of our migration policy on 

third countries.159  

 

The differences described in this quote are almost textbook, as it so clearly 

depicts that DG Employment is taking a labor market perspective and that 

DGs of the Relex family are concerned with interests of third countries. One 

can probably also safely draw the conclusion that the official considers the 

perspective of DG JHA as contrasting with the others as s/he refers to differ-

ences, even though s/he does not mention exactly what DG JHA’s prefer-

ences are. In the same interview, the official also describes the hands-on 

cooperation between the DGs in the following way:  

 
Well, we are discussing with the colleagues and we are trying to find a way 

forward which is acceptable to both Directorate-Generals. Sometimes it is easy, 

sometimes it is not easy. It depends also to a large extent on the personalities 

involved in the discussions. There are easy-going colleagues and there are 

more difficult colleagues. But in the end, the Commission is one institution – 

so it is just discussions among brothers and sisters that are taking place.160  

 

                                                      
159 Commission official 1 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-03-22. 
160 Commission official 1 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-03-22 
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What this implies is that the differences between the DGs are seen as an 

ordinary element of the cooperation. It seems not to be a big issue. Instead, 

they are “brothers and sisters”, which means that they may have their argu-

ments but in the end they are on the same side. This is an important addition 

for the analysis since it indicates that the researcher must not only study the 

marked differences, but also take into account the similarities between the 

siblings. On the one hand it is clear that there are apparent dissimilarities 

between the DGs, which makes it important which DG is in the lead regard-

ing the issue of irregular immigration, on the other hand, the DGs are like 

brothers and sisters, which indicates that the differences may in the end not 

be miles apart. The following quotation is on the same track. While showing 

that there is a difference in perspectives, it also shows that officials of one 

DG can understand the perspective of its counterpart: 

 
Researcher: How do DG [of the Relex family]’s policy preferences differ or 

converge with that of other DGs? 

Respondent: For us the main focus is basically what migration can bring, bad 

or good, to developing countries especially with regard to their development 

prospects, poverty eradication and so on. Basically our focus is more on the 

South than on the countries of the EU. Though of course we respect the fact 

that the EU’s interest has to be met as well. For example, if we see instances 

of forced migration, refugee flows for example between Liberia and Sierra 

Leone, it could create a threat to the stability of the country so it is an issue of 

concern for us. Whereas for France and JLS the concern might be that these 

people might end up coming to Europe. Also, all this temptation of irregular 

immigration is a symptom that things are not going well in the country. That 

there is a social crisis, that people feel that there is no way out, that they can 

no longer trust their politicians to bring about improvement. So that is a slight-

ly different perspective from us.
161

 

 

In sum, there is no doubt that officials in the Commission regard each other 

as following the routine perspectives of the DG within which they work, 

which supports the theoretical perspective that considers them to be part of 

diverging sub-fields within the Commission. Nevertheless, at the same time, 

one can see signs of similarities, which are important to return to further 

below, and which are not necessarily all that surprising given that they do 

belong to the same Commission field. This section has showed that the 

Commission field, just like other fields, has its own struggles, over the for-

mulation of sound policies, which largely can be linked to different sub-

fields that operate according to different logics and perspectives. It has also 

shown that the struggles have a history, in which the issue of irregular immi-

gration has had a part since the 1970s, that has divided the Commission field 

into three important sub-fields; DG JHA, DG Employment and the Relex 

                                                      
161 Commission official 7 in a DG of the Relex family, and formerly in DG JHA, personal 

interview in Brussels, 2009-11-29. 
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family, which view each other as different from each other. Related to this is 

next to continue to analyze which has more power, more capital, how that 

power is enacted and how this plays into the Commission’s framing of irreg-

ular immigration. 

The Distribution of Economic and Symbolic Capital 

within the Commission Field 

Very related to the concept of field, and the emergence of the (Commission) 

field is the concept of capital. As stated in the theoretical chapter, capital 

equals resources. The capital is unevenly distributed between participants in 

the field, and this section of the chapter is dedicated to analyze how. Re-

sources are field specific. What counts as symbolic capital is only possible to 

settle once empirical analysis has taken place. Even though economic capital 

is often important in several fields, its relative importance differs quite ex-

tensively. Through an empirical analysis, this section determines what 

counts as capital in the Commission field, as well as how economic and 

symbolic capital is distributed among the field participants. 

The Distribution of Economic Capital 

Starting with economic capital, this is measured by looking at two aspects. 

First, the number of persons working with the issue of irregular immigration, 

and next by looking at who run the funds that finances projects in the area of 

irregular immigration. The more personnel and the more funds, the more 

economic capital an actor is provided. This is also a way to look at how the 

budget is divided between Commission departments.162  

The Question of Personnel: DG JHA Outnumbers the Rest 

There is no doubt that out of the DGs of the Commission, DG JHA has the 

most persons working on irregular immigration. To pin down the exact 

number is, however, unfeasible, since officials in the Commission do not 

work only with that issue. They instead work with irregular immigration in a 

number of combinations with other issues. For example, in DG JHA, there 

are officials working with irregular immigration together with other aspects 

of the immigration and asylum policy, or together with issues of border 

management. In DG Employment, it is the same, though in combination with 

                                                      
162 There was no other way to find out how budgetary spending is divided, as otherwise the 

budget is only divided by institutions or policy area. Hence, there is no combination between 

them, which I here needed. That more and more money is spent in the area of irregular immi-

gration, is however no doubt true. 
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employment and social issues, and in DGs of the Relex family with issues of 

external policy and development. Moreover, the amount of time spent on 

irregular immigration varies not only across persons, but also between peri-

ods for each of those persons. Sometimes it is the issue of intense work, and 

sometimes it takes the backbench to other issues that during other times are 

more pressing. Hence, it is simply impossible to nail down an exact number 

of persons working with the issue of irregular immigration. Having said that, 

it is still rather uncomplicated to reach the conclusion that DG JHA has the 

most personnel committed to the issue. Officials in DG Employment, DG 

Development and DG Relex tell essentially the same story of how there are 

only between one and two persons in each of these DGs working fulltime 

with the issue of immigration, including irregular immigration, and that is 

basically it. In DG Aidco, the picture is somewhat different with at least four 

persons working with identifying projects linked to the issue of immigration. 

In addition, there are people working in geographical units who address the 

issue of immigration if the country that they are working with has a special 

interest in migration in their so-called Country Strategy Paper.163 The fact 

that DG Aidco is more equipped personnel-wise than DG Development, DG 

Relex and DG Employment probably is due to it dealing first and foremost 

with programming and implementation, whereas the others are more in-

volved in policy-making. However, even if DG Aidco has more personnel 

than the rest of the DGs of the Relex family and DG Employment, it is still 

not near DG JHA’s personnel capacity. In DG JHA, there are several offi-

cials dedicated to the issue of irregular immigration, mostly found in the 

units working on immigration, in the units working on international aspects 

of migration, in the units dealing with border management and return policy, 

and in the units dealing with trafficking in human beings.164 Even though it is 

not possible to pin down an exact figure, it is clear that the number of offi-

cials is many times higher than in the other DGs. This thus means that not 

only is DG JHA formally in the lead, but it is also the DG that by far out-

numbers the other ones in terms of personnel. As one DG JHA official de-

duces when comparing the other DGs’ more limited human resources in the 

area of immigration to that of DG JHA’s: “They cannot compete in terms of 

handling the business, it is impossible”.165 This suggests that DG JHA, at 

least since it grew so strong in the 2000s, is the site where frames most often 

originate. It also suggests that before it grew strong, i.e. especially during the 

                                                      
163 Commission official 8 in DG of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-09-

30 
164 See e.g. Commission official 4 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-23; 

Commission official 11 in DG JHA, formerly in a DG of the Relex family, personal interview 

in Brussels, 2009-10-12; Commission official 15 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 

2009-11-11.  
165 Commission official 11 in DG JHA, formerly in a DG of the Relex family, personal inter-

view in Brussels, 2009-10-12. 
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1970s and 1980s, the site was not to the same extent DG JHA or its prede-

cessor TFJHA, but rather DG Employment . 

DGs in Charge of EU Funds Dealing with Irregular Immigration: 

Money Largely with DG JHA 

The three most important programmes for funding projects that concern ir-

regular immigration are the Return Fund, the External Borders Fund and the 

Thematic Programme on Migration and Asylum, each mentioned in the pre-

vious chapter. Besides these, one might add the geographical development 

aid programmes, such as the European Development Fund and the European 

Neighbourhood & Partnership Instrument. However, since the two last-

mentioned are concerned  with so many more issues than irregular and regu-

lar immigration, they are not that useful for an analysis of which DG that is 

handling most economic resources.166 Instead, the focus is on the afore-

mentioned. At the time when the interviews were carried out, the Return 

Fund as well as the External Borders Fund were managed by DG JHA, 

whereas DG Aidco managed the Thematic Programme on Migration and 

Asylum. Once again it is clear that DG JHA had the most responsibility if 

measured by the size of the funds. The funds managed by DG JHA covered 

€ 1.820 for the External Borders Fund for the years 2007-2013 and € 676 for 

the Return Fund for the years 2008-2013. The amount of money within the 

Thematic programme managed by DG Aidco was around € 380 for 2007-

2013. It is hence clear that while DG Aidco has been granted the task of 

managing quite some money in the area of irregular immigration (at least 

when not counting the money spent through the European Development 

Fund in accordance with the country strategy papers which can include is-

sues linked to migration, but not necessarily do so), DG JHA still sits on a 

considerably higher amount. Interestingly, however, a few years back it had 

even more. The predecessor of the Thematic Programme, i.e. the AENEAS 

programme, was namely managed by DG JHA. To the apparent irritation of 

officials in DG JHA, this changed with the Thematic programme.167  The 

economic capital of DG Aidco in the area of irregular immigration is there-

fore increasing, which in turn is probably a sign that the external dimension 

is on the rise (which is not surprising since it coincides with the rise of the 

Global Approach to Migration). 

                                                      
166 The reason for mentioning the European Development Fund and the European Neighbour-

hood & Partnership Instrument in the previous chapter was that the Commission mentioned in 

the documents that it wanted to use them for purposes linked to irregular immigration. The 

extent to which this would be the case is, however, far from clear, which is why they are left 

out of the analysis in this chapter. Nevertheless, it can at least be mentioned that they are 

managed by DG Aidco/DG Deveopment and DG Enlargement respectively. 
167 Commission official 8 in DG of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-09-

30; Commission official 12 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-10-12.  
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The role played by economic capital, be it in the form of per-

sonnel or the management of funds, seems to be rather big. It is important to 

have personnel, that’s for sure. It seems also to be somewhat important, 

though to a lesser extent, to be the one that manages funds, as shown by the 

reluctance of DG JLS officials to hand over funds to DG Aidco, and the 

relative growth in importance that DG Aidco seems to have benefitted 

through its management of funds.  

Symbolic Capital and how to prove one’s Competence 

More difficult to identify than economic capital is what counts as symbolic 

capital in the Commission field. After closely studying the respondents’ 

answers, it seems fair to argue that those actors within the Commission are 

(symbolically) resourceful that are able to claim competence in the policy 

area and to show a willingness to “move forward” in policy-making. If 

someone or some DG on the contrary fails to claim special competence re-

garding irregular immigration and in the eyes of its compatriots does not 

show a willingness to move forward in policy-making, it then has decidedly 

less symbolic capital. It is here important to once again stress the relational 

quality of symbolic capital; an actor only has capital if the other participants 

acknowledge that it does. This means that an actor cannot in and of itself 

claim competence or a willingness to move forward in policy-making, the 

other actors must agree that it so does for it to become powerful. To further 

identify the symbolic capital in the Commission field, one thus has to nail 

down how actors come to be viewed as having competence in the area of 

irregular immigration and how they successfully can show a willingness to 

move forward in policy-making towards irregular immigration. As inter-

views reveal, it seems as though it is not enough for actors to simply claim 

familiarity or experience with the issue of irregular immigration to be con-

sidered competent. Instead it seems to be of utter importance to show that 

they have a certain kind of experience, or rather a view of irregular immi-

gration that is deemed realistic. If deviating too much from this perceived 

realistic view, the actor will not be considered competent and serious. I de-

velop further the analysis of what is considered realistic in the section of 

habitus, but suffice it here to state that being realistic habitually equals being 

restrictive, whereas arguing in favor of prognostic frames that seek to pro-

vide rights to irregular immigrants or open up to more legal immigration to a 

large extent equal being unrealistic. In sum, to be seen as competent, actors 

in the Commission field have to propose rather restrictive policy solutions, 

or they will simply not have enough capital to be influential, and will instead 

be marginalized in formulating (sound) policies, which is always the main 

goal in the Commission.  
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Very closely related to the subject of competence is the question 

of willingness to move forward in policy-making. Having analyzed the in-

terviews, it seems as though the willingness is confirmed if an actor posi-

tions itself quite close to the member states. The reason is that Commission 

officials grant an unproportionally large weight to member states when it 

comes to decision-making. When asked the question of who the respondents 

think are influential in EU policy-making towards irregular immigration, not 

just from a formal angle but also informally, parts of the answers differed 

quite extensively. Someone could answer the press, politicians and political 

parties,168 another a specific person in the Commission,169 and a third top civil 

servants.170 What most agreed upon, however, was the prominence of the 

member states. A few examples are the following passages from the inter-

views: ”Member states…”171; “Many member states and the Commission. 

Since 2005, they are very much influenced by the Mediterranean prob-

lems.“172; “It [border control] is to a large extent driven by member states”.173 

“Outside the Commission, it is still the big EU member states. (…) Spain, 

France, Germany, Italy, the big ones”174. Not nearly as many gave weight to 

the European Parliament, even though it was sometimes mentioned along-

side the member states: “I don’t know, mainly it is the national governments, 

but also the European Parliament”.175 While I am not trying to deny that 

member states play an important role in shaping the policy towards irregular 

immigration, the significance given to member states by the Commission 

officials is still not entirely rational when it comes to decision-making. 

While it could well be that member states play a more important role than, 

for example, the European Parliament when it comes to agenda setting, in 

decision-making they simply do not. If one looks at the formal decision-

making rules on the issue of irregular immigration at the time when I was 

conducting the interviews, there was already co-decision (and there still is), 

which means that the member states and the European Parliament carry 

equal weight in making decisions. 176  What is more, one should obviously 

                                                      
168 Commission official 2 in DG of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-

21. 
169 Former Commission official 13 in DG of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 

2009-10-16. 
170 Commission official 4 in DG JHA personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-23. 
171 Commission official 15 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-11-11. 
172 Commission official 11 in DG JHA, formerly in a DG of the Relex family, personal inter-

view in Brussels, 2009-10-12 
173 Commission official 17 in DG JLS, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-11-17. 
174 Former Commission official 13 in DG of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 

2009-10-16. 
175 Commission official 12 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-10-12. 
176 Member states were mentioned as influential even more when the question did not only 

consider irregular immigration, but also legal migration. That is however more expected since 

there were no co-decision rules between member states and EP at the time of the interviews. 

Therefore, these responses are not quoted here.  
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not forget the Commission, which has the sole right of initiative. Without its 

initiative, there can be no decision at all, and it also has the right to withdraw 

the policy proposal. So how should one then understand the weight given to 

the member states by Commission officials in the interviews? The answer is 

that it is easy to sense that the informal status given to member states is im-

portant here. The weight is a sign of member states being ever present in the 

minds and behavior of Commission officials, as a leftover and historical 

legacy from the previous order when there was no co-decision in place.  This 

has led to a situation where showing a willingness to move forward in poli-

cy-making for officials often seems to translate to situating their position 

rather close to the (perceived) positions of the member states, which is again 

to be quite restrictive. To have symbolic capital for Commission officials 

thus means not to move too far away from the position of the perceived 

leader of EU policy-making towards irregular immigration, i.e. member 

states.  This does not mean that officials accept the position of member states 

completely, which would not even be possible since all member states do not 

completely agree on every aspect of the policy towards irregular immigra-

tion all the time, but it seems in general as though those officials whose 

stance come close to the perceived opinions of member states (which is a 

relatively restrictive stance) are seen as showing a willingness to move for-

ward.  

Most successful in proving one’s competence and willingness 

to move forward is DG JHA, if comparing the DGs to each other, as it most 

often comes closest to the member states. DG JHA hence has the most sym-

bolic capital in connection to the issue of irregular immigration. It is accord-

ingly the most legitimate speaker and the most trustworthy actor on the issue 

in the Commission. There is moreover a very hands-on institutionalization of 

this informal status, and that has to do with who gets invited to meetings and 

is able to speak there with legitimacy, which is a further sign of who pos-

sesses symbolic capital. If one examines first which officials of the Commis-

sion that gets invited to meetings with the other policy-making institutions, 

i.e. Council and EP, it is clear that DG JHA is the most sought-after DG. 

While that may not be surprising given that it is the formal DG in the lead of 

irregular immigration, one might still have expected that the other DGs 

would have more to say in areas where they have had the most experience, 

such as foreign policy in the case of the external dimension of immigration. 

Nevertheless, whereas DGs of the Relex family have been granted the right 

to attend with observer status in some of the relevant Council working 

groups177, it is obvious from the interviews that these officials know their 

place at those meetings:  

                                                      
177 Council working groups are committees where legal proposals are debated once they have 

been adopted by the Commission. They consist of representatives of the member states, of the 
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There is a High Level Working Group on Migration, which we are not formally 

part of, but we go there and listen to what happens and we get the documents. 

But we don’t have voice in the group.
178

  

 
It is up to the Presidency to determine how they want to organize, and the pre-

sent has given a lot of attention to the High Level Working Group on Migration 

and Asylum as the key player. And that is why the most debates, also on the ex-

ternal dimension of migration, are in that group. Previously it was different, and 

we had, for instance, very good cooperation in [other groups of more external 

relations and development character]. We worked with them in the past, and I 

personally hope that we can work again, because they were providing a slightly 

different perspective. But now it is the High Level Working Group, and we at-

tend but JLS speaks. Whereas in the [other] group, [we] would be in the lead.
179

  

 

It is clear that they know that they do not have the legitimacy to speak, 

which DG JHA does. The different DGs therefore participate in those groups 

on completely different terms, and this reinforces the uneven distribution of 

symbolic capital. It moreover makes DG JHA not only more powerful than 

other DGs, but also makes what they say more loaded with power. That is; 

what they say can be expected to have more bearing on the framing of irreg-

ular immigration. During internal discussions between DG JHA and the oth-

er DGs, this probably often leads to DG JHA having the upper hand, which 

an already cited quote has hinted at: “For us in JLS [i.e. DG JHA] fighting 

illegal immigration is our number one priority, which it is not for DG Devel-

opment, nor Relex. But we in JLS usually prevail since this is such a hot 

issue”.180 Though the official offered another reason for DG JHA’s domi-

nance, simply that the issue of irregular immigration is “hot”, what is most 

important for my argument here is that DG JHA usually has the advantage in 

discussions.  

If one moves to study instead those meetings to which the 

Commission decides what other actors should be invited, the question of 

how symbolic capital equals to advance restrictive policies comes to the 

fore, because once again the close ties between member states and the 

Commission is demonstrated. During the drafting of a proposal, the Com-

mission expert groups are of special significance, since those invited there 

get the opportunity to influence the Commission officials and the content 

already at an early and crucial stage. Whereas Commission expert groups 

                                                                                                                             
Council General Secretariat and of Commission officials. For an analysis of the work carried 

out in Council working groups, see e.g. Fouilleux, de Maillard & Smith, 2007.  
178 Commission officials 8 in DG of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-

09-30. 
179 Commission official 2 in DG of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-

21. 
180 Commission official 4 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-23. 
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may fill different functions (see Larsson & Murk 2007, 86), it seems as 

though the expert groups set up in the area of irregular immigration have 

been mostly about taking the first steps towards a proposal, e.g. acquiring 

insights concerning various positions on the issue. Even though the Commis-

sion can largely invite anyone it wishes to participate in the expert groups, 

my interviews as well as the EU online register of Commission expert 

groups show that those invited are, in addition to Commission officials, al-

most always only representatives of the member states, and in no instance 

persons from the European Parliament.181 The exclusion of persons from the 

EP is in line with findings of previous research (see Larsson & Murk 2007, 

91). At later stages in the policy-process, i.e. after the Commission has al-

ready adopted its communications, it does meet with representatives of the 

EP (notably the so-called rapporteurs), but even at that stage it meets to a 

larger extent with member state representatives in the many Council working 

groups. This means that Commission officials at several instants are present-

ed the views of the member states, and only a few times and at a much later 

stage when the communication has already been adopted, that of the EP. 

This is important since there is quite some consensus that member states 

represent a restrictive view towards immigration, whereas the EP holds civil 

liberties high and tend to be more open to immigration (see e.g. Leitner 

1997, 138; Uçarer 2001, 14; Papagianni 2006, 252; Kaunert 2010, 127).182 183 

                                                      
181 Commission official 1 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-03-22; official 29 

in Ministry of Justice, Sweden, personal interview in Stockholm, 2007-05-02. It appears as 

though this may change after 2010, since the following is stated on the EU website of the 

online register: “In accordance with the 2010 Framework Agreement between the European 

Parliament and the Commission, where expert groups comprise the national authorities of all 

Member States, the Commission services send the European Parliament the same documenta-

tion that they send to national authorities in relation to the meetings of those expert groups, 

where such meetings concern the preparation and implementation of Union legislation. Upon 

request of the European Parliament, the Commission services may invite the European Par-

liament to send experts to attend meetings of expert groups referred to above” 

(http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regexpert/index.cfm?do=faq.faq&aide=2, 4 February 2013). 

It hence appears as if the EP will get more to say in relation to the Commission expert groups.  
182 That the EP tend to be more human rights oriented and the member states more restrictive 

has not only been shown in research, but is an assessment that is shared by Commission offi-

cials. One respondent elaborated on this in the following way: “Well, I think, as compared to 

the member states, there is more concern for what is seen as the individual rights of migrants 

or the illegally staying and there is less willingness or less acceptance for the member states’ 

arguments in favor of restrictive controls and more rapid returns without considering the 

individual circumstances of lived experience of this particular person in front of you. The 

members states probably put more emphasis on considerations of pull factors if we speak of 

even individual case-by-case regularization or other ways short of regularization of enhancing 

the position that illegally staying migrants find themselves in, whereas the Parliament proba-

bly has more consideration for the individual and less acceptance of an argument saying that 

individual circumstances you will create an impression that you can illegally enter or overstay 

and then [become regularized] so why not do it because the benefits will outweigh the costs. I 

think that would be one way that I would read the differences” (Commission official 15 in DG 

JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-11-11). Also NGOs and social partners saw the EP 
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To argue that these tight linkages and informal exchange of views between 

member states and Commission officials of DG JHA to some extent has 

grown into a similar or related approach to irregular immigration is not far-

fetched, which in turn further strengthens how symbolic capital has come to 

mean to take a position not too far from the member states’. 

Critics may point out that it is not surprising that DG JHA has 

the most capital, since it is formally responsible for the issue of irregular 

immigration, but that is not the point I am trying to make. The important 

thing to note is that beneath the formal responsibility of DG JHA lays also a 

logic that strongly reinforces DG JHA’s power and authorizes restrictive 

prognostic frames. Formal and informal organization hence reinforce one 

another.184 The close ties between member states and DG JHA together with 

the distance between EP and the Commission forms a crucial backdrop to 

how symbolic capital in the Commission has come to equal competence and 

willingness to move forward in policy-making to being restrictive, which 

again reinforces DG JHA’s power at the expense of other DGs’. The organi-

zation thus is circularly strengthened. What is more, it means that if other 

DGs, or other external actors for that matter, with less capital wish to be 

influential they cannot deviate too much from restrictive policy suggestions. 

Proposing restrictive prognostic frames becomes also a way to gain more 

symbolic capital, credibility. Nevertheless, this capital comes at a cost, 

namely the cost of policies that provide rights to irregular immigration, since 

such policies are largely thought of as a sign of incompetence and unwill-

ingness to move forward in policy-making.  

In sum, DG JHA has the most economic and symbolic capital. 

This has contributed to authorize the restrictive prognostic framing of irregu-

lar immigration. 

Habitus of Commission Officials 

The task of this section is to analyze how the habitus formed in the Commis-

sion field works to authorize certain framings of irregular immigration, by 

analyzing how routines and standard operating procedures form dispositions 

of officials of the various DGs. As seen in the theoretical chapter, a collec-

tive habitus is “characterized by shared perspectives on the world, relatively 

                                                                                                                             
as a defender of human rights. One respondent from the social partners for example said that 

“The European Parliament is our best ally!” since it considered social policy so important 

(Brussels based social partner respondent 23, telephone interview, 2007-05-14). 
183 There are, however, some signs that the EP is getting closer to the member states in so far 

as that their fight for civil liberties seems to have declined somewhat after the introduction of 

co-decision (Ripoll Servent, 2012: 68; Lopatin, 2013).  
184 Bourdieu makes an analogous argument when he analyzes how the male domination over 

women is not only an informal taken-for-granted hierarchy, but also to a large extent formal-

ized (Bourdieu 2004b). 
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common sets of values and shared dispositions to believe and behave in par-

ticular ways” (Webb, Schirato & Danaher 2002, 93). In the Commission, as 

in other institutions, actors are socialized in certain ways and particular habi-

tus thus formed. Of relevance to this study are two parts of collective habi-

tus; firstly the part (these dispositions) that is formed in accordance with the 

routines of each specific DG, each sub-field, and secondly the part (the dis-

positions) that is formed in accordance with the larger overall Commission 

field. In case of the first-mentioned it is argued that officials develop certain 

dispositions that are shared with other officials of the same DG that they are 

presently working in. In case of the latter, it is maintained that they simulta-

neously develop dispositions that are shared with officials in the Commis-

sion as a whole, across DG lines.  

Respondents were asked about their background, which includ-

ed how long they had been working on these issues in the Commission and 

what they were doing prior to their current job. Though I do not claim to see 

any general pattern here (and in any case I have no representative respond-

ents in the statistical sense), by and large the respondents seem often to have 

been quite some time in the Commission, which means they have had plenty 

of time to adapt to behavior in the field and sub-field. Most of my respond-

ents have been in the same DG for more than a year, but less than ten years, 

though some have been there even longer.185 In addition, some were second-

ed national experts and many had, before coming to their current position, 

held jobs in other locations, including other DGs. To have this kind of varie-

ty in respondents is fruitful, since it means that they may also have some-

thing interesting to say about the experience of working in different DGs. A 

sign of how socialization works is offered in this testimony of a respondent 

who used to work in different NGOs, and now works in DG JHA: “I left the 

NGOs in 1997, and now I realize they see things very much in black and 

white. The issue of migration and illegal immigration is, however, much 

more complex than that”.186 If one does not assume that this is simply a ra-

tional assessment of working in NGOs compared to DG JHA, which the 

theory of this dissertation does not, it is instead rather an indication of how 

the respondent is adapting to the current institution’s logic of practice when 

s/he changes his/her views.  Another official describes how s/he has changed 

his/her opinion on what role a certain DG of the Relex family should play in 

the external dimension of migration. When the official was working in that 

DG, his/her view was that it should play a key role in managing the external 

dimension, but his/her view changed when s/he started working instead in 

DG JHA: “In DG [of the Relex family] I was convinced that we had to coor-

dinate and that we had to have it in our hands. But we did not have the hu-

                                                      
185 The officials working in DG JHA have of course not been there more than 10 years, since 

the DG had not existed for that long when I carried out the interviews.  
186 Commission official 6 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-24 
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man resources to do it, and indeed it is not there that things are happening. It 

is here [in DG JHA], policy-making is here”.187 His/her firm conviction that 

the external dimension of immigration should be coordinated by a DG of the 

Relex family hence changed once s/he started working in DG JHA, which 

s/he then came to view instead as the legitimate coordinator. This is again a 

sign of how officials may socialize into the new sub-field’s logic of practice 

and views once they become part of it.  

Standard Operating Procedures in each DG: Generating DG Spe-

cific Dispositions 

DG Employment’s Relation to Social Partners and NGOs 

If one looks at some of the previous research on the DGs relevant to this 

study, Cram in 1994 noted that DG Employment fostered a relationship with 

organizations interested in developing social policy: “Appealing to organiza-

tions and groups, often with a high level of moral credibility (if not political 

power), the activities of DG V [i.e. DG Employment] have made the issue of 

social policy difficult for national governments to ignore” (Cram 1994, 213, 

my square brackets).  What Cram refers to is how DG Employment has ap-

pealed to and developed close ties to civil society organizations, something 

that was present already in the mid-1970s (Kendall & Anheier 1999, 293-

294). The close ties to civil society organizations have hence for a long time 

been part and parcel of DG Employment’s routinized behaviour. In addition 

to NGOs and similar organizations, the DG also has an enduring relationship 

with trade unions and employer associations, the so-called social partners, 

not least in the social dialogue, formalised in the EC Treaty in the mid-1980s 

(now article 152, 152 and 154 TFEU).188 189 In the social dialogue, social 

partners are consulted both in the initial stages of a proposal regarding what 

the proposal should cover, and in later stages regarding the actual substance 

of the proposal.190 My respondents experienced the close link, and an official 

of DG Employment described the DG’s relation with independent actors this 

way:  

 

                                                      
187 Commission official 11 in DG JHA, formerly in DG of the Relex family, personal inter-

view in Brussels, 2009-10-12. 
188 

http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/areas/industrialrelations/dictionary/definitions/europeansocia

ldialogue.htm, 11 February 2013. 
189 Usual partners are for instance the European Trade Union Confederation and Busi-

nessEurope. For a complete list of social partners, see 

http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=329&langId=en, 11 February 2013.  
190 http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=329&langId=en, 11 February 2013.  
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We receive the opinions of the social partners through the social dialogue at 

EU level. We have also consultations with the Economic and Social Commit-

tee. We have also consultations with the civil society. [---] Migration is a mul-

ti-dimensional and multi-level issue, involving different ministries and also 

different levels of government, social partners and the civil society, starting 

from local up to the European level.
191

  

 

Staff of different NGOs reflected on the same experience from another per-

spective:  

 
That also means that if JLS [DG JHA] is dominating the process, they have no 

real consultation mechanisms with civil society organizations as opposed to 

DG Employment, which has a whole consultation process and a history of 

working with trade unions, employer organizations and NGOs.
192

  

 

Researcher: So, are you then consulted by the Commission?  

Respondent: That is quite an interesting topic because whereas DG Employ-

ment has a very structured social dialogue in place, regular meetings with so-

cial NGOs and so on, DG JHA so far has been very reluctant to talk to civil 

society. Not just reluctant, but also they have never done it before, so they 

have no idea how to go about it. [---] In the employer sanctions directive, we 

are struck that the Commission has hardly even mentioned the topic with em-

ployers, let alone trade unions and human rights NGOs and whatever. The Eu-

ropean Confederation of Industries had not been consulted on the topic. We 

will probably write together with other NGOs a letter to Frattini [the JHA 

Commissioner] suggesting that they follow the same procedure as in DG Em-

ployment and set up a permanent consultation process for the legislation. This 

is not just so that we want to let them know our position, but also because if 

stakeholders are part of drafting legislation they will be more willing to im-

plement it later. [---] 

Researcher: Do you feel that you [NGO] can affect the way the policy looks?  

Respondent: I think so, but to a very limited extent. Especially with DG JLS. 

Another thing that is worrying is that JLS is increasingly taking the lead, in-

cluding on issues where it shouldn’t be, for instance the employer sanctions 

because that relates to employment so it should be DG Employment. And 

since it is difficult to talk to them, our impact is quite limited. That is a big 

problem. Even when NGOs cooperate and produce common positions, there is 

only so much that is taken on board.
193

 

 

What the interviewed staff of the NGOs agreed on was not only that they 

had close and well-established ties to DG Employment, but they also felt that 

this was decidedly not the case with DG JHA. In several cases they had ac-

tually been in contact with officials of DG JHA and had provided them their 

opinions, but they still felt that they were not paid the same time and status 

                                                      
191 Commission official 5 in DG Employment, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-24 
192 Brussels NGO staff member 26, telephone interview, 2007-04-18. 
193 Brussels NGO staff member 24, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-03-21 
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that they were from DG Employment. I would argue that this is a clear sign 

of how DG Employment is well-trained in taking into consideration the per-

spective and favored policy solutions of social partners. It has become a very 

significant part of their habitus. How officials of DG Employment act and 

suggest policy solutions is highly colored by their experiences with how they 

usually do their business, which is to do something that social partners 

would agree upon. In the case of irregular immigration, that something 

would probably revolve around the labor market, similar to how irregular 

immigration to a large extent was prognostically framed during the 1970s, 

when DG Employment was indeed responsible for formulating Commission 

communications on the topic. If one looks at the interests of social partners it 

moreover seems as though they would prefer less restrictive policy solutions. 

This is certainly the case for NGOs and the European Trade Union Confed-

eration (ETUC), who for example in a joint position paper on the Commis-

sion proposal on Employer Sanctions argued that the EU should enhance 

irregular immigrants’ rights in the workplace and refrain from using the de-

rogatory and problematic term “illegal”.194 Also BusinessEurope seems to 

favor less restrictive policies. In a position paper on the same proposal, it 

states that while employer sanctions may be a good move (though arguing 

that private business cannot be delegated the duty to verify a person’s resi-

dence permit, which they argue is government responsibility), they cannot be 

used in isolation, but must be accompanied by facilitated legal immigra-

tion.195  

The Relex Family’s Experience with Third Countries 

In the DGs of the Relex family, there are also standard operating procedures 

that shape dispositions and habitus of the officials working there. In 1993, 

Abélès, Bellier and Mcdonald observed that officials of DG Development 

saw their DG as something very distinctly different from those other DGs 

that it was not cooperating with (Abélès, Bellier and Mcdonald 1993, 9-10). 

(Hence it is not surprising that the initial cooperation with DG JHA was a 

little tense). Moreover, officials in the DG consider themselves grass roots, 

close to the third country partners and able to understand their problems 

particularly well. The feeling of closeness to third countries is not specific 

for DG Development, but is shared with officials in DG Aidco and DG 

Relex, who also are used to consider the perspective of third countries. In my 

interviews, respondents expressed how they were used to take in the con-

cerns of third countries, which is doubtless such a large part of what they do 

that it has become the natural way of doing things. It has become an im-

                                                      
194 Joint Comments of ETUC, PICUM and Solidar On expected Commission proposals to 

fight ‘illegal’ employment and exploitative working conditions, Brussels 26 October 2007.  
195 BusinessEurope Position Paper on a Commission proposal for a directive on sanctions 

against employers of illegally staying third-country nationals, 25 October 2007, page 2, para-

graph 8. 
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portant part of their habitus.196 However, this does not mean that all that is 

done within the Relex family is only done from the perspective of third 

countries. As was pointed out in the previous chapter, the trend in develop-

ment aid in the area of immigration seems to be to prioritize countries that 

immigrants pass by on their way to the EU, and to build up those countries’ 

border controls, to enable them to halt unwelcome immigration to the EU 

countries. What it on the other hand does mean is that, when this is the case, 

officials of the Relex family are likely to feel somewhat uncomfortable, be-

cause their habitus is so used to seeing things from the perspective of third 

countries. One of my respondents expressed this ambivalence in the follow-

ing way when elaborating on how the DG worked with the issue of immigra-

tion:  

 
Third countries are of course much more interested in discussing labor mi-

gration; “how can we facilitate for our migrants who want to go to the EU to 

work?” [---] But the problem is that we got very concentrated on our own 

problems. Sometimes it can feel pretty hard that we are working with devel-

opment aid, but when we are discussing with third countries it actually be-

comes quite obvious that we do this for our own sake, not so much for yours 

[i.e. the third countries’]. [---] I have worked here for quite some time, and 

when I started I wanted to work with development projects and help third 

countries. But I sometimes feel that – is that really what we are doing?
197  

 

His/her uneasiness with how development aid is used as a tool for the EU 

immigration policy is rather apparent, and can likely be ascribed to how the 

habitus clashes with new trends in development aid and immigration policy. 

Another respondent supports this analysis by describing how there have 

been, and still are to a large extent, discrepancies between officials with a 

background in development and officials with a background in working with 

migration issues: 

 
When you go to Africa, you have the whole debate between the development 

people and the people with a migration background, where by now I think 

there is a kind of common understanding, but there are still questions on how 

far can we go, also with regard to irregular migration – should we fund these 

types of projects from development funding? And I think there actually the 

Commission goes quite far. If you look at the country strategy paper for 

Mauritania, they say that we are going to work on integrated border man-

agement and that is financed from development funding. I think there are 

other development agencies in the EU that would not do that, that they 

                                                      
196 In addition, DG Aidco, which is in charge of the development funds, has a lot of contacts 

with NGOs that implement projects on the ground. Thus, they are used to sensing the opinions 

of NGOs, though they may not be as close to these kinds of organizations as is DG Employ-

ment. 
197 Commission official 3 in DG of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-

21. 
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would limit themselves to migration-development issues [i.e. to try and use 

migration policies to spur development].
198

  

 

While the development people generally try to resist using development aid 

to border control, migration people do not in general experience the same 

problem, since their habitus does not contain the dispositions that mainly 

look from the third country perspective. Had DGs of the Relex family in-

stead of DG JHA been in charge of the issue of irregular immigration, it 

would thus probably have been more concentrated on the perspective of third 

countries, which, as seen in the first quote, would probably have meant ad-

vocating more legal ways into the EU.  

DG JHA and the Special Relation to Member States 

Turning then to the standard operating procedures of DG JHA, it is first of 

all clear that it does not have the same experience of a close and longstand-

ing partnership with either social partners or third countries. This lack of 

experience was most evident in the early years of DG JHA’s work on issues 

that involved these actors, such as the external dimension of immigration. 

For instance, an official of the Relex family describes how DG JHA at the 

time completely overlooked the third countries’ perspectives and instead 

simply tried to force them to do what the EU wanted, which was to halt ir-

regular immigration: “The added value of having [DG of the Relex family] 

involved is from the perspective of JLS [i.e. DG JHA] that we can open 

doors in Africa. In the early days, around 2002, the idea was to go to Africa 

and bully states there to make them deal with illegal immigration. But poli-

cy-makers fast realized this was not working. We in [DG of the Relex fami-

ly] also see to African needs”.199 Not only does the respondent convey how 

DG JHA “bullied” states in Africa, s/he also contrasts this to how his/her 

own DG would not have done the same, which indicates how parts of their 

habitus differ. It is moreover not only officials from other DGs that point out 

how the early years of the Commission’s experience with the external di-

mension of immigration was missing the third countries’ perspectives. An-

other official, this time one working in DG JHA recollects these years in an 

equivalent way. S/he states that “we have passed the time when the EU one-

sidedly demanded things from third countries, there is now a dialogue”.200 

Though s/he emphasizes that they today have a dialogue, the statement still 

confirms that there previously was a time when the opposite was the case. 

Some years later, in the second half of the 2000s, it seems as though DG 

JHA has gotten more used to dealing with third countries as well as social 

                                                      
198 Former Commission official 13 of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-

10-16). 
199 Commission official 2 in DG of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-

21. 
200 Commission official 10 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-10-09 
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partners, even though they are even now far from doing so to the same extent 

as DG Employment and the Relex family. There is still no formal dialogue 

with independent actors, such as NGOs, trade unions and business interests, 

though they do meet every now and then on an ad hoc basis.201 

While DG JHA on the issue of irregular immigration lacks 

closeness to social partners or third countries compared to the Relex family 

and DG Employment, they are instead closer to other actors than are the 

other DGs, which shapes their dispositions in a different direction. Two EU 

agencies that are cooperating with DG JHA in the area of irregular immigra-

tion and border control are Europol and Frontex. The former is the European 

Police Office, which since its inception in 1999 is concerned with law en-

forcement and the fight against transnational organized crime and terrorism. 

In the area of irregular immigration, it is focused on combating human 

smuggling and human trafficking. Frontex, inaugurated in 2005, is the Euro-

pean agency for the management of operational cooperation at the external 

borders.  It supports member states in border control by, for instance, per-

forming operations to capture irregular immigrants at border crossings and 

by coordinating joint returns of captured irregular immigrants. Though the 

agencies are independent from the Commission, they have quite close con-

tacts with some of the units of DG JHA. According to one respondent, they 

may also attend Commission expert groups.202 That this relation to some 

extent stimulates the convergence of dispositions is highly likely, and since 

the agencies are focused on stopping irregular immigration, DG JHA offi-

cials will get somewhat used to that perspective. However, the actors that are 

the principal partners of DG JHA are without a doubt member states. Stand-

ard operating procedures on the issue of irregular immigration are for DG 

JHA to have lots of contacts with member states. As already revealed in the 

section that analyzed symbolic capital, the Commission has much more con-

tacts, formal as well as informal, with member states than with members of 

the European Parliament, which is the other decision-making institution. The 

ties not only make DG JHA more disposed to seeing things in the restrictive 

perspective of the member states, but also seem to imprint on their habitus 

an especially strong tendency to act as though member states were always 

around the corner, ready to blame them for perceived shortcomings. Member 

states are in this manner ever present in DG JHA officials’ habitus as a “pos-

sibility”; a possibility to be blamed for moving too far away from the mem-

ber states perspective. The following quote describing the difference be-

                                                      
201 A possible exception is the launching of Green Papers by the Commission, which is meant 

to spur debate on the topic of the green paper. Anyone, be it a group or an individual, is then 

welcome to provide the Commission with their opinions on the matter, but green papers are 

quite different from the ongoing dialogue that social partners have with DG Employment. The 

closeness between actors is missing. 
202 Official 20 in EU agency, telephone interview, 2010-01-28.  
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tween working in a DG of the Relex family and of working in DG JHA, in 

terms of their relations to the member states, is illustrative:  

 
We are ready to work with everybody, but when there is a problem with mi-

gration it is the Commissioner in charge who is confronted to the member 

states. And we have lots of contacts with member states on migration issues, 

which [a DG of the Relex family] never has. Their counterpart is the geo-

graphical working groups. The pressure from the member states is on us, DG 

JLS, to deliver, not on them. So that is a bit different. [---] In a DG, which 

has not migration as its core business, like in [a DG of the Relex family], I 

was much more free to do what I wanted and I was adviser and expert and 

that’s it. Here [in DG JHA], you are really accountable for the policies put in 

place, so it has to be screened by the hierarchy. You are not the one who 

knows a bit about the policy, you are the one who is going to commit your 

Commissioner in front of the ministers [in the Council]. So the positions are 

really different, if you will. [---] we have our priorities. Otherwise, when we 

appear in front of the member states they are going to say “what are you do-

ing with this money?! Of course migration from, for example, Namibia to 

Botswana is important, but we want you to pay attention to migration to the 

EU”.
203

 

 

A few important signs of how member states’ presence shapes the disposi-

tions of officials in DG JHA surface in the quote. First of all, the respondent 

confirms the close relationship between member states and DG JHA on mi-

gration issues and contrasts this with the lack thereof between member states 

and a DG of the Relex family. Secondly, s/he makes clear that this puts a 

heavy pressure on DG JHA, while other DGs can happily provide a little 

light expertise without ever having to really be accountable in front of the 

member states for what they do. A third and last sign is how the official 

more than once refers to how s/he cannot risk putting his/her Commissioner 

in front of member states and not be able to serve them what they want. The 

sense of heavy responsibility is obvious. Accordingly, the habitus of officials 

in DG JHA is doubtlessly strongly colored by the constant presence of 

member states in their dispositions. Though the quote referred to the imple-

mentation of EU funds, that dispositions and habitus are marked by member 

states to such an extent obviously also has great bearing on what policy solu-

tions that DG JHA are advocating, and thus authorize the Commission’s 

large focus on restrictive instruments towards irregular immigrants.  

Previous research on the Commission has also noted how 

Commission officials tend to foresee how the Council might react to their 

proposals, and adjust them correspondingly already before having received 

the potential criticism (Pollack 1997, 110; Hix 2005, 57). That research has 

seen this anticipation as being a rational move. This dissertation instead ar-

                                                      
203 Commission official 11 in DG JHA, formerly in DG of the Relex family, personal inter-

view in Brussels, 2009-10-12. 
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gues that the Council is present in the bodies and minds of Commission offi-

cials, avoiding them to digress too far from what they believe that the Coun-

cil would do. As concerns the issue of irregular immigration, this seems to 

apply by far the most to officials in DG JHA, which are the ones that have 

the closest contacts with the member states and hold the pen when drawing 

up proposals, which again strengthens the restrictive prognostic framing of 

irregular immigration. It may, however, suggest that should any of the other 

DGs have held that pen instead, also its officials might have had more of the 

Council present “within” them, and thus decrease some of the habitual force 

of their other present counterparts; i.e. the social partners and third countries.  

In sum, one can conclude that the DGs have quite distinct 

standard operating procedures, which have formed officials’ dispositions in a 

dissimilar way. Things probably would have been different, although per-

haps not as different as their Standard Operating Procedures of today suggest 

(since that would have meant more contacts with the member states and their 

often restrictive preferences), if another of the studied DGs was in charge 

over the issue of irregular immigration. What is more, there is reason to be-

lieve that these dispositions above all have a bearing on the prognostic fram-

ing of irregular immigration, and only to a lesser extent the diagnostic fram-

ing. One reason to assume so is that the most prominent diagnostic frame, 

the victims frame, remains at the top throughout the years, while the prog-

nostic framing to a larger extent changes when there is a change in which 

DG that is responsible for the issue of irregular immigration. Another reason 

to so believe is that it seems as though each DG’s relation with other actors 

is focused on actual instruments and policy solutions and not so much on 

problem definitions. Hence, officials get used to a certain type of policy so-

lutions or grand strategies, and continue to suggest them. This does not mean 

that the diagnostic framing is disconnected from the dispositions, but it does 

mean that the diagnostic framing seems to be less connected to the disposi-

tions of the different sub-fields. 

Shared Dispositions across DGs 

Premises of Day-to-Day Work on Irregular Immigration in the 

Commission 

Two things stand out when discussing the premises of working on irregular 

immigration with Commission officials. The first is that the issue has be-

come a top priority for the EU.204 This is stated not only in official EU doc-

                                                      
204 It is important to remember that interviews were carried out 2007-2010, and that the issue 

of irregular immigration may have become somewhat less prioritized in the aftermath of the 

economic crisis. Nevertheless, at the time of the interviews, it was still on top of the agenda of 

the EU.  
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uments, but, more importantly for this study, respondents experience the 

same thing. For example, an already referred respondent describes irregular 

immigration as a “hot” issue205, another states that “We have received more 

attention on these issues”,206 and a third argues that “the issue of illegal im-

migration is now a priority in the security field”.207 

The other thing is that there often tend to be very short time ho-

rizons, which means that officials constantly have to move fast. Three offi-

cials portray it as follows:  

 

The obstacles to implement them [policies and policy ideas] are that we are 

understaffed, although we do grow quickly. We also lack time, everything is 

moving quickly, quickly. There is no time for long term conceptual analy-

sis.
208

  

 

Researcher: Were there any specific challenges when you were drafting the 

proposal?  

Respondent: From my perspective the main challenge was timing. From the 

political level, the Commission cabinet, we were asked to produce the di-

rective in a very short period. We compressed everything to its minimum.
209

 

 

Researcher: What does a normal workday/month look like here? 

Respondent: It is a constant flow of minor tasks. It is always extremely dif-

ficult to predict what the next week will look like.
210

  

 

What the quotes show is that the lack of time seems to be a quite persistent 

feature of working with irregular immigration in the Commission (and that 

DG JHA stands out here since its tasks are so many and it being rather small 

and new. This has been acknowledged in research that has described it as 

“overworked and understaffed” (Uçarer 2001, 7; Lavenex & Kunz 2008, 

454). What is more, the first official points out that the lack of time means 

that they have no time for doing long-term conceptual analysis. There is only 

time to act, and to act now. Important for this study is how this lack of time 

shapes the framing of irregular immigration. I would argue that it above all 

does so by leaving officials with little time to actively reflect on the policies, 

which means that they instead have to rely the more on their standard operat-

ing procedures and just do things in accordance with the normal and habitual 

way of doing things. This reinforces the significance of their habitus. 

                                                      
205 Commission official 4 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-23.  
206 Commission official 3 in DG of the Relex family, personal inerview in Brussels, 2007-05-

21. 
207 Commission official 6 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-24.  
208 Commission official 6 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-24 
209 Commission official 15 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-11-11 
210 Commission official 17 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-11-17. 
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The View of Irregular Immigration among Commission Officials in 

Interviews: A Complex Issue 

Though there is usually little time for Commission officials to contemplate 

on irregular immigration from a holistic and long-term overall perspective, 

during the interviews respondents were still requested to think in these terms 

when asked what they considered the key challenges of illegal immigration. 

The answers were quite interesting because they showed that when it comes 

to discussing irregular immigration at length most officials expressed a view 

that cannot simply be linked to them working in a specific DG. On the con-

trary, most discussed the issue of irregular immigration in terms of it being a 

very complex issue with many important angles, no matter which DG they 

worked in. The DG specific dispositions described in the previous section 

thus exist in parallel with dispositions that cut across DGs. Examples of how 

officials reasoned are these quotes from four different officials:  

 
I think it is necessary to remove the emotional aspects of the issue, both the 

positive and negative emotions, and realize that illegal immigrants are not 

criminals. It is important to have a Global Approach, but at the same time we 

must realize that we will not be able to solve all the developmental problems 

in the world, hence we will need border controls. This is a question both of 

supply and demand. My personal view is that we should do it more like the 

US and Canada, and a sort of green card system. We should also focus on 

protection, and not only protection of refugees, that is too narrow, but we 

can’t be too open, that will just feed the right wing direction. Also, we have 

to accept some level of illegal immigration, otherwise we will become a po-

lice state. Still, we need to be more efficient, but it is important not to overdo 

the control side. We should be a safe haven for those in need of that. We 

should also take in people that are ready to really integrate.
211

 

 

Researcher: What would you say are the main challenges posed by illegal 

immigration?  

Respondent: Actually, illegal immigration is there and it is very difficult to 

find efficient ways to solve the problem. That is the main challenge. Because 

politically governments want to show that they are doing something and ac-

tually they do not really succeed in doing something efficient. [---] So the 

management of illegal immigration is a challenge, whatever means we try to 

put in place.
212 

 

It is a phenomenon that has many causes and therefore should be dealt with 

by many different instruments. None of which should have the conceit of be-

ing the one true answer. [---] We need a combination of policy measures that 

relate to the combination of factors that are driving illegal immigration. We 

                                                      
211 Commission official 6 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-24. 
212 Commission official 11 in DG JHA, formerly in a DG of the Relex family, personal inter-

view in Brussels, 2009-10-12. 
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also need to look at third countries and why it is that people are taking deci-

sions to move.
213

 

 

Researcher: What would you say are the main challenges posed by illegal 

immigration?  

Respondent: For Europe or for the third countries? For the North [i.e. the 

EU] I think it is trying to reconcile the security dimension with the fact that 

there are unmet labor needs in the labor markets – perhaps not so much now 

with the [economic] crisis, but I guess on a long-term basis there will still be 

needs. The difficulty of getting the population to accept it, and of working 

out schemes that can basically replace the irregular migration. At least some 

of the irregular immigration is happening because the needs in the labor 

market are not met in a normal manner. Related to this is also that it is a po-

litically very sensitive issue, at least in the North. Social regulations in the 

North basically price out people from some segments of the labor market. 

That is an incentive for irregular immigration, which is providing a grey 

market of cheaper and cheaper labor. Another challenge is of course to try to 

deal with irregular migrants in a humane manner, while not creating incen-

tives for more people to come. If people know that they can be regularized 

very easily, then of course it will act as a pull factor. All in all, I think it is a 

very complex set of issues. And in the South, there are even more challenges 

in the countries of origin. The main challenge, only indirectly related to this 

[i.e. irregular immigration] is that most of these countries cannot offer proper 

work opportunities, training and so on to most people. That is the essence of 

the problem and it is related to poor economic governance, corruption, etc. 

To reconcile the freedom of movement with mechanisms that can ensure that 

at least people that pose security threats and people that are trafficked for ex-

ample can be controlled. That is a key one.  

Researcher: So how do you think that the EU should deal with the issue of 

illegal immigration then?  

Respondent: Based on what I have seen over the last years, I think that there 

is no single solution. You need a multiplicity of responses to be coordinated. 

You can’t just deal with one aspect. You need to look at the security dimen-

sion, the labor market dimension, also the linkages between migration and 

development.
214

 

 

What all officials have in common is that they see irregular immigration 

from a range of different perspectives at the same time. They mention sever-

al different policy solutions, and often argue that a combination of them is 

needed. Irregular immigration is discussed both in terms of security and bor-

der control, in terms of needs in the labor market and legal immigration, and 

in terms of a lack of development in third countries. They are thus obviously 

aware of the different perspectives, that is for sure, and what is more, they 

agree on most of them. Officials across DG lines accordingly consider irreg-

                                                      
213 Commission official 15 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-11-11. 
214 Commission official 7 in a DG of the Relex family, and formerly in DG JHA, personal 

interview in Brussels, 2009-11-29. 
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ular immigration as a very complex issue. So how does this fit with the find-

ings of the two previous chapters showing that the Commission diagnostical-

ly to such a large extent framed irregular immigrants as victims, but prog-

nostically mainly framed irregular immigration within a grand strategy that 

sought to avert immigration (at least since the 1990s)? Shouldn’t the Com-

mission frames rather be an even mix of all perspectives, given that the offi-

cials actually do see the issue from all of them? Part of the answer is proba-

bly that since the issue of irregular immigration is considered so complex 

and difficult, (coupled with the short time horizons), that officials in their 

normal day-to-day work tend to rely mostly on standard operating proce-

dures, and normal, accepted practice. They cannot go through the whole 

range of aspects that they actually agree are integral to the issue of irregular 

immigration, but do instead what they are used to do. That way, prognostic 

frames that seek to avert immigration get to the forefront. Another part of the 

answer is more intricate, and surfaced in the interviews more subtly. It has to 

do with the experience of critique and the unaware assessment of what is 

realistic and what is not. 

Experience of Critique  

During the interviews, without my asking about it, several respondents’ ac-

counts of their work in the Commission revealed that they were aware of the 

critique against the EU’s migration policy from a number of NGOs and re-

searchers:  

 
It is rather well-known that we have been quite criticized for only focusing 

on illegal migration... Maybe that is why you are doing this interview, I 

don’t know… criticized for how we in these projects actually are trying to 

make people remain at home and not come here, while we are now – espe-

cially with the Global Approach – trying to broaden this approach.
215

  

 

That the Commission and Europe gets the criticism for treating migrants so 

bad got a little bit on my nerves. The way migrants are treated in the regions 

[of Africa] is terrible.
216

 

 

By our colleagues in DG Development and DG Relex, or the NGOs or civil 

society, we are always seen as the bad guys when we want to put in place re-

admission policies or migration management policies. They always see you 

as the repressive side.
217

 

 

                                                      
215 Commission official 3 in DG of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-

22. 
216 Former Commission official in DG of the Relex family 13, personal interview in Brussels, 

2009-10-16 
217 Commission official 11 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-10-12. 
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Although the critique falls the hardest on officials of DG JHA, which, as 

shown in the last quote, is criticized both from civil society and its own col-

leagues in the other DGs, it seems as though officials across DGs have expe-

rienced it and is aware of it. One way to meet the critique is of course to 

show that the Commission does not view irregular (or regular) immigrants as 

threats, but are aware of their vulnerable position. The easiest way to do this 

is to include some paragraphs on it in their official documents, the Commis-

sion communications. This is probably one of the reasons that the “Irregular 

immigrants as victims frame” is the most prominent diagnostic frame in so 

many of the examined documents. Moreover, the reasoning when including 

the victims frame can on the part of Commission officials probably not be 

characterized as a rational strategic action to forestall further critique. It 

seems rather that the critique has made officials sensitive to prove that they 

are indeed aware of the many angles from which one can view the issue of 

irregular immigration, including the vulnerability of irregular immigrants, 

which they sincerely are, as demonstrated when they elaborated at length on 

the issue and its complexity (in the previous section). Important to point out 

is furthermore that officials can include this kind of diagnostic frame without 

the risk of losing symbolic capital, because that kind of capital is mainly 

connected to prognostic framing. To diagnostically frame irregular immi-

grants as victims does not risk symbolic capital because it does not signal 

that the proponent is unwilling to move forward, which prognostic frames 

such as More Legal Ways to the EU and Protection of Rights to a much larg-

er extent do.  

(The Illusion of) the Commission as a Guarantee for Balance 

Another reason that there is a difference between the diagnostic and prog-

nostic framing probably has to do with how Commission officials, on false 

premises, tend to view the Commission as the guarantor for balance. First of 

all, they consider the Commission as a kind of honest broker between the 

Council (i.e. the member states) and the EP. Below are two examples depict-

ing the Commission in such a way:  

 
Researcher: Could you tell a bit more about how you work practically with 

the Return directive and the Return Fund?  

Respondent: When it comes to the Return directive, you have to make a dis-

tinction between the negotiations of the directive and now of the implemen-

tation. When it comes to the negotiations, the Commission was a kind of 

“honest broker” between the Parliament and the Council. The majority of the 

Council was not much in favor of the directive, because in their eyes it was 

too human rights protecting and not facilitating return, and the majority of 

the Parliament was not in favor because it was not enough human rights ori-

ented. So we tried to build a bridge between these two positions and finally 
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we managed. We were criticized from both sides and clearly also from out-

side the institutions. But I think we found a good compromise.
218

  

 

 

Respondent: [talking about the experience with co-decision rules] It is 

not only Council that decides but also the Parliament, and there is a huge gap 

between the two institutions.  

Researcher: How would you describe that?  

Respondent: In very simplistic terms; the member states don’t want to be 

bound by Community law, they want to maintain sovereignty and discretion 

to decide on the national level and don’t want to be bound by protection ori-

ented rules, whilst the Parliament is very keen on having European level of 

protection oriented rules. So the Parliament is very concerned about the pro-

tection of rights of third country nationals involved.  

Researcher: And why do you think that is?  

Respondent: Well, the Parliament comes mostly from a theoretical, academ-

ic background and wants to have the world as it should be, whilst the Coun-

cil consists of practitioners who have to face realities.  

Researcher: How about the Commission?  

Respondent: The Commission is somewhere in between. We want to make 

proposals which stand a good chance of being adopted, but nevertheless 

maintain acceptable levels of protection safeguards. Our role is to arbitrate 

between the two institutions.
219

 

 

Both quotes clearly describe the role of the Commission in terms of ensuring 

a balance between the security stance of the member states in the Council 

and the human rights attitude of the EP. This view of the Commission as an 

honest broker seems moreover to be the general understanding of the Com-

mission among officials across DGs). In the case of irregular immigration, 

however, it is very misleading. As seen in the section analyzing symbolic 

capital in the Commission, the amount of contacts between the Commission 

and the member states is quite overwhelming during the drafting of a pro-

posal. While there is plenty of communication between the Commission and 

the member states, there is basically none with the EP. It is therefore hard to 

agree with the label of honest broker. Though officials see the Commission 

in such a way, in the unreflected practice they are not a guarantor of balance 

between Council and EP. The quotes furthermore suggest that officials see 

the Commission as a guarantor for balance between human rights and securi-

ty, something that they share with other interviews, as indicated in the two 

following quotes: 

 
We do get the opinions of NGOs, but it has very little impact on policy. 

Their problem is that they don’t focus on the overall picture. They only fo-

cus on the Human Rights perspective. It is important to balance security and 

                                                      
218 Commission official 12 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-10-12. 
219 Commission official 1 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-03-22. 
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human rights, and I am not connecting immigration to terrorism in any way. 

A concrete example is the Return directive, which we have been criticized 

from both angles, from the member states for being too human rights fo-

cused and from NGOs for being too security minded. But I understand why 

this happens, it is since it is such a highly ideological issue.
220

 

 

Usually there are two extremes in this discourse. One is about fortress Eu-

rope and all this security thing, and the other is about open borders, no bor-

ders and stuff like that. Of course none of us are in any of those, it is kind of 

in between and trying to balance. Of course the need of border management 

and the security challenges involved are there. To deny them would be kind 

of naïve. At the same time this does not mean, and should not prevent people 

from migrating legally, and in fact, opening up legal migration channels 

would ease the situation a lot.
221

  

 

The quotes portray the Commission and the officials as seeking to balance 

between human rights and security as well as between legal migration and 

border security. Again, however, even though they may want to be guaran-

teeing that balance, it is not easily something they can be said to be doing in 

practice when one refers to the two previous chapters. Looking at the prog-

nostic framing of the Commission over the years, it has since the 1990s fa-

vored a grand strategy that above all is characterized by trying to avert im-

migration. Protection of rights has been marginal after the 1970s and 1980s, 

and though the Commission argued in favor of legal immigration in the first 

half of the 2000s, it did so to an unquestionably lower extent than it advocat-

ed return policy and surveillance (both part of a grand strategy that averts 

immigration).222 Given that the officials’ view of the Commission as a guar-

antee for balance seems largely to be an illusion in the case of irregular im-

migration, perhaps it is more useful to contemplate what this view makes to 

the self-perception of the officials. To be a guarantor of balance is arguably 

something that makes officials have a positive self-image, since the act of 

balance bear strongly positive connotations. It may be that if you are under 

the impression that you are a guarantee for balance, you have little reason to 

change your behavior. If so, the illusion that officials have of the Commis-

sion as balancing between the member states and EP and between security 

and human rights, make them less prone to question their doings. It has be-

come part of their dispositions and habitus and makes them largely comfort-

able with their work in the Commission. Hence, it is quite easy for them to 

                                                      
220 Commission official 4 in DG JHA, personal interview in Brussels, 2007-05-23. 
221 Commission official 9 in DG of the Relex family, personal interview in Brussels, 2009-09-

30 
222 They do not really balance the diagnostic framing either, since the prominent frame 

throughout the years is that irregular immigrants are victims, but then the quotes seem to 

rather refer to policy solutions than problem definitions.  
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continue down the same road, which means to let prognostic frames that 

mainly seek to avert immigration be prominent.  

Another very likely reason for how the prominence of the these 

frames has been made possible is that officials often seem to value prognos-

tic frames that call for further protection of rights and more legal ways into 

the EU somewhat differently than those frames that seek to avert immigra-

tion, such as border control, return policy and surveillance. In one of the 

above quotes, the respondent argues that the EP advocates human rights 

because they come from a theoretical background that “wants to have the 

world as it should be”, while s/he describes the member states as restricting 

those same rights because they “consist of practitioners who have to face 

realities” (the use of the term “realities” here signifies the restrictive stance 

of the member states, not, for instance, realities faced by irregular immi-

grants). S/he hence distinguishes between an idealism of the EP and a real-

ism of the member states.223 Another respondent depicts those arguing in 

favor of open borders and denying what s/he calls the security challenges as 

naïve, which means that seeing the security challenges equals being realistic 

(though s/he does also want to extend the amount of legal migration some-

what). Their assessment of human rights and the rejection of the security 

stance as being idealistic and theoretical and the restriction of rights and 

support of security measures as more realistic, strongly suggests that the 

latter is considered as a more rational move in policy-making. This is proba-

bly not something that they tend to actively reflect much upon, but is rather a 

constituent part of the dispositions of their habitus. Though they can genu-

inely view irregular immigration from several different perspectives, which 

has been shown above, they tend to unconsciously value policy solutions 

that seek to enhance the protection of rights along the lines of “nice but ide-

alistic and unrealistic”, which means that they are not going to promote them 

very much. This unconscious assessment can moreover be linked to the con-

stant drive to move forward in policy-making, which colors the whole 

Commission field. Valuing one type of policy solutions as more realistic and 

rational means that those are the way forward, and thus these solutions get 

further authorization from the field. This hence indicates, at least to some 

extent, why there is a difference between the diagnostic and prognostic fram-

ing of irregular immigration.  

Summing up and discussing the Chapter Findings  

The aim of this chapter was to analyze what inner logic of the Commission 

that has authorized its framing of irregular immigration, as described in the 

                                                      
223 Later in the same interview s/he actually describes the distinction in those exact terms: 

“realism” versus “idealism”.  
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two previous chapters, and to do this with a special focus on power relations 

in the field, as well as the organization and experiences in the field. 

The analysis of the Commission field showed that its evolution 

had divided the field between three main participants: DG JHA, DG Em-

ployment and the Relex family. They consider each other as parts of one and 

the same Commission, but at the same time as decidedly distinct from each 

other and representing different perspectives on issues at large, as well as 

with respect to regular and irregular immigration. The issue of irregular im-

migration has also gone from being a marginal issue to become one of the 

EU’s top priorities, and the Commission from being a marginal actor to have 

the sole right of initiative in the second half of the 2000s. The evolution of 

the field has gone from DG Employment being in the lead of the issue in the 

1970s, to DG JHA so becoming after the turn of the millennium, and has in 

relation to this seen a number of struggles for power manifested in terms of 

who should be the responsible DG. First between DG Employment and the 

forerunner to DG JHA, the TFJHA, and later between DG JHA and the 

Relex family when the external dimension of immigration was introduced. 

For reasons, largely arbitrary, DG JHA came out on top in the end. This 

means that DG JHA is in a privileged situation as compared to the other DGs 

when it comes to the capacity of being able to determine the framing of ir-

regular immigration. 

In analyzing the distribution of capital among the participants in 

the field, it is clear that DG JHA’s formal position in charge is reflected in 

how economic capital is divided. The amount of personnel dedicated to the 

task of irregular immigration in DG JHA outnumbers the amount in the other 

DGs. Moreover, the EU funds which aims include the issue of irregular im-

migration are controlled principally by DG JHA, although DG Aidco has 

taken over one of the funds in later years. When it comes to the distribution 

of symbolic capital, the picture that DG JHA is advantaged compared to the 

other DGs is again reinforced. To gain symbolic capital in the Commission, 

actors have to be able to prove their competence and willingness to move 

forward in policy-making. As regards the issue of irregular immigration, 

actors can only do this by showing that they are “realistic” on the matter and 

do not take a position too far away from the member states’, which translates 

to being in favor of restrictive prognostic frames. Of the relevant participants 

of the Commission, DG JHA does so the best. There is a further institution-

alization of this distribution of symbolic capital, and that is that only DG 

JHA is granted a voice in meetings of Council working groups, although 

other DGs are allowed to participate. Moreover, there is a Commission rou-

tine that upholds what counts as symbolic capital in the field and that is the 

very close contacts between the Commission and the member states, which 

tend to be restrictive towards immigration and the very few contacts with the 

more human rights oriented EP. In all, the distribution and meaning of capi-

tal in the field means that beneath DG JHA’s formal responsibility for the 
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issue of irregular immigration runs also an informal and largely unreflected 

logic that reinforces its power and authorizes restrictive prognostic frames.  

By studying how each DG’s standard operating procedures 

shapes the habitus, it was moreover shown that DG Employment was col-

ored by its relations to social partners, the Relex family by its close ties to 

third countries, and DG JHA mainly by its relation to member states. They 

were all used to seeing things from the perspective of their main counterpart 

and to suggest policy proposals that were likely to be accepted by them, 

which has most influence over the prognostic framing. Hence, the fact that 

DG JHA is the most powerful, the prognostic frames found in the Commis-

sion documents since at least the turn of the millennium are most often theirs 

(in the 1990s, it was most probably its predecessor the Task Force for Justice 

and Home Affairs, and in the 1970s and 1980s most probably DG Employ-

ment). Though it is of course incredibly tricky to state what the framing of 

irregular immigration would have been had the conditions been different, it 

is still fairly likely that if another DG been the primary framing actor, the 

prognostic frames would have looked somewhat different and more in line 

with the perspective of that DG’s counterparts, which is in general less re-

strictive. When analyzing the dispositions shared across DGs, it was found 

that interviewees actually considered the issue of irregular immigration a 

very complex issue that should be seen from a number of different perspec-

tives. However, in the day-to-day work, where things have to move fast, it is 

more likely that they have to rely on their standard operating procedures 

rather than going through all the different perspectives available, which 

again means that the restrictive prognostic frames are more likely to be en-

dorsed. Why the predominant diagnostic frame had on the hand been so fo-

cused on irregular immigrants as victims was at least to some extent ex-

plained by two aspects of the dispositions shared across DGs. One was the 

experience of critique against the Commission’s allegedly security oriented 

approach towards immigration. Including diagnostic frames that portrayed 

irregular immigrants as victims in their official documents can be seen as a 

way to prove that they are actually able to see the issue from another angle. 

It is also easy to do because it does not cost them symbolic capital, which 

similar prognostic frames would have. The other aspect is that Commission 

officials tend to value prognostic frames that are in favor of the protection of 

rights differently from those that are in favor of averting immigration. While 

the former are considered nice, but idealistic and unrealistic, the latter are 

deemed realistic. Hence, they will not only favor prognostic frames that are 

averting immigration, but they will probably compensate for this by showing 

again that they do see also the other side of the coin, which is done by diag-

nostically emphasize frames that consider irregular immigrants as victims.  

This chapter has thus shown how the findings of the previous 

chapters can largely be attributed to the organization of the field, the distri-

bution of power, and the habitus and how these give the tacit support to di-
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agnostic frames that portray irregular immigrants as victims but prognostic 

frames that above all seek to avert immigration. Rather than these kinds of 

frames being the result of rational actors’ strategic intentions (to expand the 

number of threats), the emphasis on irregular immigrants as victims that are 

met with restrictive policy solutions should be considered as an unintended 

consequence of the inner logic of the Commission field.  
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 Conclusions 8.

This chapter starts off with a summary of the findings in the empirical chap-

ters. Then follows a concluding discussion on how the findings contribute to 

the theoretical advancement of threat construction research, as well as on 

what the empirical contributions are. After that there is a discussion about 

the prospects for change in the Commission’s framing of irregular immigra-

tion. At the end of the chapter, I provide some reflections on the benefits and 

weaknesses of the theoretical and methodological framework used, as well 

as some propositions for future research agendas. 

Summary of the Empirical Findings 

This dissertation established in the introduction that many of the bureaucra-

cies that are influential in policy-making, also in the security policy field, do 

not plainly stand to gain from a threat expansion and do not necessarily have 

security dispositions. Thus, the aim of the dissertation was formulated as 

analyzing the contribution to threat construction by a bureaucracy whose 

interests and dispositions are not to expand the number of threats (in con-

trast to the police and the military). To analyze this, the dissertation per-

formed first an empirical investigation of the Commission’s diagnostic and 

prognostic framing of irregular immigration. It secondly empirically investi-

gated how certain frames were authorized at the expense of others by the 

internal logic of the Commission. The findings from each of the three empir-

ical chapters are here recapitulated. Since condensed summaries always run 

the risk of over-simplifying complex findings, for a fuller and more detailed 

description of the Commission’s framing and inner logic, the reader is re-

ferred to the empirical chapters.  

Diagnostic frames: Defining Irregular Immigrants as  Victims 

The chapter investigating the Commission’s diagnostic framing of irregular 

immigration 1974-2009 reached some clear results. The first concerned 

which term that the Commission has applied to the phenomenon. The pre-

ferred term throughout the years has been “illegal” immigration, rather than 

“irregular”, “clandestine” or “undocumented”, even though the term “ille-
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gal” supposedly is much more associated with a criminalized view of irregu-

lar immigrants. The second was that the issue of irregular immigration has 

moved from being a marginal issue in the 70s, 80s and 90s to a position on 

the center stage in the 2000s. The most important finding was, however, that 

the most common way for the Commission to diagnostically frame the issue 

was the Irregular Immigrants as Victims frame. This frame portrayed irregu-

lar immigrants as easy targets for exploitation, as victims on the journey to 

Europe or as marginalised in society and was the most used frame in all time 

periods, from the 70s to the end of the 00s. The general discourse that the 

Victims frame was part of considered irregular immigration primarily a 

threat to immigrants themselves. The most common understanding of irregu-

lar immigration was thus that it left irregular immigrants very vulnerable, not 

that it posed a threat to the EU.  

The other diagnostic frames used by the Commission were the 

Socio-Economic Threat frame, the Threat to the EU Migration Policy frame, 

the Securitarian Threat frame, the Normalising frame and the Economic 

Benefit frame.224 The Socio-Economic Threat frame depicted irregular im-

migrants as taking up illegal employment and thus distorting the market and 

undermining the welfare society. When using the Threat to the EU Migration 

Policy frame, the Commission furthermore pointed out how it saw irregular 

immigration as a threat to both the EU and immigrants at large by arguing 

that irregular immigration undermined the credibility of the overall migra-

tion policy as well as fostered negative attitudes towards legal migrants. 

Both the Socio-Economic Threat frame and the Threat to the EU Migration 

Policy frame were found in all four time periods. The Securitarian threat 

frame, on the other hand, appeared for the first time in the 90s and became 

more important in the 2000s. It considered irregular immigration as linked to 

organized crime and as a source of insecurity. Though sometimes depicting 

irregular immigrants as victims, most regularly the Socio-Economic Threat 

frame, the Threat to the EU Migration Policy frame and the Securitarian 

Threat frame placed irregular immigration in a discourse that represented 

them as a Threat to the EU. All of these frames were, however, present to a 

lesser extent in the studied material than the Victims frame, though the dif-

ference was a bit less emphasized on the level of discourse (i.e. between the 

discourse that sees irregular immigration as a threat to immigrants and the 

discourse that sees is as a threat to the EU). Two frames that were of low 

weight, but that differed from the other ones in that they considered irregular 

                                                      
224 One may also want to note that out of Tsoukala’s classification of different negative under-

standings of immigration (2005: 175), referred to in the theoretical chapter, (i.e. the Securitar-

ian Threat, the Socio-Economic Threat, and an Identity Threat), formulations falling under an 

Identity Threat frame were entirely absent in the analysed Commission documents. The 

Commission bureaucrats in this sense differ from some more or less influential nationalist 

politicians that have argued in public debate that immigration for instance threatens European 

Christian values. 
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immigration as Non-Threatening, were the Normalising frame and the Eco-

nomic Benefit frame respectively.  

The finding of the first empirical chapter was hence that the 

most common way to define irregular immigration was in accordance with 

the Irregular Immigrants as Victims frame, within a discourse that saw irreg-

ular immigration as a Threat to Immigrants. The presence of a politics of 

exception was moreover hardly there at all, whereas the politics of unease 

was present in the context of the discourse of irregular immigration as a 

Threat to the EU (portraying irregular immigration as a Socio-economic 

threat, a threat to the EU Migration Policy and a Securitarian threat), but 

only to a lesser extent than the Victims frame. Thus, the Commission’s diag-

nostic framing contributes to the construction of irregular immigration as a 

threat to the EU, but only to a relatively low extent.  

Prognostic frames: Preferring Policy Solutions that Seek to Avert 

Immigration 

Also the chapter that analyzed the Commission’s prognostic framing of ir-

regular immigration 1974-2009 resulted in interesting findings. The first 

finding was that the policy solutions advocated by the Commission in the 

70s and 80s were few and to quite some extent characterized by a labor mar-

ket perspective that emphasized both the fight against illegal employment 

and the protection of workers’ rights. In the 90s, however, there was a sharp 

rise in how many different prognostic frames that appeared in the studied 

material, more than double the amount than during the 70s and 80s (11 com-

pared to 5). This meant that the Commission already in the 90s had quite a 

grip on what solutions that it saw as possible in the area of irregular immi-

gration. In contrast to the findings on the diagnostic frames, there was no one 

singular prognostic frame that held the position as the most used throughout 

the whole time studied. Instead, what prognostic frame that was the most 

popular fluctuated over the four time periods studied.  

In the 70s and 80s, the frame that sought to Combat Illegal Em-

ployment was the most popular, whereas in the 90s, it was the Border Con-

trol frame. In the first half of the 2000s, the most common frame was the 

Return Policy frame, and then in the second half of the 2000s, it was again 

the Border Control frame. The rest of the analyzed frames: Surveillance; 

Financial Assistance to Third Countries; Information Exchange between 

Member States; Fight Trafficking; More Legal Ways into the EU; Take Care 

of Victims; Information Campaigns; Protection of Rights; and Visa Policy, 

have generally gone through some ups and downs as regards their populari-

ty. In total, however, the three most prominent prognostic frames were the 

Border Control frame, The Return Policy frame and the Surveillance frame, 
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all of which fell within a grand strategy of Averting Immigration. Moreover, 

even though the prognostic frame that was the most used varied between the 

time periods, the grand strategy of Averting Immigration kept the top posi-

tion in all four. If one looked at the three top positions a further pattern 

emerged. The grand strategy of Averting Immigration did not capture these 

from beginning to end, but it did so to an increasing extent over the years, 

which implies that prognostic frames falling under the grand strategy of 

Averting Immigration became increasingly central to the Commission over 

the years. This was not the case for the grand strategies that were more 

aimed at assisting immigrants, which included the grand strategies of Open 

up to Legal Immigration, Helping Immigrants and Provide Rights to Irregu-

lar Immigrants. These three grand strategies were moreover, seen in terms of 

the number of total documents that they were brought up in, by and large 

among the least popular of all. Averting Immigration was in total the most 

popular grand strategy. Of second importance were those prognostic frames 

that were part of a grand strategy that mixed Helping and Averting Immigra-

tion.  

The main finding of the second empirical chapter was thus that 

the most preferred policy solutions to the issue of irregular immigration were 

those that fell within the grand strategy of Averting Immigration, especially 

in the 2000s, most prominently through prognostic frames that stressed the 

need of control, surveillance and effective returns. This emphasis shows a 

large presence of the politics of unease, whereas there was only a very lim-

ited manifestation of a politics of exception (the incarceration of captured 

irregular immigrants can be seen as one example of that). Thus, the Com-

mission’s prognostic framing of irregular immigration contributes to the 

construction of irregular immigration as a threat to quite a large extent.  

Having analyzed both the Commission’s diagnostic and prog-

nostic framing of irregular immigration, one could moreover draw the con-

clusion that the two do not correspond very well to each other. Whereas the 

most popular diagnostic frame saw irregular immigrants as victims, the 

number one prognostic frames were all seeking to avert immigration. On the 

level of discourse and grand strategy this mismatch was again reinforced, 

though perhaps a little less emphasized. The division between the discourse 

that saw irregular immigration as a threat to immigrants and the discourse 

that saw irregular immigration as a threat to the EU was almost equal, while 

the grand strategy of averting immigration was much more present than the 

grand strategies of helping, providing rights to irregular immigrants and 

opening up to legal immigration. What this means for the overall contribu-

tion to threat construction I return to shortly. First, however, I recapitulate 

the findings of the empirical chapter on how certain frames are authorized by 

the inner logic of the Commission bureaucracy. 
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Internal Logic of the Commission: The Importance of Field, 

Capital and Habitus 

The analysis of the Commission field showed that the Commission has gone 

from being a marginal actor concerning the issue of irregular immigration in 

the 70s and 80s, to have the sole right of initiative in the second half of the 

2000s. Moreover, at the center of the evolution of the field there had been 

three main participants: DG JHA, DG Employment as well as the Relex 

family. They considered each other as parts of one and the same Commis-

sion, but at the same time as decidedly distinct from each other and repre-

senting different perspectives on issues at large, as well as with respect to 

regular and irregular immigration. During the evolution of the field, a num-

ber of struggles concerning who should be responsible for immigration is-

sues surfaced between the DGs. DG Employment was by default the main 

actor in the Commission concerning the issue in the 70s, but was challenged 

in the 90s by the forerunner to DG JHA, the Task Force for Justice and 

Home Affairs. For largely arbitrary reasons (the resignation of the Santer 

Commission), DG JHA came out on top and at the turn of the millennium 

was handed the responsibility for the issue of irregular (and regular) immi-

gration. Another struggle, though probably less decisive than the previous 

one, appeared between DG JHA and the Relex family in the 2000s when the 

external dimension of immigration was introduced. DG JHA prevailed also 

this time, although the input by the Relex family should probably not be 

underestimated. In all, this meant that DG JHA was in a privileged situation 

compared to the other DGs as regards the framing of irregular immigration, 

at least since 1999. 

In analyzing the distribution of capital among the participants in 

the field, it became clear that DG JHA’s formal position in charge was re-

flected in how economic capital was divided. The amount of personnel dedi-

cated to the task of irregular immigration in DG JHA outnumbered the 

amount in the other DGs. Moreover, the EU funds with aims that included 

the issue of irregular immigration were controlled principally by DG JHA, 

although one of the DGs of the Relex family had taken over one of the funds 

in later years. DG JHA was, however, not only ahead of the other DGs in 

terms of formal economic capital, but also as regards the distribution of in-

formal and tacit symbolic capital. To gain symbolic capital in the Commis-

sion, officials had to be able to prove their competence and willingness to 

move forward in policy-making. This was so because the main issue at stake 

in the Commission field was the formulation of sound policies, and ensuring 

that they get adopted by the EU. Everything that was done in the Commis-

sion at core revolved around that, which meant that to be seen as a compe-

tent and legitimate speaker as regards the issue of irregular immigration, 

officials had to show that they were “realistic”. This was in practice done by 
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not taking a position too far away from the member states’ positions, which 

in turn translated to being in favor of restrictive prognostic frames, i.e. such 

frames that belonged to a grand strategy of Averting Immigration. Of the 

relevant participants within the Commission, DG JHA did so the most, and 

thus also held the most symbolic capital. Moreover, there was a Commission 

routine that reinforced what counted as symbolic capital in the field and that 

was the very close contacts between the Commission and the member states, 

which tend to be restrictive towards immigration and the very few contacts 

with the more human rights oriented EP (despite the fact that officials them-

selves often saw the Commission as balancing between the member states 

and the EP). In all, the distribution and meaning of capital in the field meant 

that beneath DG JHA’s formal responsibility for the issue of irregular immi-

gration ran also an informal and largely unreflected logic that strengthened 

that DG’s power and authorized prognostic frames that sought to avert im-

migration.  

By studying how each DG’s standard operating procedures 

shaped the habitus, it was moreover shown that DG Employment was col-

ored by its relations to social partners, the Relex family by its close ties to 

third countries, and DG JHA mainly by its close relation to member states. 

Officials in the DGs were used to seeing things from the perspective of these 

partners and to suggest policy solutions that were likely to be accepted by 

them, which had most influence over the prognostic framing. Hence, the fact 

that DG JHA was the most powerful, the prognostic frames found in the 

Commission documents since at least the turn of the millennium were most 

often theirs (in the 90s, it was most probably its predecessor the Task Force 

for Justice and Home Affairs, and in the 70s and 80s it was DG Employ-

ment). Moreover, it seemed to matter who was the main framing actor. The 

prominent labor market perspective of the 70s and 80s most likely had much 

to do with the fact that DG Employment was the main Commission actor 

then, and acted in accordance with its standard operating procedures when it 

underlined the need to fight illegal employment and to protect irregular 

workers’ rights. When DG JHA turned out in the lead in the 2000s, its close 

ties to the member states (in addition to the parallel deepened border cooper-

ation) started instead to authorize prognostic frames that emphasized control, 

surveillance and return. When analyzing the dispositions shared across DGs, 

it was found that interviewees actually considered the issue of irregular im-

migration a very complex issue that should be seen from a number of differ-

ent perspectives. However, in the day-to-day work, where things had to 

move fast, it seemed more likely that they had to rely on their standard oper-

ating procedures rather than going through all the different perspectives 

available, which again meant that the restrictive prognostic frames were 

more likely to be endorsed. Why the predominant diagnostic frame had been 

so focused on irregular immigrants as victims could, at least to some extent, 

be attributed to two aspects of the dispositions shared across DGs. One was 
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the experience of critique against the EU’s and the Commission’s allegedly 

security oriented approach towards immigration. By including diagnostic 

frames that portrayed irregular immigrants as victims in their official docu-

ments, they could meet that critique by proving that they were actually able 

to see the issue also from another angle, which they very genuinely were. To 

diagnostically frame irregular immigrants as victims was moreover easy to 

do because it did not cost the officials any symbolic capital, which similar 

prognostic frames would have. The other aspect was that some Commission 

officials tended to value prognostic frames that were mainly seeking to assist 

irregular immigrants differently from those that were in favor of averting 

immigration. While the former were deemed nice, but idealistic and unrealis-

tic, the latter were considered realistic and as moving policy-making for-

ward. Hence, one could assume that officials would not only favor prognos-

tic frames that are averting immigration, but they would probably compen-

sate for this by showing again that they did see also the other side of the 

coin, which was done by diagnostically emphasize frames that consider ir-

regular immigrants as victims.  

The third empirical chapter accordingly showed how the find-

ings of the previous chapters largely were made possible by the inner logic 

of the Commission, i.e. the organization of the field, the distribution of pow-

er, and the habitus and how these tacitly authorized diagnostic frames that 

portrayed irregular immigrants as victims but prognostic frames that above 

all sought to avert immigration. Rather than these kinds of frames being the 

result of rational actors’ strategic intentions (to expand the number of 

threats), the emphasis on irregular immigrants as victims that were met with 

restrictive policy solutions should be considered an unintended consequence 

of the inner logic of the Commission field.  

If returning to the figure from the introductory chapter, one 

could hence summarize the empirical findings thus: 
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Threat Construction in a bureaucracy without an interest in threat expansion 

Extent of contribution to threat  

construction 

How frames are authorized by the inner 

logic of the bureaucracy 

Assessed along two dimensions of 

policy: 

 

Diagnostic frames (problem definitions): 

Frame level: Victim frame most com-

mon throughout the period 

 

Discourse level: discourse that sees 

irregular immigration as threats to im-

migrants most common, and discourse 

that sees it as threat to the EU a little less 

common 

 

Prognostic frames (policy solutions): 

Frame level: Border control, Return 

Policy and Surveillance were in total the 

most common frames  

 

Grand strategy level: grand strategy that 

seeks to avert immigration much more 

common than alternative grand strate-

gies  

 

Hence: 

Diagnostic frames do not mainly portray 

irregular immigration as a threat to the 

EU 

 

Prognostic frames mainly consider ir-

regular immigration as a threat to the EU 

 

Most common diagnostic and prognostic 

frames do not correspond to each other  

 

The threat framing that does exist, is 

mostly in accordance with the politics of 

unease rather than exception  

 

Contributes to threat construction mainly 

as regards prognostic framing 

 

The inner logic of the bureaucracy: 

 

Field developments:  

At stake in the field: to formulate sound 

policies and get them adopted 

 

Participants: DG JHA, DG Employment 

and the Relex family 

 

DG JHA as the winner of historical strug-

gles for power as concerns irregular immi-

gration 

 

Distribution of Capital: 

Symbolic capital gained by proving a will 

to move forward in policy-making, which 

equals being restrictive (i.e. seek to avert 

immigration) 

 

DG JHA has the most symbolic and mate-

rial capital.  

 

Habitus (Shared dispositions): 

Standard Operating Procedures important. 

Those in charge, DG JHA, very influenced 

by its close ties to MS. DG Employment 

very influenced by social partners. The 

Relex family very influenced by third coun-

tries. 

 

Officials in all DGs view irregular immi-

gration as a complex issue. No express 

interests in threat expansion.  

 

Hence: 

Threat construction as an unintended con-

sequence, not the explicit will or interest of 

some participants. 

 

Member states powerful, not only formally, 

but informally and unreflectedly in the 

minds and bodies of JHA officials. 
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Concluding Discussion and Contributions to Research 

Advancing the Study of Threat Construction by  considering it a 

Combination of two Dimensions 

Having recapitulated the empirical findings, it is time to discuss what in-

sights they offer as concerns the contribution to threat construction by a bu-

reaucracy whose interests and dispositions are not to expand the number of 

threats. As the frame analysis showed, the Commission does contribute to 

threat construction by sometimes defining irregular immigration as a threat 

to the EU, and by very often advocating policy solutions aimed at averting 

immigration. The contribution to threat construction is thus an increase (and 

mostly in accordance with a politics of unease rather than a politics of excep-

tion). That said, the empirical findings interestingly also showed that the 

contribution to threat construction is highly multifaceted, because while 

there were definitions of irregular immigrants as a threat to the EU, they 

were actually present less often than definitions that perceived of irregular 

immigrants as victims, and this should not be forgotten in discussions on 

threat construction. Moreover, the policy solutions that sought to avert im-

migration were advocated much more often than the policy solutions that 

sought to open up to legal immigration, helping immigrants and provide 

rights to irregular immigrants, which demonstrates how the most prominent 

definition of irregular immigrants as victims was mismatched by policy solu-

tions that sought to control, supervise and return migrants. This mismatch 

between problem definitions and policy solutions should be taken into ac-

count when determining the overall extent to which the Commission con-

tributes to threat construction. I propose therefore to think of threat construc-

tion as a combination of the two policy dimensions; one dimension repre-

senting the extent to which the issue is diagnostically framed as a threat,225 

and one representing the extent to which the issue is prognostically framed 

as a threat.226 Doing so captures the combined extent of threat construction, 

while at the same time not missing the differences between diagnostic and 

prognostic framing. Recalling the findings of the empirical chapters on 

frames, one could hence conclude that in the 1970s/1980s the combined 

threat construction was rather low, since both the diagnostic and the prog-

nostic frames that considered irregular immigration as a threat were relative-

ly few. In the 1990s, and again in the 2000s, the combined extent of threat 

                                                      
225 To do so, one needs to weigh threat to the EU definitions against the alternative defini-

tions. 
226 To do so, one needs to weigh policy solutions seeking to avert immigration against alterna-

tive solutions. 
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construction has markedly grown. This growth has, however, been almost 

singly due to the increase in prognostic frames that seek to avert immigra-

tion, not owing to change in the diagnostic frames, which have remained 

relatively low.  

The empirical findings thus have theoretical implications. The 

merit of considering threat construction as a combination of two dimensions 

is best revealed when comparing its results to those that would have been the 

case had other scholars’ theoretical approaches to threat construction instead 

been applied. For instance, researchers applying strictly the Copenhagen 

school’s original securitization concept (Buzan, Wæver & de Wilde 1998) 

would most likely conclude that since irregular immigration is not defined as 

an existential threat by the Commission, the Commission should not be con-

sidered a securitization actor (and thus not as contributing to threat construc-

tion).227 As the empirical findings have shown, and as is shown when consid-

ering threat construction along two dimensions, that conclusion would com-

pletely overlook how far the prognostic frames were aimed at averting im-

migration, especially in the later time periods. Moreover, those like Sjöstedt 

(2013, 146), who considered problem definitions and policy solutions only 

as one single whole, not as two separate dimensions, would miss all those 

occasions when threat solutions were not accompanied with threat defini-

tions. And as the empirical findings showed, these were many, since irregu-

lar immigrants were actually most often defined as victims, not as threats to 

the EU. Those scholars that on the other hand would focus mostly on policy 

solutions (i.e. actions rather than definitions), to which category Bigo (2000) 

would probably largely belong, would reach the conclusion that the Com-

mission goes very far in threat construction since policy solutions to such a 

large extent are aimed at averting immigration. This would, however, miss 

how far the Commission also goes in defining irregular immigrants not as 

threats, but as victims. Neither of these three research approaches would 

hence be able to capture the complexity of the Commission’s framing of 

irregular immigration that was exposed in the empirical findings of this dis-

sertation and that are brought to the foreground by considering threat con-

struction as a combination of two dimensions. It is therefore imperative to 

acknowledge that threat framing has two dimensions, which not necessarily 

correspond and point in the same direction. Moreover, as stressed already in 

the introductory chapter, both are important to study since they are often 

directed to different audiences and therefore may affect the supposedly 

                                                      
227 It should be stated that scholars using the concept of securitization have actually concluded 

in various studies (though not of the Commission) that immigration has been securitized, but 

they have often used the concept more widely than the original definition. One who has ap-

plied it more narrowly is Boswell (2007), and she then reached the conclusion that there was 

no securitization after 9/11. (Her conceptualization was however maybe too narrow, since it 

only saw securitization as present when immigration was seen as contributing to terrorism 

specifically).  
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threatening issue in dissimilar ways. While problem definitions are targeted 

to both the general public and policy-making institutions, and thus may af-

fect the threat mostly indirectly via public sentiments, the suggestion of poli-

cy solutions are targeted only to policy-making institutions and thus affect 

the threat very directly if the solutions are implemented. Hence, neither 

problem definitions nor policy solutions should be overlooked in research on 

threat construction, and they should be studied separately since, as the em-

pirics showed, they may point in rather different directions. 

To think of threat construction as a combination of two dimen-

sions, with one dimension representing diagnostic frames and one represent-

ing prognostic frames, should be seen as an important theoretical contribu-

tion to the study of threat construction. This is so since it can usefully be 

applied by other scholars that are interested in the extent to which a certain 

actor (not necessarily a bureaucracy) contributes to the threat construction of 

a certain issue (not necessarily irregular immigration). By including problem 

definitions and policy solutions simultaneously separately and jointly, in 

contrast to many previous approaches, the researcher is able to capture both 

the combined extent of threat construction as well as the possibility of the 

issue not being framed as a threat to the same extent in problem definitions 

and policy solutions. This approach is moreover able to work as a basis for 

discussing how the supposed threat is affected since it, again in contrast to 

many previous approaches, is not blind to the fact that problem definitions 

and policy solutions target partly different audiences and therefore may af-

fect the supposed threat in different ways (indirectly vs. directly). Thus, this 

way to think of threat construction can beneficially be “generalized” to other 

studies of threat construction. 

The empirical results in this dissertation have further theoretical 

consequences. It namely complicates how scholars should think about the 

opposite of threat construction, i.e. what Wæver and colleagues (Buzan, 

Wæver & de Wilde 1998) call a desecuritization. Just like they argue, it in-

volves bringing issues back from a security logic to normal politics. Howev-

er, unlike their idea of how this is done by no longer defining the issue as an 

existential threat, the findings of this dissertation imply that such a reformu-

lation of the definition is not enough. One must also take into account what 

policy solutions that are being advocated. For example, as described above, 

scholars, NGOs, etc. have often advocated the EU’s reformulation of the 

term “illegal immigration” (which the empirical analysis showed that the 

Commission uses to a very large extent) to alternative terms that are not 

linked to a criminalized view of immigrants, e.g. “irregular” or “undocu-

mented” (see e.g. Bigo, Guild & Carrera 2009, 11; Geddie & LeVoy 2009, 

8; MRCI 2007, 7).228 While there can be good arguments for doing this, the 

                                                      
228 My impression of what has occurred in the Commission communications after 2009 (i.e. 

after the year that my empirical investigation ends), is that the Commission has actually start-
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findings of the dissertation suggest that such a reformulation still would not 

change much as regards today’s extent of threat construction. The Commis-

sion’s most prominent diagnostic framing of irregular immigrants is already 

that they are victims, which means that the reformulation from “illegal” to 

e.g. “undocumented” would not change much in how irregular immigrants 

are perceived by officials. The Commission’s extent of threat construction 

would hence not change much just because they abandoned the use of the 

term “illegal” (though it can for other reasons still be appropriate to do so). 

Instead, for the extent of the Commission’s threat construction to really 

change, what is needed in this case is a change in what policy solutions that 

are advocated. For the overall way to think about the opposite of threat con-

struction, this means, again, that it is imperative to consider both its dimen-

sions. For a threat construction to decrease, it is necessary that both the diag-

nostic and the prognostic framing that depicts the issue as a threat are re-

duced.  

The Commission Bureaucracy authorizes Threat Construction as 

an Unintended Consequence 

Having thus discussed the Commission’s extent of threat construction and 

the theoretical implications thereof, we now turn to the theoretical conse-

quences of having studied the internal logic of the Commission bureaucracy. 

As seen above, the empirical findings demonstrated how important it was to 

study the inner logic of the Commission to be able to understand how certain 

frames were authorized at the expense of others. The concepts of field, capi-

tal and habitus proved very useful for doing this. By finding out that the 

main issue at stake in the field was the formulation of sound policies and 

getting them adopted by the EU, the study was able to show how everything 

that was done within the Commission at core revolved around moving poli-

cy-making forward. This in turn made those actors powerful that were able 

to prove themselves realistic, which actors mainly were when they situated 

themselves not too distant from the more restrictive stance of member states. 

This made DG JHA strong on capital since this is what they did in their 

standard operating procedures, while DG Employment tended to land closer 

to the social partners and DGs of the Relex family closer to third countries. 

Thus, the quite large extent of threat construction in terms of prognostic 

frames appeared not because of someone’s express interest in threat expan-

sion or because they believed that restrictive measures were the only solution 

to solve the problems they perceived as linked to irregular immigration. 

                                                                                                                             
ed to use the term “illegal” less and increasingly applies the terms “undocumented” and “ir-

regular” immigration. Also the European Parliament has called for the usage of “irregular” 

rather than “illegal” (European Parliament 2011, P7_TA-PROV(2011)09-13). 
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Quite to the contrary of such intentions, officials across DGs actually agreed 

on how irregular immigration was indeed a very complex issue with no easy 

solutions. Instead, the threat construction (and the mismatch between prob-

lem definitions and policy solutions) should be seen as an unintended conse-

quence. This of course does not mean that DG JHA did not gain from the 

restrictive prognostic frames. It largely did since its restrictive framing tend-

ed to provide it more capital, both symbolic and material. What it does mean 

is that DG JHA officials were not aware of this themselves. They largely just 

acted out of a feeling for the game, in accordance with what seemed right to 

their habitus. The quite large extent to which the Commission contributed to 

threat construction (mainly the large extent of policy solutions seeking to 

avert immigration) was hence made possible as an unintended consequence 

of the inner logic of the Commission. And this, importantly, has a couple of 

theoretical implications. First of all, it highlights the importance not to, in 

contrast to Bigo (2000; 2001a; 2002), pre-empirically limit threat construc-

tion analysis to those actors that have a clear interest in threat expansion, 

such as the security professionals. Nor should one, as Boswell (2007), rely 

on the assumption that the absence of a bureaucracy’s clear interests auto-

matically prevents threat construction. The empirical findings of this disser-

tation instead show that threat construction can appear both when no clear 

interests or intentions are present, and that a bureaucracy without a clear 

interest in threat expansion and with no security dispositions may generate 

threat construction rather than impede it. Thus, the findings of this disserta-

tion encourage more studies of other bureaucracies and similar institutions 

without a clear interest in threat construction. This new way to think of 

threat construction as an unintended consequence229 can be used in further 

studies. Moreover, such studies are also advised to, similar to this disserta-

tion, steer clear of seeing the bureaucracy as a unitary actor when studying 

the inner logic. Instead, the black box of the bureaucracy needs to be further 

opened.  

Secondly, as evidenced by the empirical findings of this disser-

tation, the inner logic of the bureaucracy is very suitable to study to under-

stand how the extent of threat construction, in its both dimensions, was made 

possible. When threat construction is not a rational endeavor, but an unin-

tended consequence, scholars cannot limit research to the studied actors’ 

intentions and views, but need to get to the bottom, to the tacit logic that lies 

beneath. In this study of the Commission’s inner logic, this can, for instance, 

be exemplified by how Commission officials’ habitus are highly inscribed 

with the objective of “moving forward” in policy-making, which authorizes 

                                                      
229 The term consequence is somewhat misleading, since it implies a cause – effect relation, 

when this dissertation is in fact more concerned with constitutive relations (“how was it made 

possible”) than causal relations. I still use the term “unintended consequence” as it is an estab-

lished concept in Political Science and thus should be able to lead the reader to rather intui-

tively understand what it concerns.  
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policy solutions that mainly seek to avert immigration. Even though officials 

do think that different kinds of policy solutions are needed, they advocate 

first and foremost those that seek to avert immigration because only these 

are considered realistically to move policy-making forward. When it comes 

to problem definitions, however, officials’ habitus are not restrained by mov-

ing policy forward and can there show how they actually consider irregular 

immigrants mostly as victims. Thus, as a researcher, one cannot simply ask 

what the actor in question wants, in order to understand what it will do and 

whether it will contribute to threat construction (and this is again the mistake 

that both Bigo and Boswell make), but one has to study the logic beneath. 

This leads me to argue that the concepts used for analysis in the third empir-

ical part of this dissertation, i.e. field, capital and habitus, are suitable also 

for other studies interested in how threat construction is made possible.  

A further theoretical implication has to do with how to view the 

countering of threat construction, or desecuritization. Since this dissertation 

finds that threat construction can be an unintended consequence, i.e. arise 

also when the institution studied does not so itself wish, aim at or profit 

from, there is a need to rethink how threat construction is countered. In their 

1998 book on the concept of securitization, Buzan, Waever & de Wilde ar-

gued that desecuritization meant bringing an issue back to normal politics, 

which occurred when it was reformulated from an existential threat to a 

normal political issue. Nevertheless, as stated above, such a reformulation 

may not change much as regards the extent of threat construction. To de-

crease threat construction it may not be enough to define the issue differently 

since policy solutions do not necessarily follow from similar problem defini-

tions, as evidenced by the mismatch between the definition of victims and 

the solutions that sought to avert immigrants. Instead, they are both author-

ized by the inner logic of the bureaucracy. Hence, to change the extent of 

threat construction and in this case the prognostic frames in particular, one 

must change the inner logic of the bureaucracy. Desecuritization thus comes 

not necessarily from a superficial reformulation of the threat definition as 

Buzan, Waever & de Wilde thought, but from an altered inner logic of the 

field. 

As should be clear by now, the informal habits and the tacit log-

ic are very important for authorizing certain frames over others, and thus to 

determine the extent of threat construction. If one would want to lessen the 

extent of threat construction in the Commission, it would therefore be im-

perative to change the tacit logic. This, importantly, means that it would not 

be enough to only change formal rules. As was seen in the empirical chapter 

on the Commission bureaucracy, DG JHA is much closer to the member 

states, which in general are rather restrictive, than it is to the EP, which tend 

to be more human rights oriented. For example, the fact that DG JHA is in 

close contact with member states during the initial stages of drafting pro-

posals, while it has basically no contacts at all with the EP at those stages, 
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seems to shape the habitus of officials in DG JHA (in a way that is different 

from officials working in the other DGs, that are more disposed to taking the 

perspective of third countries and social partners) and gives the member 

states valuable opportunities to shape the proposals in the direction they 

want. This is interesting because it suggests that member states have an indi-

rect, tacit and habitual power over the Commission’s framing of irregular 

immigration. In the EU research literature, the member states often take cen-

tre stage in analysis based on the argument that the Council is, after all, the 

decision-maker (see e.g. Moravscik 1999). After co-decision was introduced 

between the Council and the EP, this is formally no longer the case, and 

based on formal rules, researchers would be inclined to argue that the Coun-

cil and the EP now are equals. What my findings here suggest, however, are 

that member states still have an unproportional power within the Commis-

sion. To reduce its power within the Commission and provide the EP with 

more, in order to reduce the extent of threat construction, one cannot simply 

change decision-making rules, since that has already been done. Instead, the 

tacit logic needs to be changed. Only then will the Commission officials’ 

habitus, which signals to them that contacts with the member states of the 

Council are normal procedure and that contacts with the EP are not, be 

changed. Thus, in short, to change the extent of threat construction, one can-

not rely simply on changing formal rules, the informal and unreflected rules 

or patterns of behaviour are at least as important. 

Thus, a bureaucracy without a clear interest in threat expansion 

can participate in threat construction. As shown in this dissertation, it can do 

so by contributing to threat construction in two separate dimensions that do 

not necessarily match each other; problem definitions and policy solutions. 

Moreover, this contribution to threat construction is not necessarily the result 

of someone’s express interest, but may appear as an unintended consequence 

of the tacit inner logic of the bureaucracy. 

Empirical Contribution 

In terms of empirical contributions, this dissertation has delivered two things 

above all. First, a thorough knowledge of the policies that the Commission 

has advocated and stands for, and secondly, insights on how the characteris-

tics of those policies stem from the internal logic of the Commission. Here I 

present how these empirical findings contribute to the existing body of litera-

ture on the EU’s immigration policy. I also briefly discuss how the policies 

are likely to affect irregular immigrants on the ground.  

Since the empirical investigation showed that the Commission’s 

diagnostic framing primarily considered irregular immigrants as victims and 

its prognostic framing mainly as a threat to the EU, my conclusion was that 

there is a mismatch between the diagnostic and the prognostic framing. One 
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might also express this mismatch as though the Commission’s preferred 

policy approach to irregular immigration is contradictory. The Commission 

identifies the problem as being one of vulnerable immigrants, but nonethe-

less selects policy solutions that rather than helping these vulnerable immi-

grants seek to avert them. If one consults the research on the EU’s immigra-

tion policy, a number of researchers have indeed pointed out similar kinds of 

contradictions in other parts of the EU’s immigration policy. Hansen, for 

example, mentions that the EU in its labor migration policy at once argues 

that it is in huge need of labor immigration and at the same time does its 

uttermost to hamper immigration (Hansen 2008, 14-15). Likewise, Lavenex 

notices how the EU’s refugee policy is colored by both an internal security 

perspective and a human rights perspective (Lavenex 2001). Kostakopoulou 

sees a clash between the liberal free movement approach to intra-EU migra-

tion and the very restrictive attitude to immigration for non-EU citizens 

(Kostakopoulou 2000, 506), while Morris highlights that the EU simultane-

ously underlines the need for immigration control and prioritizes the issue of 

integration of non-EU nationals, thus identifying a contradiction between 

exclusion and integration (Morris 1997, 203).  The findings in this disserta-

tion thus empirically show that the many contradictions that have hitherto 

been pointed out within the EU’s immigration policy are present also in the 

part that concerns irregular immigration.  

Moreover, as stated in the introduction, some scholars have ar-

gued that the Commission is a counterweight to the restrictive member states 

as concerns the immigration policy (see e.g. Monar 2002, 201). Though that 

may in some cases be true, the findings of this dissertation suggest that the 

relation between the Council and the Commission is more complex than that. 

Even if the Commission diagnostically framed irregular immigrants as vic-

tims, the prognostic frames were nevertheless mostly restrictive in character 

(especially in the later time periods) and it is thus highly questionable to 

label the Commission a counterweight to the restrictive Council. To deter-

mine how close or distant the Commission and the Council are on the matter, 

one would, of course, need to study exactly how restrictive the member 

states really are, which I have not done in this dissertation (to do so would 

have required the same kind of empirical frame analysis of the Council). 

Though far from certain, it may well be the case that the view of irregular 

immigrants as victims would not be found in the Council to the same extent. 

Similarly, the Commission’s few prognostic frames that sought mainly to 

open up to more legal routes, help immigrants, or provide rights to them, 

would perhaps be found to even less extent among the member states of the 

Council. If so, the Commission is in some sense a counterweight to the 

Council. At the same time, the extent to which the Commission advocated 

policy solutions that sought to avert immigration was significant and in view 

of this it is hard to call it a counterweight since that gives the impression of 

the Commission really making the scales even between the Council’s restric-
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tiveness and the Commission’s openness, and that is simply not the situation. 

A better way to describe the relation between the Council and the Commis-

sion in the case of irregular immigration would be to paint a picture where 

the Commission puts some weights in the opposite scales of the Council (the 

diagnostic frames part), but then at the same time putting at least equal 

amounts of weights on the same scales as the Council (the prognostic frames 

part). The overall result thus being not a counterweight, but someone that 

actually supports the Council’s selected policy road. The findings of this 

dissertation hence question the existing literature’s labeling of the Commis-

sion as a downright counterweight to the Council’s preferred immigration 

policy (though it sometimes does go in an opposite direction of the Council).   

In addition to the insights regarding the nature of the Commis-

sion’s policy on irregular immigration and its relation to the Council, the 

empirical findings also tells something new about the drivers of the EU im-

migration policy. As mentioned in chapter two, in the existing literature two 

main reasons are identified as moving the EU immigration policy forward 

and giving it its distinct nature: spill-over effects from economic integration 

and the increasing amount of asylum-seekers to Western Europe (den Boer 

& Wallace 2000; Monar 2001a; Turnbull & Sandholtz 2001; Andersson 

2008). What this dissertation has been able to provide is, however, a com-

plementary “reason”, namely the internal logic of the Commission bureau-

cracy, i.e. the structure of the field, the distribution of capital and the offi-

cials’ habitus. The features of the bureaucracy’s internal logic have been of 

great importance for authorizing some frames at the expense of others. My 

findings thus importantly add to the existing literature on how the EU’s im-

migration policy is shaped.  

Furthermore, in light of the empirical findings, one probably 

starts to ponder what may be the consequences of the Commission’s framing 

of irregular immigration. As was stated early on in this dissertation, pre-

ferred diagnostic frames and prognostic frames have a tendency to affect the 

issue at hand in different ways. While diagnostic frames are directed both 

towards other policy-makers and the general public, prognostic frames are 

directed mainly towards other policy-makers (Balzacq 2005, 184-185; Roe 

2008, 622). Thus, the former mostly affects irregular immigrants in indirect 

ways through public sentiments, whereas the latter affects them directly if 

the advocated policy solutions are indeed implemented. To reasonably esti-

mate the impact that the Commission’s diagnostic framing of irregular im-

migrants as mostly victims one must remember that the general public are 

reached by a variety of sources for their impression of irregular immigrants, 

out of which the Commission is likely a minor player. Instead, it shares the 

stage with a combination of politicians, media, NGOs, activists and other 

moulders of public opinion. All of these together shape the way that the pub-

lic views irregular immigrants. The conclusion to be drawn based on the 

findings of this dissertation is that the Commission, to the extent that it does 
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contribute to the public’s sentiments towards irregular immigrants, does so 

by mainly providing a picture of human beings in distress and in need of 

help. Thus, the Commission’s role in the public’s sentiments towards irregu-

lar immigrants should not be expected to generate harm to them. When it 

comes to the impact of its prognostic framing on the other hand, the picture 

is quite different. First of all, the Commission’s impact on irregular immi-

grants can be expected to be larger when it comes to prognostic frames than 

for diagnostic frames, since the Commission’s advocated policy solutions 

affect them more directly if they are implemented and since the Commission 

does not share its right to actual initiatives with all the actors that it shares 

the public stage with (i.e. media, NGOs, activists, etc.). The restrictive and 

control oriented policy solutions that the Commission is advocating  has thus 

more impact on the lives of irregular immigrants, not least since many of 

them have become actual laws. As research has shown before, the more re-

sources that are aimed at control, the more immigrants are driven “under-

ground” (Düvell 2006, 238). This underground existence is characterized by 

deportability and the constant lack of regular everyday life and the lack of 

basic protection, as was described in more detail in chapter four. The Com-

mission’s prognostic framing of irregular immigration thus leads to very 

hands-on effects on the lives of irregular immigrants. 

Prospects for Change 

Obviously it is always impossible to predict the future, but based on the pre-

sent logic of the Commission field, one should not be surprised if the present 

extent of threat construction remained at least for the foreseeable future. As 

discussed above, to estimate the probability of an altered extent of threat 

construction, one needs to assess the likelihood of a changed tacit internal 

logic in the Commission. There is, however, very little that suggests that 

such a change is underway. It seems as though less restrictive policy solu-

tions will continue to be seen along the lines of “nice, but unrealistic”, which 

means that they will not be taken seriously and will not be actually advocat-

ed.  

Someone might perhaps suggest that the fact that DG JHA in 

2010 was split into two new DGs; DG Home Affairs and DG Justice, might 

open up to a reduced extent of threat construction. Especially so in light of 

the empirical finding that different Commission DGs tend to differ in how 

they approach the issue of immigration (they were e.g. to different extents 

colored by their close contacts with member states (DG JHA), social part-

ners (DG Employment) and third countries (DGs of the Relex family)). My 

impression, however, is that the split has not increased the likelihood of a 

reduced threat construction. It actually meant that issues of immigration, 

which were placed in DG Home, and issues of fundamental rights, which 
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were place in DG Justice, only became further apart, which probably is not 

to the advantage of less restrictive policy solutions. That the different DGs 

have somewhat dissimilar approaches to immigration also indicates the sig-

nificance of settling which DG that should be in charge over the issue of 

irregular immigration. A DG such as DG Employment tend to stress the 

labor market perspective, as seen e.g. in the documents from the 1970s, 

whereas DG JHA is more inclined to take the internal security perspective. 

At the same time, it also spurs the question of how much would actually 

change should the Commission today change which DG that was in the lead 

(although this is a very hypothetical discussion, since no such plans exist). 

My guess is that things would probably change, but not to the extent that the 

historical differences suggest. This is so not least because once a policy road 

is chosen it is very hard to go all the way back and change it altogether, due 

to path dependency. The largest difference would probably have been the 

case had DG Employment been in the lead all through the time periods, and 

DG JHA would have never become in charge. Mainly because DG Employ-

ment would then most likely just have continued with their well-established 

labor market perspective, which included migrants’ rights to a relatively 

large extent. Should there be a transition today, I believe that there would be 

comparably little room to change the road taken.  

The likelihood of a changed tacit logic within the Commission 

is thus small. One external factor that may have an impact on it, is the role of 

the EP. As seen, the EP has so far in practice been of secondary importance 

in the Commission’s drafting of proposals. The question is, however, if the 

EP will continue to accept this backseat role, despite it being formally equal 

to the Council. How large role the EP will play, and whether that role will 

continue to be more human rights oriented than the Council’s, are questions 

whose answers might spur some changes in the tacit logic of the Commis-

sion. Depending on the answer, the extent of threat construction might then 

actually change in the long run. Thus far, however, no such change is in 

sight. Another factor is the role of external events. At the time of writing, 

hundreds of boat immigrants have very recently lost their lives in a boat 

accident outside the Italian island of Lampedusa (in 2013). This kind of trag-

ic event is perhaps something that might propel change? Though there is no 

way to know for sure yet, I would not count on too much of a change. As 

this dissertation has argued, external events may be important, but they still 

have to be filtered through established fields and unless there is an extraor-

dinary crisis, fields tend to be quite stable. In this case, my bet is that the 

Commission will continue down pretty much the same road as before, and 

officials will continue to worry about upsetting member states. It should thus 

come as no surprise that the Commission in the aftermath of the accident did 

point out the need for enhanced search and rescue operations in the Mediter-

ranean, but otherwise mainly continued to stress more resources to Frontex 
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and emphasized the importance of Eurosur, both of which have as stated 

goals to avert irregular immigration. 

 

Post-study Reflections on the Theoretical and Methodo-

logical Framework 

Having performed the whole investigation as well as discussed its results, it 

is time to share some of the reflections that I have made during the process 

as regards the theoretical and methodological framework applied. If we start 

with the benefits, I would argue that the main advantage is the comprehen-

siveness of the study. There are not many studies on threat construction 

based to the same extent on systematic analysis, as well as covering both the 

question of whether a certain actor is contributing to threat construction and 

the question of how threat construction was actually made possible. Moreo-

ver, the decision to part threat construction into two policy dimensions, i.e. 

diagnostic frames and prognostic frames, proved very fruitful. Had I not 

done so, the results would have been blind to how different they are and 

would, of course, not have understood the partly different bureaucratic logics 

that they follow. Equally fruitful was the decision to open up the black box 

of the Commission with the help of the Bourdieusian concepts of field, capi-

tal and habitus. This enabled a detailed analysis of how the various DGs had 

different amounts of the kind of capital that was valued in the Commission, 

how different habitus they had and how their position in the field had varied 

across the years, which turned out to have been quite important for how the 

Commission framed irregular immigration. This would not have been possi-

ble, had the Commission instead been viewed as one single whole. The 

Bourdieusian concept of habitus also brought to the fore the notion of prac-

tice, which proved useful when some officials said that the Commission was 

a broker between the Council and the EP.  This assertion might have led the 

researcher to think of the Commission as the neutral point between Council 

and Parliament had it not been for the analysis of unreflected practice. When 

investigating instead how the Commission prepared policy proposals and 

who it invited to meetings, it became clear that at this stage it was only in 

contact with members of the Council. Thus, the concept of habitus made 

visible things that did not appear directly in the interviews.  

As for the weaknesses of the chosen framework, there is above 

all one that should be stressed with some strength. This has to do with how 

the research findings are always partly the result of the research design. In 

this dissertation, this concerns most importantly the finding that the Com-

mission contributes to threat construction, which has partly to do with the 

fairly far-reaching definition of threat as a scenario with negative conse-
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quences. Had the definition of threat instead been that the issue had to be 

linguistically linked to terrorism, as is Boswell’s operationalized definition 

of securitization (2007), the extent to which the Commission could be seen 

as contributing to threat construction would have been much more limited. 

Then again, I would argue that Boswell’s definition is far too narrow (see 

footnote 3 in Chapter 1). My definition was deliberately quite extensive in 

order to fit the inductiveness of the study and let the empirics show what 

kind of negative consequences that the Commission pointed out, and wheth-

er they fit either of the politics of unease or the politics of exception. Thus, I 

think the decision to apply the rather far-reaching definition was appropriate. 

All the same, it should always be remembered that the definitions affect the 

results. 

Avenues for Further Research 

The findings in this dissertation lead to a number of potential research agen-

das for the future. Regarding threat construction, there are probably two 

main roads ahead. One stems from the finding that there in this study ap-

peared threat construction even though the bureaucracy and the officials 

working there had little interest in or dispositions that sought to expand the 

number of threats (in contrast to e.g. the police and the military). Since there 

appeared an unintended threat construction in the Commission, there is a 

need to study if a similar kind of threat construction appears in other compa-

rable bureaucracies with no immediate interest in threat expansion. The kind 

of bureaucracy that could be interesting might be found either on interna-

tional, regional or national level. The other possible road ahead comes from 

the finding that there was a difference in how the issue of irregular immigra-

tion was diagnostically and prognostically framed. Thus arises the question 

whether this is a common difference present also in other policy issues. Ex-

pressed in general terms, the two questions that need to be asked to cumula-

tively increase the knowledge about how threat construction works are thus: 

do the same findings appear in other similar bureaucracies and for other 

kinds of policy issues? 

In addition to the study of threat construction, the findings also 

provoke questions about the relationship between the Commission, the 

member states of the Council and the EP, something that has since long been 

one of the foci among scholars that specialize in EU research. There exists 

among EU scholars an ongoing debate about which institutions have the 

power to determine EU policies. Before co-decision, Moravcsik (1999), for 

example, argued that the Council should be the focus of attention since it 

held the final decision power. After co-decision was introduced, some have 

voiced that the importance of the EP have increased (see e.g. Maurer 2003, 

244), which follows logically if one concentrates on formal decision power. 
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Thus, if one concentrates on formal decision-making rules, the Commission 

is the most important in the proposal stage, and the Council and the EP are 

equally important in the decision-taking stage. Some researchers have, how-

ever, argued that the decision-makers are important already at the proposal 

stage, since it seems that the Commission anticipates the Council’s views on 

its proposals and thus draft them in a way that will suit the Council (see e.g. 

Pollack 1997, 110; Hix 2005). What the findings of this dissertation show is 

indeed that the decision-making institution of the Council matters already 

when the Commission is drafting a proposal. At the same time it challenges 

the idea of anticipation as it has been perceived in the literature thus far. The 

idea namely builds on a rational anticipation, while the findings here suggest 

that the involvement of the Council is more complex than that. If the Com-

mission only based its anticipatory actions on rationality, then it would antic-

ipate the EP to the same extent as the Council since they are after all now 

equals in co-decision. In practice, however, this did not occur. In practice, 

the Commission (at least DG JHA) was much closer to the member states of 

the Council than to the EP. This had little to do with straight-up rationality, 

and much more to do with habitus, and its unreflected embodiment of histo-

ry, which led officials to meet more with member states than with the EP 

during the critical stage of drafting proposals. The Council thus, in the case 

of irregular immigration, had important indirect power within the Commis-

sion to an extent that the EP did not. The next step for research should there-

fore be to study whether the same applies for other policy issues. If so, it 

might be time to reformulate the relationship between the Commission and 

the decision-makers, and base it more on unreflected practice than rationali-

ty. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Detailed Information on the Application of 

the Content Analysis 

The main intention of the content analysis is to measure and compare the 

presence of different diagnostic as well as prognostic frames. The empirical 

material consisting of 56 Commission documents has been manually coded. 

According to Bergström & Boréus, the advantage of doing the coding manu-

ally is that it allows for much more sophisticated interpretations of the texts 

than what is possible when computers do the job (2005, 44). In the coding of 

the documents, I have firstly studied what term that the Commission has 

preferred to use when it discusses the issue of irregular immigration (see 

more below under the heading of “Coding the Commission’s naming of ir-

regular immigration”). I have moreover searched for the Commission’s de-

tailed descriptions of irregular immigration and the specific policy instru-

ments that it has advocated to handle the issue (see more below under the 

headings of “Diagnostic frames” and “Prognostic frames” respectively). To 

keep track of the names, descriptions and policy instruments, I have used 

three different databases created in the computer programme Microsoft Ac-

cess. One database for each of the three features.  

A key element in the analysis of frames is the move upwards an 

abstraction ladder, where the lowest level is the one closest to the text, while 

the mid- and upper levels are more abstract in nature. These levels are, as 

mentioned in the Methods chapter, the following:  

 
1) Detailed description  Diagnostic frame  Discourse 

2) Policy instrument  Prognostic frame  Grand strategy 

 

Whereas the detailed descriptions and policy instruments are found directly 

in the text, the more abstract levels have been formed by a reasoning based 

on mainly induction, (but with a minor input of deduction). The inductive 

element means that the names of the various diagnostic frames and discours-

es as well as prognostic frames and grand strategies have been formed only 

after the repeated reading of the documents. That is, their labels were not 
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settled beforehand, but were thought up based on the content of the docu-

ments, (which also means that there are no categories of frames that do not 

exist in the documents). I have tried to give the frames labels that rather 

“neutrally” cover a range of related descriptions and instruments. The dis-

courses and grand strategies, on the other hand, I have given labels that more 

obviously point out the more general direction of the frames that they cover, 

such as “Averting immigration”, “Open up to legal immigration”, “Helping” 

etc. This in turn means that the level of discourse and grand strategy is the 

level where it is the easiest to determine whether or not the Commission 

treats irregular immigration as a threat (for all of the categories available, see 

the more detailed coding instructions below). That said, the labelling of two 

of the diagnostic frames also involved an element of deduction since they 

have actually been mentioned in previous research by Tsoukala (2005, 163-

164). This is the case for the Socio-economic Threat frame and the Securitar-

ian Threat frame.230 The rest of the frame names were created based solely on 

the content of the Commission documents.  

When it comes to categorizing (i.e. coding) each description 

and policy instrument found in the actual Commission documents as being 

part of a specific frame and discourse or grand strategy, the reasoning has 

been mainly based on a subjectivist approach, though with streaks of objecti-

fication. The subjectivist part means that the descriptions and instruments are 

coded as a specific frame and discourse or grand strategy based on the 

Commission’s own intentions and assertions. Accordingly, I have read the 

documents and tried to understand the Commission’s own arguments for 

their descriptions and advocated instruments, taking them at face value. Fol-

lowing Boréus, this means that the researcher “does not perform a ‘deep’ 

interpretation of the underlying meaning” of the document, but codes the 

evident intentions (Boréus 1994, 366-367).231 To ensure that the Commis-

sion’s own arguments are not too far from what a general audience would 

accept, I have added an element of objectification, where the researcher en-

sures that the argumentation of the Commission is reasonable. Also this is in 

line with Boréus’ coding instructions for her study (1994, 267), and fits the 

methodological point of departure (where subjectivism and objectivism is 

coupled). This means that the Commission’s argumentation cannot diverge 

completely from what people in general would agree that a certain policy 

                                                      
230Tsoukala however did not call them frames, but principles. She also mentioned an “Identity 

Threat” principle, but since irregular immigration has not been portrayed as being an identity 

threat in the Commission documents, an Identity Threat frame does not appear in the analysis 

in the empirical chapters. 
231By “deep” meaning, I refer to such meaning that is often uncovered by tools of e.g. critical 

linguistics. An example is the meaning that is uncovered by studying the order of words, etc. 

These are things that I on purpose have left out. What I however do not exclude from studying 

in my content analysis are implicit meaning as long as it is more or less evident what the text 

intends.  
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instrument is about. A fictional example could, for instance, be if the Com-

mission would argue that development aid aimed at buying border control 

equipment for a third country is solely about contributing to development. It 

would in this case be obvious for people in general that  development aid 

aimed at buying border control equipment would also lead to more border 

control and render irregular immigration from that country to the EU more 

difficult, and hence not solely be about helping. At the same time, it would, 

just as the Commission might argue, help these countries with something 

they would otherwise probably not afford. Hence I would categorize the 

policy instrument of development aid for border control equipment as being 

part of firstly the prognostic frame of “Financial assistance to third coun-

tries”, and furthermore as part of the grand strategy that is “A mix between 

averting and helping”. It should, however, be stated that this has not been a 

big issue since the Commission rarely argues in a way that would be com-

pletely unreasonable to a general audience.  

The decision to base the coding of the information in the empir-

ical documents based first and foremost on the Commission’s own argumen-

tation means that one and the same diagnostic or prognostic frame is not 

always coded as being part of the same discourse or grand strategy. If, for 

instance, the Commission’s arguments for a certain policy instrument in one 

document are more in line with a different grand strategy than it was in a 

previous document, then the same policy instrument will be coded as being 

part of different grand strategies. The rule is that one and the same detailed 

definition is always coded as being part of the same diagnostic frame, and 

one and the same policy instrument is likewise always coded as being part of 

the same prognostic frame, (since frames are thought of as being a more 

neutral label). What can differ is the coding of what more general discourse 

or grand strategy that the frame is part of (since the discourse and grand 

strategy are thought of as showing the more general direction of the Com-

mission’s reasoning, and hence be more clear about whether or not the 

Commission treats irregular immigration as a threat). An example where this 

has been the case concerns the detailed definition that irregular immigration 

constitutes a threat to the credibility of the overall EU migration policy. This 

definition is coded as being part of the diagnostic framing of irregular immi-

gration as being a “Threat to the migration policy”. When it comes to the 

larger discourse that this frame is coded as being part of, two different dis-

courses have been exploited. Based on the Commission’s arguments, it has 

sometimes been more suitable to code it as being part of the discourse of 

“Threat to the EU” and sometimes the discourse of “Threat to immigrants”. 

Another example, this time concerning policy instruments, is that the Fron-

tex border agency is always coded as being part of the prognostic frame of 

“Border control”. In most cases it is furthermore coded as being part of a 

grand strategy that is mostly about “Averting immigration”, but in one in-

stance it is instead coded as being part of a grand strategy that is “A mix 
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between averting and helping”, due to the Commission’s arguments about 

how Frontex can also help victims of trafficking. It has therefore been of 

utter importance to understand the Commission’s arguments, which is again 

something that has called for a manual coding, rather than a computer based 

one, though it should be stated that in general one and the same frame is 

most often part of the same discourse or grand strategy. Moreover, in one 

and the same document, a specific instrument or description can only be 

coded once (the same as in Boréus, 1994: 367), as a way to ensure that these 

are not over-represented in the analysis. In contrast, one and the same docu-

ment may contain several different policy instruments and detailed descrip-

tions. 

Reliability 

Reliability for social constructivists means not so much objectivity (since 

there is no such thing) as it means transparency. This has led to the following 

rules for the content analysis of the dissertation: firstly, I present the reader 

with several examples of my interpretations in the empirical chapters. Sec-

ondly, it means that the documents are read in their entirety to ensure that the 

intention of the text is not misunderstood, which it could have been had I 

only looked up certain words (as might have been the case had a computer 

been used).232 A third way to certify as far as possible the reasonability of the 

interpretations, and hence the coding of the documents, is that I have re-read 

them several times, with plenty of time in between the reads. Though time 

consuming, it has been a method for ensuring that the meaning of the text is 

consistently interpreted. In content analysis lingo this is called double cod-

ing, which means to perform the coding of the documents more than once, to 

check whether the coding is consistent and consequently has a high degree 

of “intrasubjectivity” (see Bergström& Boréus 2005, 50). In light of the 

double coding, the coding instruction has moreover been further fine-

tuned.233 

                                                      
232In very few instances I have made exceptions from this rule in the sense that I did not read 

the document in full if its general content was on something else completely, for instance the 

laws of the sea. 
233It should however be pointed out that a completely consistent coding can most likely never 

be achieved since we are dealing with interpretations and interpretations are just never as 

objective as positivist epistemology argues. The interpretations should instead be satisfactori-

ly consistent, meaning that they are as consistent as they can probably be. I would argue that 

this has been achieved in this dissertation since the overall result that the coding has resulted 

in would most likely remain the same if another researcher was to use the same coding in-

struction, though minor differences in coding might appear and this should count as an ac-

ceptable degree of deviation from total coding consistency (cf. Bergström& Boréus, 2005: 51-

52.) 
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Coding Instructions for the Content Analysis 

Introduction 

The unit of analysis is the key issue that the researcher wishes to study in the 

empirical material (Hermann 2009, 157). In this dissertation, the unit of 

analysis is the Commission’s diagnostic and prognostic framing of irregular 

immigration. Measuring what different frames that the Commission has used 

allows the researcher to analyze not only which frames that are most wide-

spread but also whether the frame usage has changed over time.  

Even though the unit of analysis is frames, the most basic re-

cording units, i.e. the most basic issues that are coded in the text, are 1) De-

tailed definitions and 2) Policy instruments. In addition, I have also coded 

what name that the Commission uses for the issue of irregular immigration. 

The sampling unit is document. This means that I count in how many docu-

ments a certain frame is present, as opposed to counting all the instances that 

a framing of irregular immigration is present. Each frame (and consequently 

each detailed description and policy instrument) is hence in the empirical 

analysis counted at most once in each document.234 235 One and the same 

document may, however, include several different competing frames (and 

detailed descriptions and policy instruments).  

General Coding Instructions 

The coding instruction consists of three different sub-instructions. One for 

the coding of Diagnostic frames, one for Prognostic frames and one for the 

Commission’s naming of irregular immigration, which are all presented be-

low. Since the actual coding of the documents is made simultaneously for all 

three, there are also a few principles that are common which are therefore 

presented at the outset: 

 

- Read through the entire document. 

- Note which DG that wrote the document (as stated in the EU’s “Pre-

lex” search engine). 

                                                      
234I have made this decision based on it better showing the scope with which a certain frame is 

put forth. Had I instead counted every instance that one frame was mentioned, this would 

have run the risk of making the results askew since one single document may mention a cer-

tain frame several times (if a document dealt specifically with one particular policy instrument 

for example), and then make that prognostic frame appear too popular compared to other 

prognostic frames that still were mentioned in many more documents. 
235Though each frame in the empirical analysis is counted only once in each document, during 

the coding itself one and the same frame could be recorded more than once in each document 

since different detailed descriptions and different policy instruments could be categorized as 

being part of one and the same frame. However, the databases I used in Microsoft Access 

allowed me subsequently to organize all the observations in accordance to the rule that each 

frame should only be counted once per document. 
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- In legal proposals, focus the coding to the explanatory part of the 

document, which is placed in the beginning before the legal text it-

self. Focus on the explanatory parts because these contain more ar-

guments on why the Commission is advocating the specific legal in-

strument put forth. Do not focus the coding to the legal text itself, 

which is most often quite “crisp” in nature and often does not con-

tain wordings that inform the reader of the Commission’s view of ir-

regular immigration or the instrument at hand. Hence, code based on 

the information in the initial explanatory parts of the document. An 

exception from this general rule is made for the earliest documents, 

since the argumentation in the initial parts of those document are of-

ten much more underdeveloped compared to the later documents.  

Coding the Commission’s Naming of Irregular Immigration 

The reason for investigating the Commission’s naming of the issue that in 

this dissertation is called “irregular” immigration, is to see what terms that 

the Commission prefers, and whether this may have changed over time. The 

focus has been on what term that the Commission uses, and to what extent it 

uses that specific term.  I have focused on “illegal”, “irregular”, undocu-

mented” and “clandestine”.236 If mentioned often in one and the same docu-

ment, I have coded a term as being of “Major” usage. If mentioned only to a 

limited extent I have coded it as being of “Minor” usage.  

 

- Code when either of the following categories are used: 

1) “Clandestine migration” 

2) “Illegal migration” 

3) “Irregular migration” 

4) “Undocumented migration” 

More than one category can be coded in each document. 

- Code either of the categories as being “Major” when it is used at 

least 4 times in one and the same document. If used to a lesser extent 

code as being “Minor”. If not mentioned at all, do not code it. 

- Note the year that a certain category is used. 

- Note the document that a certain category is used in. 

 

  

                                                      
236 The four categories were created based on the reading of the documents, which showed 

that these four synonyms were the most recurring.  
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Table 10.1 Example of how one observation is coded as concerns the Commis-

sion’s naming of irregular immigration 

Name used: Illegal migration 

Year: 2001 

Document: COM(2001)672 

Minor/Major use of this name: Major 

Source: Author’s own database 

 

Coding the Commission’s Diagnostic Framing of Irregular Immigration 

The main interest when coding the Commission’s diagnostic framing is how 

irregular immigration is portrayed, and whether these portrayals changes 

over time. Each diagnostic framing consists of several related detailed de-

scriptions, which are the most basic recording units that the researcher looks 

for in the documents. Each detailed description is at most noted once in each 

document, and is also categorized as being part of a specific diagnostic 

frame and a specific discourse.  

 

- Code when the Commission describes irregular immigration in a 

specific way, this is a detailed description. Code a specific descrip-

tion only once in each document. If there are statements that de-

scribe irregular immigration in two or more ways, code each one. 

Code only when the description can be clearly understood, i.e. do 

not note unclear descriptions like “the problem of irregular immigra-

tion” since the idea is to distinguish specific frames, and unclear de-

scriptions of that kind do not allow for a frame analysis.237 (An ex-

ception is made for the word “security”, see coding instructions un-

der “Securitarian Threat”). 

- Note the year that the detailed description is used. 

- Note the document that the detailed description is used in. 

- Note on what page numbers that the detailed description appears. 

  

                                                      
237This may be considered a weakness, since also unclear descriptions of the kind just men-

tioned may still indicate that the Commission views irregular immigration as a problem. 

However, for the aim of this dissertation it would not have helped very much. After all, the 

problem may be interpreted in several different ways, for instance that irregular immigrants 

may be victims of ruthless traffickers or that the irregular immigrants may threaten societies 

of the EU by undermining the welfare society. The idea is to obtain not just a general view of 

irregular immigration as a problem, but as what kind of problem. Seeing irregular immigrants 

as victims is however quite different from seeing them as a threat. Therefore, unclear descrip-

tions are not coded. 
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- Code each detailed description as being part of one of the following 

diagnostic frames:238 

1) “Irregular immigrants as victims” (when the Commission 

sees irregular immigrants as being in a vulnerable position, 

and/or sees irregular immigration as threatening the well-

being of the irregular immigrant) 

2) “Socio-Economic Threat” (when the Commission sees ir-

regular immigration as being a threat to the welfare state, 

contributing to the rise of a parallel economy, and/or causing 

unfair competition in the market) 

3) “Threat to the EU Migration Policy” (when the Commission 

sees irregular immigration as undermining the EU’s migra-

tion policy by e.g. threatening the effect of other parts of the 

EU’s migration policy such as legal migration and integra-

tion, and/or undermining EU citizens’ trust in the EU migra-

tion policy) 

4) “Securitarian Threat” (when the Commission links irregular 

immigration to organised crime, terrorism, criminal activi-

ties and security, which is seen as threatening the EU, and 

when it uses the term “security”239) 

5) “Normalizing frame” (when the Commission sees irregular 

immigrants as a normal feature of society, shows under-

standing for the act of irregular immigration and considers it 

a rational move. Irregular immigration is not seen as a threat 

in any way, but as normal behavior) 

6) “Irregular Immigration as Economic Benefit” (when the 

Commission sees irregular immigration as a contribution to 

the European economy, not a threat) 

Each document may contain more than one detailed description. 

- Code each detailed description as being part of one of the following 

discourses:240 

1) “Threat to immigrants” (when the Commission sees irregu-

lar immigration as threatening either irregular or regular 

immigrants, including the well-being of irregular immi-

grants) 

                                                      
238 The options under framing crystallized inductively during the many readings of the docu-

ments. 
239 Someone may consider the term “security” as an unclear description, but since it is consid-

ered a key term in the literature on securitization and threat construction it should be coded as 

part of the Securitarian Threat frame. 
240 All options under discourse crystallized inductively during the many readings of the doc-

uments. 
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2) “Threat to the EU” (when the Commission sees irregular 

immigration as threatening the EU population, the EU or-

ganization, EU markets, and/or EU security) 

3) “Non-threatening” (when the Commission sees irregular 

immigration as not threatening either immigrants or the EU. 

It can either be positive or indifferent/”neutral” to irregular 

immigration). 

 

Table 10.2 Example of how one observation is coded as concerns the Commis-

sion’s diagnostic framing of irregular immigration 

Detailed description (what irregular 

immigration is about): 

Victims of exploitation 

Year: 2001 

Document: COM(2001)672 

Pages: 7 

Diagnostic frame: Victim frame 

Grand Discourse: Threat to immigrants 

DG Author: DG JHA 

Comments or quotes: They are seen as victims of traffickers 

Source: Author’s own database 

 

Coding the Commission’s Prognostic Framing of Irregular Immigration 

The main interest when coding the Prognostic framing is how the Commis-

sion wishes to handle irregular immigration and whether this changes over 

time. Each prognostic frame consists of several related policy instruments, 

which are the most basic recording units that the researcher looks for in the 

documents. Each policy instrument is noted once at the most in each docu-

ment, and is also categorized as being part of a specific prognostic frame and 

a specific grand strategy.  

 

- Code when the Commission advocates a certain policy instrument to 

handle irregular immigration: 

 Code policy instruments that are specific in nature. Do not 

code vague suggestions. For instance, do not code such 

vague suggestions as “reducing irregular immigration” or 

“respecting human rights”. Instead code the specific policy 

instruments that are supposed to “reduce irregular immigra-

tion” and “respect human rights”.241 

                                                      
241 Often, the Commission documents contain general wordings like ”fundamental rights of 

immigrants must be guaranteed”, without ever specifying how. This is, for instance, frequent-

ly the case when the Commission suggests different specific instruments for the repatriation 

of irregular immigrants and argues that when executing the repatriation, irregular immigrants’ 
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 Only code policy instruments that handle irregular immigra-

tion. Since the study is only interested in studying the Com-

mission’s framing of irregular immigration, code instru-

ments that refer to refugees and other migratory groups only 

when these are also irregular immigrants.  

 Do not code policy instruments unless explicitly or implicit-

ly referred to as an instrument to handle irregular immigra-

tion in that document. This means that instruments that have 

in previous documents been discussed as an instrument that 

can be used to handle irregular immigration should not be 

coded in a new document unless they are there too referred 

to as a means to handle irregular immigration. This is so be-

cause the instrument may in the document at hand not be 

thought of as an instrument to handle irregular immigration 

but some other issue. (Many of the instruments are not de-

veloped to solely handle irregular immigration, but also a 

range of other issues. One such example is the Schengen In-

formation System, SIS, which is only coded when referred to 

as an instrument to handle irregular immigration.)  

 Policy instruments should be interpreted as “advocated by 

the Commission”, and hence coded into the database, when 

the Commission’s wordings implicitly or explicitly indicate 

the appreciation, recommendation or optimistic suggestion 

of a policy instrument. Examples are when the Commission 

argues that the instrument is needed, and/or is (or has been) 

advantageous. A help in determining this is the following 

kind of expressions motivating the use of the instrument: 

“necessary”242, “ideal”243, “facilitating”, “effective”244, “im-

proved measures”, “could be used”245, but also segments 

where an instrument is implicitly understood to be desirable. 

Do not code instruments that are merely mentioned, and that 

are not understood as being advocated by the Commission. 

 Policy instruments should be interpreted as “advocated by 

the Commission”, when the Commission advocates it. It is 

not sufficient that the instrument is advocated either by the 

                                                                                                                             
integrity must not be violated. Since the main policy instrument here is the repatriation in-

strument, this is what is coded. The vague wording of guaranteeing integrity or fundamental 

rights is not. This is so since it is obviously of secondary importance, and merely seems to be 

a standard formulation, with little in the way of being a specific instrument. 
242 See e.g. COM(2008)68, p. 4. 
243See e.g. COM(2003)323, p. 11. 
244 See e.g. COM(2002)703, p. 36. 
245 See e.g.COM(2008)69, p. 7. 
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Council or the European Parliament, i.e. the two other EU 

institutions mainly involved in the EU decision process.  

 Code a specific policy instrument only once in each docu-

ment. 

- Note the year that the policy instrument is mentioned. 

- Note the document in which the policy instrument is used. 

- Note on what page numbers that the policy instrument appears. 

- Code each policy instrument as being part of one of the following 

prognostic frames:246 247 248 

1) “Border control” (when the policy instrument has to do with 

the management of EU borders and institutions created for 

border control) 

2) “Return Policy” (when the policy instrument has to do with 

the repatriation and readmission of irregular immigrants) 

3) “Surveillance” (when the policy instrument has to do with 

watching and detecting moves made by irregular immi-

grants, e.g. through information systems or incarceration) 

4) “Combat illegal employment” (when the policy instrument 

has to do with the fight against illegal employment, such as 

sanctions of an employer of irregular immigrants, or con-

trols in the labor market) 

5) “Financial assistance to third countries” (when the policy in-

strument has to do with using development aid or other fi-

nancial measures given to third countries as a way of dealing 

with irregular immigration) 

6) “Information exchange between EU member states” (when 

the policy instrument has to do with the interaction and ex-

change of information between member states)  

                                                      
246 All options under framing crystallized inductively during the many readings of the docu-

ments. 
247 It may be stated that some of the prognostic frames resemble each other. For instance, 

“Information exchange” is in a sense somewhat similar to “Surveillance” since both focus on 

keeping up with trends in irregular immigration. However, information exchange is much 

more concerned with the interaction between member states, while surveillance is concerned 

with watching and detecting moves made by irregular immigrants. Sometimes “Surveillance” 

also comes close to Border control, when it deals with supervision of borders. However, 

“Surveillance” has been coded when the Commission’s focus is on the technology, while 

“Border control” is coded for institutions created for border control, although sometimes they 

are admittedly close. However, one specific instrument has always only been coded once as 

one frame to ensure that no instrument gets coded twice and hence overestimates a certain 

instrument or prognostic frame. 
248 Initially there were more categories of prognostic frames. The ones not mentioned here 

were however removed from the presentation based on them being mentioned in less than five 

documents each. The presentation in the empirical chapter would otherwise have been too 

scattered. The fact that they were removed does not alter anything in the larger picture pre-

sented. 
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7) “Fight trafficking” (when the policy instrument has to do 

with the combat of human trafficking with a focus on the 

perpetrators or the trafficking phenomenon as a whole) 

8) “More legal ways into the EU” (when the policy instrument 

has to do with opening up more legal ways into the EU. 

Code legal immigration as a policy instrument only when it 

is explicitly or implicitly seen as a solution to irregular im-

migration, e.g. when the Commission suggests that easier 

routes for legal immigration can be a way of reducing irreg-

ular immigration. Do not code legal immigration as a policy 

instrument if it is not referred to as a solution to irregular 

immigration, i.e. do not code a proposition to facilitate 

routes for legal immigration if it is not put forth as a way to 

handle irregular immigration).  

9) “Take care of victims” (when the policy instrument has to 

do with the support of victims of exploitation or victims dur-

ing the journey to Europe, including a temporary stay.249 It 

focuses on the victims, not the phenomenon of trafficking or 

exploitation in the workplace as a whole).  

10) “Information campaigns” (when the policy instrument has to 

do with information campaigns directed either to immigrants 

or the general public) 

11) “Protection of rights” (when the policy instrument has to do 

with providing rights to irregular immigrants. Focuses on 

the rights of irregular immigrants to demand authorities for 

something) 

12) “Visa Policy” (when the policy instrument has to do with 

using visas as a tool to handle irregular immigration) 

Each document may contain more than one policy instrument. 

- Code each policy instrument as being part of one of the following 

grand strategies:250 

1) “Averting immigration” (when the policy instrument is to be 

used mainly for preventing or stopping irregular immigra-

tion, or remove irregular immigrants from EU territory) 

2) “Helping” (when the policy instrument is to be used mainly 

for the aim of supporting vulnerable actors, such as victims 

or poor third countries. The vulnerable actor remains quite 

passively receiving)  

                                                      
249 Code the instrument of “temporary stay” as Take care of victims, even though the Com-

mission also says it is about fighting trafficking. The Commission’s own view of the tempo-

rary stay as being both about fighting trafficking and helping victims is seen to in the catego-

rizing of this policy instrument as being part of a discourse that mixes averting and helping. 
250 All options under grand strategy crystallized inductively during the many readings of the 

documents. 
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3) “Provide rights to irregular immigrants” (when the policy 

instrument is mainly to be used for granting rights to irregu-

lar immigrants. The irregular immigrant here becomes more 

of an active agent with the right to demand authorities for 

something) 

4) “A mix between averting and helping” (when the policy in-

strument is simultaneously to be used for prevention, stop-

ping or removal of irregular immigrants and for supporting 

vulnerable actors). 

5) “Open up to legal immigration” (when the policy instrument 

is mainly to be used to increase opportunities for legal roads 

for potential immigrants) 

6) “A mix between averting and opening up” (when the policy 

instrument is simultaneously to be used for prevention, 

stopping or removal of irregular immigrants and to increase 

legal roads for potential immigrants) 

7)  “Other”(when the policy instrument does not fit any of the 

categories above) 

When the Commission does not motivate why they advocate a cer-

tain instrument to handle irregular immigration, code the instrument 

as the same grand strategy as the Commission has argued in previ-

ous documents.  

 

Table 10.3 Example of how one observation is coded as concerns the Com-

mission’s prognostic framing of irregular immigration 

Policy instrument suggested: European Border Guard 

Year: 2001 

Document: COM(2001)672 

Pages: 4, 17-18 

Prognostic frame: Border control 

Grand strategy: Averting immigration 

DG Author: DG JHA 

Comments or quotes:  

Source: Author’s own database 
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Appendix 2: Sample Interview Guide 

 

Introduction of the research project:  

- I am part of an academic research and training programme for young 

scholars, which is called “European Foreign and Security Policy Studies” 

and is funded jointly by the Compagnia di San Paolo in Italy, the 

VolkswagenStiftung in Germany and the Riksbankens Jubileumsfond in 

Sweden. It supports research projects that focus on the EU’s foreign and 

security policy. 

- My research project deals with the EU’s approach towards il-

legal immigration. The main question that I am interested in refers to what 

the approach looks like and how the Commission has organized its work on 

illegal immigration. I use a bottom up perspective and hence focus on the 

role of civil servants/ EU officials in shaping the EU approach. The theories 

used are based on political science literature. This interview concerns your 

specific experience of the policy shaping process and deals with your work 

in DG XX. 

- When it comes to the issue of confidentiality, I will in the 

presentation of my research not mention any of my interviewees by name. I 

may, however, quote you, but not in a way that could link it to you. Perhaps 

you will also want to see a transcribed version of the interview, to ensure 

that I have understood you correctly? 

- As regards this interview: I wish to use a recorder to tape the 

interview so that I will make sure that I correctly understand your infor-

mation and get the details right. Is this OK? 

 

 

Interview topics and questions:  

 

Background information 

1. Could you please tell me a bit about yourself: 

a) What is your name and current position? 

b) How long have you worked here with these issues? 

c) What did you do before?  

d) How many people are working with the issue of illegal immigra-

tion in your DG/Unit? 

 

Policy content and organization within the Commission 

The next questions concern the EU’s present approach to illegal immigra-

tion.  
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2. Can you please walk me through the main tasks of your present 

work? What does a typical day/week/month look like? What tasks 

are to be carried out?  

a. What is written – reports, etc.? 

b. Do you go on missions, what do you do in these missions?  

3. What would you say are the main challenges posed by illegal immi-

gration? Why is there a need to have policies on it? 

4. What are the goals of your work on the issue? What goals do you 

wish to achieve? 

5. What are the obstacles to achieving those goals? 

6. How do you think the EU should handle the issue of illegal immi-

gration?  

7. Which do you consider the most important proposals presented by 

the Commission? Why? 

8. What is missing today? What, if anything, is left for the EU to do to 

achieve a satisfactory policy on illegal immigration? 

 

The policy process 

The next questions relate to other participants in the praxis-shaping process 

and your cooperation with them.  

9. When do you consult with other DGs? 

10. With whom do you communicate or cooperate inside the main EU 

institutions as regards illegal immigration issues? [Who? How? 

Why? On what specific issues?] 

a. The Commission?  

A) How does your DG’s policy preferences differ 

and converge with that of other DGs?  

B) Have you noticed any competition over which DG 

that should handle illegal immigration? 

b. The Council? 

c. The European Parliament? 

d. EU agencies such as Frontex and Europol? 

11. With whom do you communicate or cooperate on the EU member 

states’ national level? 

12. With what outside actors do you cooperate or communicate? 

a. Experts (e.g. from think tanks)? 

b. Non-Governmental Organisations (e.g. Amnesty Interna-

tional; trade unions, etc.)? 

c. International (Governmental) Organisations (e.g. NATO; 

UN, etc.)? 

d. Academia (e.g. professors/scholars of certain fields of 

study)?  

e. Private firms (e.g. consulting firms)? 
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f. Others? 

13. Do you ever set up expert groups or working groups? [For what 

tasks, who participates, how are they formed?] 

14. Which actors do you believe are influential in shaping the EU’s ap-

proach to illegal immigration? [not only formally but also informal-

ly] Why are certain actors more influential than others? Please give 

concrete examples. 

 

Almost done… 

15. Who else has some insight into these questions and you would think 

would be helpful for me to interview? Is it also OK if I refer to you 

when I ask them for an interview? 

16. If you feel there are relevant documents for me to read regarding the 

issues touched upon above, I would be most grateful for them. 

17. Would it be ok to contact you again if I have some further specific 

questions? 
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Appendix 3. EU agreements, conventions, actions plans 

and agencies with relevance for irregular immigration 

Agreement, 

law or alike 

Signed 

(year) 

Entry 

into 

force 

(year) 

Content in brief 

Schengen 

agreement 

1985 1995 Abandon internal borders and create com-

mon external border control 

Dublin conven-

tion  

1990 1997 Determined which member state should 

deal with an application for asylum (since 

then superseded by the Dublin regulation) 

Treaty on Euro-

pean Union 

(Maastricht 

Treaty) 

1992 1993 Intergovernmental Justice and Home Af-

fairs pillar (pillar III) including immigra-

tion policies established.  

Europol con-

vention 

1995 1998 Introduced a European Police Office (since 

then superseded by the Europol decision) 

The Treaty of 

Amsterdam 

1997 1999 “An area of Freedom, Security and Justice” 

was created. Several issues of pillar III 

were moved to the supranational pillar I, 

including illegal immigration. Incorpora-

tion of the Schengen Agreement into the 

EU framework. 

Tampere pro-

gramme 

1999  Five-year programme (1999-2004) e.g. to 

establish a common migration policy 

Hague pro-

gramme 

2004  Five year programme (2004-2009) e.g. on 

immigration policy 

Regulation 

establishing 

Frontex agency 

2004  The European Agency for the Management 

of Operational Cooperation at the External 

Borders of the Member States of the Euro-

pean Union (Frontex) was created to fight 

e.g. illegal immigration.  

Lisbon Treaty 2007 2009 Abandonment of the pillar system, now co-

decision in all aspects of immigration is-

sues.  

Stockholm 

Programme 

2009  Five-year programme (2009-2014) e.g. on 

immigration 
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Appendix 4.  EU laws concerning irregular immigration 

Name of the law Content in brief 

Council Directive 2001/51/EC of 28 

June 2001 supplementing the provisions 

of Article 26 of the Convention imple-

menting the Schengen Agreement of 14 

June 1985 

Sanctions on carriers which are unable to 

effect the return of a third-country national 

whose entry is refused. 

Council Directive 2002/90/EC of 28 

November 2002 defining the facilitation 

of unauthorised entry, transit and resi-

dence 

Defines facilitation of unauthorized entry.  

Each member state shall adopt sanctions on 

those who facilitate unauthorized entries. Each 

member state may, however, decide not to 

impose sanctions should the facilitator be 

doing it for humanitarian reasons.  

Council Framework Decision of 28 

November 2002 on the strengthening of 

the penal framework to prevent the facil-

itation of unauthorised entry, transit and 

residence (2002/946/JHA) 

Each member state shall ensure that the facili-

tation of unauthorized entry is punishable by 

criminal penalties, which may entail extradi-

tion and sanctions. 

Council Regulation (EC) No 377/2004 

of 19 February 2004 on the creation of 

an immigration liaison officers network 

 

Amended by:  

Regulation (EU) No 493/2011 of the 

European Parliament and of the Council 

of 5 April 2011 amending Council 

Regulation (EC) No 377/2004 on the 

creation of an immigration liaison offic-

ers network 

Says that member states can place Immigra-

tion Liaison Officers in third countries. The 

ILOs are meant to collect information on ir-

regular immigration, so as to enhance their 

ability to prevent and combat it. 

Council Directive 2004/81/EC of 29 

April 2004 on the residence permit is-

sued to third-country nationals who are 

victims of trafficking in human beings or 

who have been the subject of an action 

to facilitate illegal immigration, who 

cooperate with the competent authorities 

Defines the conditions for when a third coun-

try national can be granted a temporary resi-

dence permit if cooperating in the fight against 

trafficking in human beings or the facilitation 

of illegal immigration. 

 

Council Directive 2004/82/EC of 29 

April 2004 on the obligation of carriers 

to communicate passenger data 

Concerns air carriers. Air carriers must, at the 

request of the authorities, transmit information 

on the passengers they will carry. Member 

states shall take the necessary measures to 

impose sanctions on carriers which have not 

transmitted data or have transmitted incom-

plete or false data. 
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Decision No 574/2007/EC of the Euro-

pean Parliament and of the Council of 

23 May 2007 establishing the External 

Borders Fund for the period 2007 to 

2013 as part of the General programme 

‘Solidarity and Management of Migra-

tion Flows’ 

 

Established the External Borders Fund  

Decision No 575/2007/EC of the Euro-

pean Parliament and of the Council of 

23 May 2007 establishing the European 

Return Fund for the period 2008 to 2013 

as part of the General Programme ‘Soli-

darity and Management of Migration 

Flows’ 

 

Established the European Return Fund 

Regulation (EC) No 863/2007 of the 

European Parliament and of the Council 

of 11 July 2007 establishing a mecha-

nism for the creation of Rapid Border 

Intervention Teams and amending 

Council Regulation (EC) No 2007/2004 

as regards that mechanism and regulat-

ing the tasks and powers of guest offic-

ers 

The RABIT ‘strategic reserve’ will initial-

ly comprise 300 - 500 specially trained border 

guards and national experts who can be mobi-

lized by Frontex when one or more member 

states are confronted with the sudden arrival 

of a large influx of illegal immigrants at the 

Union’s external borders. 

The salaries of border guards will be paid by 

the country, but the additional costs of opera-

tions (travel expenses, repatriation, insurance, 

living costs) will be paid by Frontex.  

Directive 2008/115/EC of the European 

Parliament and of the Council of 

16 December 2008 on common stand-

ards and procedures in Member States 

for returning illegally staying third-

country nationals 

To standardize the expulsion of illegal immi-

grants. Harsher rules than the ones in the di-

rective are forbidden.  

A voluntary departure period is 7-30 days. If 

the deportee does not leave, national authori-

ties will issue a removal order. 

If the deportee might be hiding, the person can 

be put into custody. Art 15 sets the maximum 

period of custody  at six months, with a possi-

ble twelve-month extension, maximum deten-

tion adds up to 18 months. 

Directive 2009/52/EC of the European 

Parliament and of the Council of 18 June 

2009 providing for minimum standards 

on sanctions and measures against em-

ployers of illegally staying third-country 

nationals 

Sanctions on employers who hire illegal im-

migrants 
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Directive 2011/36/EU of the European 

Parliament and of the Council of 

5 April 2011 on preventing and combat-

ing trafficking in human beings and 

protecting its victims, and replacing 

Council Framework Decision 

2002/629/JHA [OJ L 101 of 15.4.2011 

 

Establishes minimum rules concerning the 

definition of criminal offences and sanctions 

in the area of trafficking in human beings. 

The Dublin Convention signed in June 

1990 between 11 Member States, which 

entered into force in 1997, sets up a 

legally binding mechanism to determine 

the Member State responsible for re-

viewing an asylum application. 

The Dublin Regulation superseded the Dublin 

convention, with the same basic idea of which 

member state that should deal with an applica-

tion for asylum. 
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